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NOTHING HAPPENED. It was 11:19 A.M., April 20, 1999. By11:09 A.M., Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold had hauled into theColumbine High School cafeteria two bombs hidden in largeduffel bags and placed them near the tables where the athletic
crowd ate lunch. Each bomb was a twenty-gallon propane tank wired to a
one-gallon can of gasoline that was attached to a detonator and a timer set
to go off at 11:17 A.M. The duffel bags blended in with the backpacks strewn
all over the cafeteria floor by the approximately 480 students who were eat-
ing lunch at the time. 
Eric was in the junior parking lot, southeast of the main entrance, and
Dylan was in the senior parking lot, southwest of the main entrance. Each
was strategically located approximately forty-five degrees from the south
entrance of the high school so they could shoot at fleeing students without
endangering each other. Klebold was dressed in cargo pants, a black T-shirt
that said “Wrath,” and a black trench coat. Underneath his coat was an
Intratec TEC-DC-9, 9-mm semiautomatic handgun attached to a strap
slung over his shoulder. His cargo pants had large pockets that allowed him
partially to conceal a Stephens 12-gauge double-barreled shotgun, particu-
larly since the barrel had been cut down to approximately twenty-three
inches. Harris, also wearing a black trench coat, wore a white T-shirt under-




Hi-Point 9-mm carbine rifle on a strap under his coat. He carried a Savage
Springfield 12-gauge pump shotgun in a duffel bag that also held numerous
explosive devices, including pipe bombs and CO2 canisters, and ammunition.
The shotgun’s stock and barrel had been cut off, reducing it to twenty-six inches.
In addition, the boys were armed with several knives, including a nine-inch
kitchen knife, a dagger, and two combat knives, one a folding blade knife about
four inches long, and the other having a hatchet blade of about 3 1/2 inches in
length, the handle of which doubled as brass knuckles with ten sharp spikes pro-
truding outward. Their cars were booby-trapped with bombs timed to explode
later in the day when the parking lot would be filled with emergency personnel.
By 11:19 A.M., nothing had happened. The bombs did not explode. No ball
of fire ripped out the cafeteria windows. No dismembered body pieces were pro-
pelled through the air. No mortally wounded students were lying on the cafete-
ria floor, groaning and calling for their mothers. The ceiling above the cafeteria
did not collapse, dropping the fifty-six students studying in the library above, the
debris from the floor, and the tables, chairs, stacks, and other equipment onto
the unsuspecting students in the cafeteria below. The ground did not reverber-
ate; thick black smoke did not emanate from the cafeteria. No chaos had bro-
ken out as students ran from the scene. No flood of students ran for safety through
the south entrance to the high school only to be mowed down in a withering
crossfire from semiautomatic weapons. Harris and Klebold’s apocalyptic vision
of the destruction of their high school was thwarted only because the detonators
they had purchased were defective.
The Columbine massacre was the most important news event in 1999;
throughout the 1990s, only the O. J. Simpson trial received more media cover-
age (Muschert 2002). Despite the overwhelming media coverage and the sub-
sequent national debate over youth violence, precious few attempts were made
to analyze the causes of the shootings. As Downs (1998) has shown, the media
have a very short attention span, moving from excited involvement to loss of inter-
est in a short span of time. Because of the magnitude of the story of the
Columbine shootings, daily reportage lasted for a full month. Despite the
salience of the story, the vast media presence, the large number of local, state,
and national investigators, at the close of the investigation, nobody could offer
a coherent explanation as to why Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold set out to kill
their peers and destroy their school. Even though there was agreement, for the
most part, about the facts of the case, the question of “why” has never been ade-
quately addressed. This study examines personal, local, and societal factors that
propelled Harris and Klebold to attempt to kill 500 of their fellow students and
destroy their high school. 
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THE ASSAULT
Months of preparation and meticulous planning culminated in that moment.
Over the past year, the boys had collected weapons, made and tested pipe bombs,
wrote to-do lists, drew up plans, conducted field research, and fantasized about
the coming revenge that they were going to exact from Columbine. In his
Trenchcoat Mafia web site, Eric Harris opined that he could kill 500 students.
If the bombs had exploded as the two boys had originally planned, the number
of dead and wounded may well have approximated that number.
With their watches and the timers synchronized, they waited in the parking
lot for an explosion that never happened. They had apparently walked to the top
of the stairs that led to the west entrance of the school. When they realized
that their plans needed revision, they looked at each other, and one of them said,
“Go, go!”
It was a warm spring day, and Rachel Scott and Richard Castaldo had
decided to eat their lunch on the grass beside the west entrance. When Harris
and Klebold reached the top of the stairs, they saw Rachel and Richard. Rachel
was killed in a hail of bullets, and Richard was seriously wounded. The assault
had begun. Then they turned and started shooting down the stairs at students
who were behind them and who were apparently walking to the “smokers’ pit,”
a congregating place in Clement Park just to the north of the school where
smokers gathered to have a cigarette. They shot Daniel Rohrbough, Sean Graves,
and Lance Kirklin. Rohrbough died instantly, but Kirklin and Graves survived.
Then Harris and Klebold turned in a more westerly direction and began shoot-
ing at five students on a grassy slope. As they ran away from the gunman, two
were hit: Michael Johnson was able to run up the hill and hide behind a shed
containing athletic equipment; Mark Taylor was seriously wounded and could
not move.
Dylan Klebold ran back down the stairs toward the rear entrance of the cafe-
teria. On his way, he shot Lance Kirklin at close range. Klebold entered the cafe-
teria and stood at the rear, apparently trying to figure out why the bombs did not
explode. He stood there for less than a minute, exiting the cafeteria and running
back up the stairs to Eric. By that time, Eric had taken off his trench coat. He
shot down the stairs at Ann Marie Hochhalter and hit her several times as she
struggled to run for cover into the cafeteria. One of the gunmen shouted, “This
is what we always wanted to do! This is awesome!” The boys threw pipe bombs
onto the grassy area, into the parking lot, and onto the roof of the school, creat-
ing several explosions.
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At about this time, teacher Patti Nielson, who was on hall duty during the
lunch period, heard a commotion outside the west entrance to the school. Think-
ing that students using toy guns to film a video were making too much noise,
she intended to tell them to “knock it off” as she approached the doors of the
west entrance. She and a student, Brian Anderson, who was told by a teacher to
get out of the school because of the shooting and the bombs, were hit with
metal and glass as Eric Harris shot through the doors of the west entrance.
Both Nielson and Anderson were caught between the inner and outer doors.
Nielson suffered abrasions to her shoulder, forearm, and knee from the frag-
ments. Anderson was hit in the chest by the flying glass and metal. Neither was
wounded seriously, and both retreated from the doors, running in a southerly
direction toward the library. Nielson ran into the library, hid in a cupboard under
the librarians’ counter, dialed 911 on the school phone, and informed the police
of the assault.
At 11:22 A.M., Sheriff’s Deputy Neil Gardner, who was in his patrol car eat-
ing lunch and monitoring students at the smoking pit in Clement Park, received
a panicky emergency call from a custodian at Columbine High School. The
deputy was needed on the south side of the school. While moving from the
north to the south side of campus, he heard over the radio that a girl was down
in front of the high school, apparently in reference to Ann Marie Hochhalter.
As Deputy Gardiner drove from Clement Park to the south parking lot, he
received a second call: A shooter was in the school. He pulled his cruiser to the
end of the south parking lot where he had a clear view of the west entrance to
the high school. Eric Harris saw him and began shooting. The deputy shot back
at Harris four times without hitting him. Harris and Klebold then ran into the
school.
News was spreading that the school was under assault. People could hear the
gunfire and explosions of the pipe bombs. Teachers and students were flooding
from the school in panic. In addition, five other deputies from the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Department arrived on campus. The scene was chaos. The
sheriff’s deputies tried to get information from the students and teachers. This
is what they reported:
As the first deputies arrived on campus, they were met by chaos and hys-
teria. Terrified students and teachers were fleeing in all directions from
the high school in the suburban neighborhood. Others were still inside.
The deputies could hear explosions coming from inside the school. The
students were telling them about bombs, guns and hand grenades, and
about gunmen with assault rifles and semiautomatics. There were other
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reports of possible terrorists, four shooters, six shooters, seventeen-
hostages. There was a man wearing a trench coat; there were two guys
in trench coats. There was a guy in a white T-shirt, with a hat, not with
a hat. The gunmen had changed clothes to blend in with the other stu-
dents. There was a shooter on the roof. The gunmen were in the audi-
torium. No, they were in the cafeteria. (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
1999)
A female student observed Brian Anderson staggering down the hall toward
the library and Patti Nielson ducking into the library. She informed science
teacher Dave Sanders, who was standing at the top of the stairs that led from
the cafeteria to the upper-level of the school where the library and the science
classrooms were. Sanders told the female student to go downstairs. At just about
this time, Harris and Klebold entered the building through the west doors. They
began shooting and walking in an easterly direction, laughing as they were
shooting.
A teacher and several students were in the hall. Klebold suddenly ran down
the hall shooting, wounding student Stephanie Munson in the ankle. She
escaped by running past the administrative offices through the eastern entrance
of the high school into the teachers’ parking lot. Klebold stopped in front of a
bank of telephones, turned around, and returned to where Harris was standing
at the intersection of the halls. At this point, Sanders and the custodians were
frantically trying to herd kids away from danger. As Sanders rounded the corner
into the West Hall, he saw Harris and Klebold, who also saw him. He turned
around in an attempt to retrace his steps back towards the stairs that led to the
cafeteria. However, as he did so, he was shot twice in the back. He staggered
around the corner and collapsed on the floor. He then crawled to the science
hallway. Several students pulled him into a science classroom and administered
first aid.
By this time, the halls were empty. Students were either hiding in rooms with
the doors blockaded or had fled from the building and were being redirected
toward Leawood Park, which was across Pierce Avenue, to the east of school. Har-
ris and Klebold, apparently uncertain about what to do next, began walking up
and down the library hall shooting their weapons and randomly throwing bombs.
At 11:29 A.M., they stopped in front of the library doors. The fifty-two stu-
dents in the library had been told by Patti Nielson to hide under the desks. Niel-
son, hiding under the front counter, was on the phone to the 911 operator. Har-
ris and Klebold entered the library, shouting, “Get up! All athletes stand up,” and
“Anybody with a white hat [part of the uniform of the athletes] or a sports emblem
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on it is dead. Today is your day to die.” When nobody stood up, Harris said, “Fine,
then I’ll just start shooting.” He fired his shotgun across the front counter. Fly-
ing splinters injured Evan Todd, who was hiding behind the copier machine at
the end of the counter. Harris and Klebold then walked from the front counter
of the library toward the windows. As they passed Kyle Velasquez, who was sit-
ting at the computer table, Klebold shot him, killing him. The two gunmen set
down their duffel bags, which were filled with pipe bombs, Molotov cocktails,
CO2 canisters, and ammunition. The boys then fired through the windows at flee-
ing students and law enforcement personnel. Fire was returned, forcing them to
back away from the windows.
At this point, Harris and Klebold began their killing in earnest. In the next
7 1/2 minutes, they killed ten and injured twelve of their fellow students. After
backing away from the windows, Dylan Klebold turned to his left and fired his
shotgun, wounding Daniel Steepleton, Makai Hall, and Patrick Ireland, all who
were hiding under a table. Patrick Ireland, although wounded, began adminis-
tering first aid to Makai, whose leg was gushing blood. Ireland was shot again.
All three boys survived their wounds. Patrick floated in and out of consciousness.
After the assault was over, he crawled to the window where he was helped out
by firemen and placed onto the top of a fire emergency vehicle that had been
driven there to rescue him.
Klebold then took off his trench coat and dropped it on the floor. Harris
turned to his right and shot Stephen Curnow at close range, killing him instantly.
He also shot at Kasey Ruegsegger, injuring her. The boys were laughing and
enjoying themselves immensely. Some girls were overheard to ask, “Why are you
doing this?” They answered, “We’ve always wanted to do this. This is payback.
We’ve dreamed of doing this for four years. This is for all the shit you put us
through. This is what you deserve” (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999; Zoba
2000, 34).
Harris turned to his left and walked to a nearby table. Rapping it with his
knuckles, he taunted, “peek-a-boo,” and stuck his shotgun under the table. With
a single blast, he killed Cassie Bernall. However, the gun recoiled and smashed
into Harris’s face, breaking his nose. He was momentarily stunned, and blood
began to flow from his nose. He then turned to Bree Pasquale and asked her if
she wanted to die. As she was pleading for her life, he laughed and said, “Every-
one’s gonna die. We’re gonna blow up the school anyway.” Meanwhile, Klebold
had moved to a table adjacent to the one under which Cassie Bernall was hid-
ing. He spied Isaiah Sholes, a black student. Klebold said, “Hey look, there’s
that little nigger,” and began pulling Isaiah out from underneath the table. This
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comment seemed to snap Eric Harris out of his daze, and he walked over to the
table and shot Isaiah point blank three times, killing him. Dylan stated, “Man,
I didn’t know black brains could fly that far.” Dylan then shot under the table
several times, killing Matthew Kechter. Eric Harris threw a CO2 canister under-
neath the table where Daniel Steepleton, Makai Hall, and Patrick Ireland were
lying wounded. Makai Hall grabbed the canister and threw it in a southerly
direction where it exploded without injuring anybody.
Harris and Klebold then walked toward the stacks in the middle of the room.
Eric jumped on a table. He grabbed the top of one of the bookcases and
attempted to tip it over, cursing at his failed effort. Harris shot his gun into a
southerly direction between the bookshelves at nobody in particular. Klebold
headed toward the library door, turned to his right, and shot out the display case
just to the south the library door. Then he walked around the display case and
shot at Mark Kintgen who was hiding underneath the table nearest the case,
injuring him. Klebold then noticed Lisa Kreutz, Valeen Schnurr, Jeanna Park,
Kelly Fleming, Diwata Perez, and Lauren Townsend huddled together under-
neath the next table. The first shot injured Lisa Kreutz and Valeen Schnurr.
Dylan shot his gun as fast as it would fire, killing Lauren Townsend.
Eric, walking toward Dylan, looked under a table where two girls were hid-
ing, and said, “Pathetic.” Valeen Schnurr, who was seriously wounded, was cry-
ing, “Oh my God, oh my God.” Overhearing Valeen’s pleas, Dylan asked, “Do
you believe in God?” She responded, “Yes.” He said, “Why?” and walked away 
Harris and Klebold then headed south along the eastern side of the library.
They stopped at a nearby table, and Harris shot underneath, wounding Nicole
Nowlen and John Tomlin. Tomlin crawled out from under the table, and Kle-
bold shot him dead. The boys then turned, traversing back toward the table
where the girls were hiding, and shot under it several times, killing Kelly Flem-
ing and injuring Jeanna Park and Lisa Kreutz.
The shooters then walked to the middle of the library between the stacks,
where they reloaded their guns. Eric Harris noticed somebody under an adja-
cent table. He shouted, “Who is under the table? Identify yourself!”
It was John Savage, a former friend of Dylan and a boy both shooters knew.
He identified himself and asked Klebold what he was doing, to which Klebold
responded, “Oh, just killing people.”
Savage asked, “Are you going to kill me?”
Klebold hesitated and told Savage to leave, which he did. Another student
under the same table did not fare so well. Eric Harris went over to the table and
shot Daniel Mauser dead. The boys moved south to a table under which several
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students were hiding. One of the young gunmen said to the other, “I have been
waiting to do this for a long time.” The other responded, “You know what else I
want to do?” His partner responded, “Yeah, to stab someone.” 
They opened a barrage of fire, killing Cory DePooter and injuring Jennifer
Doyle and Austin Eubanks. It was 11:35 A.M. Harris and Klebold left the library
and walked into the science area. Their actions now seemed disjointed and ran-
dom. They shot into empty science rooms. They saw students who were hiding
and apparently did nothing. They taped a Molotov cocktail to a science room
door, which started a small fire that was later put out by a faculty member. They
then walked down the stairs to the cafeteria.
The apparent reason for Harris and Klebold’s return to the cafeteria was to
explode the propane bombs that they had made and to create a conflagration of
serious proportions. Upon entry into the cafeteria, Eric knelt on one knee, rest-
ing his rifle on the banister of the stairs leading into the cafeteria, and fired sev-
eral shots at one of the bombs. Again, nothing happened. Dylan went over to
the bomb and fiddled with it. He then stepped away from the bomb and threw
either a pipe bomb or a CO2 canister toward it, which exploded and started a
fire. Still the propane bombs did not explode. The boys left the cafeteria, taking
drinks of water from containers left by fleeing students. The fire in the cafeteria
was eventually extinguished by the sprinkler system.
The boys returned to the library at noon, which was deserted with the excep-
tion of the dead and those wounded who could not move. According to the coro-
ner, the boys committed suicide by firing bullets through their heads. Although
the rampage lasted about forty-five minutes, because of the confusion and slow-
ness of the police to secure the premises, some researchers mistakenly reported
that it was four hours long (Newman 2004, 154).1
AFTERMATH
The fallout from the Columbine shootings was immediate and terrifying. The
country was horrified. The attack on Columbine was unprecedented in its mag-
nitude, body count, and viciousness. President Bill Clinton addressed the nation,
stating that he was shocked and saddened by the shootings and offered condo-
lences to the members of the Columbine community (Stout 1999). Vice Presi-
dent Al Gore was dispatched to Colorado to attend the April 25th memorial serv-
ices for the victims of the Columbine massacre. The shootings lead network news
programs for several days. Talk shows were inundated with telephone calls from
people expressing opinions about the shootings and the state of today’s youth.
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On National Public Radio, listeners called in to relate how they, too, were bul-
lied and terrorized as high school students.
The country was convulsed into fits of self-reflection and finger-pointing.
Debates on bullying, access to guns, violent video games and television shows,
rock-and-roll music, parenting, and school security were renewed. Blame for the
assaults focused on gun culture and the ease by which weaponry could be
obtained, the so-called goth youth subculture, lack of parental supervision, and
of course, a general lack of values (Gibbs and Roche 1999; Staten 1999; Verhovek
1999).
Harris and Klebold hoped that their act would generate a massive revolt. In
one of the videotapes, Harris said, “We’re going to kick-start a revolution” among
the dispossessed and despised students of the world (Gibbs and Roche 1999).
Although they did not engender a revolution, their acts resonated among students
who had been bullied and humiliated by their peers. In the weeks following the
Columbine High School shootings, schools across the country experienced thou-
sands of bomb scares, scores of attempted bombings, and several attempted copy-
cat killings (Emergency Net 1999). The two self-styled revolutionaries partially
achieved their apocalyptical vision of a nationwide revolt. The most serious inci-
dent occurred in Taber, a farming community of 7,200 people, located about 110
miles southeast of Calgary, Alberta. On Wednesday, April 21, the day after
Columbine, a student opened fire with a sawed-off .22-caliber rifle at W. R. Myers
High School, killing one student and seriously wounding another. On April 23,
in a town outside Baton Rouge, Louisiana, two fourteen-year-old boys were arrested
for shooting and wounding a fellow student at a middle school. Four boys were
charged with planning a rampage killing at Hollins Woods Middle School in Port
Huron, Michigan, on May 15. On May 20, a boy upset with his girlfriend brought
a gun to Heritage High School in Conyers, Georgia, and attempted to shoot her.
Terrified school administrators hardened their school environments by
increasing hall patrols, installing metal detectors and security cameras, record-
ing all incoming telephone calls, meeting and coordinating security policies
with local police, and mandating zero tolerance antiviolence policies, many of
which abrogated the First Amendment rights of students. The American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) was swamped with telephone calls from students and
parents complaining about the arbitrary suspensions and expulsions of students
for writing satirical essays, wearing trench coats, black clothing, or Marilyn Man-
son T-shirts to school. Many expressed opinions that might have been construed
as sympathetic to Harris and Klebold (Graves 1999).
Since the initial reaction, numerous other school shootings have occurred,
including a rampage killing by Charles “Andy” Williams in Santee, California,
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on March 5, 2001, in which he killed two students and wounded thirteen oth-
ers. Williams claimed to be exacting revenge for the bullying and intimidation
he received from his peers (Roth 2001). Less than three weeks later, on March
22, 2001, at neighboring Granite Hills High School, former student Jason
Hoffman shot and wounded five persons before he was shot and disabled by a
school security officer. Between those two shootings, on March 7, Elizabeth
Bush wounded a fellow student in the cafeteria at Bishop Newman High School,
in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. She was a victim of teasing by her peers. Of the
twenty school shootings in which persons were injured or killed since 1996, this
was the only one perpetrated by a female. On September 24, 1993, Jason
McLaughlin killed two fellow students at Rocori High School in Cold Springs,
Minnesota. McLaughlin claimed that one of the victims had bullied him; the
second death was the result of a stray bullet.
On March 22, 2005, Jeffrey Wiese, the grandson of the former tribal police
chief of the Ojibwa nation, killed his grandparents, five fellow students, a secu-
rity guard, and himself in a rampage shooting at his high school on the Red Lake
Indian Reservation in northern Minnesota, in the worst shooting since
Columbine (Wilogoren 2005b). Wiese patterned his attack after Columbine by
wearing a black trench coat to the school and asking a fellow student if he
believed in God before killing him. Wiese, like Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold,
flirted with Nazism, posting messages on Nazi web sites under the names of
“Native Nazi” and “Todesengel,” German for “angel of death.” He complained
of lack of pride and advocated racial purity among members of his tribe (Wilo-
goren 2005a). At the time of the shootings, he was being home-schooled because
of threats that he had made toward the school.
Columbine is arguably the most famous high school in America. Its name
is synonymous with the rampage killings of Harris and Klebold. In the wake of
the shootings, a new term, the “Columbine effect,” has emerged, which refers
to the increased willingness of students to inform authorities when they hear of
an act of violence about to be committed by their peers. Prior to Columbine,
this did not happen. In the post-Columbine period, numerous plans of violent
adolescents have been disrupted, including the capture of Al Joseph DeGuz-
man, on February 1, 2001. DeGuzman planned a shooting rampage at De Anza
College in California and had stockpiled weapons and bombs in preparation
for the assault, which was planned for February 2nd. In November 2001, an
attempt at a rampage shooting in New Bedford, Massachusetts, was foiled
because a student overheard the plans and reported them to authorities. The
planned attack was conspicuously modeled after Columbine (Butterfield and
McFadden 2001).
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Meanwhile, in Columbine, just to the west of Littleton, Colorado, what
was once just another newly-developed affluent suburb with its tracts of three-,
four-, and five-bedroom houses on winding streets with a spectacular view of the
Rocky Mountains, emotions ran rampant. Three processes were occurring simul-
taneously and mutually contradictorily. First was the necessary gathering together
and mourning of a community in great pain over the loss of its children and a
teacher. Second were recriminations, assessment of blame, and questioning of
the behavior of authorities, both prior to and subsequent to the attacks. Third
was the media circus.
From the moment the shootings began, confusion reigned. News of the
shootings was communicated rapidly throughout the valley. Within the first
minutes of the attack, children inside the school were calling parents and 911
on their cell phones. The news media were alerted and had crews on the scene
by 11:30 A.M. Brooks Brown, a friend of Eric Harris, had encountered, by pure
happenstance, Eric in the parking lot just minutes prior to the assault. Harris
told him to go home immediately and not look back. He went to smoke a cig-
arette, unaware of what was happening. When he realized that Eric and Dylan
were attacking the school, he phoned first the police and then his father, and
again he called the police. Panicked parents approached the school and were
told by police officers that they would not be allowed near the school and that
they were to pick up their children at the Leawood Elementary School gymna-
sium, which was located a few blocks away. Anxious parents had to wait as school
buses ferried students from Columbine High School to the elementary school.
As each school bus pulled up, relieved parents hugged and kissed their children
in tearful reunions. However, confusion and apprehension grew later in the
afternoon as waiting parents were told that more buses were coming. When it
was determined that no more buses would be arriving from the high school, hor-
rified parents understood that their children was either dead or seriously
wounded. They were inconsolable; several parents walked out of the gymnasium
and vomited.
Harris and Klebold compiled hit lists that numbered sixty-seven students
against whom they had grudges. Their behavior during the rampage seems to
indicate that if they came across people they actually disliked, they would have
killed them, but they encountered only two persons who were specifically men-
tioned in their hit lists. The names on their lists have not been revealed by the
police, although they revealed that apparently one person on a hit list was
wounded in the assault. Apparently, the other one was not hurt. Specific targets
were not the goal of Harris and Klebold; they were there to inflict pain on the
entire community. If that was their goal, then they surely succeeded. 
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Columbine High School was not just a good school; it was one of the best
schools in the state. Its students won academic honors. Its sports teams, especially
its football and soccer teams, were perennial contenders for state championships;
their football team, the Rebels, won the state championship in their division in
2000, 2001, and in 2003 (Tobias 1999). Their marching band had recently
marched in the Fiesta Bowl and Rose Bowl Parades; the band finished sixth in
state competition. Columbine High School cultivated an image of clean-living,
God-fearing, virtuous youth. The school won Jefferson County’s Paul Davis
Sportsmanship Award two years running (Kurtz 1999). Columbine students aver-
aged in the seventy-first percentile in reading and the seventy-sixth percentile in
math nationwide; 82 percent of its seniors go on to college. Ninety-one percent
of the teachers at Columbine are teaching in their own area of expertise
(Columbine High School 2001).
The shootings came as a terrible shock to what had been a self-satisfied com-
munity. On television, on April 20, 1999, a burning image of the shock of the
community was portrayed by a teacher, her keys hanging from a blue and white
Columbine Rebels’ lanyard around her neck, crying out over and over, “How
could this happen here?”
Because Columbine is in unincorporated territory, government seems to be
at arm’s length. Governmental services, including education, are provided by
Jefferson County whose offices are located in Golden, about fifteen to twenty
miles away. The city of Littleton is several miles to the east and is in neighbor-
ing Arapaho County. Southern Jefferson County has no town hall, no post office,
and no police department. Much closer, the local community is held together
more intimately by its many religious institutions. It is not surprising that the
clergy were the most visible leaders in the healing process. Churches were
opened to anyone who needed comforting; youth groups gathered daily. A major
response to the horror of the shootings was to present Columbine as a majority
of residents viewed it: patriotic, religious, and unified in its opposition to the evil
perpetrated by Harris and Klebold. Beginning with the memorial service five days
after the shootings, Americans became familiar with the call and response, “We
are…Columbine!”
From President Clinton to Jerry Nelson, the pastor of Southern Gables Evan-
gelical Free Church, people called for a time of reflection and healing. Prayers
were given for the souls of the dead and for the recovery of the wounded. Peo-
ple prayed publicly and privately. Jonathan and Stephen Cohen, Columbine stu-
dents, composed a song of comfort, entitled “Columbine, Friend of Mine.” An
excerpt reads:
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Can you still hear raging guns 
Ending dreams of precious ones.
In God’s sun, hope will come, 
His red stain will take our pain. 
Columbine, friend of mine. 
Peace will come to you in time. 
Columbine, friend of mine. 
Few communities in America are as culturally homogenous as Columbine.
As in all communities, however, an event as momentous as a shooting is bound
to create divisions. As time passed, the reflection and healing process looked more
like the eye of a hurricane. Controversies broke out about the actions of the SWAT
teams and the decisions made by Jefferson County Sheriff Stone. Residents asked
how Harris and Klebold were able to arm themselves with semiautomatic weapons.
Accusations about the harassment of students at Columbine High School by ath-
letes and the laissez-faire attitude of the staff toward such behaviors were trumpeted
in the media. The question of the culpability of the parents of Dylan Klebold and
Eric Harris was raised. Lawsuits proliferated: the parents of Isaiah Sholes filed suits
against the Klebolds and Harrises; the school district and the sheriff’s office were
sued for negligence because of failure to provide sufficient security at Columbine
High School and failure to act on the early warning signs of Harris’s and Klebold’s
violent attitudes. The Klebolds and Harrises sued the sheriff’s department over the
ownership of their sons’ videotapes made prior to the assault. Additionally, the sher-
iff’s department was being sued by numerous complainants, including the parents
of Daniel Rohrbough, who contended that their son was shot not by Klebold but
by law-enforcement fire. The wife of Dave Sanders, the murdered teacher, sued
over the delay in allowing emergency medical services personnel to minister to
her husband’s wounds, which resulted in his bleeding to death. Parents of the vic-
tims sued the three persons who procured weapons for Harris and Klebold.
In addition, whispers were heard among members of liberal Protestant sects
concerning the evangelical cast of the memorial service. Reverend Jerry Nelson’s
veiled anti-Semitism in his sermon during the memorial service created contro-
versy. The myth that Cassie Bernall was murdered because she said she believed
in God caught on and spread through the evangelical community like wildfire.
Tensions between evangelicals and liberal Protestants that had hitherto been
suppressed emerged.
Columbine was the largest mass murder on American shores between the
Oklahoma City bombing in 1996 and the attacks on the Pentagon and the World
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Trade Center on September 11, 2001. It received extensive coverage for months
in national media. After the initial coverage, local news outlets, especially the
Rocky Mountain News, the Denver Post, and Westword (a local weekly), kept their
readers updated on the police investigations, the various lawsuits, and reactions
of the local communities to the shooting. 
The Columbine shootings were the most intensively reported and investi-
gated act of violence in the history of American education (Muschert 2002). To
this day, there is no coherent explanation as to why Klebold and Harris took it
upon themselves to try to destroy their high school and kill as many of their peers
as possible. After months of investigation, John Stone, Sheriff of Jefferson County
admitted:
In preparing this report, we have relied on the work of approximately
80 investigators from all levels of government. Under the direction of
the Jefferson Sheriff’s County Office, the investigators contacted stu-
dents, teachers, and others who may have had information about the
crime. In all, investigators concluded about 4,400 leads. They examined
videotapes, 911 recordings, posted reports, medical and autopsy reports,
and physical evidence collected at the scene and the conspirators’
residences. … 
While this report establishes the record of events of April 20th, it can-
not answer the fundamental question—WHY ? That is, why would two
young men, in the spring of their lives, choose to murder faculty and
classmates? The evidence provides no definitive explanation, and the
question continues to haunt us all (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999).
Because of its magnitude, the assault on Columbine High School has
become an important sociocultural event. In the wake of the shootings, a vari-
ety of pundits have suggested numerous causal factors: harassment and bullying,
video games, television violence, homophobia, religious hatred, mental illness,
political liberalism, lack of values, easy access to weapons, rock-and-roll music,
the goth youth subculture, lack of parental supervision, and even Jewish con-
spiracies. Some explanations are counterfactual, others may have some basis in
fact but their influences may be different than originally thought, and still oth-
ers may be suggestive but misguided. In addition, contributing factors, such as
the influence of a paramilitary culture, have not been explored. As an example
of counterfactual arguments, in the wake of the shootings, several web sites
sprouted, suggesting Klebold and Harris’s rampage was a Jewish conspiracy
because Klebold’s mother is Jewish, although the family occasionally attended
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Lutheran services. Although Zoba (2000) rightfully maintained that religious
hatred motivated the shootings, she failed to analyze why the boys hated evan-
gelicals in the first place. If the boys were seeking retribution, the question arises,
“Retribution for what?”
Despite all the speculation, there is no comprehensive understanding as to
why it happened and why it happened where it did. What is it about Columbine
that created a climate in which two boys could hate so much, define themselves
as superhuman, and reserve for themselves the right to kill as many people as
they possibly could? Although investigators repeatedly indicated that Klebold
and Harris were equal opportunity haters, they were not equal opportunity killers.
They went after their peers, their school, and their community. In order to piece
together the reasons why Klebold and Harris engaged in their rampage, we need
to investigate not only those factors that impinged upon their lives in the imme-
diacy of family and peer relationships, but we must examine the institutions of
our society and the cultural trends that contributed to their behavior.
In this book, several sources are explored, including interviews my wife,
Debra Larkin, and I conducted with reporters, members of the community,
Columbine students, religious leaders, and experts in the field, as well as media
reports, books written about Columbine, and police investigation documents,
in order to piece together a comprehensive understanding of the factors lead-
ing to the Columbine shootings. As a consequence of the investigation, several
explanations could be ruled out immediately because of the lack of supporting
data or because they were unverifiable assertions that could not possibly be
explored empirically. In the former category were explanations such as political
liberalism and lack of parental supervision. In the latter category were lack of
values and the presence of Satan. It was obvious from the outset that the boys
had easy access to a high-powered weapons and explosives. However, such access
did not cause the shootings; rather, it enabled the shootings and bombings to
occur. Another enabling factor was the use of violent video games, although not
in the way alleged in the media. Rock-and-roll music and goth subcultures gave
vent to feelings of alienation; however, whatever links there were between
German industrial music, the boys’ favorite genre, and the shootings were, at
best, tentative.
In this book, four major themes are explored in relation to the shootings: 
(1) the presence and tolerance of intimidation, harassment, and bully-
ing within the halls of Columbine High School and on the streets
of the larger community 
(2) religious intolerance and chauvinism in southern Jefferson County
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(3) the rise and popularity of paramilitary culture in Western states in the
1990s
(4) the culture of celebrity in postmodern America. Subsumed within
these four major themes are the roles of video games, television,
rock-and-roll music, adolescent subcultures, and mental illness.
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COLUMBINE IS GOD’S COUNTRY in at least two ways:first, it is nestled into the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. Tothe east is 1000 miles of plains. From the mile high city ofDenver, the eastern escarpment of the Rocky Mountains rises
another mile and a half in altitude. Running north and south for as far as
the eye can see is the magnificent mountain range that forms the continen-
tal divide of this country. The vistas fare breathtaking and spectacular. Few
suburbanites are as fortunate as those in southern Jefferson County who can
sit on their patios and have a majestic view of the mountains, many of which
are snowcapped year-round. Figure 2.1 is a view of the Rockies in the spring,
a few miles north of Littleton.
The second reason that Columbine is God’s country is because it is lit-
erally viewed that way by the many evangelical Christians who live in the
area. Columbine is openly and sometimes aggressively religious. It has one
the largest concentrations of Christian evangelicals in the country. Perhaps
the clearest expression of the fusion of physical and spiritual expressions
of the divine is in the pulpit of the West Bowles Community Church, an
evangelical Presbyterian congregation that sits at the western end of south-
ern Jefferson County. The Church is laid out so that the parishioners are
facing west. In the center of the pulpit is a twenty-foot-wide, forty-foot-high
window that faces the Rocky Mountains. During services, the window is
2
GOD’S COUNTRY
sometimes fully covered with a curtain. When the curtain is opened, congre-
gants are exposed to an unobstructed view of the Rocky Mountains in front of
which is superimposed a simple outline of a cross.
Before proceeding, geographical confusions need to be cleared up.
Columbine is an unincorporated territory in southern Jefferson County. It is
west of Littleton, which is separated from Columbine administratively because
it is incorporated as its own city and because it is located in Arapahoe County.
In Littleton, housing is older and more modest than in Columbine. Just to the
west of Littleton is a small, mostly uninhabited area called “Columbine Valley.”
Further west is the Columbine High School catchment area. Between Littleton
on the east, Chatfield Reservoir on the south, State Highway 470 on the west,
and the city of Lakewood on the north, three high schools, Chatfield,
Columbine, and Dakota Ridge, serve students in that region of southern Jeffer-
son County. Because the Jefferson County schools allow for a certain amount
of choice of schools, mobility of students between high schools is common.
However, the catchment area of Columbine High School is in the eastern area
of the territory closest to Littleton, referred to by the Jefferson County schools as
the “Columbine articulation area” (Jefferson County Public Schools 2004).
Thus, the geographic term “Columbine” refers specifically to the catchment
area of Columbine High School, which runs from the Littleton and Arapahoe
County line on the east to the Chatfield Reservoir on the south, Wadsworth
Boulevard on the west, and Lakewood on the north. For the purpose of this
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FIGURE 2.1: A view of the Rockies from near Golden in late spring
study, the term “Columbine” will be used to designate the territory in southern
Jefferson County bounded by Arapahoe County on the east, Route 470 on the
south and west, and Bowles reservoir and West Bellevue Avenue on the north. 
Although typically suburban in terms of housing developments with serpen-
tine roads set off, sometimes in the form of a gated community, from broad
straight streets that are populated by strip malls, it has an aura of squeaky clean-
liness. Housing developments are separated from each other by uncultivated
open spaces, parks, rivulets, and ponds. It is common to see developments sep-
arated from each other by several acres of prairie grass.
Because the county seat is in Golden, twenty miles away in northern Jeffer-
son County, the major evidence of government in the area is the schools. Much
more prominent noncommercial social institutions are the numerous churches
that populate the area. The self-image of southern Jefferson County is that of
peaceful Christians living in harmony with each other and with their environ-
ment. The people of Columbine are deeply religious. The Littleton-Columbine
area contains about 60,000 residents and seventy Christian churches, including
one Eastern Orthodox congregation. If we assume an average family size of four
persons, that means that there is one religious institution for every 200 to 250
families. Of the seventy churches, twenty-three are mainline Protestant churches,
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including Methodist, Presbyterian, Lutheran, and Episcopalian; four are
Catholic. The most popular sect by far, however, is the Baptist Church, with ten
separate congregations. Other fundamentalist congregations include the Assem-
bly of God, Calvary Chapel, Disciples of Christ, Church of Christ, Gospel (Four
Square and Full), Holiness, Church of the Nazarene, and Pentecostal. In addi-
tion to these are numerous evangelical congregations, with the West Bowles
Community Church (Evangelical Presbyterian) one of the largest and most suc-
cessful congregations in the area.
Columbine is a new community, developed over the last thirty years. Accord-
ing to the United States Census Bureau, nearly one-quarter of the buildings in
the area are ten years old or less (Table 1.1). Nearly half of the houses built
in Columbine were constructed in the 1970s. In addition, and can be seen in
Table 1.1, the vast majority of homes are owner-occupied and are quite large,
with virtually half of them having four or more bedrooms, according children
their own private spaces. The median value of houses in Columbine is twice the
national average ($232,625 compared to $115,012 in 2000).
Visual observation of the Columbine High School catchment area reveals
two major types of housing: detached single-family dwellings and town houses.
Some townhouse developments feature modest two- and three-bedroom homes,
while others tend to be much larger. Similarly, nearly all single-family dwelling
units are parts of large developments. Some older developments, such as those
at the eastern boundary of Columbine near Littleton, tend to be older and smaller
than those built to the west. These developments contain three- and four-
bedroom single-story ranch-style houses. The developments further west and
closer to the mountains are more likely to be two-story homes with a greater num-
ber of rooms. An aerial view of southern Jefferson County suggests that real
estate is being developed from east to west and from north to south. Residential
areas closest to Littleton are fairly dense with little in the way of undeveloped
territory. To the south and west, residential developments become sparser with
more tracts of undeveloped acreage. Some developments to the south and west
are surrounded by open fields. Southern Jefferson County is still in the process
of being developed as it spreads south and west. 
Columbine is a bastion of upper-middle-class whites. The graphs below tell
the tale. Columbine is over 90 percent white (Figure 2.2). The second largest
category, Latinos, with slightly more than 5 percent, is virtually invisible as a sep-
arate ethnic category. My observations of Columbine suggested that the major-
ity of Latinos are white persons with Spanish surnames; I did not see many per-
sons with Latino features. Similarly, black people were quite rare. The only time
I observed Asians was at an all-Asian pickup basketball game in Clement Park;
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two carloads of Asian teenagers drove into a parking space near the basketball
court and played a game among themselves. No players from any other ethnic
group were involved.
Some students commented on the overwhelming whiteness of the area. On
his web site, Eric Harris commented, “Littleton, Colorado, isn’t a great place to
grow up as a white boy. If I had my druthers, I’d be anywhere else at all, even in
some place with lots of malt-liquor-drinking, rhyme-busting, ass-capping Negroes
and perhaps a few squinty-eyed, dog-eating Chinese people!”(Harris’s web site
now defunct.) When I interviewed four females, formerly students at Columbine
High School, they mused about how white Columbine was and wondered
whether it prepared them for living in a more racially and culturally diverse
world. Jeff Stark, former Columbine student and writer for Salon.com, wrote that
he and his friends called the place, “Little fun” because nothing ever happened
there. It was boring.
Not only is the populace of Columbine overwhelmingly white, they are also
overwhelmingly native born. Figure 2.3 compares place of birth for Columbine
to the total U.S. population. Columbine is 97 percent native born compared to
89 percent of the general American population. Although 40 percent were born
within the State of Colorado, 55 percent were born outside the state. This sug-
gests that Columbine is a place of choice for its adult residents.
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FIGURE 2.2: Racial composition of Columbine and the United States
FIGURE 2.3 Nativity for Columbine and the United States
FIGURE 2.4: Income distribution for Columbine and the United States
Socioeconomic indicators demonstrate the nearly exclusively upper-middle-
class character of Columbine. Figure 2.4 presents the income distribution for
Columbine compared to the United States population as a whole. Nearly 60 per-
cent of U.S. families have incomes between $50,000 and $125,000 a year; an
additional 15 percent make more than $125,000 a year. The median income for
Columbine’s families is $61,005, 30 percent higher than the national family
median income at $42,690. Approximately 80 percent of the Columbine fami-
lies have incomes above the national median.
Not surprisingly, Columbine residents have more education than the
national populace (Figure 2.5). The U.S. population is split about equally
between those persons who have had at least some college education and those
with a high school education or less. Slightly more than 50 percent of the national
population has completed high school; nearly 80 percent of adults in Columbine
completed high school. Twice the proportion of Columbine residents has
baccalaureate degrees as the national population (32% to 16%). Compared to 8
percent of the nation as a whole, 13 percent of adult Columbine residents have
master’s degrees.
The statistics on educational attainment present two surprises: first, the pro-
portion of the population with doctorate degrees in Columbine is smaller than
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FIGURE 2.5: Educational attainment for Columbine and for the United States by gender 
in the national population (1.08 to 1.38 for males; 0.43 to 0.58 for females). These
data suggest that Columbine is an upper-middle-class community; however,
when compared to other upper middle-class communities, it has fewer high-end
professionals, such as medical doctors, college professors, Ph.D.-level psycholo-
gists, and other professionals with doctorates (e.g., doctors of education, social
work, or business administration). This may be because there are no large hos-
pitals in the area, although the Colorado Mental Health Institute at Fort Logan
is about five miles away, University of Denver is about ten miles away and the
downtown Denver educational complex housing the University of Colorado
Denver campus, Denver (Metro) State College, and Denver Community Col-
lege is about twenty miles to the north.
The second surprise is that the differential between educational attainment
of men and women in Columbine is greater than that in the general population,
especially among college graduates and those with master’s degrees. In the gen-
eral population, the difference between males and females is slightly more than
1 percent in favor of the males. In Columbine, the percentage differences
between the genders in those two categories are between 3 percent and 4 per-
cent, with a greater portion of the males having higher degrees. Slightly more
than 50 percent of the adult males in Columbine are college educated; only 42
percent of the females have bachelor degrees, a difference of 8 percent. This
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FIGURE 2.6: Family composition for Columbine and the United States
differential is more than twice that of the national population, in which 26 per-
cent of the men and 23 percent of the women have a college education, a dif-
ference of about 3 percent. These statistics suggest that Columbine, relative to
the nation as a whole, may have a smaller proportion of professional women than
other upper middle-class communities. Columbine has an aura about it of hav-
ing intact nuclear families characterized by stay-at-home moms. Indeed, this
image is bolstered by statistics on family composition (Figure 2.6).
Although Columbine is fairly typical of the nation in its proportion of mar-
ried couples with children under eighteen (49% to 46%), dramatic differences
are found between Columbine and the national population in single house-
holder families: Approximately 5 percent of Columbine families are headed by
a single female; the national rate is nearly three times that (14%). Similarly,
households headed by a single male constitute 2 percent of Columbine families
and 4 percent of the total population.
The demographics bear out media impressions of Columbine: it is a solidly
white, affluent suburb that takes a certain amount of pride in its political and
cultural conservatism. It has more intact families than most places in the United
States. It is a place where families move to raise children; it has a reputation for
excellent schools. Recreational facilities and open areas abound. Within a mile
of Columbine High School are the Southwest Plaza Regional Mall and Bowles
Crossing Shopping Center, constituting one of the largest shopping areas in the
region.
The economic basis for the Littleton-Southern Jefferson County area is pri-
marily high-tech corporations. The largest employer in the area is Qwest Com-
munications, with 47,000 employees, 3,000 of whom are employed in Littleton
(City of Littleton 2004). Qwest is a telecommunications company that provides
satellite and landline telecommunication services. The second largest private
employer is EchoStar, a national company of 15,000 employees, of which 1,900
are headquartered in Littleton. The company maintains eight orbital satellites
and sells receiver dishes to clients for telecommunications, including television.
The third largest private employer is Lockheed Martin space systems, with
between six and seven hundred employees. It was featured prominently in
Michael Moore’s film, “Bowling for Columbine.” Moore noted that the facility
was involved in secret defense research and was part of the military-industrial
complex. The fourth-largest private employer is Norgren, a company of six hun-
dred employees that makes pneumatic valves. The remainder of the employers
have fewer than five hundred employees. Of the remaining employers that
have between one hundred and five hundred employees, six are car dealerships;
the Mercedes-Benz dealer has one hundred employees, and the local Lexus
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dealership employs 150. The success of the dealerships can be witnessed on the
roads. My informal observations suggested that about half of the private vehicles
on the roads are either late model SUVs or pickup trucks. The only place where
I saw more sedans than SUVs was in the teachers’ parking lot at Columbine High
School.
Here is the embodiment of the American dream: spacious suburban homes,
strip malls, schools, large recreational areas, and churches. Columbine might be
considered Colorado’s Bible belt. Fifty miles to the south of Columbine is Col-
orado Springs, the very heart of the Christian right, headquarters of Focus on
the Family and home to one of the largest chapters of the Christian Coalition
in the country (Cooper 1995). A Mormon regional center that serves several states
is located in Littleton (Cullen 1999a). Columbine residents view themselves as
hard-working, morally upright, patriotic, American citizens. Most are Republi-
cans and proud of it. They believe in racial tolerance even though in their com-
munity there are very few racial minorities to tolerate. They see themselves, as
nearly all Americans do, as good people. They view their lives of privilege as evi-
dence of the goodness of an American society that rewards virtue with material
well-being and strong communities of like-minded individuals.
COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL, APRIL 19, 1999
Columbine High School is a comprehensive high school that serves about 1800
students on a sprawling campus, which is part of a large educational and recre-
ational complex that contains Robert F. Clement Park, Johnson Reservoir, and
the Columbine Public Library. The school campus occupies about one-fourth
of the territory located just south of Clement Park. The school itself consists of
a single building surrounded by play fields. Figure 2.7 shows Rebel Hill, behind
the playing fields, where the fifteen crosses were first placed following the shoot-
ings. Figure 2.8 shows the Columbine High School sign at the Pierce Avenue
entrance to the school.
Columbine High School was described to this researcher by Frank DeAn-
gelis, the principal, as a typical suburban high school. He described the school
in glowing terms: 
D: Probably about 80 percent of our students go on to college. Academ-
ics are very important. We have a majority of our students that take
at least three or four years of math, in addition to the other require-
ments—three or four years of math aren’t required. Our students do
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very well academically: not only do they attend college in the state
of Colorado, but around the nation. As far as test scores on standard-
ized tests, we’re always near the top. Jefferson County, the school dis-
trict, we’re near the top in the state.
RL: Are you talking about SATs?
D: SATs, ACT … in Colorado within the last five or six years, CSTAPT
scores, which are Colorado State Assessment Program, and once
again our students did very well as freshmen and sophomores on
that standardized test. I think it’s really a great comprehensive edu-
cational program. We’re a very traditional school, eight periods a day,
fifty-minutes a period; we’re not on block schedule. [We have] a very
established staff. Now that’s changed a little bit over the past few years
since we’ve been losing a few teachers due to retirement. The major-
ity of our staff members have master’s degrees. We have over thirty-
one clubs where the students can participate. There can be full cur-
ricula clubs, there’s forensics, and debate, we have an outstanding
performing arts program, our vocal music and instrumental programs
are large programs. We have three full-time staff members in the
music area, and over forty kids are involved in our music program.
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FIGURE 2.7: Rebel Hill
Mr. DeAngelis’s characterization of the quality of the instructional program
was corroborated by the state accountability report (Colorado Department of
Education 2003), which ranked Columbine High School as “high” in academic
performance, using a five-category scheme with the following ranks: unsatisfac-
tory, low, average, high, and excellent. However, most of the comprehensive
high schools in the Littleton-Southern Jefferson County area were similarly rated.
Heritage High School, located in the city of Littleton and serving approximately
the same number of students, was ranked “excellent.”  Typically, high schools
serving upper-middle-class white populations, such as Columbine, have an aca-
demic program that is quite good and apparently up to the expectations of the
community. Following the shootings, Rocky Mountain News reporter Lynn Bar-
tels (1999) interviewed Columbine student Elsa Coffey-Berg who had been sit-
ting next to one of the unexploded bombs left by Klebold and Harris. Elsa, the
reporter noted, was planning to study international relations at Colorado State
University. The following characterization of Columbine High School was
excerpted from the interview:
Elsa Coffey-Berg’s parents checked out Jefferson County schools before
they moved to Colorado from Idaho in 1998. “We chose Columbine
because of its academics,” Elsa said. “We had chosen this school because
it was so, like, perfect.”… Over the years, she’s wondered where the
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FIGURE 2.8: Columbine High School sign, Pierce Avenue
stories are on the good things about Columbine, the choir singing in
nursing homes or National Honor Society members performing commu-
nity service. “I’m really glad I’m at Columbine. There’s no place that [I]
would rather graduate from. There are great teachers[,] and I have great
friends. I love it here.”
In a letter to the editor of the Phi Delta Kappan, an educational journal, Mar-
ilyn Salzman (2001) spokesperson for the Jefferson County Schools, character-
ized Columbine High School as follows:
Columbine High School has a 26-year history of excellence. Last year,
its students had the highest SAT scores of the 16 neighborhood high
schools in Jefferson County, Colorado. About 85% of Columbine stu-
dents go on to college. The daily attendance rate is 95%, and the grad-
uation rate is 93%.
The school has an award-winning forensics team, a world-class band,
a model peer-counseling program, and state championship sports teams.
Seven of the past eight years Columbine has won the Paul Davis Sports-
manship Award for Jefferson County. The winning school is chosen by
a vote of every varsity athletic coach.
The extent of student participation in extracurricular activities characterized
by Principal DeAngelis was supported by student interviews. The debate team
had between thirty and forty members. The Drama Club was large and had an
enthusiastic following; their productions were highly successful and included a
sophisticated repertoire. Columbine High School was characterized not just as
a good school, but one of the best in the state. Even students who were harsh
critics of the school spoke of its academic program positively. Typically, students
divided teachers into those they loved and those who were “assholes.”  However,
according to the students, Columbine High School certainly had its share of
gifted teachers. For example:
Mr. [X] … would send you to the principal’s office for swearing in class,
and I mean saying “hell” or “damn,” period, swearing. If you were late,
if you ditched, he called your parents. He took away a letter grade. He
did not fuck around. And we loved his class more than anything. My
favorite class[es] I’ve ever had was his philosophy class, and my history
class I had with him. He was the most hard-ass teacher. So it has noth-
ing to do with being a hard ass. A lot of teachers think, “Well, I’m not as
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easy-going so the kids are going to hate me.”  He was a super hard ass.
He was a brilliant teacher. He knew what he was talking about. The
requirement for the philosophy class, as far as curriculum in Jefferson
County goes, because they’d just started philosophy classes [was that]  we
had to learn and understand and be able to discuss intelligently Plato and
Aristotle, all these western philosophers. So [X], instead of having us
waste time on all these Western philosophers that you really don’t need
to know any more, we spent six weeks on them, we learned them, we
had them memorized, we did them, and then we went on to Eastern phi-
losophy. Then we spent maybe six or seven weeks doing tai-chi in class,
learning Lao Tzu, all these brilliant philosophers that weren’t even part
of the class. And he didn’t just know them; he knew everything about
every one of these philosophers. He could discuss it with us. 
He [Mr. X] didn’t make fun of kids. He never said anyone had a
wrong answer. He knew to direct them and show them how they could
be “more right” is how he put it. And even kids who were the dumbest
sons-of-bitches I ever met in my life, like this one kid on the football team,
[K], he was probably the stupidest person I ever met intelligence-wise,
he was just lower. He could not hold a conversation about anything. It
was sad. And he raised his hand in Mr. [X’s] class, this kid who never
talked. He raised his hand, and he and I had debates in class. I mean he
reached kids, like freakish. He knew, he cared, he got to them—brilliant.
The best teacher, the way all teachers should be, is Mr. [X], above and
beyond all things (Recorded May 13, 2003).
Another student revealed the following:
I thought I got a good education [at Columbine High School] for the
most part, and anything that was for my disadvantage was my own fault.
The big thing as far as my education at Columbine was that there were
two math programs at Columbine. You could chose the traditional math
program, where you do problem after problem after problem, and there’s
the interactive math program which is word problems where you have
to show that you know what you’re doing with the equation rather than
solving it a million times. Which is good in its own right, but there’s not
a lot of repetition and I fell behind in math. I took four years but then I
had to take remedial courses in high school to catch myself up. But as
far as the English department, they were all wonderful. Science depart-
ment was wonderful. Social science department was wonderful, gym was
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wonderful—I couldn’t have asked for much better. I would have liked a
few more advanced placement opportunities and Honors programs but
you know, it’s public school and it’s hard to offer much of that, especially
when you’re Jefferson County… . We had AP classes, but you couldn’t
really get into anything until your senior year. The only option that you
had before senior year was that you could take accelerated chemistry or
accelerated physics (Recorded April 10, 2003).
A student who attended the University of Colorado, the state’s premier pub-
lic educational institution, had this to say about her education at Columbine
High School:
RL: Now how well did you feel you were prepared for college?
EK: Since I took a lot of, you could say, “tough courses”—I took AP Eng-
lish, AP History, statistics, Spanish, and stuff life that, I took a lot of
the harder, more demanding classes my senior year, rather than slack-
ing off, so going into college—granted, I felt I was prepared in some
aspects; in other aspects I wasn’t. You know, from the educational
level I’d say I was prepared for it, but for going from, I’d say, an over-
protective mother to having a lot of independence, that was a big
change. Based on academics, I felt I was prepared. 
RL: Did you see much change in your grade point average between high
school and college?
EK: No [giggle], it stayed exactly the same.
RL: That’s interesting. 
EK: I was really scared, because at orientation at CU they told us that
your grade point average would drop a whole point from high school
to college. And I was like, “Oh great, I’m going to go from a 3.7, 3.6,
down to a 2.7, 2.6.” I mean it would fluctuate, based on the semes-
ter, but I went out pulling a 3.3 (Recorded May 5, 2003).
EK continued to talk about a favorite teacher at Columbine High School
who retired and only substituted at Columbine:
EK: He would only really substitute at Columbine. I actually invited him
to my college graduation party, but he was unable to attend. So that’s
how memorable he was to me.
RL: And it sounds like he’s got a real allegiance to Columbine. 
EK: Yeah, he did.
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RL: And why was that, do you think?
EK: He said because of the students. The atmosphere at Columbine is
because of—he said the students because of their behavior, that they
were there to learn rather than just to, you know, screw around. He
got the impression that the students really cared (Recorded May 5,
2003).
A consensus existed among students, faculty, and Principal DeAngelis that
Columbine offered students a rigorous academic program that prepared them
for higher education. In addition, a wide range of student clubs and programs
existed that allowed students to participate in numerous academically related
activities such as forensics, drama, music, computers, and so forth. The level of
student participation in what C. Wayne Gordon (1957) called the “semicurricu-
lum” of sports, clubs, interest groups, and school activities was extremely high.
In my study of a suburban high school in 1976 (Larkin 1979), I found that the
motivational and communal basis for participation in high school activities had
been decimated; students tended to view school as unpaid labor. Therefore, the
vast majority withdrew from voluntary participation. The club structure in that
suburban high school had withered away to the point of nonexistence. Students
who participated in clubs did so cynically, with an eye to putting such participa-
tion on their college applications.
This was not the case with Columbine High School, which had a rich club
structure and high levels of student participation. In the quotation above, Princi-
pal DeAngelis characterized Columbine High School as “traditional.”  In another
interview, he described the high school as “conservative” with a highly religious
student body. Indeed, Columbine High School seems to be a throwback to the
1950s in many ways: overwhelmingly white, strong academically, sports crazy, with
a high level of school spirit, heavy participation in school clubs, and well-behaved
students. Prior to the shootings on April 20, 1999, Columbine High School was
a source of community pride; today, it still is a source of pride, perhaps even more
fiercely than before the shootings. On this researcher’s first visit to Columbine
High School, every member of the office staff was dressed in Columbine High
School insignia wear: It was Columbine Pride Day, and staffers took it seriously.
However, there is a defensiveness to that pride as a consequence of the negative
publicity associated with the Columbine High School shootings. In the spring of
2003, this researcher happened upon a group of one female and four male
Columbine High School seniors at a restaurant who were anticipating the end of
the school year. Suggesting that they were members of the leading crowd, they
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claimed that all students were treated equally at Columbine High School by the
administration, and that the administration does a great job in controlling harass-
ment. They claimed that harassment of low-status students by student athletes was
more reminiscent of middle school conflicts. A reporter returning from the fifth
anniversary memorial of the shootings informed this researcher that although stu-
dents from neighboring Chatfield, Heritage, and Dakota Ridge High Schools
were critical of their schools, Columbine students simply could not find anything
negative about their school. However, two parents who were interviewed in 2003
and a student who had a younger brother in Columbine High School stated that
the harassment had returned and was every bit as strong as before. 
LM: [My youngest brother] is a senior now, and he tells me every day
Columbine is worse than it’s ever been, ever.
DL: In what respect?
LM: In every respect.
JN: Which is scary because my brother graduated in 2001, and he said
it was the worst it’s ever been.
LM: My brother comes home with new stories every day (Recorded April
30, 2004).
This was corroborated in a story in Newsweek magazine on Columbine High
School’s returned to normality (Meadows 2003), that stated, “One indication that
the school is reaching a new normality is that bullying is back” (57).
As much as Columbine High School and the community it served were cul-
turally reminiscent of the 1950s, the intrusion of postmodern culture created
anomalies and contradictions. In an interview with a former Columbine student
who transferred out prior to the shootings, the following conversation transpired:
RL: So what were your most memorable experiences at Columbine?
ED: Ahh … memorable experiences?
RL: Either positive or negative.
ED: There were a lot of them that I’ve actually been trying to forget most
of them, because it’s … I’m sure that like most people’s high school
experiences, it wasn’t pleasant.
RL: What wasn’t pleasant?
ED: The complete lack of respect that people show, which I know is stan-
dard in all high schools, but I’m not certain if it’s standard for the
faculty to show that little respect.
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RL: To you personally, or just generally?
ED: To anybody who didn’t have, who didn’t quite fit [in]. …
RL: How’d you find the academic program?
ED: I thought it was absolutely atrocious. 
RL: Why?
ED: Because it seemed to me that they taught everybody at the lowest
common denominator. They found the slowest learner, and taught
at that level (Recorded April 10, 2003).
This was not the only time that students indicated that they felt they were
not respected as members of the Columbine community. An evangelical Chris-
tian student related the following: 
I’ve been bullied by more in high school, it’s not my peers, and it’s not
by kids who don’t like me, it’s by teachers. Maybe it’s because I would
say [I was] an outspoken kid, but I would say a lot of us, teachers rip you
apart. I walked into philosophy the first day: “So, isn’t anybody going to
tell me they’re Christian. Isn’t anybody going to tell me that God is what’s
ultimately real?” And he just went on. And then I had a history teacher
that was the same way… . It’s like I’ve learned to be able to go up to that
teacher and say, “Listen. During class I didn’t feel that you were very fair
towards me,” and you know that teacher might talk and I was always
wrong… . I’ve had meetings with the principal and teachers, and I still
came out wrong, even though it’s plain and clear that I’m right. I’ve had
a teacher say in front of myself and my parents and the principal, he said,
“I just don’t—you know, you’re a great kid in your work. I just don’t like
the way that you live.”  He said that, and he still has his job. (Recorded
May 12, 2003)
The vast majority of Columbine High School students were typical upper-
middle-class white students who essentially conformed to the norms of the school.
This status pyramid pretty much replicated those of other high schools (Wooden
and Blazak, 2001). At the top were athletes and “soches,” the popular students
who ascended in the peer culture by virtue of athletic feats, physical attractive-
ness, family status, social skills, and clique membership. In the middle was a vast
agglomeration of students differentiated from each other by neighborhood, inter-
ests, participation in school clubs and activities, academic achievement, rock-
and-roll music tastes, and so forth. At the bottom was a miniscule collection of
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outcast students: stoners and goths, the latter group consisting of fewer than
twenty students.
RL: So let me ask you this: In Columbine High School—you described
yourself as kind of an outcast—and there are a number of high school
outcast subcultures—what proportion of the student body at
Columbine when you were there would you consider members of
the disaffected students, the kids who were outcasts? The school has
about 2,000 students in it. About how many students would you say
didn’t fit into the mold?
ED: Didn’t want to be or refused to be?
RL: Refused to be… . 
ED: I’d have to say less than 1 percent. Maybe, when I was there, there
were 1800 students. There were maybe, maybe a dozen people that
fit in that category… . I always thought it was very ironic that the mas-
cot for Columbine was the Rebels because they demand absolute
conformity (Recorded April 10, 2003).
Numerous students corroborated the observation of ED: the outcast student
population at Columbine High School was minuscule. Although very small rel-
ative to the student population, their presence tended to be discomforting to the
majority of students, the administration, and a great many of the faculty, with
the exception of certain teachers who welcomed them. One student noted: 
Because the loser kids, if we liked the teacher, you can ask the teacher
like Ms. A, Mr. X, Mr. B, and Mrs. C. You can ask any of those teach-
ers [about loser kids]. They were the ones who were loved by the loser
kids (April 30, 2003).
Thus, within Columbine High School was a very small subculture of disaf-
fected students. To the credit of the faculty, these students, such as ED and oth-
ers like him who saw themselves as intellectuals not willing to conform to the
expectations of the majority, were able to find teachers who liked them and
offered support. However, within the mainstream of Columbine High School,
nonconforming students were perceived as a blot on the reputation of the high
school. They did not fit in, and they did not want to fit in. Their presence made
others feel uncomfortable. For some evangelical students, this small group was
perceived as evidence of evil.
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SPORTS AT COLUMBINE
For the first twenty years that Columbine High School existed, its sports history
was fairly typical. As Stark (1999) characterized it, “There were some state cham-
pion soccer teams… .” Apart from its outstanding boy’s soccer program, in which
Columbine teams were always at or near the top of their league and had won
several state championships, some teams were good, some were bad, and most
were mediocre. This was especially true of the football team. However, in the
mid-1990s, at about the time that Frank DeAngelis was appointed principal,
Columbine High School emerged as a major power not only in soccer but in
football, basketball, and wrestling. DeAngelis, who was a social studies teacher
prior to his promotion to principal, had been head coach of the baseball team,
which had won state championships in 1987 and in 1991. According to Pren-
dergast (1999), the school won thirty-two state sports championships in the 1990s.
Columbine won its first football state championship in the fall of 1999, the
season following the shootings. The victory rally was portrayed in the media as
bittersweet (Enlissen 1999). The football team, which had comeback victories
from fourteen-point deficits in both the quarterfinal and championship games,
was used by Principal DeAngelis as a metaphor for the school as a whole in their
struggle to overcome the tragedy of the shootings. They persevered against adver-
sity. DeAngelis said, “This team never quit… . It’s about not giving up and that’s
what Columbine High School represents” (Enlissen 1999). 
The Columbine Rebel football team won its second state championship in
the fall of 2000. The victory was considered by many to be a part of the healing
process (Enlissen 1999). In the following year, Columbine placed second in the
Jefferson County 5A conference behind its sister school, Chatfield High, which
won. In 2002, Columbine won the state championship with a perfect 14-0 record,
and was ranked twenty-second in the United States, an accomplishment that
made the front page of the sports section of the New York Times. Principal
DeAngelis was quoted in the article:
The team and the school and the community at large had every reason
to quit, to give up, to descend into total despair, but we’ve come out of
it to a great degree. The fact is, we’ll never be totally back to normal.
How can we be? We had every reason to quit, but we didn’t let that hap-
pen. We showed amazing resolve and resilience, and maybe, in some
way, we’ve given faith to others, who saw how we responded (Berkow
2003, 26 September : D1–D5).
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The success of the football team and its national exposure were popularly
characterized as evidence that Columbine had successfully transcended the trag-
edies of the shootings (Berkow 2003; Meadows 2003). The grit, determination,
talent, and success of not just the football team but the entire athletic program
seem to give Columbine the aura of success.
THE HIGH SCHOOL AND THE COMMUNITY
Southern Jefferson County was mistakenly identified as “Littleton” in the media.
The Columbine shootings were described in the major media as “Terror in Lit-
tleton” (Stout 1999). Local media, such as the Rocky Mountain News and the
Denver Post, did not make the mistake of identifying Columbine High School
with Littleton. Although the closest incorporated community to Columbine, Lit-
tleton is not even in the same county. News reports were filed from Littleton
because the United States Postal Service identifies that area as part of the Little-
ton postal zone.
The area in Southern Jefferson County that this researcher has identified as
Columbine has no collective identity. It is nothing more than a series of resi-
dential developments, strip malls, and shopping centers. A pastor whose life was
spent primarily in the Northeast and Midwest characterized the area as follows:
You could not find community. And the only glue in South Jefferson
County was Southwest Mall… . So that was the only sense of commu-
nity, but there’s no official [government] down there. It’s unincorporated.
So, I mean they can’t have a parade anywhere because there’s no place
to coalesce. So that was kind of goofy. So, it’s different getting used to
the west. The selfishness in the west is unbelievable. Like Wyoming’s bar-
baric, and Colorado isn’t that much better (Recorded April 29, 2004).
Churches, however large, cannot provide a region with a collective identity.
Even large churches are too small; congregations cross neighborhoods. Propin-
quity, social networks, and small ideological differences distinguish various con-
gregations. Although the shopping mall may be a focal point of the area, people
come to it as consumers in small groups and as isolated individuals. The mall
does not provide a sense of collective identity. It is a place of commerce and not
much else.
The only institutions that provide a sense of collective identity are the high
schools. Many high schools that cater to an upper-middle-class suburban student
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population maintain strong academic programs. However, academics do not
provide schools with a great deal of visibility. More than anything else, the foot-
ball team gives a high school, and consequently its community, visibility. When
the Columbine High School Rebel football team won the state championship
in 2003, the team was featured as the lead article on the front page of the New
York Times sports section (Berkow 2003) and in a feature article in Newsweek mag-
azine (Meadows 2003). The championship game was attended by 7,500 specta-
tors. Perhaps not as impressive as the 10,000 to 15,000 average attendance at Per-
mian High School, perennial high school state champion contender in Odessa,
Texas, population 94,000, reputed to be the most sports-crazed city in the coun-
try (Bissinger 1990), but certainly respectable.
Southern Jefferson County has no collective identity outside of Columbine
High School. Nothing else distinguishes it from the thousands of suburbs ring-
ing urban cores. Much to the dismay of its inhabitants, it is known to the rest of
America as the place where the largest school massacre in American history took
place. From the ashes of the Columbine shootings has emerged a successful foot-
ball program that provides a more positive image of the school and the commu-
nity. Principal Frank DeAngelis is the prime articulator of the spirit, resolve, and
desire of the community to present a positive face of a dedicated, hard-working,
religious, tolerant, and quintessentially American community. 
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THE COLUMBINE SHOOTINGS generated a huge religiouscontroversy. In the “basement videotapes” Eric Harris and DylanKlebold made prior to the shootings, they vilified evangelicals.During their rampage, they insulted and attempted to humili-
ate students whom they knew were deeply religious. Although there is no
evidence that they specifically targeted them, when they came across students
who they knew were evangelicals, they were more vicious with them than
with other students. Perhaps the most celebrated and bizarre aspect of the
shootings was the beatification of Cassie Bernall as a Christian martyr who
died proclaiming her faith.
The Columbine shootings provided the grist for a minor cottage indus-
try of books about religion in Columbine. First were hagiographies of Rachel
Scott (Nimmo and Klingsporn 2001; Nimmo, Scott, and Rabey 2000; Scott
and Rabey 2001) and Cassie Bernall (1999), each of which had a parent as
author or coauthor. Second came numerous books and articles written pri-
marily for evangelical audiences and secondarily for the general public.
These proclaimed the religious message of the Columbine shootings. Chief
among these publications were Martyr’s Torch: the Message of the Columbine
Massacre (Porter 1999); Day of Reckoning: Columbine and the Search
for America’s Soul (Zoba 2000) and Columbine: Questions That Demand




religious studies at Le Moyne College published The Martyrs of Columbine:
Faith and the Politics of Tragedy (Watson 2002), an academic and dispassionate
analysis of the religious overtones of the shootings.
Surprisingly, what began as a side issue overwhelmed media attention as
evangelicals pressed the case that their children were being targeted because of
their beliefs, alluding to the persecution of Christians in Rome prior to the con-
version of Constantine in the fourth century. Rachel Scott and Cassie Bernall,
unlike their fellow victims, were raised to the status of martyrs who died defend-
ing their faith (Watson 2002). The emergence of religion as an issue in shoot-
ings that occurred in a public school raises several questions. First, to what extent
did Harris and Klebold target evangelicals in their rampage? Second, why did
they evince hostility toward evangelical students? Third, why did religious per-
secution emerge as a major issue over the Columbine shootings?
CHRISTIANS IN THE CROSS HAIRS
Following the Columbine shootings, a struggle emerged between several factions
over the ownership of the Columbine shootings (Cullen 1999e). That is, how
should Columbine be defined and understood? In retrospect, it is clear that the
antievangelical theme of the shootings received much greater play than the facts
warranted. There are several reasons for this phenomenon. First, and most impor-
tant, Columbine is situated in one of the most conservative areas of the coun-
try. Within fifty miles of Columbine are the headquarters of Focus on the Fam-
ily, an evangelical organization that, under the guise of education, promotes a
conservative political agenda, and the Promise Keepers, founded by former foot-
ball coach Bill McCartney from the University of Colorado, that advocates a mus-
cular Christianity whereby men are exhorted to take back the authority of their
families that they have putatively ceded to their wives (Cooper 1995; Cullen
1999a). In addition, the Christian Coalition (The Christian Coalition 2003), one
of the largest conservative lobbying groups in the country, which is opposed to
abortion, cloning, and homosexuality and is hostile to political free speech, has
in this area one of its largest chapters. Second, shortly after the shootings,
rumors surfaced stating that Harris and Klebold had taunted some of their vic-
tims about their religious beliefs. When Time Magazine (Gibbs and Roche
1999) revealed the antievangelical comments of the boys in the basement tapes,
the worst fears of evangelicals were realized. Third, the evangelical commu-
nity, beginning in the 1980s, has built itself a universe parallel to secular soci-
ety, consisting of churches, schools, communities, consumer goods, electronic
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media, book publishers, and social services that are affluent, self-contained, influ-
ential, and form the core of President Bush’s “faith-based initiative” (Talbot
2000). Therefore, they had the institutional wherewithal to promote their view
of the Columbine shootings.
However, one undeniable fact confronts conservatives and evangelicals: the
shootings happened in their backyard, not in the Sodom and Gomorrah of San
Francisco or New York. However much they declaim secular humanism, the
lack of prayer in schools, failure to put the Ten Commandments in school rooms,
moral relativism, permissiveness, progressive education, and other liberal bugbears
(Huckabee 1998; Porter 1999; Zoba 2000), undeniably the most vicious school
crime occurred in a conservative community that was overwhelmingly white and
Christian in a school that had a reputation for having well-behaved students, good
sportsmanship, and strong school spirit. As the Reverend Bruce Porter (Porter
1999), minister of the evangelical church attended by Rachel Scott and her fam-
ily, put it, “[T]his slaughter of innocents …occurred in MY town, down the street
from MY church, and on MY watch” (68, emphasis in the original). Furthermore,
rampage shootings have overwhelmingly occurred in conservative suburban and
rural communities predominantly in the South and West (Newman 2004).
The evangelical and political right lashed out at secular society, especially
the constitutional separation of church and state. Porter (1999) was fairly typi-
cal in his funeral oration for Rachel Scott:
We removed the Ten Commandments from our schools. In exchange,
we’ve reaped selfish indifference and glorified hedonism…. We removed
prayer from our schools and we’ve reaped violence and hatred and mur-
der. And we have the fruit of those activities before us now. I want to say
to you here today, that prayer was established again in our public schools
last Tuesday [N.B.: April 20, 1999]. What the judiciary couldn’t do, what
the churches couldn’t do, the children did themselves. The Duke of
Wellington once said, “If you divorce religion from education, you pro-
duce of race of clever devils” (32).
THE EVANGELICALS TAKE OVER 
THE MEMORIAL SERVICE
After the initial shock, the evangelical community sought to define the shoot-
ings in religious terms, as a Manichean struggle between good and evil. Zoba
(2000) noted that the memorial service for the dead and wounded students and
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their families was taken over by evangelical pastors and turned into a revival serv-
ice complete with threats of hellfire and brimstone. The memorial was supposed
to be nondenominational and inclusive of educational and political leaders.
Vice President Al Gore was there, representing the Clinton Administration. On
the dais, and participating in the services were General Colin Powell; William
Owens, the governor of Colorado; the superintendent of the Jefferson County
School District, Jane Hammond; and Frank DeAngelis, the principal of
Columbine High School. The service itself included a rabbi even though
there are not enough Jews in the Columbine and Littleton area to form a
congregation.
Following the comments of local political dignitaries, Jerry Nelson, pastor
of Southern Gables Evangelical Free Church in Littleton, made the following
remarks:
It was during World War II, and Betsy Tambune of Holland was lying
nearly dead in a Nazi concentration camp. In spite of her tragic circum-
stances, and because of them, she spoke with confidence of God’s love
for her and of God’s control of her life. Lying nearby, a woman raised
her recently crushed and deformed hands and fingers, and she snarled
back at Betsy’s confidence, “My name is Maria Pracik. I was first violin-
ist of the Warsaw Symphony. Did your God of love control this?” With
tears of empathy forming in Betsy’s eyes she softly responded, “I don’t
know. I only wish you knew my Jesus.” What Betsy was saying is this,
there is only one rational way to live without despair in a world of such
pain, and that way is to know the son of God, Jesus Christ. He loves you
and he died for you…. He says, “For God [so] loved the world that He
gave His one and only son, that whoever believes in Him will not per-
ish, but have life everlasting” (Savidge 1999).
The rabbi was offended by the remarks, which implied that Christians had
a better chance at survival of the Holocaust than Jews because of their faith in
Jesus. To Jews, such a homily denigrates their suffering in the Holocaust and
raises the genocidal behavior of German Christians to a glorification of Christ.
If that was not sufficiently offensive, Franklin Graham, the son of the Reverend
Billy Graham, followed Pastor Nelson with the following comments:
Jesus said, “I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me
will live, even though he dies, and whoever lives and believes in me will
never die.” Do you believe in the Lord Jesus Christ? Have you trusted
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him as your savior? Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth and the light. No
man comes unto the father but by me.” 
It is time for this nation to recognize that when we empty the pub-
lic schools of the moral teachings and the standards of a holy God, they
are indeed very dangerous places. My friends, to be prepared, we must
be willing to confess our sins, repent of our sins, and ask God for His for-
giveness and to receive his son Jesus Christ by faith into our hearts and
into our lives. God will forgive us and He’ll cleanse us of all of our sins.
And He’ll give us a new heart and a new spirit and a new beginning. And
He will give us the hope and assurance that one day we will be with Him
in heaven (Savidge 1999). 
Franklin managed to invoke the name of Jesus Christ eight times in a non-
denominational service broadcast to the entire country. He also lent credence
to the myth that Cassie Bernall died defending her faith:
A few nights ago, I was inspired while listening to Larry King interview
a young girl, a student, from the high school, Mickie Cain. She told of
her friend Cassie. As the killer rushed into the library and pointed his
gun and asked her the life-or-death question, “Do you believe in God?”
She paused and then answered, “Yes, I believe.” Those were the last
words this brave 17-year-old Christian would ever say. The gunman took
her life, and I believe that Cassie went immediately into the presence of
Almighty God. She was ready. She was ready (Savidge 1999).
Not only were Jews offended, but also members of liberal Protestant sects.
They were particularly unhappy about the evangelical takeover of the suppos-
edly nondenominational memorial service. The Reverend Don Marxhausen,
pastor of St. Philip Lutheran Church in Littleton, who served as de facto leader
of local Protestant churches and who officiated over the small, private funeral
for Dylan Klebold, was quoted as feeling “offended,” and “hit over the head with
Jesus” (Cullen 1999a). Reverend Marxhausen related the event to me:
The guy told one Holocaust story, only two-and-a-half minutes, and he
managed to insult every Jew in America. The rabbi was such a gracious
man—I was on the podium with him. But anyway, so, there was a
reporter there from the Denver Post, and she said something like, “Do
you have a quote to say?” And I said, “You mean, Hail Mary, we got hit
over the head with Jesus?” And I said, yeah, that’s what happened, ‘cause
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I felt like I was getting hit. Then the hate mail came . . because you can’t
complain about Franklin Graham. But a lot of other people said, thank
you, thank you, thank you. So, when you step out front you get it from
both sides (Recorded April 29, 2004).
Zoba ( 2000) relates that:
“The consensus was that it [N.B.: the memorial service] was not inclu-
sive to all the communities,” said the Rev. Michael Carrier, president of
the Interfaith Alliance of Colorado and pastor of Calvary Presbyterian
Church in Littleton. “I felt like [Franklin Graham] was trying to terror-
ize us into heaven instead of loving us into heaven. The service was sup-
posed to be for all people of Colorado and the nation to find solace, not
an evangelical Christian service” (140).
Members of evangelical community defended the service as representative
of the Columbine community. Some evangelical leaders admitted that the serv-
ice was heavily evangelical. Zoba (2000) quoted an evangelical pastor who said,
“I understand where [the critics] were coming from. I didn’t disagree with any-
thing that was said or represented at the service, but I might have disagreed with
the timing” (141).
Also disturbing to many viewers was the fact that all of the participants in the
memorial service were Caucasians, even though two of the victims were persons
of color: Isaiah Sholes was African American and Kyle Velasquez was Hispanic
(Cullen 1999a). The composition of the memorial service reflected the covert
racism in Columbine, paralleling the vicious racism displayed by Klebold and
Harris.
RACHEL SCOTT AND CASSIE BERNALL: 
FROM VICTIMS TO CHRISTIAN MARTYRS
The memorial service was held on April 25, 1999, five days after the shootings.
Already, the religious overtones of the shootings were asserting themselves. Both
Cassie Bernall and Rachel Scott had been elevated to Christian martyrdom. Ear-
lier that day, Rachel was described by her peers in the service as “full of life, clever,
confident, warm, and unfailingly kind” (Watson 2002, 52). Several testimonies
referred to her middle name, “Joy,” as emblematic of her because of her ability
to bring happiness to others. Her reputation for being a good person transcended
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the evangelical community. A self-identified “outcast” student indicated extreme
respect for Rachel and stated, “Rachel was a New Christian, and she did it the
right way” (Recorded May, 13, 2003).
Rev. Bruce Porter officiated over Rachel Scott’s memorial service, which was
televised worldwide by CNN and MSNBC (Watson 2002). In addition to the
savaging of the First Amendment cited above, he set the stage with the estab-
lishment of his “torchgrab ministry”:
Rachel carried a torch—a torch of truth, a torch of compassion, a torch
of love, a torch of the good news of Jesus Christ her Lord, whom she was
not ashamed of, even in her death. I want to lay a challenge before each
and every one of you young people here today: the torch has fallen from
Rachel’s hand. Who will pick it up again? Who will pick up the torch
again… ?
I am hereby issuing a challenge to every student in every school
across this nation. Pick up the torch that Rachel carried. Pick it up and
hold it high and stop being a victim. Be proactive, speak to the culture
you live in, declare a “cultural revolution” of compassion and mercy and
love and forsake violence. You have the power within your hands, young
people. We can’t do it. We have failed (Porter 1999, 34–35).
Porter (1999) described his audience as enthusiastic and leaping to their feet
when he issued that challenge. According to Watson, Porter’s oration transformed
Rachel into a figure to be venerated. He referred to her on his web site as “one
of the Christian martyrs who died in Columbine High School” (Watson 2002,
54). In the days following the funeral, Porter stated that he received hundreds of
e-mails, cards, letters, and telephone calls from people who heard his oration.
He published numerous testimonials from Christians all over the world. A
nonevangelical student who was at the service described Porter’s oration as a crass
attempt to use the media to expand his ministry. He noted that up until that point,
the memorial service was about Rachel, but then it became about Bruce Porter.
Cassie Bernall achieved even greater celebrity as a martyr than Rachel Scott.
Early in the police investigation, a student misattributed Dylan Klebold’s asking
Valeen Schnurr whether or not she believed in God to Cassie Bernall. An arti-
cle in the Rocky Mountain News on April 23 was dedicated to Cassie’s profes-
sion of faith in the face of a shotgun barrel. It was repeated in an article on April
25. On April 27, the Rocky Mountain News printed an article about Valeen
Schnurr’s miraculous recovery. In it, they noted that she had a confrontation with
one of the killers in which she was asked the same question as Cassie Bernall
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and had answered it affirmatively, as had Cassie. National media picked up the
story. During the month of May, Time and Newsweek ran cover stories on the
Columbine massacres that mentioned her martyrdom; feature articles on Cassie
appeared in the Weekly Standard and Salon.com.
Word of Cassie Bernall’s supposed defense of the faith and subsequent mar-
tyrdom spread through the evangelical community. Christian rock pop star
Michael W. Smith recorded “This Is Your Time” in Cassie’s honor. Her parents
appeared on Christian talk shows, such as the 700 Club, and mainstream talk
shows, such as Oprah, Today, 20/20, and Larry King Live. During their appear-
ances, they claimed that her death was a victory of Jesus Christ over Satan and
an affirmation of the family’s evangelical beliefs (Cassie Bernall—Her faith has
touched us all 1999). Cassie’s story spread in youth-oriented evangelical Chris-
tian web sites and chat rooms. As stories were retold, Cassie’s defense became
stronger and her image became bolder in the face of her executioners; in some
cases, retellings had her scolding Harris and Klebold for their lack of religious
convictions.
In her early teens, Cassie Bernall, according to her hagiography, She Said
Yes, was a troubled and difficult child. She had apparently drifted into a goth sub-
culture and with a friend had dabbled in Satanism. Cassie had experimented
with marijuana and alcohol. She was apparently depressed and had contem-
plated suicide. She was so alienated from her parents that she, along with her
friend, fantasized about killing them. Misty Bernall found out about her daugh-
ter’s musings when she was rummaging through her drawers and found letters
that Cassie had received from her friend espousing Satanism and advocating the
killing of one’s parents. Her parents confronted Cassie, who was outraged by the
violation of privacy. They grounded her, forbade her to associate with her friend,
enrolled her in a Christian school, and allowed her only to participate in the
youth group at West Bowles Community Christian Church. Later, she transferred
to Columbine High School. They weaned her away from her old crowd. In
1997, at a youth retreat, she apparently had an epiphany, was reborn, and dedi-
cated her life to Jesus.
Since then, the Bernalls have established the Cassie Bernall Foundation, ded-
icated to providing funds for evangelical youth ministries and a home for Hon-
duran orphans. Cassie’s parents have established their own ministry to spread the
word about Cassie’s miraculous transformation from slacker to devout Christian
and to promote their “tough love” methods by which they engineered Cassie’s
change of heart (Bernall 1999).
Within days of the tragedy, the Bernalls were approached by a representa-
tive from Plough Publishing, a small publishing house run by the Bruderhof, a
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German-based sect, and asked to write a book about Cassie’s conversion and mar-
tyrdom, to which they agreed. Early in the investigation, Jefferson County sher-
iff detectives Randy West and Kate Battan began to have doubts about the
accounts that were reported in the media when they were interviewing students
in the library who could not verify the claim. Students in the proximity of Cassie
Bernall had no recollection of any conversation between her and either of the
shooters. Most troubling was the testimony of Emily Wyant, a friend of Cassie’s,
who was right next to her under the desk and testified that was there was no con-
versation between Cassie and the killers. According to Zoba (2000), West and
Battan gave the Bernalls a warning that the testimony about Cassie’s behavior
during the assault was conflicting. The investigators, on the basis of their inter-
views, concluded that there was no conversation between Cassie and the shoot-
ers and that the dialogue between Valeen Schnurr and Dylan Klebold had been
misattributed to Cassie Bernall, who was killed much earlier in the assault. The
representative from Plough Publishing and the Bernalls reinterviewed Joshua
Lapp, Craig Scott (Rachel Scott’s brother), and Evan Todd, whose testimonies
in the presence of people who had a vested interest the affirmation of Cassie’s
defense of the faith were vaguely positive. Because of flimsiness of the evidence,
Plough Publishers decided to insert the following disclaimer in their introduc-
tion to the book:
Though the precise chronology of the murderous rampage that took
place at Columbine High on April 20th, 1999—including the exact
details of Cassie’s death—may never be known, the author’s description
as printed in this book is based upon the reports of numerous survivors
of [the] library (the main scene of the massacre) and takes into account
their varying recollections (Bernall 1999).
It is highly unlikely that Cassie Bernall died defending her faith. The inves-
tigators understood that the events in the library were chaotic and that students’
memories of the events would be distorted by their own emotional responses to
a highly traumatic situation in which their lives were being threatened. There-
fore, they had to be very careful in their reconstruction of the events in the
library. They noted the following problems with student testimonies: distortions
of time, impaired observations or recall when Klebold and Harris came within
close proximity of their location, difficulty recalling the events in chronological
order, and the influence of media coverage on their memory of events. In essence,
students viewed media reports between the incident and the police interviews
that colored their reportage of the actual events. The police investigation team
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concluded that such distortions were remedied by interviews of multiple persons.
Because they had no interest in whether or not Cassie said “yes” and because
they were sympathetic to the Bernalls, the police description of the events in the
library stands as the most accurate and reliable.
Of the three conversations that Zoba claimed involved taunts about reli-
gious beliefs, only the conversation with Valeen Schnurr could be confirmed by
investigators, and that was hardly a case of taunting. Neither Harris nor Klebold
knew Rachel Scott or Cassie Bernall. Rachel was a year behind them in school.
However, Harris and Klebold vilified a Rachel in the basement tapes. Accord-
ing to Judy Brown, the Rachel (along with “Jen,” both of whom sat near “Nick”)
that they were identifying as “stuck up Godly whores” was in their psychology
class. The reference to Rachel was mistakenly identified as Rachel Scott. Accord-
ing to the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department’s report (1999), Klebold and
Harris were fifteen to twenty feet away from Rachel Scott and Richard Castaldo
when they shot them. If the boys had said anything to Rachel Scott, they had
to have shouted it. Furthermore, Richard Castaldo, who was sitting right next to
Rachel and the only living witness to her murder, could not remember Klebold
or Harris saying anything.
In the case of Valeen, the exchange with Klebold was confirmed by several
witnesses. An important fact disregarded by the defenders of the myth of Cassie
Bernall’s martyrdom was that Klebold’s questioning of Valeen about her belief
in God was in response to her cries of, “Oh God, oh God,” after having been
wounded. Also, according to testimony, after asking Valeen whether she believed
in God, to which Valeen answered, “Yes,” Klebold did not kill her; rather, he
asked, “Why,” and walked away.
No evidence exists that indicate that either boy knew Cassie Bernall or even
knew that it was she who was hiding under the table. The testimony of Emily
Wyant, who was the only witness to the killing of Cassie Bernall, was dismissed
by Zoba because Emily was highly traumatized by the shootings. However, her
testimony was maintained under pressure of the mushrooming myth and desires
by believers to have her disavow her story (Cullen 1999f). The Wyant family
became concerned about hostility directed at them by believers who had a vested
interest in maintaining the myth. In the weeks and months following the publi-
cation of Cassie Bernall’s story, Christian ministries had reported a dramatic
increase in adolescents joining their youth groups. 
According to Cullen (1999f), the Rocky Mountain News sat on the story for
several weeks, citing sensitivity to the feelings of the victim’s families for not
releasing the debunking of the myth of Cassie Bernall’s martyrdom until it was
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released by Salon.com over the Internet. Although Wyant had testified to the FBI
about the death of Cassie Bernall and News reporters had known for months
about the lack of a factual basis for the myth, they continued to report it as fact
right up to the time that it was reported in Salon.com. The Rocky Mountain News
was accused of unethical behavior in the treatment of the Cassie Bernall story
because it feared a backlash by evangelicals.
Despite a lack of evidence of Cassie Bernall’s defense of her faith in the face
of the rampaging Harris and Klebold and the considerable amount of evidence
indicating that the original attribution was mistaken in the chaos of library shoot-
ings, Misty and Brad Bernall, Cassie’s parents, carry on their She Said Yes min-
istry. The book, She Said Yes, has sold over a million copies, Christian ministries
still proclaim her martyrdom, and web sites dedicated to her encourage visitors
to comment on her defense of the faith.
Once the myth was called into question, Bruce Porter, the Littleton evan-
gelical minister who established Torchgrab Youth Ministry, which is dedicated
to the memory of Rachel Scott, stated the following:
It matters little in the end whether or not Cassie was quoted correctly in
this circumstance. The fact that so many who knew her instantly
accepted the initial reports that she said “yes” is a clear indication that,
without any doubt whatsoever, she would have said it! Cassie’s mother,
Misty Bernall, in her highly recommended book, She Said Yes, made it
clear that Cassie said, “yes” every day (Porter 1999, 7).
In a similar vein, Dave McPherson, youth minister at West Bowles Commu-
nity Church where Cassie Bernall worshiped, is quoted by Watson (2002) as saying:
The church is going to stick to the martyr story. It’s the story they heard
first, and circulated for six months uncontested. You can say it didn’t hap-
pen that way, but the church won’t accept it. To the church, Cassie will
always say yes, period (159).
For the evangelicals, then, the story of Columbine has been interpreted as
a vicious attack on evangelical students who became martyrs for the cause. Even
though the factual basis for such claims is shaky, to say the least, what has hap-
pened is that the myth has been reprinted so many times that it has taken on a
reality of its own. Among evangelicals, the martyrdom of Rachel Scott and Cassie
Bernall has become an article of faith.
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THE STRANGE JOURNEY OF THE CROSSES
The story of the evangelical attempt to define the Columbine shootings in their
own terms would not be complete without a description of the saga of the crosses.
Greg Zanis, a carpenter from Naperville, Illinois, a deeply religious man who
was aware of the significance of his own occupation in Christianity, began plac-
ing wooden crosses around the country to commemorate victims of violence after
he found his father-in-law murdered in 1996. His father-in-law taught him his
trade, and the two were very close. The first cross he erected was in memory of
his father-in-law. As he erected crosses to commemorate victims of violent
crimes, he gained a reputation as a caring and compassionate healer, especially
among conservative and evangelical Christians. By the time the Columbine
shootings occurred, he had erected 200 crosses throughout the United States
(Zoba 2000).
Brian Anderson, the student who was caught between the inner and outer
doors of the west entrance of Columbine High School when Eric Harris was
shooting into the school, had heard of Zanis’s ministry, Crosses for Losses. He
and some friends tracked down Zanis’s ministry and asked him to place fifteen
crosses on Rebel Hill overlooking the football field, one for each of the victims,
including Harris and Klebold. As soon as Zanis received the message, he and his
son purchased the wood, made the crosses, and transported them from Florida,
where he was on vacation, and drove sixteen hours to Colorado. He arrived in
Columbine on Tuesday, April 27, and began digging holes and placing the
crosses in the holes on Rebel Hill, overlooking the play fields and the school.
He was helped in his efforts by mourners who were sitting on the hill. He placed
the fifteen crosses in a line, with the crosses commemorating Dylan Klebold and
Eric Harris at each end.
The crosses, considered by Zanis as a symbol of Christian forgiveness,
became an icon memorializing the victims of the shootings. In addition to the
names of each of the dead, Zanis tied a pen to each cross so that mourners could
inscribe their feelings on it. The crosses became a focal point for the mourning
community. Mourners not only wrote inscriptions, but they placed flowers, toys,
mementos, letters, poems, and other items that they thought were meaningful
expressions of sympathy at the base of the crosses. According to Zoba (2000),
125,000 people visited the crosses during the next few days, even though most
of the time it rained, and the hill became muddy and extremely slippery. Because
of the uniqueness, popularity, and symbolic power of the crosses, the media
latched onto them as a symbol of Columbine. 
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Not surprisingly, the placement of memorials for Harris and Klebold created
a controversy among the mourners (Zoba 2000). On Rebel Hill, spontaneous
debates broke out about the propriety of having memorials to the killers. The
debates took on a religious cast. Those who opposed the inclusion of Harris and
Klebold in the memorial thought it inappropriate to include the perpetrators
because they were instruments of evil and should not be memorialized with
innocent victims. Those who agreed with the inclusion of Harris and Klebold
thought that it was a symbol of Christian forgiveness and the beginning of the
process of healing the community. Some expressed the opinion that Harris and
Klebold were victims of a society that lionized violence. The messages left on
the crosses reflected the debate. Some mourners defaced the crosses of Harris
and Klebold with messages like, “Evil bastard”; others wrote more comforting
messages like, “Begin to forgive.”
The crosses for Harris and Klebold were torn down by Brian Rohrbough, the
father of Daniel Rohrbough, who was shot in front of the school by Dylan Kle-
bold. When Rohrbough found out that there were crosses commemorating the
killers on Rebel Hill, he was outraged. He called the parks department and
demanded that they remove the two offending crosses. When nothing was done,
he called CNN, and on April 30, with the media present, he tore down Klebold’s
and Harris’s crosses, cut them into pieces, and threw them into a dumpster. He
then announced to the media, “‘We don’t build a monument to Adolf Hitler and
put it in the Holocaust Museum—and it’s not going to happen here’” (Zoba
2000, 49).
Zanis was very upset about the controversy surrounding the fifteen crosses
and the desecration of the crosses for Harris and Klebold. He immediately drove
his pickup truck from Illinois to Colorado, pulled out the crosses, and returned
home. After returning home, Zanis started receiving telephone calls by the hun-
dreds asking him to return the crosses. This act enraged Brian Rohrbough even
more because he thought that Zanis should have left the thirteen crosses com-
memorating the victims. Rohrbough claimed that Klebold and Harris did not
deserve crosses because they did not repent their sins, and because of that fail-
ure, they were going to hell.
Zanis drove eighteen hours back to Colorado, and replaced the thirteen
crosses on Rebel Hill at the behest of Steve Schweitzberger, a real estate devel-
oper from Littleton. The attempt to replace the crosses on the hill was to create
a permanent shrine for the Columbine victims and establish a record of their
story for Light Force TV, a Houston-based Christian network, which was on site
filming the proceedings (Westword 1999). The Parks and Recreation Department
removed them almost immediately, citing safety issues. The hill was steep, and
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at that time of year it was muddy. During the previous incarnation of the crosses,
many people had slipped on the hill, and one person had been pushed over the
hill in an apparent dispute over whether the killers should be part of the memo-
rial. The county did not want to be sued for negligence. Zanis was supposed to
have a meeting with Bob Easton, executive director of the Foothills Park and
Recreation District, concerning the placement of the crosses; however, when
Zanis entered Clement Park at 8 A.M., the media person from Light Force TV
whisked him away, and he never attended the meeting with Easton.
Apparently accepting Rohrbough’s rationale, Zanis apologized to Rohrbough
in a meeting arranged by the Light Force TV. However, Rohrbough, a con-
frontational man who complained that his son was actually shot by police fire
and sued the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department for the wrongful death of
his son, at first did not accept Zanis’s apology. He shouted at Zanis and claimed
that he was crazy to memorialize the killers. Finally, Zanis said to Rohrbough, 
“Listen, I’ve asked you as a Christian brother to forgive me and you
haven’t. I’m tired of you yelling at me. I put up with all I can take. I’m
going to pack my crosses and go back Illinois. But I want to ask you one
more time, are you or are you not a Christian brother? And are you
going to forgive me or not?”(Zoba 2000, 50–51)
With that, the two men embraced and Rohrbough forgave Zanis. The
episode, of course, was filmed by Light Force TV. When commemorating
Columbine outside Colorado, Zanis, believing that there should have been fif-
teen crosses, displayed fifteen, two smaller than the other thirteen.
During the interim in which the crosses were removed from Columbine,
Will Ambrose of Littleton erected thirteen memorial crosses at the northern
edge of Clement Park to replace those removed by Zanis. Zanis’s crosses were
placed within a few feet of those erected by Ambrose, creating a spectacle of
twenty-six crosses in close proximity. Finally, Zanis’s original thirteen crosses
were permanently placed in a local cemetery in Littleton, where they can still
be viewed. The second set of memorial crosses was removed.
However, that was not the end of the crosses controversy. Steve Schweitzberger
claimed he had organized a fund drive to raise $1.6 million in order to purchase
Rebel Hill from the government so that they could place crosses on the hill. Even
though the plan had the support of powerful members of the Columbine and
Littleton political community, including U.S. Representative Don Lee (Repub-
lican), who represents Columbine’s district, it never materialized.
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Beginning with orations at the memorial service, a concerted effort was put
forth by evangelical community to define the Columbine shootings in religious
terms with Klebold and Harris as the embodiment of evil, whose innocent vic-
tims were killed because of their devotion to Christianity. Of all the books writ-
ten by Christian evangelicals about the Columbine shootings, only Zoba (2000)
acknowledged the possibility that one of the motivations of the boys was revenge
for the bullying and harassment they received at the hands of their peers. For all
the rest, Klebold and Harris were evil incarnate, and to them, evil exists sui gen-
ris, as an intervention of the devil into human affairs, and, therefore, needs no
explanation. According to a reporter who covered the story, outspoken members
of the community continually emphasized the evilness of Harris and Klebold,
as if they were subhuman. This particular orientation was evidenced when this
researcher asked Principal DeAngelis for his explanation as to why the boys
attacked the school. The core of his response was, “They were just evil kids”
(emphasis his).
Certainly, the attack on Columbine High School was an evil act. What the
evangelical ministers and Principal DeAngelis failed to acknowledge was the role
of the school and the community in the generation of that evil. In their rush to
distance themselves from the acts of Harris and Klebold, and in some sense to
cover themselves and deny culpability, they placed the shootings under the man-
tle of evildoing, failed to ask the hard questions, and focused on the healing process
without any attempt to ascertain what caused the shootings in the first place.
CHRISTIANS VERSUS CHRISTIANS
In one of the first interviews conducted for this study with a news reporter who
lived in the neighborhood, I was informed that real estate agents steer evangeli-
cals into southern Jefferson County where Columbine High School is located.
The reporter also indicated that tensions existed between evangelicals and mem-
bers of liberal Protestant sects. Evangelicals were characterized by this informant
as arrogant and intolerant of the beliefs of others. The reporter also indicated that
evangelicals viewed themselves as more Christian than non-evangelical Christians:
There is a big influence [of evangelicals in Columbine] which can be
very destructive, especially in the hands of teenagers who say “we’re saved.”
They were so smug. “We know about Jesus. Jesus loves us….” It can be
vicious, hypocritical, and exclusionary (Recorded November 6, 2000).
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In Columbine, non-evangelical Christians and nominal Christians were per-
ceived by the evangelicals as insufficiently religious. Even though evangelicals
are a numeric minority in southern Jefferson County, they regard themselves as
the cultural elite of the territory. The testimony of this reporter seemed to be in
consonance with the comments of evangelical pastors in the controversy over the
memorial service held on April 25, 1999.
In addition, the evangelical community is powerful in the area and is not
afraid to use its power. The reporter I interviewed stated that evangelicals often
used tactics of intimidation. She stated,
Evil, evil, evil. Hate, hate, hate. There is a great separation there. There
is them [the evangelicals] and there is the rest of us…. Things happen
to you if you speak up with a different point of view. You get hate mail
and you get threats and stuff, you know. You just be quiet. You just be
quiet. But I know that there are people in the community who are just
heartbroken for those two boys and their families (Recorded November
6, 2000).
Liberal Protestants were also appalled by evangelicals using the tragedy for-
recruitment. In addition, they were upset about the superficial nostrums being
proffered to grieving Columbine families by well-meaning but naïve evangeli-
cals. Reverend Marxhausen, who, by his own testimony, has dealt with tragedy
in his own life and with his parishioners, stated the following:
People would prey upon youth in the park. “Just pray to Jesus, and this’ll
go away.” Hell no. God put grief into the system to remind us that we’re
all important to each other, so you just can’t brush that off. Anyway, so
that’s just sort of another piece of all the other pieces (Recorded April
29, 2004).
This feeling was reflected in the hesitancy of local newspapers to report
information at variance with the evangelical belief that Cassie Bernall died
defending her faith, the pressure placed on Emily Wynant and her family to dis-
avow her testimony to Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office investigators, and their
successful attempt to force the Lutheran minister Don Marxhausen, a vocal
critic of their tactics, to leave town. An informant told this researcher that Marx-
hausen was “run out of town.”
Harris and Klebold were exceedingly hostile to evangelical students. In the
basement videotapes they made in the days prior to the shootings, they indicated
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that they were very proud of their hatred towards evangelical Christians, along
with everybody else (Gibbs and Roche 1999). Zoba (2000, 131–32) retold the
following conversation between Klebold and Harris from one of the tapes made
prior to their rampage:
H: If we have a fucking religious war …we need to get a chain reaction
going here…. Shut the fuck up, Nick [an apparent reference to a
classmate]. And those two girls sitting next to you, they probably
want you to shut up, too. Rachel and Jen and whatever. 
K: Stuck up little bitches, you fucking little Christianity, Godly  whores.
H: Yeah, “I love Jesus, I love Jesus.” Shut the fuck up!
K: “What would Jesus do?” What would I do? Boosh! [he points his fin-
ger as if it were a gun at the camera]. [NB: “What would Jesus do”
refers to bracelets that evangelical Christian girls wore with the ini-
tials WWJD engraved on them as a reminder to behave as Jesus
would in any given situation.]
H: I would shoot you in the motherfucking head! Go Romans—thank
God they crucified that asshole.
Both: Go Romans! Yeah! 
In a slap at evangelicals, Harris apparently reconfigured the video game
Doom so that when victims were killed, they cried out, “Lord, why is this hap-
pening to me” (Hubbard 1999).
The unasked question by evangelical writers was why Klebold and Harris
were so hostile toward evangelical students. According to a friend of the two
boys, the halls of Columbine High School were used by some evangelical stu-
dents to proselytize their faith. In my interviews with Columbine students, most
could not recall being proselytized by evangelical students. However, goth stu-
dents could usually relate a story about being proselytized. They tended to be
dismissive of such efforts. Brooks Brown (Brown and Merrritt 2002), a noncon-
formist student stated the following:
I never made it a secret in high school that I wasn’t a religious person,
and devout Christians used to come after me and tell me I was going to
hell. They would use quotes from the Bible to throw insults to me. I’d seen
them try to force their beliefs on other students, guilting them into it, pres-
suring them to join up. They didn’t want to hear what you thought about
God, or the world. All they wanted to hear was “Jesus Christ is my Sav-
ior”—and if we didn’t agree we weren’t worth associating with (148–49).
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In a personal interview, Brooks Brown stated the following:
BB: Christians do not treat you well in this town. And I was told I needed
to be saved by Jesus Christ. That I was going to Hell because I didn’t.
There’s like maybe twenty or thirty of them. And all they did was carry
around their bibles during school, their teen bible, which increases
the fun of religion so much, apparently, and they’d tell us we were
going to Hell. All the time, all the time, all the time. The youth
group became part of the school. It did…. It was Youth Group, it was
Young Life.
RL: [Would you explain that]?
BB: Young Life was like seriously 150 kids would go a week. It became
this massive like cult, it was sick. And because I never went, I was
therefore a pure sinner. 
RL: I assume they [hassled] Eric and Dylan.
BB: All the time. All of us. We were more outspoken. We were in a lit-
tle group and were more outspoken about the fact that we were not
Christians. I haven’t been a Christian since I was seven. Eric and
Dylan I think had never been. Dylan I know was raised very differ-
ently, religionwise. I know his father was a Methodist, I think, and
Sue was Jewish. So he was raised very openly religiously. Kind of let-
ting him pick his own thing (Recorded May 13, 2003).
According to a student who identified himself as a conservative and an ath-
lete, but not a jock, and as a fellow member of the debate team with Brooks
Brown, the relationship between Brown and evangelicals was mutually hostile:
RL: I see. I understand, and there’s a lot of evidence, and I guess you’re
probably familiar with it, that there was a lot of hostility on the part
Klebold and Harris toward evangelicals.
J: Yeah. And I haven’t seen all the stuff that came out before the shoot-
ing happened, like their website and stuff like that, because a lot of
that stuff was closed down, because of the evidence stuff. But evan-
gelical or Christian students, I never saw them harassed. I mean they
would do prayers around the flagpole every so often, there was a
group that the Christians belonged to called “Young Life.” They all
got together and did their Young Life thing—I wasn’t a part of it so
I don’t know what happened. The Mormon students met in the
house right south of the high school, where they had their seminary,
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and stuff like that. Religion I really didn’t feel was a big deal as far
as the whole school went, whether certain people held hostilities
toward religious students, that remained pretty much in their own
minds, but nothing came out.
The only, only time I ever saw anybody attack somebody for their
beliefs was in debate class, and a certain famous individual whom
we all know, Brooks Brown, liked to disprove the theory of God.
What he would do in debate class was if someone brought up, he’d
do like the Lincoln-Douglas debate where they were debating ethics,
and if somebody tried to use the Bible, or Christianity or something
as a philosophy, in order to prove their point, he’d go and prove that
God didn’t exist. And he’d get these people to the point of tears. And
then he’d brag about it. And that’s really the only thing I saw.
RL: Did you see any proselytizing on campus?
J: Not really.
RL: Because Brooks mentioned in his book that sometimes evangelicals
would chase down students and tell them that they were living in sin
and would go to hell.
J: God, I never saw that!
RL: Okay.
J: I never saw that! That seems a little bit ridiculous to me. I mean, peo-
ple know the boundaries, I would say. I really don’t think anybody
would go up to anybody else and say, “You’re a sinner. You’re going
to hell. Repent now!” Not in high school, I mean, come on! Yeah,
there were public displays of religious stuff going on, I mean like
prayers around the flagpole, and Young Life meetings were some-
times announced over the announcements. But I really don’t think
anybody was trying to proselytize, trying to convert people right then
and there. That seems a little bit over the top to me, but he’s one to
exaggerate, so …(Recorded May 1, 2003).
However, J was not the only student who was aware of the Young Life Bible
study group. In an interview with a group of four female students who were
freshmen at the time of the shootings, the following was stated by one of the
young women:
Well, I noticed in Columbine there was a youth group of very cliquey
people. They were people who were in the morning Bible study. And
they were very [all start laughing]. They were not nice. They were nice
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if they wanted to convert you and stuff, but they were very, they were
some of the worst there…. And that had nothing to do with their reli-
gion. It just came from the fact that they were in on some little secret
that they were better than other people (Recorded May 13, 2003).
In the quotation above, the other girls laugh at the mention of the morning
Bible study group in instant recognition and in anticipation of what was going
to be said. All four young women agreed with the comments. The evangelical
students, apparently infused by the teachings and attitudes of their parents and
their churches, constituted themselves as a moral elite in Columbine. A student
reported the following:
My little brother went with a friend of his, B.; he’s a Jew, one of the three
Jews that went to the school. Went to the memorial for the kids who’d
[been killed] …and the preacher actually had the gall to say that only
three of the kids who were killed that day were in Heaven. They were
the only born-again Christians. It makes me sick. It’s not surprising
(Recorded May 5, 2003).
The moral elitism of the evangelical clergy influenced the attitudes of their
young parishioners. Because they perceived themselves as right and infallible in
their religious beliefs, they were intolerant of other people’s beliefs and were inca-
pable of viewing alternatives to their own beliefs as having any validity. Brooks
Brown, viewing himself as an iconoclast, took great pleasure in debunking their
beliefs, displaying his hostility toward their moral elitism through debate and dis-
putation. Klebold and Harris were willing to pick up the gun.
The students I talked to disliked, in addition to moral elitism, certain evan-
gelical students for two other reasons: hypocrisy and moral rigidity. One of the
girls in the group quoted above stated the following:
And I remember seeing the What Would Jesus Do? bracelets on the
[evangelical] girls in the choir class, saying the meanest things about peo-
ple. And I remember saying, “What’s your bracelet for? Why do you
wear that? It doesn’t make sense” (Recorded May 13, 2003).
Another student who was quite sympathetic with evangelical students made
the following observation:
What I found really interesting was that a lot of the [students] known to
be Christians, some of them were very “Christian,” didn’t drink, didn’t
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have sex and all that good stuff. And those were the people that I would
hang out with too, because they had the same ideals as I did…. And I
respected them because they followed the rules and values and ideals of
their religion. Granted, I wasn’t a very religious person, but those were
the same ideals that I had. But some people claimed to be religious, but
basically in some way I guess it was like a title for them. Because they
would go completely opposite of the ideals and values of their religion
(Recorded May 5, 2003).
I had the following conversation with a student who claimed he was a for-
mer member of the Trenchcoat Mafia and is a self-defined goth:
T: Maybe the problem with the evangelicals is that they are another one
of those entities in society that tries to force conformity. That’s always
been my problem. Anybody that tries to force their beliefs on me, I
have a problem with…. You either are going to have Jesus as your sav-
ior, or you’re going to Hell. Those are your only choices. We are right;
you are wrong. And I really hate the word “pity,” but I really pity peo-
ple that can’t open their minds to accept that maybe they’re wrong.
RL: Or, a slightly different way, not so much they’re wrong, but that other
people have valid perspectives.
T: That’s where I was going. I personally am a religious existentialist, so
I personally believe that if you believe it, it’s as true as anything else.
I really don’t think that anybody’s wrong. At the same time, I think
that I am right. I think that everybody’s right (Recorded April 10,
2003).
In defense of the evangelical students, T indicated that it was a very small
minority of students who actually attempted to proselytize other students. More
typical was the following response from a student who was in the popular crowd:
RL: Now, according to media reports, Harris and Klebold seemed to be
hostile to evangelicals. Do you know if other students shared their
hostility toward evangelical students?
AM: No. I’ve never heard anything like that. I’ve never heard that from
regular students; I’ve never heard about anybody that was part of the
Trenchcoat Mafia or anything like that. I’ve never heard anything
like that….
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RL: Oh, okay. And did you ever witness evangelical students telling other
students that if they didn’t [believe in Jesus], they were born again
that they would go to Hell?
AM: No. There were definitely church groups at the school but they def-
initely hung out with one another and there was never any preach-
ing or anything like that, to anybody else that I saw (Recorded May
20, 2003).
Similar to the harassment, efforts to proselytize tended to occur underneath
the radar of members of the leading crowd. Although such acts occurred rarely,
what seems to be more important was the attitude of certain evangelical students
of their moral superiority by virtue of the fact that they were members of evan-
gelical sects, regardless of their personal behaviors. 
Although many evangelicals may be humble and focus their lives on doing
good deeds, the response of that community to the Columbine shootings revealed
a darker side of aggression and intolerance. People who disagreed with them were
intimidated, memorial services for the larger community were subverted in efforts
to proselytize and spread evangelism, and efforts were made to scapegoat polit-
ical liberalism as a cause of the tragedy. Given the mind-set of evangelicals, it is
not surprising that they failed to look within their own community for causes of
the Columbine shootings.
MORAL ELITISM
Ironically, Harris and Klebold saw themselves as morally superior to mere mor-
tals in an almost Nietzschean view. In the videotapes made by the boys prior to
their rampage, Klebold stated the following (Zoba 2000): “I know we’re gonna
have followers because we’re so fucking godlike. We’re not exactly human—we
have human bodies but we’ve evolved into one step above you fucking shit.
We have fucking self-awareness” (131–32).
Apart from his megalomania, it seems as if Klebold had appropriated the self-
righteousness and moral superiority of the evangelicals. Harris and Klebold had
apparently convinced themselves of their evolution into superhumans who could
sit in judgment of others. The intolerance that Harris and Klebold showed toward
not just evangelicals but to all others is a mirror image of the intolerance of
evangelicals toward those who do not believe as they do. Although certainly not
the prime cause of the Columbine shootings, the intolerance of evangelical stu-
dents in Columbine contributed to the anger and hatred evinced by the boys.
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In an ironic twist, the moral elitism evidenced by the evangelicals was incorpo-
rated by Klebold and Harris into a justification for their murderous rampage.
It is not surprising that as evangelicals assumed the mantle of moral superi-
ority in Columbine and used the mass media to proselytize, that their children
would accost their peers and tell them that if they were not born-again, they
would burn in hell. In most cases, this would be merely annoying. However, in
combination with the brutalization and harassment dished out on a regular basis
by the school athletes, it only added to the toxicity of the student climate at
Columbine High School.
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ONE SIGNAL ASPECT of the shootings at Columbine wasthat the prime targets were Harrris and Klebold’s peers.Although Kate Battan and John Kiekbusch, the investigatorsof the Columbine shootings, characterized them as “equal
opportunity haters” (Cullen 1999c), twelve of the thirteen people they killed,
besides themselves, were fellow students. The one teacher who was killed,
Dave Sanders, seemed to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. In his
writing, Eric Harris vowed retribution for the harassment he received at
the hands of his peers. In his diary, he wrote: “After I mow down a whole
area full of you snotty ass rich mother-fucker high strung God-like-attitude-
having worthless pieces of shit whores, I don’t care if I live or die” (Cullen
1999b). Throughout the shootings, the boys made comments such as, “This
is for what you did to us,” and “We are going to kill you all” (Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office 1999; Zoba 2000). The bombs were placed in the cafeteria
near the tables where the athletes sat and were timed to go off when the max-
imum number of students would be present. Whatever motives they may
have had for the shootings, the evidence overwhelmingly suggests that the
major targets were their peers and their school. 
Their planning and their behavior were consistent in targeting fellow stu-
dents. Administration, teachers, and staff were considered, if anything, col-
lateral damage. Much has been made (Cullen 1999b) about the issue that
4
THE PEER STRUCTURE OF
COLUMBINE HIGH
if they wanted revenge on those responsible for Klebold’s and Harris’s nearly daily
harassment and humiliation, why did they not seek out the so-called jocks
who terrorized them? Why did they go to the library instead of the gym? None
of the victims was on the hit list that Eric Harris compiled, which contained, for
the most part, the names of some of the harassers; however, it also contained the
names of girls who refused to date him, especially those girls who strung him
along before finally refusing. During their rampage, the boys were obviously
looking for athletes, but not necessarily hunting them out. What Cullen failed
to point out was that the bombs were planted in the cafeteria underneath the
tables where the athletes congregated for lunch.
It was clear from the outset that the target for Harris and Klebold was their
peers. It did not matter whether they were innocent or guilty, jocks or nerds, males
or females, or evangelicals or atheists. There are three reasons why they did not
set out to target specific peers: first, they were interested in body count. They
planned a massive killing that would have easily exceeded the death toll in the
Oklahoma City bombing. Second, and related to the first, they wanted to do some-
thing spectacular that would make them famous because of the notoriety of their
act. The third reason why they did not target specific peers was that they appar-
ently wanted to target the entire peer structure, in which they were at the very bot-
tom. Although they were harassed by a small minority of the student population,
they blamed everybody in the school for their own degraded social status. There-
fore, it is important to examine the peer structure in Columbine High School.
The structure of peer relations at Columbine High School was trifurcated:
The “in crowd” was at the top and the outcast students were at the bottom, with
the bulk of students in a vast middle ground. The shape of the membership in the
peer group structure could be likened to a diamond with very small numbers of
students at the top and at the bottom. Students in the middle could be differen-
tiated by activities and sports participation, musical tastes, religiosity, and drug
habits. The peer group structure of Columbine High School was quite typical
of suburban high schools, with the athlete and cheerleader crowd at the top of
the heap (Eckert 1989; Wooden and Blazak 2001). Across the country, football
is the dominant high school sport and often the only basis for community soli-
darity and identity (Bissinger 1990); football players are the local heroes not only
within the school but in the larger community as well. The literature on social
status in the high school has been consistent over the last fifty years in identify-
ing athletics as the defining factor in adolescent subcultural status (Coleman
1961; Gordon 1957). The one deviant case (Larkin 1979) tends to prove the rule.
In a suburban high school that was known to have a football team that was
continuously at the bottom of the league and which had a very active dissident
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student subculture, the so-called jock/rah-rah crowd did not have hegemony
over the peer subculture. Rather it contested it with the intellectual/politico
students. But this was 1976, in the wake of student political activism in a school
known for its student political activism. 
The bottom of suburban high school subcultures tends to be much more plu-
ralistic and localized than the top. The outcast student groups can vary greatly
among schools, although anti-intellectualism seems to be a commonality.
Wooden and Blazak (2001), in their case study of the peer structures of four
Southern California suburban high schools in the late 1990s, found high aca-
demic achievers (known as “brains” or “smacks”) at the bottom of the peer struc-
ture in all four high schools. Band members and ethnic minorities (“cholos,” a
disparaging Anglo term for Mexican American gang members, and Asians) were
at the bottom in two high schools, along with a variety of other subcultures,
based upon such criteria as social skills (nerds/geeks/loners), musical tastes (met-
alheads/punks), or, for girls, sexual promiscuity (sluts). At Columbine, the bot-
tom of the student social structure included Asians (who were not mentioned by
other students but were observed by this author to be isolated from the rest of
the student population) and “dark kids,” or goths. The Trenchcoat Mafia was con-
sidered a collectivity of dark kids. 
For an area that was solidly upper-middle-class, socioeconomic background
played an extremely important part in the structuring of peer relationships, espe-
cially among the girls. Not surprisingly, the most visible status groups within the
peer structure were the jocks and “preps” at the top and the outcasts at the bot-
tom. The jocks were visible by virtue of their celebrity, their reputation for par-
tying, and their aggressive behavior toward others of lesser status. The outcasts
were particularly visible because of their ostensible lack of conformity in dress,
behavior, and musical tastes.
Among the students interviewed for this study, there was a consensus about
the nature of the peer structure of the school. All students who were interviewed
were able to locate themselves within that peer structure, suggesting that it
was visible to all. One student characterized the peer structure of Columbine as
follows:
JZ: The major cliques are like—it’s really weird, it’s different than it was
four years ago or whatever, because the football, you know, the jocks
and the stoners, are [friends] because the jocks like to get high.
RL: And the stoners supply them?
JZ: Oh yeah, of course. And so we’re—I don’t mean we; I don’t do that—
they’re all like one big group of friends. And then I would say if I
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had to break it down, the jocks and stoners are friends, and then you
have your band kids, and then your drama kids, and then you have
your choir kids, and it just kind of breaks down like that. It doesn’t
necessarily break down as it used to, with the jocks versus the ston-
ers and that kind of thing. … And then you have the dark kids.
RL: Goths?
JZ: Yeah. The kids that they don’t care about anything, they’re into
your hardcore substances and that kind of thing. That’s kind of how
it is now.
RL: [I see.] That’s kind of interesting. And where [do] you fit into this?
JZ: I, um, smoke weed [laughter breaks out] …no, I’m just kidding. It’s
funny that this is recorded.
RL: There’s a kind of undifferentiated middle here that can go any way?
JZ: Yeah.
RL: That’s pretty standard.
JZ: Most of my friends are in a group and I just kind of, I found it easier
to live in high school without a group. As soon as you don’t have a
group any more, you don’t have to worry about the drama, the high
school drama of arguments and fights, of “you did this” and “well I
think that.” You know, that kind of thing. You don’t have that any
more as soon as you step back, and say, “Why do I have to be part of
a group when I can be friends with everyone?”
RL: What about your closest friends?
JZ: Who are they?
RL: Yes. What kind of group?
JZ: I’d say probably the cheers and the poms and the football players. …
I don’t talk to too many band kids; they don’t like the … things [I
like ] (Recorded May 1, 2003).
In the Columbine peer group structure, the term “choir kids” has a special
meaning because the choir has an overrepresentation of evangelical students in
it. Although there are members of the choir who are there because they like to
sing in a group, many of the choir members also sing in church choirs. Unlike
other high schools that have been studied by sociologists over the years (Eckert
1989; Larkin 1979; Wooden and Blazak 2001), at Columbine High School,
the religious factor played an important part in the stratification of student
subcultures, although, like ethnicity, it tended to be hidden. One student noted,
“Simply by not being Christian, you were tossed by the popular group.” What
that student meant by “Christian” was that evangelical students tended to be
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openly and sometimes aggressively religious, calling themselves “Christians” to
differentiate themselves not from Jews, Moslems, or Hindus, but from nominal
or secularized Christians and those from liberal Protestant sects.
THE IN-CROWD
At the top of the social structure of Columbine High School was the in crowd,
consisting of the “cheers and the poms and the football players,” as character-
ized by one female student who identified herself as a member of the leading
crowd by virtue of her being a prep. A prep, in adolescent parlance, is a student
who makes good grades, may participate in athletics but is not a jock, and is pop-
ular among peers. She characterized the position of the in-group thus:
I went in, and I was a prep, as they would call them, and so that’s differ-
ent that I fit in with, and I came to church, so I kind of stayed away from
that kind of mentality of parties, but there was definitely diverse groups
when I was there. I think it kind of changed as the years went on. It was
always like the rich, the popular kids, always had more, more like, what
you’d say was favoritism from teachers, a lot of favoritism than other peer
groups. And other peer groups too. You knew who they were. I didn’t
know who the band kids [were], I don’t know who the goths, the dark
kids, were … (Recorded May 12, 2003).
In Columbine High School, because of its heavy emphasis on sports, preps
played a minor role in the in-crowd. Most students viewed the in-crowd as pri-
marily consisting of football players and the cadre of girls who hung out, dated,
and supported them. As one student said, “The peer group structure, it was kind
of weird. You’ve got the typical football player, cheerleader deal.”
A consensus existed among the students that the leading crowd consisted pri-
marily of jocks, cheerleaders, and their friends. The leading crowd was approx-
imately as ethnically and racially diverse as the rest of the school. African Amer-
icans and Hispanics were represented in the leading crowd although it was
predominantly white. One student characterized the ethnic makeup of the lead-
ing crowd as follows:
RL: Now, this leading crowd, what you seem to be telling me is that they
tended to … I think you’ve already told me, their attitudes toward
people who were different–Jews, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians–this was
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revealed in racist and anti-Semitic remarks. Was this true of many
members of this leading crowd?
EK: Not that I know of because some of them actually were African
American or Hispanic. 
RL: Members of the leading crowd?
EK: Yes.
RL: And why were they members of the leading crowd? Were they just
good people, or were they jocks, or what? Or both, or what?
EK: Yeah. Basically, throughout my career, there were three African
Americans total that were in the leading crowd. And they were older
than our crowd too. Then some of the Hispanics or—basically the
Hispanics, they were either jocks or they had been friends with peo-
ple in the leading crowd since elementary school. And I know some
of them, for the girls, they were cheerleaders. Which would fit into
the leading crowd too, because they would date the jocks. …
RL: Right, right. Now how [about] kids from different ethnic groups?
Did they hang together, did they eat at separate tables in the cafete-
ria or anything like that?
EK: Yeah, from what I can remember, yes. All the Asian kids would pretty
much stick together, all the Hispanic kids would pretty much stick
together, and all the African Americans would pretty much stick
together. There might be some intermixings among them, but, I
mean not, they’d sit at their own lunch table but they wouldn’t be
spread out over a bunch of different groups (Recorded May 5, 2003).
The racial and ethnic inclusiveness of the peer structure at Columbine High
School provided the outward appearance of tolerance. In southern Jefferson
County, there was little, if any, tension between racial and ethnic groups. Issues
of racism, ethnic exclusion, and anti-Semitism emerged only after the shootings,
especially after the racism of Klebold and Harris was revealed in the killing of
Isaiah Sholes, and the anti-Semitic remarks of Eric Harris on his Trenchcoat
Mafia web site. The implicit and embedded nature of racism, ethnic exclusion,
and anti-Semitism was revealed more starkly in the nationally televised memo-
rial service on April 25, 1999.
Several students identified jocks as a clique within the in-crowd. A typical
description follows: 
IG: To me there … were the jocks and there were the athletes. Jocks were
the jerks who made fun of people and …they were just ignorant and
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stupid; they didn’t use their brains like they should have. Athletes,
on the other hand, participated in sports and used their brains and
were nice caring people. The jocks would walk around saying things
like “gay!” and “fag!” and “sex” and stupid things, stupid words like
that that really made no sense. To show you the brilliance of some
of these minds, one of the jocks asked my friend [Z] one time if he
was gay, and it came out: “Are you gay? I think you’re gay. Are you
gay? I think you’re gay,” blah, blah, blah. “Are you gay, fag?” It’s just
like, give it a rest, man. (Recorded May 1, 2003)
A parent who was interviewed offered a similar characterization of the jocks:
There’s a difference between athletes and jocks in my opinion, and the
ones that are, basically the jocks is what I am talking about here. But
absolutely no respect for anyone; all they think about is themselves …
(Recorded May 12, 2003).
The differentiation between athletes and jocks was confirmed by an outside
researcher who, in the wake of the shootings, conducted a study of the internal
climate of the school (Huerter 2000). In her report she stated, “There was a clear
distinction made by several people that there were ‘jocks’ who were involved in
bullying, and there were ‘athletes’ who were not” (2). In Columbine parlance,
the term “jocks” referred to a specific group of predators.
In the media blitz following the shootings, reporters interviewing Columbine
students focused on what they referred to as “the cult of the athlete” that per-
vaded the high school (Adams and Russakoff 1999). Within that cult was a group
that I have termed “the predators.” Whether or not students were themselves vic-
tims of intimidation, harassment, or physical abuse, everyone knew who the
abusers were: They were primarily members of the football and wrestling teams,
although according to some people, some soccer players also may have been
involved. This group was fairly cohesive and easily identifiable in the school; they
constituted their own status group. The size and membership of this group var-
ied on an hourly and daily basis, depending on who was hanging with whom,
the time of day, and who was around, but was estimated to consist of about
twenty members (Prendergast 1999). The core of this group consisted of three
or four members who were known to administration, faculty, and students.
Although their targets could be anyone, they tended to focus on the small group
of outcast students. Obviously, not all members of the in-crowd were predators.
Also in the leading crowd were scholar-athletes and student-leaders. It was the
predators, however, who set the tone in the halls of Columbine High School.
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The predators, who were male, had their female counterpart. Although not
as openly violent, the females at the top of the social hierarchy at Columbine
High School were highly covetous of their social status, which was tied to the
socioeconomic background of their families and was also linked to the neighbor-
hood from which they came. In an interview with four female Columbine stu-
dents, the following discussion of the leading group of female students transpired: 
FS1: I remember when I first got to Columbine I thought people here
are so nice, because everybody has a smile on their face. The popu-
lar kids, you know, they all smiled. [Burst of laughter from all. N.B.:
The laughter was cynical and knowing.] Yeah, smiles [sarcastically].
They talked horribly about one another behind their backs. In my
middle school, people would openly get in fights and stuff and just
say what they thought. In Columbine, everybody wore that little
smile, but you know, you learned to discern …
FS2: Who was real and wasn’t.
FS1: Yeah. So many of them. They had that smile and … I remember
being in choir—I was with this group of [high status] girls, and every
girl who’d walk by,they’d say [stage whisper], “Go away, go away,
what does she think she’s wearing?” They’d talk to the person [face-
to-face] because there was this game, this status game, where they
had to be nice to the right people, so they could get ahead.
RL: How would you know that you’re getting ahead?
FS2: It’s a jealousy/gossip game. It went, “Oh, hi! I have more money
than you do, but I need to keep my status, so I’m going to pretend
like I like you, that I like these other people who have more money
than I do.” It’s like just a whole stupid— “My parents have more
money than yours” or “I have more money” or “I drive a Mustang;
you don’t have a car.” It’s a stupid game. It’s like everybody’s jealous
of what everybody else has. And there’s these horrible gossips, like
these girls who would spread horrible gossip about everybody. And
I never—I was never there long enough to see the whole game, and
understand the purpose of it, but I did hang out with this girl who
hung out with a lot of the very popular girls, and so I’d be around
them, and they would talk and say horrible things about her, and she
would go and say horrible things about them, and it’s just like I never
understood it but it’s a whole status thing. … 
FS3: Where you try to slander someone else’s name to [raise your own
status].
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FS2: It’s like a whole game, and even if it’s good gossip or bad gossip, if
people are talking about you, you’re popular. Even if it’s bad—“Oh
my god, what is she wearing? Did you hear what she did the other
night?” and stuff. And I think that’s part of it. It’s a whole stupid
game. It’s like people with nothing better to do than to try and make
gossip about someone else so they can have status in our school.
FS4: I picked up on part of it. I think it’s a funny thing. Whenever I’d
appear, one of the first things people would ask was, What neighbor-
hood do you live in? Like no one could ask me that before, you
know. Whenever I was the new kid in school. 
FS2: I got that too.
FS4: They wanted to know …
FS3: And these condos [have] just been built, and I didn’t know what
neighborhood it was. I’d just moved here. “Well, I live off of Coal
Mine. I’m not sure.” And they’re, “How can you not know which
neighborhood you live in?” Like that’s some really important thing.
FS4: You know, one thing that I noticed that really affected me about it
afterwards, was that even the people that hated me before, after the
shooting happened, when we saw each other, when we basically rec-
ognized, you just, all of those grudges went away. Everything went
away. You just hugged that person. And you felt that they were really
happy to see you. Then all of a sudden there’s talking about moving
on and [burst of laughter from other girls] then it was back to the
same thing, back to the same thing. And I think that that’s a bad
thing. I think that it happened for a reason, and I think that I’ve
changed as a person—I don’t hold grudges—I can’t hold a grudge
because you never know when’s the last time you’re going to see a
person (Recorded May 13, 2003).
FS3 was very much aware of how one’s neighborhood of origin played into
the status struggle among the female students of Columbine High School; she
was one of the privileged ones from Governors Ranch. This perception was cor-
roborated in an interview with SK and CL:
RL: I talked to some other girls, and they said that when they first entered
Columbine, one of the first things they were asked by other girls
was, Where do you live?
CL: Yup. It was very important to live in Governors Ranch, which is
where I live now.
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DL: Where’s Governors Ranch.
CL: It was the nicer neighborhood. … It had a nicer elementary school.
SK: It’s got the Brady Bunch vibe so deeply it’s scary. … It’s one of the
feeder elementary schools. Governors Ranch, Leawood, Normandy,
Columbine Hills, Dutch Creek. Five elementary schools, and they
all go into Ken Caryl [Middle School]. That’s the only feeder jun-
ior high is Ken Caryl, so six years with the same fucking kids.
CL: Junior high was absolutely horrible for me ‘cause I was a Leawood
kid at the time, I was a poor kid. I got it horrible there.
SK: I was a Normandy kid, so I was like in the middle.
CL: The girls would not, as much as I wanted to have friends in junior
high, they would belittle me and they were always making fun of me,
they wouldn’t include me in their things because I lived in the poor
neighborhood. I mean that was the bottom line. I wasn’t cool enough
for them because I lived in the poor neighborhood.
DL: Is there really a poor neighborhood around here?
CL: No. (Recorded April 30, 2004)
The gossip played on the sense of paranoia of female students. It was always
carried on behind the victim’s back, only to be learned about later. An interview
with a female student who was a member of the leading crowd, well-known for
her physical beauty and a favorite among football team members, and who was
perceived as so high in status as to be unapproachable by an outcast student,
revealed the following:
SK: This is weird. CL was the girl who was so hot and popular she didn’t
need to be on the cheerleading squad.
CL: But I wasn’t popular in the sense that I had a lot of friends; it’s just
everybody knew who I was, but I really didn’t have any friends. It’s
just people knew who I was ‘cause of the way I dress and the way I
look. People thought I was in the popular crowd, but I really hated
all of them. And I didn’t hang out with people on the weekends. I
wasn’t associated with that crowd. If anything, within the popular
crowd I was known for arguing with them and causing a ruckus and
being hated by them because I wouldn’t put up with their, whatever
they did. I didn’t pretend like I was happy.
DL: But CL, you dated this guy who was a jock, right?
CL: I dated all the popular guys. But whenever they would go out on the
weekends, I stayed home by myself. It’s just those were the only guys
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asking me out. So if a girl’s going to date in high school, how else is
she going to go out with somebody? Those are the only guys that had
enough guts to ask me out. SK never asked me out. Never, never,
never ever.
SK: Remember the first time you came out here and we sat—you want
to hear this story? This is going to be interesting. After math class,
fourth hour, CL and I sat next to each other. I was like, I guess I was
like the nerd guy who sat at her table.
CL: I never thought you were a nerd.
SK: We’d talk all the time, and we’d help each other with math, blah,
blah, blah. And finally I did get the guts to start talking to her out-
side of class. … We were friends. And a friend of hers, let’s not name
him what is real name is, the man you were talking about, and a few
of his friends came up and told me that I shouldn’t talk to her
because I was a fag, and I should learn to suck cock instead. 
CL: Was I there when you said that?
SK: You were five feet away with your back turned.
CL: So I didn’t hear it, ‘cause if I would have heard it, you know what I
would have done if I would have heard that.
SK: So it shot my confidence for asking any girl out. I didn’t date a sin-
gle girl at Columbine after that, couldn’t do it. So it wasn’t that we
didn’t want to, it’s that we’d get the shit kicked out of us if we tried. 
RL: That’s interesting.
CL: I didn’t know that.
SK: Yeah, I know.
DL: That’s more than interesting, that’s horrifying.
RL: It’s like property.
CL: Yeah, I always felt like property, always.
SK: You could tell. No offense to you, but you were definitely regarded
as property. It was fucking horrible.
CL: Even when I didn’t have a boyfriend, and even though I didn’t, I
wasn’t friends with them, and I didn’t hang out with them. I was prop-
erty (Recorded April 20, 2004).
This conversation reveals several aspects of the peer culture at Columbine
High School. First, although CL was perceived to have high status among her
peers because of her physical beauty and the fact that she dated members of the
football team, she was not a member of the female leading crowd. She charac-
terized her relationship with girls in the leading crowd as one of mutual dislike,
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for at least three reasons: (a) She came from a family with a modest socioeco-
nomic background; (b) She was Hispanic; and (c) Many were jealous of her
physical beauty and attractiveness to the jocks. Because of the abuse she received
from the girls in the leading crowd in junior high school, she decided that she
was going to keep her distance from them in high school. In so doing, ironically,
she found herself friendless and lonely on weekends even though she was
regarded by her peers as having high social status.
The leading crowd of jocks, cheerleaders, and hangers-on were well aware
of who they were and defended the boundaries between themselves and lesser
mortals in the social structure of the school through intimidation and humilia-
tion. This was as true for the girls as it was for the boys, although the techniques
of intimidation and separation were quite different. The jocks were not afraid of
using physical intimidation and rituals of public humiliation to maintain their
supremacy in the peer social system. The leading group of girls defended their
positions with as much viciousness as did the boys. However, their means were
much less direct, with gossip that focused on sexual activities, the wearing of
clothes, physical attributes, and so forth as methods of distinguishing themselves
from other female students.
According to Columbine students, within the structure of peer subcultures,
stoners occupied a relatively privileged position. Stoners were traditionally iden-
tified as those students who came to school stoned on marijuana. They were also
identified as wearing jeans with black T-shirts emblazoned with the name of their
favorite rock bands, usually bought at concerts where they played. They were also
notorious for skipping school and missing classes, hanging at friends’ houses, and
partying during the day. 
Wooden and Blazak (2001), in their analysis of four Southern California
high schools, found that members of stoner subcultures, variously known as “dirt-
bags,” “punks,” “metalheads,” and “burners,” tended to have low peer status.
Eckert (1989), classifying them as burnouts, viewed them at the bottom of the
peer structure. Larkin (Larkin 1979) identified the precursors to stoners as
“freaks,” who carried on the hippie/freak radical (Foss 1972) cultural disaffection
from dominant authority, at the bottom of the peer structure of the high school
he studied in the mid-1970s. 
The elevation of stoners as associates of the leading crowd is a unique dis-
covery for researchers of adolescent subcultures. However, with the increasing
acceptability of marijuana usage among adolescents in the 1990s (Marijuana Pol-
icy Project 1996), the stoners were received with greater favor within the lead-
ing crowd for apparently two reasons: First, marijuana usage was perceived as
cool (O’Harrow and Wee 1996) and not necessarily associated with being a
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slacker; second, the stoners were the sources of marijuana for the leading crowd
members who were not well connected.
The gender politics of the leading crowd were traditionally sexist. The jocks
considered their girlfriends as their property and would let males of lesser social
status know that to take an interest in girls who dated the jocks was to invite phys-
ical retaliation. For some, physical retaliation was not limited to the guys who
may have poached on their property, but to the girls as well. I have heard, as did
newspaper reporters (Adams and Russakoff 1999; Gonzales 1999; Kurtz 1999),
stories of harassment, intimidation, and physical abuse of female students by
members of the football team.
THE “INBETWEENERS”
In any large high school such as Columbine with its 1800 students in 1999, most
of the students comprise a relatively undifferentiated mass. Although the major-
ity of students may be identified, as JZ noted above, by their school activities—
the band kids, the debate team, the choir students, the chess club—such cate-
gorization is amorphous, and many students did not easily fit into any category.
IG, a student who identified himself not a member of the leading crowd though
certainly having a certain amount of peer status in the school, characterized him-
self and his clique as follows:
IG: You had your skaters, you had your stoners, you had your academics
or nerds, I guess, and the crowd I ran with for the most part, we
really didn’t feel into anything. There was no real archetype for us.
We called ourselves “the posse” and included eight guys from the
school and then there were two guys who didn’t go to the school. And
one guy was a football player, a couple were stoners, some were aca-
demics or nerds, if you want to call them that. A couple of other guys
were on the swim team with me. Another guy was a skater, all that
kind of stuff. We were just the melting pot of different male cliques
within the school.
RL: Was your posse, was it … typical, or was it more diverse than most
groups?
IG: I would say it was more diverse than other cliques. We all had friends
from different sides of the coin. Everybody, since they came from a
different clique beforehand, had contacts with different cliques. Like
Z, he was on the football team, so he got along with some of the jocks
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a little bit better, and then D and L had more contact with the
stoner type, more D than L. And L and B were academics, and my
friend A and my friend M were on the swim team with me, and M
was even on the debate team with me. L was the skater punk, and
that kind of stuff. Then the other two, like I said, didn’t go to the
school.
RL: Did you guys share musical tastes?
IG: Yeah. That was one thing that brought us together. We all liked to
get together and play music, and, in fact, Z and L were in that band
that I was in, and one of the other guys that didn’t go to the school
was also in the band. Music was the big thing that brought us
together. We liked hanging out together: everybody was really very
cool with everybody else, so it was a good arrangement I guess
[laughs] (Recorded May 1, 2003).
Another inbetween student described the peer social structure at Columbine
High School and her place in it as follows:
RL: I wonder if you could talk about the various groups in your school.
Now we know about the Trenchcoat Mafia, which was an identifiable
subgroup. Were you familiar with them; did you know any of them?
EK: I didn’t know them on a personal basis; I did know who they were.
I could point them [out], and even if they weren’t wearing the trench
coats, it was not [hard to tell]. Two of them would come down the
stairs or be off that same period and it’s like, “Oh, here come mem-
bers of the Trenchcoat Mafia.” And some days they didn’t even have
their trench coats on. I mean, we knew who they were; they usually
hung out in the same spots in the morning; and it’s like I knew who
they were since my sophomore year. They were around all the time
until the point where I graduated.
RL: And were there any other identifiable groups that you would say, “Oh,
there goes a member of—”
EK: They didn’t have identifiable names. There was more of the Gothic
crowd that would wear a lot of black. Then there was more of the
skater crowd who kind of dressed in skateboard type clothes and would
have their skateboards with them. There would be, of course, the
druggie crowd that tended to, I guess, I don’t know how hard core into
drugs they got; I know they smoked a lot of marijuana—I never specif-
ically watched them toke up before classes started in the morning. I’m
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trying to think who else. And then I guess some of the people I hung
out with, we were more, I guess, floaters, you know, where we
wouldn’t be strictly stuck into one group. I didn’t hang out with the
jocks or anything like that, but, you know, I’d hang out kind of with
the members of different groups of people (Recorded May 5, 2003).
The students in the middle tended to have greater freedom than either mem-
bers of the leading crowd or the outcast students in the choice of their friends.
Although many of the in-between students had friends who were in the leading
crowd, very few of them associated with the outcast students. Of the several out-
cast students that I interviewed, all indicated that they pretty much associated
among themselves and had very little contact with other students in the school.
According to one Trenchcoat Mafia member:
RL: I see. … [W]hat would you say is your most common feeling as you
look back on your time [at Columbine]?
ED: I have to say frustration. 
RL: And what frustrated you?
ED: Just the inability to learn anything at all, the complete caste system
that they had. I was an outcast, and people just wouldn’t talk to me
because I wasn’t in their group of friends. It just irritated me because
it seemed to me that they were just too shallow to be able to, they’re
too shallow and stuck in their own little world to be able to see
beyond it.
RL: I see. So there was a lot of judgment on the basis of appearances; [is]
that correct?
ED: Not just appearances, but outward demeanor, basically anything.
How you acted, the way you spoke, the certain little mannerisms
you had, how you dressed, who your friends were (Recorded April
10, 2003).
This view was corroborated in a conversation recorded between two former
students at Columbine High:
SK: Don’t look at me like that, SL. You remember how Columbine
was. … Littleton’s that superficial. I just remember how people were
treated based on their looks. I do (Recorded April 30, 2004).
Yet, one student who did hang out with the outcast students described her-
self as follows:
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JP: I don’t know where I’d put myself … I was really into art, so I had a
lot of friends from my different art classes. I never smoked in high
school, but I hung out at the smoker’s clique, which like most peo-
ple who hung out there were kind of not generally accepted, so I
don’t know. I wasn’t in the popular, crappy, Christian crowd …
(Recorded May 13, 2003).
As can be seen by JP’s comments, she was antagonistic and hostile to mem-
bers of the leading crowd, primarily because of the hypocrisy she perceived in
their profession of Christian values, their aggressiveness toward their fellow stu-
dents, and their drug and sexual indulgences.
Eckert (1989), in her discussion of the antimonies of adolescent peer cultures
in the school, noted that the relationships between the outcast students and the
leading crowd were dialectical in that members of the leading crowd had no friends
in the burnout subcultures and vice versa. However, students in the middle could
have friends among both jocks and burnouts. In Columbine High School, rela-
tionships between jocks and outcast students were more polarized. Those students
in the middle who had friends among the jocks tended to adopt the attitudes of
the jocks toward the outcast students, even if tacitly. Although they may not have
been as aggressive toward the outcast students, they were very much aware of their
degraded status and tended to be disdainful of them and not associate with them.
Those very few students in the middle who associated with outcast students tended
to adopt the hostile attitude of the outcasts toward the leading crowd. Because of
the domination of the peer group structure by a leading crowd that included not
only jocks but was also Christian, there was greater antipathy toward the outcast
students, especially because outcast students made religion an issue. They flaunted
their atheism, agnosticism, or Satanism, in the case of some goth students, in the
face of evangelical students, who were viewed by the outcast students as narrow-
minded and hypocritical. Evangelicals were not viewed as “goodie-goodies”
because the leaders of the predators were supposedly evangelicals.
THE OUTCAST STUDENTS
The outcast students, or in Brooks Brown’s self-appellation, the “loser students,”
constituted an extremely small portion of the student population at Columbine,
perhaps fewer than twenty students. Because they were such a small group and all
experienced similar fates at Columbine High School, they knew and empathized
with each other. This small group, who sometimes identified themselves as
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“nerds,” tended to be bright students—many were intellectually pretentious—
but tended to resist the conformity that dominated the student peer culture.
Many, including Eric Harris, tended to consider themselves goths or dark peo-
ple. In opposition to the clean-cut preppie, Abercrombie and Fitch dress of the
vast majority of students, Gothic students tended to dress in black and were often
unkempt. Of course, the most identifiable clique of the outcast students at
Columbine High School in the late 1990s was the Trenchcoat Mafia. The emer-
gence of the Trenchcoat Mafia is instructive about the status and experiences of
the outcast students.
Joe Stair was the consensual leader of the Trenchcoat Mafia. He described
its origins as follows: 
Stair: The Trenchcoat Mafia … started out just as a group of friends; we
didn’t even call ourselves the “Trenchcoat Mafia,” as I’m sure you’ve
heard. We called ourselves the “Trenchcoat Club.” It’s just a group
of friends. We thought we were being cool. We didn’t really fit in with
any of the other classic cliques. We were all pretty much outcasts; so
we just clung together and gave ourselves this name, just for the
heck of it.
RL: And how many of you were there? 
Stair: Let’s see, when I joined the Trenchcoat Club it was probably just
four or five individuals. And then a bunch of my other friends, they
saw me hanging out with this group of kids; some of them were wear-
ing the dusters, [and] so they joined up. It just went from there. Kids
started just calling us the “Trenchcoat Mafia” because some of our
members, some of our friends wore dusters, so they started calling
them that because a lot of us were interested in the military or wanted
to join the military afterwards. Some of them carried themselves as
if they were a member of the military. And they tried to use that term
as a derogatory statement, I would assume. We thought it sounded
cooler, so it was like, hey we’ll go with that. That sounds good. I like
that (Recorded May 1, 2004).
Brooks Brown (Brown and Merritt 2002) identified the naming of the
Trenchcoat Mafia originating in a specific incident:
While sitting at lunch one day, a few of the athletes were doing their usual
routine, making fun of the kids they don’t like. They saw this group of
kids sitting together, all wearing black trenchcoats [sic] on a day when
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temperatures were in the 80° range. One guy commented that with the
trenchcoats[sic], the group of outcasts look like some sort of Mafia.
“Yeah, like the trenchcoat [sic] Mafia,” said another.
The term was supposed to be an insult. Instead, the group embraced
it as a badge of pride. They were the outcasts and, rather than be ashamed
of it, they were proud of it. In fact, they wanted to fight back against their
antagonists. … (68)
This version of events was confirmed by another Trenchcoat Mafia member
who stated: 
ED: It started out as a fashion thing, because it looks cool, and a bunch
of people that were hanging out in the same groups picked up on
the style, and just one day actually it was … I think it was actually
Rocky Hoffschneider that coined the phrase. I think he said, “What
are you guys? Some sort of Trenchcoat mafia? Well, we thought it
sounded cool, so it sort of stuck (Recorded April 10, 2003).
Virtually every student at Columbine High School knew about the existence
of the Trenchcoat Mafia, even though they may not have known any of the indi-
vidual members. One student who did not identify himself as a member of the
leading crowd but as having friends among the jocks described the Trenchcoat
Mafia as follows:
RL: Did you know anything about the Trenchcoat Mafia? 
IG: Oh, of course. Everybody called them the “Trenchcoat Mafia.” It was
a joke. They didn’t even given themselves that name. … And it was
just because everybody in that group wore a trench coat, they were
black [meaning “dark”] for the most part, and they hung out together.
It was just kind of, “Oh, here comes the Trenchcoat Mafia.” It was
just kind of a coined term, like “the jocks.”
RL: Well, according to Joe Stair, they kind of gathered together for self-
protection. Did you see anything of that? Were these people who
were continually picked on by other students or not?
IG: They got their share, just like everybody else of that unpopular crowd,
but again, they knew their place. If you don’t want to be bothered,
don’t bother them. It’s kind of like a bumblebee thing. But as far as
getting together in order for self-protection, no more than any other
group would.
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RL: I see. 
IG: At least I would think. Not being part of the group, I cannot really
say what their mind-set was, but they hung out together because they
had common interests, whatever those interests were. I didn’t know.
They were friends, and they happened to like trench coats and that
was their thing. Just like my group of friends like Hawaiian shirts, but
no one called us “the Hawaiian shirt mafia” or anything like that
(Recorded May 1, 2003).
IG, like so many students at Columbine High School, could identify the
Trenchcoat Mafia and its members but had no friends among them. His testi-
mony is quite similar to that of EK above. The vast majority of students knew
who they were but did not associate with them because of their strangeness and
unpopularity. IG referred to them as “a joke.” This attitude was prevalent among
Columbine High School students; outcast students were subject to ridicule.
In some sectors of the student population, dark students were a source of
unease. The concept of dark students or students being on the dark side gener-
ated suspicions of Satanism on the part of evangelical students. Some students
did dabble in Satanism or Wicca, in the case of females (Brown and Merritt
2002), although there is no evidence that members of the Trenchcoat Mafia or
Klebold and Harris did. In the heavily evangelical South Jefferson County, ado-
lescent rebellion often took the form of witchcraft or Satanism, as in the case of
Cassie Bernall, an evangelical student who was killed in the shootings, and who,
prior to her reconversion to evangelical Christianity, practiced Satanism with a
friend and fantasized about killing her parents (Bernall 1999). Students who
considered themselves Satanists or witches were viewed by evangelical students
as those who chose evil over good and in need of redirection into a life in Christ.
This may be one reason why some evangelical students attempted to convert out-
cast students to evangelical Christianity. 
The outcast students were something of a counterculture in the halls of
Columbine High. The vast majority of students were school-oriented, conform-
ing, and well-behaved. Where most students adopted the preppy mode of dress,
maintained their physical appearance, did their homework for the most part, par-
ticipated in athletics and after school activities, practiced for their SATs or their
ACTs, and looked forward to college, the outcast kids ostensibly disliked school,
did not attend to their outward appearances other than to be distinct from
the larger population, hated the jocks and the stupidity they represented, and
kept to themselves. Although many of the outcast students were quite bright,
many of them received poor grades, especially in courses in which they had no
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particular interest. For example, Dylan Klebold was characterized by one of his
teachers as a “slacker.” He was unkempt, uninterested, made minimal efforts in
the class, and was in danger of failing.
He was one of those kids that didn’t pay a lot of attention. He got a B in
the [ninth grade] class, but he didn’t work very hard. And he was just a
normal student. But as a senior, he was one of those kids that just wore
grubby clothes all the time, wore his hat backwards all the time. … He
was going to do the very least amount of work possible. That’s basically
what he did. He tried to talk me one time into letting him not have to
come to class—just show up on the days of the tests. And I said, “No.
You have a choice. You can come to class and stay awake, or you can
drop the class.” But he barely passed the first semester AP calculus. I’m
not sure he would’ve passed second semester. He was borderline. ‘Cause
he just didn’t work hard—he was a slacker. The kids had nothing to do
with him, but when kids act and behave like that, the other kids that are
in AP calculus, the really good kids, don’t want anything to do with him
(Recorded May 1, 2004).
For some students, the existence of the outcast students was a blight on the
shining image of Columbine High. Because they were at the bottom of the social
structure and such antipathy was directed toward them, the vast majority of stu-
dents avoided them. Their isolation created a situation whereby the jocks could
humiliate and harass them with virtual impunity. Looking at them from the out-
side, IG presumed that they received no more abuse than any other group on
campus. However, IG was never stuffed into a locker, never had bottles thrown
at him while walking home from school, was never gratuitously beaten up
because it was a fun thing to do, although he could relate a story about being
called a fag by one of his peers until he punched him, ending the harassment.
Simply put, the outcast students of Columbine High School suffered harass-
ment on a daily basis. The rest of the student body either ignored or studiously
avoided the predation, minimizing its prevalence in their own minds. The fac-
ulty and the administration were blissfully unaware of what was happening in
the halls of the high school. In the next chapter, the issue of bullying and pre-
dation at Columbine High School will be examined in detail.
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IN CHAPTER 2,  I presented a view of Columbine High School asmost people see it. The school has many virtues that are quiteadmirable: a strong academic program; a successful sports program;high student involvement in extracurricular activities; large, beautiful,
and well equipped facilities; a highly qualified teaching faculty; and even a
student body known for good sportsmanship and good manners. Yet on sev-
eral occasions in my investigation, I heard former Columbine students say,
“They [Harris and Klebold] killed the wrong students.” The following came
from an interview with a former Columbine student: 
After Columbine happened—this is one of the things that a lot of
people don’t really mention—no one at the school, and I mean no
one, asked the question “why?” Not a single person who was in the
school that day asked. … [Yet] everyone said the same thing, “They
got the wrong people.” Everyone said that—cheerleaders, ballplayers,
wrestlers, they all said the same thing [Emphasis added] (Recorded
May 13, 2003).
When probed about this comment, students said that Harris and Klebold
did not point their guns at those students who harassed and intimidated their
peers. As a matter of fact, students pointed out that their victims were nerdy
5
THE OTHER COLUMBINE
kids or students who were kind to others, well-liked students such as Rachel
Scott and Isaiah Sholes. 
In a group interview with several former female Columbine students, the fol-
lowing transpired:
FS1: One of the things, too, that always sticks out to me is that if you ask
anyone, almost anyone, at Columbine, about the shooting, one thing
you get a lot is “They killed all the wrong people.” It’s just that com-
ment in general, that they killed all the wrong people, that’s really
saying something about our school.
FS2: They’re supposedly attacking all the popular people, but the peo-
ple they killed were like, they were friendly to everybody, they weren’t
in major cliques, and I remember Richard Castaldo got shot and he’s
in a wheelchair, he’s a paraplegic now. I remember going, “Why did
they shoot him?” He used to hang out with them sometimes. I hung
out with him. He was so … out of everybody, he was the least con-
formist, he hung out with nobody, he didn’t care what people thought
about him. He tried to be kind to everyone. …  Out of everyone that
I knew really really well, that was majorly effected by the shooting,
that got shot or that died, he was a total loner. And Isaiah, why Isa-
iah [Sholes]? He was the only African American that got shot. And
you know, there’s lots of talk that’s why he got shot, and he was nice
to everyone he met. He was so nice [Crying] (Recorded May 13,
2003).
These comments revealed an underlying current of resentment against those
who were the bullies and who harassed their fellow students. It also speaks to a
tacit assumption that the main cause of the shootings was intimidation and
harassment by students known to all. It also speaks to feelings of outrage and a
sense of continuing injustice. In this chapter, the internal climate of Columbine
High School will be explored.
In the previous chapter, the structure of peer group relationships was delin-
eated. As was noted, the peer structure was highly polarized. Because this was a
structural phenomenon, it was taken for granted. No interviewee stated that the
peer group structure was polarized between the jocks and the outcasts. However,
students did understand that anyone having the outcasts as friends was not going
to have friends in the in-crowd and that having outcast friends meant sharing
their stigma and being subjected to the same predatory victimization they expe-
rienced. It took a certain amount of bravery to befriend an outcast at Columbine.
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This extreme polarization at Columbine between the jocks and the outcasts was
quite different than contradictions reported elsewhere in the literature on high
school cliques (Eckert 1989; Larkin 1979) in which the in-between students
could have friends with both jocks and outcasts, and in Eckert’s terms, function
as “brokers” between the upper and lower ends of the student hierarchy.
In this chapter, the internal climate of Columbine High School is explored.
As noted above, students’ and community members’ views of the internal climate
of Columbine high school were strongly influenced by their positions. To illus-
trate the contradictory views, which, not surprisingly, reflect the polarization of
the student environment, Brooks Brown (Brown and Merritt 2002) comments:
By the end of my junior year, school shootings were making their way
into the news. … When we talked in class about the shootings, kids
would make jokes about “it was going to happen at Columbine next.”
They would say that Columbine was absolutely primed for because of
the bullying and the hate that was so prevalent at our school (97–98). 
However, in an interview with one of Brown’s senior classmates who was near
the top of the student peer hierarchy, the following transpired:
I was on the Youth Advisory Council at Jefferson County my junior and
senior year. What the Youth Advisory Council would do is we’d meet
every month and they’d get together with students from each of the dif-
ferent schools in Jefferson County and they’d get together and talk about
the problems that were going on, you know, if there were any, and high-
light some of the positive things. And we just got to talk about making
sure that everyone was having a positive experience within our high
schools. And the April meeting of 1999 was a little strange. … April’s dis-
cussion happened to be about school shootings, because of all the stuff
that had happened in Springfield and Jonesboro and Paducah and all
that kind of stuff, and they were asking us, seriously, if we thought what
we would do or what we should do in case that happened. I was sitting
in the back of the room laughing hysterically. These people were talk-
ing about sniper drills and all this other kind of stuff, and school shoot-
ing and exiting, and blah, blah, blah, and I thought it was hysterical. And
I said, “Are you kidding me? We live in the middle of white suburbia,
and if you really, really think that thing is going to happen at Columbine
High School, you’re crazy!” And fifteen days later, POP! It happened,
and it’s just kind of a weird, coincidental thing that happened to me.
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Wow! Looking back at myself in April 1999, sitting in back of that tem-
porary building and laughing, whew! I was wrong. Just proof that it can
happen anywhere (Recorded May 1, 2003). 
In this chapter, several issues will be enumerated. First, to what extent did
intimidation, bullying, and predatory relationships exist at Columbine High
School? Second, how did students perceive the internal climate of Columbine
High School, and how did they respond to it? Third, how did administration, fac-
ulty, and staff respond to conflicts among students? 
BULLYING
Within days of the shootings, newspaper articles were reporting complaints by
Columbine students about harassment and bullying in the school (Adams and
Russakoff 1999; Greene 1999; Holtz 1999; Kurtz 1999). In response to allega-
tions that not only did predatory relationships exist within Columbine High
School, but that they were abetted by faculty members and ignored by the admin-
istration, the governor of Colorado established a commission to investigate bul-
lying on a statewide basis (Sanko 2000). In addition, a researcher was dispatched
to Columbine High School to study the internal climate, resulting in a nine page
report (Huerter 2000). The report is scathing in its characterization of the inter-
nal climate of Columbine High School. Its observations are in accord with the
data I have collected and with the journalistic representations. In at least two
cases, data I collected independently matched the data collected by Huerter.
First, prior to April 20, 1999, students were routinely harassed by the group
I named in the previous chapter as “The Predators.” Second, only a small num-
ber of incidents were reported to faculty and administration. Third, the harassers,
because of their status as leading athletes, received preferential treatment rela-
tive to the rest of the student population. Fourth, the tolerance of harassment by
The Predators led others, including Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, to harass stu-
dents who were more vulnerable, younger, and weaker than themselves.
The Predators were led by members of the football and wrestling teams.
One member was the state champion wrestler who had been expelled from his
previous high school for fighting, enrolled in Columbine in 1997, and became
Columbine’s heavyweight wrestler and a member of the football team. His pres-
ence in the school intensified fears of being bullied by many students who tried
to keep their distance from him. Another, a year younger than the wrestling
champion, was the captain of the football team and played fullback, running for
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over 1000 yards in his senior season. Because of his physical and verbal harass-
ment, his girlfriend was granted a restraining order against him (Kurtz 1999). One
student suggested that students, including he himself, armed themselves in order
to protect themselves from The Predators:
SK: Kids bring pistols to school, knives, you name it. There were kids—
not all of them, small groups—five or six who carried guns to school.
They would carry pistols with them at all times. Knives were beyond
common. I had a butterfly knife. Everyone did. Everyone carried
knives with them. 
RL: Why did they do that?
SK: Just in case. RH came after a friend of mine with a bat … he’s never
gonna get me (Recorded April 30, 2004).
This same student, who described himself as an outcast, described two sep-
arate beatings he received at the hands of RH, plus a third that he witnessed when
he was a freshman. In an interview with SK and CL, a female student who was
a member of the leading crowd in 1999, the following transpired:
SK: My friend D and I [went] to a drinking party, two houses up from
[RH]. We were stupid freshman, didn’t know that it was a jocks-only
party, and someone [was] beating his girlfriend in the bathroom and
she comes out and she’s bloody. … D makes a stupid comment
because we’re all about women’s rights and liberation. I had to baby
D [after RH beat him up] the rest of the night with a broken
nose, and he was bleeding out of his ear. … Did you see any beat-
ings that bad?
CL: Yes.
SK: They [beatings] happened a lot more often than you saw (Recorded
April 30, 2004).
As IG noted, one of the favorite activities of The Predators was to question
the sexual orientation of other males. They were constantly calling other males
“fags,” “queers,” and “homos.” This is fairly standard and stereotypical behavior
among jocks and has been documented by previous researchers (Garbarino and
deLara 2002; Newman 2004). In an interview with six students, three who were
on the football team, the male students stated that they called people “fags,”
“homos,” and “queers.” However, they defended themselves by stating that they
only did it among friends and that it was all in fun. Dominant males attempt to
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humiliate their subordinates by questioning their masculinity. This practice has
been a significant motivation for retaliatory violence in schools and has played
a prominent role in several other rampage shootings, including Barry Loukaitis
in Moses Lake, Washington, Michael Carneal in West Paducah Kentucky, and
Charles Andrew Williams in Santee, California (Newman 2004). In the previ-
ous chapter, a student told how, when talking to a girl who dated football play-
ers, he was confronted by a member of the football team who threatened him
with physical violence, called him a “fag,” and told him that he should learn to
“suck cock.” After that, he kept his distance from her. 
In January 1998, Harris and Klebold were surrounded by a large group of
football players in the cafeteria and squirted with ketchup. According to inter-
views, RH suggested that because Harris and Klebold were always together they
were a homosexual couple. Prendergast (2000) quoted Randy Brown, the father
of Brooks Brown, as saying:
People surrounded them [Harris and Klebold] in the commons and
squirted ketchup packets all over them, laughing at them, calling them
faggots. That happened while teachers watched. They couldn’t fight
back. They wore the ketchup all day and went home covered with it. 
A food fight nearly erupted in the cafeteria between The Predators and the
outcast students, described as follows (Adams and Russakoff 1999):
Hoffschneider’s circle—known as “the steroid poster boys”—had their
cafeteria table. On the other side of the room, shy skinny boys—among
them Harris and Klebold—claimed a table, too. The athletes threw Skit-
tles candy at them, said senior John Savage. Once, athletes threw a bagel
close to the table, and the cafeteria emptied for fear of a fight. In the boys’
bathrooms, a graffiti war broke out—“Jocks rule!” Came the rejoinder:
“Jocks suck!”
The Predators set the tone for the internal context of Columbine High
School. Adams and Russakoff (1999) noted:
In line at registration for new classes that year, football players pushed a
4-foot-9 freshman and called her dirty because she dressed like a hippie.
On another occasion a boy called “Little Joey Stair,” one of the wraith-
like Trenchcoaters who was friends with Harris and Klebold, looked
up in a hallway to see three football players shoving him into a locker,
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saying, “Fag, what are you looking at?” remembered classmate Mikala
Scrodin. 
Last year there was a group of seniors who picked on everyone, not
just the lowest people. Pretty much everyone was scared to take them on;
if anyone said anything, they’d come after you, too. I don’t think teach-
ers realized it was serious, they just saw it as kids joking around,” said
Kevin Hofstra, a Yale-bound soccer team captain. 
In the halls, body slams were common. Trenchcoat students got
pushed more than most. “A football player reached out and stepped on
the cord of one of these girls’ Walkman and it ripped out and fell and
broke,” remembered Melissa Snow, who graduated in 1998. “She just
didn’t say anything. For those kinds of kids it’s really hard to stand up to
a bunch of football players, who are all standing around thinking it’s
really funny what this guy did to you. 
Harris and Klebold absorbed it all. As the year went by, they drifted closer
to the Trenchcoaters, but unlike most students, they seemed to take the taunt-
ing to heart. “They just let the jocks get to them,” Colby said. “I think they were
taunted to their limits.” 
Discussing his drugs of choice, Eric Harris, on his Trenchcoat Mafia web
site, stated the following: “My recent OTC [over-the-counter] of choice is cough
syrup. I recommend it highly. It’s the best thing after a hard day of being called
‘gay’ by a schoolyard full of fashionable jocks and cheerleaders.”  
A member of the leading crowd related the following to the author:
RL: I want to ask you one more question. When the football guys walked
down the hall, did you witness them walking down the hall together
and harass people as they walked down the hall? What did they do?
CL: They walked in a line to cover up the hallway and pushed anybody
else out of their way. 
DL: And what was their reaction when they would confront people? 
CL: What do you mean like reaction?
RL: If you didn’t move?
CL: I’d feel sorry for you. You know what they did a lot was, as the kids
were walking in the hallway, they’d grab their backpack and pull
them to the floor, like real quick, if you pull someone’s backpack,
it’s heavy enough, but if you pull them hard enough, they fall right
to the floor. They did that a lot. They would walk down and just like,
down the hallways and they filled up the whole hallway and just
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anybody who was in their way, you’d scoot out of the way and if you
don’t you’re in trouble (Recorded April 30, 2004).
According to Brooks Brown, harassment was widespread. Below is an exten-
sive description of his experience (Brown and Merritt 2002): 
Sometimes kids would just ignore us. But often, we were targets. We were
freshman and computer-geek freshman at that. At lunchtime the jocks
would kick our chairs, or push us down onto the table from behind.
They would knock our food trays onto the floor, trip us or throw food as
we were walking by. When we sat down, they would pelt us with candy
from another table. In the hallways, they would push kids into lockers
and call them names while their friends stood by and laughed at the
show. In gym class, they would beat kids up in the locker room because
the teachers weren’t around. 
Seniors at Columbine would do things like pour baby oil on the
floor, then literally “go bowling” with freshman; they would throw the
kid across the floor, and since he couldn’t stop, he crashed right into other
kids while the jocks pointed and giggled. The administration finally put
a stop to it after a freshman girl slipped and broke her arm. 
One guy, a wrestler who everyone knew to avoid, liked to make kids
get down on the ground and push pennies along the floor with their
noses. This is what happened during school hours, as kids were passing
from one class to another. Teachers would see it and look the other way.
“Boys will be boys,” they’d say, and laugh (50). 
Dylan Klebold actually videotaped an incident of harassment of himself and
Eric. He was holding the camera and taping as he, Eric, and a boy named Mike
were walking down a corridor in Columbine High School (Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office 2003). As they walked down the hall, they would ask approach-
ing students, mostly girls, to wave and say hello to the camera, which they did
quite willingly. In the middle of the wide corridor down which they were walk-
ing was a double archway. The boys were headed toward the right archway.
Approaching them from the opposite direction was a group of four boys; one was
quite large, weighing well over 200 pounds, and wore a sweatshirt that said,
“Columbine Football.” Instead of keeping to the right, the four boys moved
through the left archway just before Eric, Mike, and Dylan entered it. As the four
boys walked by, the one with the football shirt walked to Dylan’s left, and a taller,
thinner boy walked to Dylan’s right. In the split second before they passed Dylan,
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the boy on Dylan’s left raised his left elbow, and the boy on the right raised his
right elbow. The video camera spun to the right and Dylan yelled out, “Aagh.”
A short burst of laughter from the four boys resounded on the soundtrack as they
walked away. As Klebold, Harris, and Mike proceeded through the archway, they
muttered something to each other; however, voices were low and inaudible. The
tape continued for another thirty seconds during which the boys continued walk-
ing down the hall as if nothing had happened. 
Apparently such behavior was common enough to be accepted as normative.
Figure 5.1 contains a sequence of six frames from the video. On the upper left,
Mike, in a white shirt, is on the left, and Eric, in the black shirt, is on the right.
Between them are the four male students as they approach through the arch to
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FIGURE 5.1: Hall scene videotaped by Dylan Klebold
their left. In the frame on the upper right, the boys are passing each other, with
the boy in the football shirt on the left, followed by the boy in the red shirt. Notice
that as they pass, Eric has lowered his head and moved ahead of Mike. A third
boy is on the extreme right. In the middle left frame, the right elbow of the boy
on Dylan’s left can be seen as can the right elbow of the boy on his right. Mike
is in the middle. The camera begins swinging to the right. In the middle right
frame, the camera is pointing down. Mike has turned to his right, and the upraised
elbow of the boy on Dylan’s right can be seen. On the bottom left is a blurred
frame of the lockers to Dylan’s right, as the camera has turned about sixty-five
degrees to the right before swinging back. To the lower right, Eric and Mike walk
toward the doors at the end of the corridor. Conversation continues as if nothing
has happened. The boys turn left at the corner at the end of the hallway.
The abusive behavior by The Predators extended well beyond the grounds
of Columbine High School. RH and several other athletes were convicted of
trashing a home in April 1998 (Adams and Russakoff 1999; Kurtz 1999). A mem-
ber of the Trenchcoat Mafia stated the following:
RL: And what kind [of] experiences [did] you have in terms of harassment?
SJ: Harassment and that sort, um, I personally suffered severe harassment. 
RL: Why don’t you tell me about it.
SJ: Almost on a daily basis, finding death threats in my locker. We’re talk-
ing about going in detail. It was bad. People … who I never even
met, never had a class with, don’t know who they were to this day. I
didn’t drive at the time I was in high school; I always walked home.
And every day when they’d drive by, they’d throw trash out their win-
dow at me, glass bottles. I’m sorry, you get hit with a glass bottle
that’s going forty miles an hour, that hurts pretty bad. Like I said, I
never even knew these people, so didn’t even know what their moti-
vation was. But this is something I had to put up with nearly every
day for four years.
DL: Did they wear white hats? 
SJ: Sometimes they wore baseball caps. I could never really get a good
look at them, too busy dodging stuff.
RL: Why do you think that you were targeted?
SJ: I would assume that it was just because I was an outcast, different; I
didn’t fit into any of the groups (Recorded April 10, 2003).
Eric Harris, in his journals, also complained of being the target of
objects thrown from cars on his way home. Brooks Brown related the following
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experience to a reporter (Adams and Russakoff 1999): “This past year, they
[Harris and Klebold] and friend Brooks Brown were outside school when a car-
load of athletes, wearing their trademark white caps, threw a bottle at them,
which shattered at their feet. Brown recalled Klebold saying, ‘Don’t worry, man,
it happens all the time’” (A1).
In the wake of the shootings, a reporter interviewed a member of the Trench-
coat Mafia who otherwise remained anonymous. He related the following inci-
dent (Greene 1999): “While the teen biked home from school, he said, jocks
would ‘speed past at 40, 50 mph’ and toss pop cans or cups full of sticky soda at
him. Sometimes they threw rocks or even sideswiped his bike with their cars.
Although The Predators were the major source of the bullying, they were
not the only ones who attempted to intimidate their peers. IG retold the story of
a fellow student who spread false rumors about his sexual orientation. Another
student, who admitted that he had been harassed, seemed to accept such behav-
ior as normal in high school:
RL: When you were at Columbine, were you harassed or bothered by
other students in any way?
AM: Yeah. I think a lot of people were. It’s just high school, I guess. I mean
I wasn’t in the popular crowd, but I had friends who were popular
and stuff, but I think everybody got picked on at one point or another
(Recorded May 20, 2003).
Another former student told a much darker, and in retrospect, scary, story
about harassment and intimidation of her brother, a special-education student
with learning disabilities:
EK: Harris and Klebold … would follow my brother around and threaten
they were going to kill him. It got to the point where my brother
didn’t want to go to school at all, because he was very intimidated
by them. And my parents got the administration involved, and said,
“Hey, these two kids are threatening my son that they’re going to kill
him, and my son doesn’t want to go to school or anything like that.”
Basically all the administration did was call Eric and Klebold into
the office, have a talk with them, but nothing happened. Like they
stopped threatening my brother, but nothing, you know, they didn’t
like punish them or anything like that.
RL: But they did get them to stop threatening your brother?
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EK: Yes.
RL: And that Harris and Klebold spent the better part of a semester harass-
ing and intimidating your brother?
EK: I’d say it was for a month or two. And my brother said that they’d be
outside of a good majority of his classes; they’d follow him to the
next one. He said it seemed like they were always there, and that he
didn’t want to go to school because he was outright scared of them,
and he was in tears when he told my mom that he didn’t want to go
to school because of these kids (Recorded May 12, 2003).
THE VISIBILITY OF BULLYING
How visible was bullying at Columbine high school? According to many students,
bullying was an everyday occurrence. Obviously, the recipients of bullying
claimed that it was widespread and that it was highly visible. However, numer-
ous students, faculty members, and Principal DeAngelis claimed that bullying
was rare. Once the media began focusing on bullying and accusing the faculty
and administration of tolerating it, many students and adults became highly
defensive about the image of Columbine High, denying the existence of preda-
tory relationships in the high school. Not surprisingly, such denial was most
often found among students in the leading crowd and the administration. The
following was reported in an interview with several students who were members
of the leading group:
MS1: The whole thing about jocks is not true. Like jocks or football play-
ers run the school. We are the same as anybody else. It’s the same in
every other school I’ve been to. I’ve been to Chatfield, Heritage
schools. It’s the exact same everywhere else. There are cliques in high
school no matter where you go. [Another student interjects “yes.”]
People say there is a lot of stereotyping, but there’s not.
MS2: Kids don’t get picked on in the halls.
MS1: Yeah.
MS2: Kids are treated the same. The administration does a great job. 
MS3: I think Columbine is more accepting of people than most schools.
MS2: Yeah. They may call them “cliques” or whatever, but, like, this is
my group of friends; it’s not like I necessarily don’t like other peo-
ple, but these are my friends; they are the people I hang out with
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more often than anybody else. It has nothing to do with, like, ten-
sion between them being a skater and me being a jock. That’s mid-
dle school stuff. That’s out of the window. 
RL: So there is no harassment that goes on?
MS2: No, there’s harassment, but there’s no more harassment [at
Columbine] than any other high school. 
MS1: Yeah. Probably less.
MS2: …I’ve seen a lot worse at Chatfield [relative to] Columbine. I’ve
seen at Chatfield, “You’re a freshman,” and they’ll throw them up
against the locker. Sometimes I’ve seen a kid break his arm because
of it. At Columbine, it’s not like that at all (Recorded May 9, 2003).
Another student, who, although not a member of the leading crowd, was a
high-status inbetweener, stated the following:
RL: What was the climate like inside the school? Were there people who
lorded over other people, and engaged in systematic harassment, or
was it fairly copasetic?
IG: I wouldn’t call it systematic harassment. I don’t think anyone showed
up on any particular day and said, “I’m going to make fun of or
harass this person or this group of people today. Everybody kind of
understood where the boundaries were, kind of “this clique doesn’t
talk to this clique” and the mechanics of it were very well understood.
There was definitely resentment among the cliques. I mean I’m not
a big fan of jocks. I’ll tell you that right now. 
RL: Okay. Did you ever see any physical intimidation? 
IG: A little bit, but only from one individual. An individual by the name
of RH. He …
RL: He’s the wrestler.
IG: He was a wrestler, but his little brother got more attention that he
did. He was a much better wrestler. RH’s a head case, to say the least.
I mean, he got kicked out of the school he was in before for some
violent act, and we landed him. I don’t know how. But he was a jerk.
And he would intimidate people physically. That was what he was
all about. I mean, there were so many different stories about how
RH did this, that, or the other. There were times that you could see
him using his size and using his, I guess you could say “prowess,”
to intimidate people. He even tried it with me once, and he asked
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me why I had quit the football team. I just looked at him and said,
“It’s none of your business. I wanted to swim anyway.” He went,
“Okay.” That’s really the only individual I ever saw who really got
violent. I mean, there were fights, but nothing of real merit, and
there weren’t any knock down, drag out brawls in the school. If any-
thing started, a teacher was there to break up things. For the most
part, everybody either knew their place, or they got along. There
wasn’t any real—I didn’t see anything as far as clique wars, or any-
thing like that. Like I said, everybody kind of knew their place
(Recorded April 10, 2003).
This particular point of view was held by Principal DeAngelis, who said, 
DE: I’ve been here twenty-five years, and I’ll bet you that I can count on
the fingers of two hands, the number of fights we’ve had in school.
Not that they don’t occur off campus. But I’ll tell you, some of the
worst fights we’ve ever had in this school were between two females.
Hair pulling, and biting, and scratching … I never want to get in the
way of a female fight. But usually, we’re in a situation where if I walk
up and say “knock it off,” they stop. They’re hoping someone will
break it up. There wasn’t a lot of violence in the school. Was there
bullying going on? There was bullying going on. The kids that were
bullying. … The kids were going home and telling their parents, and
their parents were calling me (Recorded April 28, 2004).
The dominant view about bullying and harassment was that it occurred, but
it was relatively rare. The administration was aware of The Predators, but fig-
ured that they had the situation under control. However, Principal DeAngelis
claimed, rightly, that students are not going to harass and intimidate their peers
in front of adult authorities. Therefore, the vast majority of harassment and
intimidation occurred outside the purview of faculty, staff, and administration.
Because of this, many school officials radically underestimated the amount of
violence that occurred in their school. This was in evidence in the investigation
of the Colorado State Attorney General’s Office into bullying in schools (Sanko
2000). The investigation included thirty high schools in Colorado. Students
routinely reported dramatically more incidences of school violence and drug
abuse than administrators. Garbarino and deLara (2002), in their study of bul-
lying, reported that parents and professional educators were unaware of the level
of violence experienced by adolescents:
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It is one thing for adults to determine that a school environment is safe
based upon their experience of it or their perceptions of day-to-day life.
It is quite another thing for the students to declare that same school to
be safe. The adults may feel safe, for instance, because they have power.
Students overwhelmingly reported teachers and other adults on the
school grounds do not have any clue about how many actual incidents
of physical and emotional violence and harassment occur in the course
of a day (34–35).
This was certainly the case at Columbine High School. Not only were the
adults unaware of the level of predation, but so were the majority of students.
Recall the testimony of IG, who, when attending a Youth Advisory Council of
Jefferson County School District days before the shooting, during discussions
about rampage shootings, such as those in Jonesboro, Arkansas, and Paducah,
Kentucky, thought that the idea of a rampage shooting at Columbine High
School was “crazy.” IG was not the only student who was deluded by the seem-
ing pacifism of Columbine’s halls. Because of the extreme polarization of the
student peers structure at Columbine High School, literally two perspectives
existed about bullying and harassment; those students who adopted the domi-
nant perspective downplayed or, as in the case of IG, did not perceive the pre-
dation occurring routinely. Kurtz (1999) reported:
At Brooke Gibson’s high school, nasty nicknames were the norm. “Nig-
ger lover” was what they called her when she listened to rap. “Dyke”
when she cut her blond hair short. 
At the school her sister Layn attended, nicknames might poke fun at
someone’s shirt color, but never their skin color or sexual orientation. 
It was the same school. 
Columbine ( 4A).
As a matter of fact, students may have witnessed such intimidation but
redefined it as kids having fun, as did Brooke Gibson’s sister, Layn. This self-
justification was asserted by members of the leading crowd and their hangers-on
not as predatory behavior but as mutual friends kidding each other. Kurtz (1999)
reported, “‘They were kind of like bullies,’ said Dave Deidel, a star athlete who
graduated this year. ‘But most of the “bullying” was aimed at fellow athletes, and
it was all in fun,’ Deidel said” (4A). Similarly this researcher recorded the following:
RL: Why do you like [Columbine] so much? 
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MS1: Everybody gets along. I have never seen any bullying. In disagree-
ments among people, I have never seen anybody go out of their way
to make people uncomfortable or anything.
RL: Has anybody here been harassed?
MS2: The only harassment that occurs is harassment between your
friends. … It’s not like, “Oh, that is a nerd, let’s go pick on him.” The
media has a view on Columbine, they don’t understand, because
they hear some words. They don’t know because they haven’t been
in the building to see what goes on between classes … (Recorded
May 9, 2003).
The dominant view of harassment literally defined it out of existence. It’s not
harassment at all, but just friends having a little fun among themselves. Yet,
according to the outcast students, they were targeted for abuse by the jocks
because they were at the bottom of the peer status structure. Although anyone
who happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time could be confronted
by the jocks, the outcasts were the preferred targets of the jocks and were harassed
mercilessly on a daily basis. The testimony above by SJ, Eric Harris’s angry rant-
ings on the Trenchcoat Mafia web site, Dylan Klebold’s casual remarks to Brooks
Brown that they were targets of objects thrown from cars all the time, indicate
the ubiquity of the harassment. Another member of the Trenchcoat Mafia pro-
vided similar testimony: 
RL: Did you ever experience any harassment or anything like that when
you were [at Columbine]?
ED: Every day (Recorded May 10, 2003).
This kind of predatory behavior, although primarily the province of the jocks,
was apparently widespread in Columbine. IG described above how he was
harassed by another student, which led to a physical confrontation between him-
self and the smaller student that put a stop to the harassment. 
ED transferred from Columbine to an alternative school because of the
treatment he experienced there. When interviewed by the police in the inves-
tigation of the shootings because he was identified as a member of the Trench-
coat Mafia, even though he was not enrolled at Columbine High School at the
time, he indicated that he had transferred because of harassment by students
and faculty. This raises a serious question about the role of adults in the perpet-
uation of predatory relationships among the students at Columbine High
School.
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THE ROLE OF ADULTS IN HARASSMENT 
Most adults were not only unaware of how much bullying and intimidation
occurred in the halls of Columbine, but they were also ignorant of what consti-
tuted bullying and intimidation. Numerous statements by students indicated
that faculty, especially teachers who were also coaches, either inadvertently or
openly encouraged or participated in the harassment or humiliation of students.
Principal DeAngelis has continually defended the school and the faculty against
accusations of systematic harassment. He has maintained throughout that harass-
ment was not a serious problem at Columbine High School. DeAngelis was
most defensive about the putative role that faculty played in encouraging bully-
ing. In an interview, he stated the following:
[O]ne of the things that really bothered me [was] when they said bully-
ing was going on and teachers would just turn their heads the other way.
Oh, I’m not saying bullying wasn’t happening, but as far as teachers turn-
ing the other way … letting a lot of kids get by with it; I’m sorry, that’s
not the case (Recorded April 28, 2004).
However, a staff member told this researcher the following:
RL: So you have some insight into the internal climate of the school.
What about the roles of the teacher in violence prevention, and
things like that?
L: I would say there were probably several staff members that would
intervene, but I think there’s a huge portion would not intervene and
felt it was more administrative responsibility. [However,] the admin-
istration wasn’t willing to tackle some of those things … (Recorded
May 12, 2003).
Yet far more serious accusations about the faculty aiding and abetting stu-
dent harassment were reported in the media and to this researcher by students
who had been victimized in situations where faculty members were active par-
ticipants. The following was related to me by ED after telling me that he was
harassed on a daily basis:
RL: Can you describe a typical instance for me?
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ED: A typical instance would be one of the more popular people because
for some reason they felt like it, like better people, just decided to
insult me and my friends, and it was … another of those things that
really frustrated me. Because they would be there, obviously specif-
ically picking on me, with teachers standing nearby or other faculty
members, and if I did anything to stand up for myself, such as return
the insult with repartee, I would be the one who would get in trou-
ble if anybody did. Most of the time there was [a problem], the teach-
ers just ignored it, probably the best thing they could have done. But
every once in a while they would ignore it, or in one particular case,
they kind of joined in.
RL: Can you describe it to me? What I need is specific instances. …
ED: One time that I can recall, quite clearly, I was sitting in the lunch-
room in my free hour, just talking with my friends, and the guy who
was most popular at the time. … He would came down … it seemed
like he was trying to pick a fight with me or just trying to belittle me,
and one of the—he happened to be the star player on one of the
wrestling teams—but I don’t think it was his coach, but like an assis-
tant coach or something, who also happened to be the vice princi-
pal at the time, came up and also joined in. 
RL: What did the vice principal say?
ED: It wasn’t really that he said anything. He was kind of in there,
cheering him on. Basically the “attaboy” type of thing (Recorded
May 10, 2003).
Similarly, a female member of the leading crowd told a story of her public
humiliation by a coach. The interview was with two former Columbine students.
As CL related the story, SK, who witnessed the incident, confirmed her version.
CL: Did you guys [NB: the interviewers] ever hear about the megaphone
incident?
RL: Not that I can remember.
CL: One of the teachers was using the megaphone. [To SK] Tell me you
remember that.
SK: I remember it. I’m starting to remember who. …
CL: Coach T. You know the megaphones you use for police to call
people?
SK: He’d walk down the fucking halls with it.
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CL: And he would stand in the hallways during passing period and make
fun of kids, like oh, you look like a fag, or like, cool backpack, or you
guys are holding hands, just like pick on individual people. And my
personal incident with that, which ended it for a little while; he let
RH have that megaphone for a little while. So RH’s picking on peo-
ple until he sees me. 
SK: This is [Coach] T who’s now in charge of the Bible Club.
CL: Right. 
DL: Bible Club in the school?
SK: Oh my God, yeah. …
CL: Well RH sees me in the hallway with LJ, and he doesn’t like LJ. …
So he decides to shout profanities over the megaphone about me,
like CL’s a slut, CL has sex with all the guys at Columbine, she’s been
passed around the football team.
SK: I remember this.
CL: And I was horrified, just like, ‘cause everyone was staring at me and
laughing, everybody. And Coach T, the look on his face was like, “Uh
oh, I’m going to get in trouble for this one.” So he takes the mega-
phone back from RH, and that’s it. Nothing ever came of it. That was
it. I was horrified. Over a loud speaker, saying those things about me.
DL: What did the other kids, general group of kids that heard it… ?
CL: Laughing. They were laughing. 
DL: Nobody was as horrified as you.
SK: Some of us were. We couldn’t act it. It was a bad school. It was
not fun.
CL: And those were like daily occurrences (Recorded April 20, 2004,
emphasis added).
Other investigators reported similar complaints by other students who
attended Columbine high school. For example, Adams and Russakoff (1999)
reported the following:
The state wrestling champ was regularly permitted to park his $100,000
Hummer all day in a 15-minute space. A football player was allowed to
tease a girl about her breasts in class without fear of retribution by his
teacher, also the boy’s coach. The sports trophies were showcased in the
front hall—the artwork, down a back corridor. 
Columbine High School is a culture where initiation rituals meant
upperclass wrestlers twisted the nipples of freshman wrestlers until they
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turned purple and tennis players sent hard volleys to younger teammates’
backsides. Sports pages in the yearbook were in color, a national debat-
ing team and other clubs in black and white. The homecoming king was
a football player on probation for burglary.
All of it angered and oppressed Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, lead-
ing to the April day when they staged their murderous rampage here,
killing 13 and wounding 21. 
Columbine may be no different from thousands of high schools in
glorifying athletes. But in the weeks since one of the worst school shoot-
ings in history, every aspect of what had seemed “normal” is now being
re-examined. Increasingly, as parents and students replay images of life
at Columbine, they are freeze-framing on injustices suffered at the hands
of athletes, wondering aloud why almost no one—not teachers, not
administrators, not coaches, not most students, not parents—took the
problem seriously. 
No one thinks the high tolerance for athletic mischief explains away
or excuses the two boys’ horrific actions. But some parents and students
believe a school wide indulgence of certain jocks—their criminal con-
victions, physical abuse, sexual and racial bullying—intensified the
killers’ feelings of powerlessness and galvanized their fantasies of revenge. 
In one episode, they saw state wrestling champion Rocky Wayne
Hoffschneider shoving his girlfriend into a locker, in front of a teacher,
who did nothing, according to a close friend. “We used to talk about
Rocky a lot,” said the friend, who asked not to be identified. “We’d say
things like ‘He should be in jail for the stuff he does.’” Another friend of
Klebold’s, Andrew Beard, remembers distinctly Klebold’s rage at four
football players’ “getting off” after destroying a man’s apartment last
year (A1).
Kurtz (1999) also reported instances in which faculty and staff members
seemed to be unresponsive to the complaints of students who were harassed by
members of the football and wrestling teams:
Being different at Columbine … was difficult for Brooke Gibson. …
Gibson wore her blond hair long when short hair was the style in jun-
ior high. Before graduating in 1996, she cut her hair short like a boy’s
when other girls had long hair. For this she was called lesbian and dyke. 
She didn’t bother to report it to an administrator or counselor. Nor
did she report the boy who told her his injured ankle might feel better
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if Gibson gave him oral sex. She said she didn’t see the point. She felt
nothing would have come of it. She was a 100-pound girl. Her tormen-
tors were star jocks. …
Brooke Gibson still has questions about the 1994 weight lifting class
where she tried to report harassment by athletes. It started with the radio.
She told male athletes in the class she wanted to listen to rap. They
wanted to listen to ’70s rock. They called her a “nigger lover.” Then, she
said, they suggested she have sex with a black student in the class. She
said she reported one boy to counselor Charles Shom. “He denied it, and
nobody believed it happened,” Gibson said. “They were like ‘Oh, all
right, whatever, some little mediocre girl’”(4A).
Garbarino and deLara (2002) pointed out that one of the most risky acts stu-
dents can do is to inform an adult about the behaviors of their peers. There is
no assurance that it will be handled properly by the adult authority. A student
revealed the following:
At Columbine, here’s how [conflict resolution] worked. … It started off
sophomore year, TS was one of RH’s right hand men, and TS came up
to the smokers one day, and he wanted to bum a cigarette from me, and
I refused. I said “no,” because I only had like three left—I don’t remem-
ber why. I had a good reason, but it wasn’t just because I didn’t like him.
So his friends grabbed me and threw me up against a chain link fence
and pounded my stomach. I fell on the ground. A teacher saw this, and
they pulled us in for conflict resolution with Mr. Collins, my school
counselor. He then did this thing with TS and me where he had us talk
through the whole thing. He had us go through all the problems we were
having, blah, blah. Afterwards, [TS] and his friends found me outside
behind the temporary [bungalow] at Columbine where they had first aid
classes, oddly enough. They threw me into it, and they kicked me in the
face a number of times. I never told anyone again about TS. He
continued to beat me mercilessly up until my senior year (Recorded
May 13, 2003).
Although the student did not alert the adult authorities, the situation came
to the attention of the adults, who, although well-meaning, bungled the conflict
resolution process, failed to report physical violence to the appropriate authori-
ties, failed to inform parents, and failed to follow up on the incident. Ineptness
or disregard by adult authorities often creates situations worse than those they
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attempt to solve. When authorities, such as Principal DeAngelis, ask why students
do not inform them of their problems, the answer is that too many of them have
had bad experiences in doing so.
Although The Predators denied their participation in harassing and humili-
ating their peers to the media (Adams and Russakoff 1999; Kurtz 1999), one
member let down his guard and told a reporter for Time Magazine the following:
Columbine is a clean, good place except for those rejects [NB: outcast
students, including Klebold and Harris]. Most kids didn’t want them
here. They’re into witchcraft. They were into voodoo dolls. Sure, we
teased them. But what you expect with kids who come to school with
weird hairdos and horns on their hats? It’s not just jocks; the whole
school’s disgusted with them. They’re a bunch of homos, grabbing each
others’ private parts. If you want to get rid of someone, usually you tease
‘em. So the whole school would call them homos, and when they did
something sick, we’d tell them, “You’re sick and that’s wrong.” [Quoted
in Garbarino and deLara (2002), 79].
The candor of this predator suggests that in addition to having fun at the
expense of fellow students, the predators perceived themselves as defending the
moral order of the school. They perceived themselves as acting with the will of
the majority of the students. The mere presence of the outcast students was judged
to be a blot on the pristine nature of Columbine High School, which gave them
the right to harass and humiliate them. This astonishing admission raises serious
questions about the unintended consequences of faculty members, who were also
coaches, in tolerating and, in some cases, abetting the behavior of the predators.
Not only does it create a climate in which interpersonal violence is tolerated, but
it also justifies in the minds of those who engage in it the harassment of those
persons who have been defined as outside the normative standard. That is, the
tolerance of predation by adults is corrupting (Garbarino and deLara 2002). Not
only does it encourage the repetition of such behaviors, but it teaches impression-
able young minds that it is all right to treat with disdain and prejudice those who
are different. This particular view had some support in the larger community.
Adams and Russakoff (1999) quote a parent: “‘They [those students who were out-
casts] had no school spirit and they wanted to be different,’ Randy Thurmon, par-
ent of a wrestler and football player, said of the killers. ‘Anyone who shows any
kind of school spirit, any pride in the school, they’re accepted.’” 
As the evidence above has shown, this particular view of the openness of the
internal climate of the school was counterfactual. Although the outcast students
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took the brunt of the abuse by the predators, numerous students testified that any-
body could be violated if he/she happened to be at the wrong place at the wrong
time. The student elites, both male and female, defended their status quite
viciously.
A TOXIC ENVIRONMENT
These stories raise several issues about the internal context of Columbine High
School that evoked numerous complaints from many students. First, male fac-
ulty members who were also coaches were perceived by students as encourag-
ing predatory behavior by members of the football and wrestling teams. Several
incidents were instigated by the same student who everyone in the school, includ-
ing faculty and administration, knew engaged in predatory behavior. He had
been expelled from his previous school because of his violent predilections. Yet
some coaches encouraged his antisocial behavior. Second, many students com-
plained about the hypocrisy of those people who called themselves “Christians”
as a way of differentiating themselves as a moral elite from nonobservant Chris-
tians or members of mainline Protestant sects. These students engaged in such
un-Christian acts as abetting or participating in the public humiliation of others
and violence toward the weak, socially different, or those otherwise incapable of
defending themselves. Third, many students, especially those at the bottom of
the student status structure, perceived a hierarchy of privilege in which those at
the top were given special treatment and exempted from punishment except
when such behavior could no longer be ignored. Many students thought that
such differential treatment was unjust.
RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE
Brooks Brown (2002) was perhaps the most vociferous accuser of the evangeli-
cals, citing their hypocrisy and aggression. In a personal interview, Brown indi-
cated that the leadership of the predatory jocks was identified as part of the group
of students who identified themselves as “deep Christians.”
RL: Were there kids who were … evangelicals who also engaged in phys-
ical intimidation … , I mean other than saying you’re going to hell?
BB: RH and his group, they were all Christians. Good little Christians.
RL: Were they practicing evangelicals?
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BB: I don’t know if they were evangelicals. I don’t know what religion
most of the kids were; I know that they were deep Christian. I think
evangelicals were reborn or born-agains. Most of these were born-
agains, New Age Christianity, whatever the hell it’s called. None of
them were actually Christian; they just said they were. There’s a dif-
ference (Recorded in May 13, 2003).
Despite Brooks Brown’s antagonism toward proselytizing evangelicals, this
statement reveals a certain sympathy toward them. He identified those who call
themselves “Christians,” but who act toward others in unchristian ways as not
truly Christian. Coach T., who was the faculty sponsor of the morning Bible study
group called Young Life, had been implicated by at least two students in encour-
aging predatory behavior. In Chapter 3, the religious overtones of the shooting
were discussed in detail; the antagonism toward evangelicals expressed by Kle-
bold and Harris in the basement tapes was elaborated. They reviled deep Chris-
tian students for their self-perceptions as moral elite. In addition, the aggressive-
ness of evangelical community in attempting to define the killings as specifically
an attack on them without consideration of alternative motivations, the hijack-
ing by evangelicals of the nationally-televised memorial service on April 25,
1999, attempts by evangelical preachers to use the shootings to expand the move-
ment and recruit new members, the beatification of Rachel Scott and Cassie
Bernall as martyrs in the defense of their beliefs, and vilification of Lutheran min-
ister, Don Marxhausen, who, as a consequence, lost his congregation and tem-
porarily moved away from the area, indicate the aggressiveness and viciousness
with which the evangelical community could act. In response to criticism of the
takeover of the national memorial service, leaders of the evangelical community
maintained, in effect, that this was their territory and those who did not like it
could move away, a local version of “America, love it or leave it.”
Also in Chapter 3, several young women who were former Columbine stu-
dents complained about members of Young Life claiming piety, but who were
heavy partiers, drinkers, dope-smokers, and sexual players. The fact that the worst
predators on campus also identified themselves as deep Christians, who were also
abetted by the coach who was the sponsor of Young Life, tended to make many
Columbine students cynical about the religious commitment of their peers. It
was not at all uncommon for students to make distinctions between those peo-
ple, such as Rachel Scott, who seemed to embody the Christian ideal of acting
out of love, and people such as RH and LJ, who also claimed to be deep Chris-
tians, but who bullied, harassed, and intimidated their peers.
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Religious intolerance was also in evidence in the form of anti-Semitism.
Very few Jewish students lived in the Columbine area and attended Columbine
High School. The following incident was reported extensively (Adams and Rus-
sakoff 1999; Kurtz 1999). Several versions of the story exist. However, RH iden-
tified as a “deep Christian,” and a fellow football player, early in the 1996–1997
school year, began harassing Jonathan Green in gym class, first by saying,
“There’s another Jew in the oven,” every time they made a basket. The intimi-
dation escalated. Adams and Russakoff (1999) wrote:
“They pinned him [Green] on the ground and did ‘body twisters,’”
Greene said. “He got bruises all over his body. Then the threats began
about setting him on fire and burning him.” 
Stephen Green, Jonathan’s father, went to Place [the gym coach],
DeAngelis and his son’s guidance counselor. “They said, ‘This stuff can
happen.’ They looked at me like I was a problem,” he said. Green called
the school board, which notified the police. Hoffschneider and the other
athlete were charged with harassment, kicking and striking, court records
show, and sentenced to probation. But Hoffschneider was allowed to
continue his football and wrestling (A1).
Kurtz (1999) noted that Stephen Green, Jonathan’s father, claimed that the
administration did nothing until he threatened a lawsuit, after which, the Jeffer-
son County Board of Education called the police. In another version, Coach
Place called the boys into his office and called the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
department, which cited the two boys for “ethnic intimidation.” This story was
retold to this researcher by several persons.
INJUSTICE
The most serious and corrosive result of adult sanctioning of predatory behavior
was a sense among the students of powerlessness and a lack of justice. For exam-
ple, ED, who was verbally harassed by RH in the presence of a vice principal,
perceived himself as in a no-win situation: If he responded verbally to RH’s
taunts, he would get into trouble; if he did not respond, he would be publicly
humiliated. He did not respond and eventually transferred to another school.
Brooks Brown (Brown and Merritt 2002) summarized the feelings of injustice
voiced by students at the bottom of the peer structure: 
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If people wanted to know what Columbine was like, I’d tell them. I’d tell
them about the bullies who shoved the kids they didn’t like into lockers,
called them “faggots” every time they walked past. I’d tell them about
the jocks who picked relentlessly on anyone they considered to be below
them. The teachers turned a blind eye to the brutalization of their pupils,
because those pupils weren’t the favorites.
I told them about the way those who were “different” were crushed,
and fights happened so regularly outside school that no one even paid
attention. I told what it was like to live in constant fear of other kids who’d
gone out of control, knowing full well that the teachers would turn a blind
eye. After all, those kids were their favorites. We were the troublemakers.
“Eric and Dylan are the ones responsible for creating this tragedy,”
I told them. “However, Columbine is responsible for creating Eric and
Dylan” (163).
Perhaps one of the most serious sources of injustice was the perceived dif-
ferential treatment of RH, who has been identified by numerous students as the
prime source of predation on campus. Stories abound about personal confronta-
tions and witnesses of violence to students, including female students, whom he
physically and verbally abused. SK related a story about how he turned a corner
in the hallway and bumped into RH and was beaten up. He and his crowd of
wrestling and football teammates abused and humiliated fellow students at will.
Every student that was interviewed by this researcher knew him either first-hand
or by reputation. One student (IG), who identified himself as having relatively
high peer status though not a member of the leading crowd, referred to RH as
a “head case.”
The students at the bottom of the social structure, including members of the
Trenchcoat Mafia, could all relate a story in which they had been verbally or
physically attacked by him. Although the moniker “Trenchcoat Mafia” was meant
as a pejorative, the Trenchcoaters, in an act of cultural defiance, turned it into
a badge of honor. Media reports told of RH and his friends stuffing a member
of the Trenchcoat Mafia into a trash can (Adams and Russakoff 1999). Although
the media did not mention names, the individual in the news report confirmed
it in an interview with the researcher.
What bothered students the most, especially those at the bottom of the
peer social structure, was the perception that, because RH and his posse, popu-
larly known as the “Steroid Poster Boys,” were star athletes, they received defer-
ential treatment. Prendergast (1999) interviewed a female student who was a
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freshman and a goth, putting her at the bottom of the student status hierarchy,
who, echoing students quoted above, indicated her sense of vulnerability and
injustice at the hands of the jocks.
There were a lot of things Melissa Sowder didn’t like about Columbine
High School. The bullies, for instance. They were football players,
mostly. They shoved her friends in the halls and threw snowballs or bot-
tles at them on the way home. Sometimes they shoved her, too. Who
needed it? “Teachers would see them push someone into a locker, and
they’d just ignore it,” she says. “I think they were afraid of the students.
They didn’t stop half the fights in that school.” 
According to Prendergast (1999), Melissa Sowder was a student whom the
administration identified as a problem:
In her first few weeks at Columbine, Sowder ditched class several times,
resulting in a parent conference and restrictions imposed on her ability
to leave campus during the day. But when she tried to complain to teach-
ers about harassment by jocks, she was told, “Deal with it,” she says. 
Prior to the attack on the school on April 19, 1999, Miss Sowder was inter-
viewed by a counselor after being late to a class (Prendergast 1999). He asked
her what she thought during the day when she was in school. She told him she
thought about blowing up the school. She was given a one-day suspension, and
her parents were called. The school authorities viewed her comment as a threat,
and her behavior was closely monitored by faculty and staff.
Although such thoughts were anathema to the vast majority of students
attending Columbine High School, students who were fiercely proud of its ath-
letic and academic achievements, such sentiments were quite common among
the outcasts. They felt that they were being unjustly treated. A well-known inci-
dent, reported above from a different perspective (Adams and Russakoff 1999)
was recounted by Huerter (2000):
I spoke with some … Trenchcoat Mafia [members]. They talked about
not being picked on as a group, but about individuals being picked on
when they were separated. Specifically, females remembered being
called “sluts” and “Nazi lesbians” by jocks. Other times there were
accounts of members being shoved, thrown into walls, pushed and on
and least one occasion having a bag of ice water thrown onto a Trench-
coat Mafia member by a table of “jocks.” On this particular occasion the
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jocks and the Trenchcoat Mafia were in the cafeteria, the bag was thrown,
words were exchanged, and both groups got up to go outside and fight.
“Sid,” a security person, intervened and escorted those in the “Trench-
coat Mafia” to administration. The “Trenchcoat Mafia” members were
suspended for 3 days while none of the “jocks” were taken to adminis-
tration nor received any apparent disciplinary action (3–4).
The Huerter Report (2000) contains an enumeration of incidents where
jocks were given preferential treatment or untoward leniency, or other students
were punished in a given incident where the jocks were not. One of the more
egregious examples was the way in which the administration dealt with a restrain-
ing order issued by a judge against the star fullback of the football team. His girl-
friend found him to be extremely possessive and emotionally out-of-control. She
told the researcher the following:
The boyfriend I was with … he was taking supplements, I guess you could
say, to perform better in football. And some of those supplements caused
you to have outrages and your emotions are heightened, and so I had to
deal with that, and I had broken up with him, but he wouldn’t take no for
an answer, I guess you could say. And on a repeated basis, he would come
to my house when I wasn’t there. He would follow me to work, and he
was always threatening to beat up people. He was stalking, basically, legally
it was stalking. So I ended up getting a restraining order. And he violated
the restraining order and he went to jail (Recorded April 30, 2004).
The parents met with Principal DeAngelis about enforcing the temporary
restraining order. The male student continued to violate it, and DeAngelis stated
that the school would have difficulty honoring the restraining order and suggested
that they would have somebody follow her around at school, which was not
acceptable to her and her family, because they perceived themselves as being
victims and that if there was to be accommodation, it should be done on the part
of the aggressor. This occurred just prior to the shootings on April 20, 1999. She
told this researcher that while the assault was occurring in the school, she had
gone home to lunch, had locked the doors to her house, and had pulled down
the shades in an effort to hide from her former boyfriend. He came to the house,
banged on the door, yelled that he knew she was there, and claimed that he could
not live without her. 
According to Huerter (2000), the male aggressor was allowed to stay in
school. Because he was a junior and she was a senior, when classes reconvened
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at Chatfield High School following the shootings, she was allowed not to return
to classes without penalty to her grades. Her former boyfriend took full advan-
tage of the fact that he was in school and she was not by publicly disparaging
her, claiming, as did RH, that she was sleeping around with the football team
and that she was a slut.
The balance of the year at Chatfield High School was not devoted to aca-
demics but was directed toward counseling students and providing them a com-
munal experience in which they could deal with their traumatic experiences.
Many Columbine students reflected on that period in which the status hierar-
chy literally melted away and students who had never talked to each other expe-
rienced an incredible sense of collective identity and community. A student who
was in the school during the shootings noted:
You know, one thing that I noticed that really affected me about it after-
wards, was that even the people that hated me before, after the shooting
happened, when we saw each other, when we basically recognized, you
just, all of those grudges went away. Everything went away. You just
hugged that person. And you felt that they were really happy to see you
(Recorded May 13, 2003).
Thus, the girlfriend ended up paying doubly for the transgressions of her
boyfriend, who, by violating the terms of the restraining order, committed a
felony. One must ask, as some students did, if this had happened between a
member of the Trenchcoat Mafia and his girlfriend, whether such an outcome
would have been adjudicated by the administration. Not only was she deprived
of the healing forces of a community coming together in sharing their sorrow
and pain, but her boyfriend was given the opportunity to besmirch her reputa-
tion without her having a chance to defend herself. Even more egregiously, this
incident was carried over to the next year by members of the faculty. Huerter
(2000) reported that a shop teacher, in front of the victim’s brother declared the
issue as “bullshit.” The victim’s mother was informed by another parent that
Columbine staff members were repeating her boyfriend’s accusation that she was
being passed around by members of the football team. Huerter continued:
The young male in question went on to play football at a university. The
president, when challenged about having this young man playing on
scholarship for that university, stated in a letter that his staff [had] received
strong endorsement from Columbine staff about this young man. The
university president’s letter also stated that he was told from staff at
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Columbine that the young man “had never been charged with any
wrongdoing, that the allegations filed [against] him were never substan-
tiated and, while there was briefly an ex parte restraining order filed
against him, it was dropped for lack of evidence to support it” (4).
An unnamed star member of the football team missed the team bus for a
football game because he had been arrested and his release from jail was too late
to make the bus (Huerter 2000). The coach of the football team had this person
tell the rest of the team why he was late and told him that he could not play in
the first half of the game. He was allowed in the game during the second quar-
ter. Another player had forgotten his mouthpiece; without it, he was ineligible
to play. Instead of having the latecomer provide his mouthpiece, another player
was asked to supply his, making him ineligible to play in the game. Huerter noted
that the incident left people with the belief that favoritism existed for some jocks;
the lesson was that if you were valuable to the team, negative consequences did
not flow from bad behavior.
The above story has a companion story that was related to this researcher by
CL (Recorded May 13, 2004). Accordingly, one of the predators had rolled his
expensive new car and was arrested by the county sheriff for driving under the
influence of alcohol (DUI). According to CL, the wrestling coach, needing the
arrested student to participate in the wrestling meet, bailed him out of jail, and
drove him straight to the meet.
Several incidences were reported of students refusing to go to school or
demanding a transfer because of intimidation by the jocks at Columbine. Huerter
(2000) mentioned two such incidences. These incidents are probably just the
tip of the iceberg, since one of the interviewees for this study, ED, transferred
out specifically because of the harassment he experienced and the apparent tol-
eration of such behavior by faculty members. 
In addition to the toleration of sexist behavior in several cases described
above, a female student wanted to talk to a girlfriend of one of the predator
jocks. She called out her name; the predator came over, confronted her, and said
if she wanted to know something, she should talk to him. He cornered her against
the stairs, continuing to yell, clenching his fists, and calling her names. A male
student who attempted to intervene was thrown off by the boyfriend. Finally, two
buddies, also jocks, pulled him away from her. She recalled that two faculty
members witnessed the incident but did nothing. 
Another female student, a freshman, after talking with Dylan Klebold, was
accosted by one of the predators who slammed her against the lockers, calling
her a “fag lover” for talking with the likes of Dylan. This was quite similar to the
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experience of SK, described above, who was confronted by a jock when talking
to the girlfriend of the football team captain.
According to Huerter (2000), the bullying by the members of the football team
had become so bad that Columbine students started to boycott football games. 
In spring 1998, Coach Lowry called a meeting of the football team. He
said he and received a letter from the district—they weren’t bringing
enough people to the games to use the larger Jeffco [NB: Jefferson
County] Stadium—so they were going to have to use Trailblazer Sta-
dium. Coach Lowry stated that he wanted all team members to treat
everyone with respect in order to increase attendance. It was reported
that several students had gone to Lowry questioning why they should
attend the games when members of the football team were harassing stu-
dents (7, emphasis added).
Columbine High School is surrounded by acres of play fields and practice
fields, but it does not have its own football stadium. It plays its games, as do all
Jefferson County high schools, in stadiums provided by the Jefferson County
School District. It is remarkable that Coach Lowry demanded improved behav-
ior of football team members for the purpose of increasing attendance at games.
This kind of mixed message seems to indicate that harassment of students would
be all right if it did not suppress attendance at football games, making it neces-
sary for the Columbine Rebel football team to play their games in the less pres-
tigious, smaller stadium.
Among those students who were subjected to predatory behavior on the part
of the jocks, a pervasive sense of powerlessness and injustice was felt. Brooks
Brown (Brown and Merritt 2002) articulated those feelings in relationship to Eric
Harris and Dylan Klebold:
Kids are raised on the playgrounds of their schools, where they learned
that “might makes right” and that physical brawn is a far more impor-
tant asset than intelligence and cunning. Yet they also learned that when
they fight back, they’re punished by the people [who] were supposed to
protect them and dispense justice.
Dylan [Klebold] was a smart kid who could see the injustices of the
world as clearly as I could. He was frustrated by them, and, like many
other kids he saw a bleak future for our generation.
Eric [Harris] felt the same way. … And like Dylan, Eric saw the
injustices of the world quite clearly, even as he was getting beat up in
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the high school locker room or jumping to avoid the glass bottles thrown
at him out of the passing cars of Columbine football players (20).
The student culture was rife with stories about the special treatment of the
jocks, especially those who were members of The Predators. Huerter (2000)
reported that there was a perception on the part of many students that the school
was run by the jocks; if you were not a jock, you didn’t fit in. There can be no
denying that students perceived the campus as being run by The Predators. How-
ever, Huerter disputed that perception, noting that there were no posters in the
hallways cheering on the football team. She stated, “While I believe there’s a
strong emphasis on sports, after reading three editions of ‘Red Line,’ the school’s
bulletin, all types of successes were noted” (7). However, she was looking in the
wrong place. Her own data suggest that not only did jocks run the school, but
they enforced their domination through violence or the threat of violence. It is
not posters on the wall or official school news bulletins that determine who rules
in adolescent peer culture. It is quite literally who rules the hallways. Without
a doubt, the jocks did so without much interference by faculty or administration. 
For the outcast students, who were as horrified as anybody at the shootings,
empathy existed for Eric and Dylan because they knew how much they had to
endure. Several of the outcasts who were interviewed for this study indicated that,
in retrospect, they were not surprised by the shootings. They, too, experienced
the towering rage generated by feelings of powerlessness in the face of contin-
ual humiliation and harassment (Garbarino and deLara 2002).
They were also very much aware of their own isolation as a consequence of
the indifference and open hostility of their peers. In addition, as ED noted, many
teachers felt similarly about them and did little to disguise it. When the jock,
quoted above, said that the outcast students were a blot on the goodness and
cleanliness of Columbine High School, he was reflecting the majority view. And
that majority view was enforced by The Predators.
APPEARANCES AND REALITY
Entering Columbine High School on a lovely spring day in 2003, this researcher
saw students going about their business, perhaps going to the library, a class, a
rehearsal, the gym, the computer center, or out to lunch. The halls were clean
and orderly. The students seemed happy and purposeful. Locker doors opened
and slammed shut. Students walked around the spacious hallways alone or with
peers or in small groups of three or four. Sometimes the talk is quiet; sometimes
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it is boisterous. Occasionally, students will be seen running down the halls
because they are late for class or their errand is particularly urgent. These obser-
vations are expected in a well-run school.
The virtues of Columbine High School have been detailed earlier. It was
the flagship high school of southern Jefferson County. It had a reputation for
strong academics, a wonderful sports program, and fabulous offerings of extracur-
ricular and enrichment activities. It had a campus a New York City high school
teacher could only imagine. People moved into the area especially so their chil-
dren could attend Columbine High School.
We have also examined the underbelly of Columbine. The student body
had a three-tiered class system with the jocks at the top, most of the rest the stu-
dents in the middle, and the outcasts at the bottom. Although many of the stu-
dents in the middle resented the jocks/poms/cheerleaders for their snobbish-
ness, viciousness, and willingness to defend their position with violence, they
were acceded their role as the leading crowd in the school by virtue of their
athletic prowess, physical beauty, personality, or socioeconomic status. The stu-
dents at the bottom of the peer structure, if not openly vilified, were disparaged
and disdained by nearly all students who were not members of that very small
group. When they were bullied by the jocks, few students protested; many did
what they accused teachers of doing, turning a blind eye to it. A good portion
of the students thought that the outcasts invited and deserved the abuse they
received.
Every adult this researcher talked to who was asked the question stated that
the school was run by the coaches. But what did that mean? One teacher
explained it this way:
RL: I was told that coaches run Columbine High School. Do you have
any idea what people mean by that?
T: The coaches are the leaders in the school. They don’t run the school.
The school is run by the administration and the department
chairmen—they’re the ones who make the policies. The coaches don’t
run the school. But, like, if you look at the entire faculty, the top fac-
ulty members are people that coach. That’s just their personality.
RL: I see.
T: But they don’t run the school. They can’t go to the principal and say,
I want this, and this, and this (Recorded April 20, 2004).
A less favorable view of the same phenomenon was described by a parent:
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So we’ve got your bully teachers in that school. And there’s a network of
them, and they’re new coaches. And it’s disgusting. And the kids all know
it, and the principal. … The dynamic in the school makes me crazy. It
truly does. There is nowhere to go if you are not an athlete in that school.
There is nowhere to go for protection. It’s sad. It just breaks my heart
when you think about it. The problem is they’re not helping these kids.
These athletes who are getting away with stuff, you know, so that they
have a good football team, and you’ve got to play because we’ve got to
go to State, they’re not teaching these kids because now these kids go
out into the world and they have these behaviors that they’re going to get
away with, they’re going to break the rules, break the law. They’re not
helping any of the kids. And there are kids that follow the rules on the
football team that don’t get to play. This school is not about the kids. This
school is about a principal who is reliving his high school years know-
ing the cheerleaders and the football players. And the coaches that are
there are doing the same thing: they want to win; they want to win at all
costs. You have teachers there who are wonderful, who have no one to
go to when they’ve got complaints, because Mr. DeAngelis will go in his
office and close the door. He doesn’t want to know what is going on. And
that’s the dynamic of that school (Recorded April 30, 2004).
A pastor whose children attended the school stated:
So, our kids survived Columbine. My son went there as well [as my
daughter]. He basically stayed on the periphery. The core of the school
was jock. I think it still is, but I’m not sure. The core of the school was
jock (Recorded April 29, 2004).
What people meant when they said that the school was run by coaches was
that the coaches had both formal and informal power. Principal DeAngelis,
although a social studies teacher, was also a coach, and a successful one at that,
leading the baseball team to two state championships. He was formerly an assis-
tant football coach. In addition, coaches were overrepresented in the adminis-
tration. The following were excerpted from my field notes:
The first thing I noticed in Mr. DeAngelis’s office was a blooming
columbine plant on his desk. On the walls were plaques honoring him,
the school, and memorializing the victims of the shooting. One small
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plaque honored him as “Mr. Baseball,” for his baseball coaching. Several
years before, he coached a team that won the state championship. On the
wall was a picture of two championship baseball teams. There was a cro-
cheted tapestry that was dedicated to the thirteen victims of the shooting;
right under that was a drawing of Dave Sanders with a columbine flower
in the background. On my way out of the office, which was cluttered with
trophies garnered by the soccer and football teams, I walked over to a
hanging trophy case that had more awards by the football, soccer, base-
ball, and volleyball teams. I think that the football team won the state
championship four out of the last five years (Field notes, May 12, 2003).
Across the hall [from Mr. DeAngelis’s office] was a dean’s office that
had an entire wall papered with pictures of sports figures (Field notes,
April 28, 2004).
It is true, as several reporters (Adams and Russakoff 1999; Greene 1999;
Kurtz 1999) have noted, that Columbine puts its athletic contributions on pub-
lic display more prominently than its academic successes. This researcher’s expe-
rience is similar to others who have visited the school. The office was filled with
trophies celebrating state championships won by various teams. The hanging tro-
phy case in the middle of the foyer contains some of the most important cham-
pionship trophies along with footballs signed by members of the victorious teams.
Also at the end of the foyer near a hall leading to the athletic facilities is a huge
trophy case celebrating athletic victories of the various teams. Next to the gym-
nasium is a display case that contains sports memorabilia sent to the school in
the wake of the shootings, such as signed jerseys from basketball and football stars
and a football helmet from the 2000 National Football League champion St.
Louis Rams with signatures from the members of the victorious team. In addi-
tion, in the hallway leading to the gymnasium is Columbine’s Wall of Fame, cel-
ebrating outstanding athletes in the history of Columbine High School.
MR. DEANGELIS
Mr. DeAngelis, the principal of Columbine High School, is a modest man of unre-
markable appearance. After first meeting with him, I described him as follows:
Mr. DeAngelis is about 5' 5'' tall, about 190 lbs. He has a shock of black hair
with small amounts of silver on the sides. He was dressed in a plaid sports jacket,
beige slacks, and a beige shirt that buttoned at the top. It did not have a collar;
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it was meant to be worn without a tie. The shirt was well-worn, pilling around
his ample waist. He was short, overweight, but had a muscular build (Field notes,
May 12, 2003).
In my second meeting with him, he was more relaxed, less stressed, and had
lost a few pounds. His entire career in education with the exception of a single
year has been at Columbine High School. He graduated from Metropolitan State
College in Denver in 1978 with a bachelor’s degree in social studies and started
teaching at Columbine in 1979. He served as a social studies teacher through
1991, in 1992–1993 he was dean of students for two years, then assistant princi-
pal for two years, and was selected principal in 1996. He received a master’s
degree in secondary education and social studies from the University of Colorado
in 1994 and received his administrative certification in the same year. Between
1986 and 1994, he was the coach of the baseball team and assistant coach of the
football team. He also supervised basketball and wrestling matches and was the
announcer and scorer in those sports. Principal DeAngelis is a sincere and earnest
man. He has also developed skills in handling the media and interviewers, such
as this author. In my interviews, he focused on the academic aspects of
Columbine. Although he acknowledged that sports were important at the high
school, he celebrated its academic achievements and the superior extracurricu-
lar activities offered by the school. I have heard detractors refer to him as “evil,”
and “pathetic,” not so much because of his inherent qualities, but because it was
under his leadership that bullying was allowed to occur and that athletics took
precedence over all other aspects of high school life, including academics and
morality. Principal DeAngelis perceives himself as a fair person, claiming that all
students were treated equally and that he even turned his own son in because of
an off-the-field escapade (Prendergast 1999). A pastor described him as a won-
derfully compassionate man as exemplified by his behavior in a family tragedy:
A lot of people criticize DeAngelis. … Be that as it may, when the youth
worker from the Catholic Church and I were trying to get the family
through their kid’s suicide—I mean you’ve got to pick a funeral home,
you’ve got to get clothes picked out, you’ve got to pick a cemetery—
you’ve got to move people along. A funeral is a wedding in three days.
You know all the craziness with a wedding? Well, you’ve got to do that
in three days with a funeral. … So, our job is to move that along. DeAn-
gelis came in and did the pastoring on the brother, sitting on the bed
with him and holding him and all that kind of stuff (Recorded April 30,
2004).
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Yet, DeAngelis was a principal who had been a very successful coach in a
school where coaches were overrepresented in the administration, and in which
athletics were strongly emphasized. Teachers demand that principals defend
them from outsiders. Principals who side with parents against the teaching staff
do so at their own peril. Even when a faculty member may have done something
egregious, the usual response to the parent is to defend the teacher and deal with
the problem directly with the teacher, reporting back to the parent what was done.
When Principal DeAngelis stated that teachers never abetted or participated in
the harassment of students, he was defending his faculty.
Although DeAngelis has certainly had his judgment questioned in the
national and local media (Adams and Russakoff 1999; Brown and Merritt 2002;
Garbarino and deLara 2002; Von Drehle 1999), only a small minority of parents
and community members called for his resignation. Instead of questioning his
regime and demanding his immediate resignation in the face of serious allega-
tions of allowing predatory violence in the halls of his school, the community
rallied around him and defended him. Any attempts to force him out of the posi-
tion of principal of Columbine High School were met with strong resistance. As
a matter of fact, DeAngelis came out of the shootings more popular then he was
prior to them. DeAngelis became a symbol of Columbine’s pain, indomitable
spirit, and will to recover from the tragedy.
Although numerous parents were unhappy with the way they and their chil-
dren were treated by Principal DeAngelis, their difficulties were private and indi-
vidualized. If they did not like Columbine High School, they could attend one
of the neighboring schools. To them, as well as to DeAngelis, Klebold and Har-
ris were an aberration; they were a visitation of pure evil in an otherwise model
community. The major reason that, in the face of accusations of incompetence
and malfeasance, the community stood behind DeAngelis was because he was
providing them the kind of high school that they wanted. Certainly, the parents
of Columbine High School students did not want academics sacrificed to ath-
letics; however, the fact that Columbine had emerged as a multi-sport state
power provided them a sense of collective identity and pride.
DRUGS
This and the previous chapter have alluded to the various forms of drug use at
Columbine. Although drug usage was not the focus of this investigation, it crept
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into the data in a variety of ways. Students testified that to party, get drunk, and
smoke marijuana was normal, especially among the jocks. I emphasize the word
“normal.” That is, within the peer group, this kind of behavior was routine and
accepted. Most students that I interviewed who were in attendance at Columbine
in 1997 and 1998 knew about the arrest of RH for DUI. Eric Harris, in his
Trenchcoat Mafia web site, admitted to dosing on cough syrup. Both he and
Dylan Klebold (whose moniker was “VoDKa”) were swigging from a Jack Daniels
bottle when they made the basement tapes. Students testified that liquor was easy
to get and that the jocks obtained their marijuana from their pals who were
“stoners.” In this most conservative community, drugs, especially alcohol, were
easy to come by.
Perhaps what was most alarming was the unsubstantiated rumors that mem-
bers of the football and wrestling teams were taking steroids. The testimony of
CL indicated that her boyfriend was on steroids; he would fly into a jealous rage
at the slightest provocation. Rumors abounded about the use of steroids by ath-
letes; rumors also indicated that the family of a football team member was sup-
plying steroids and other drugs within the community. With all the rumors, one
would think that the administration would investigate steroid usage because it is
a serious health problem, especially among adolescents. In addition to “roid
rage,” it can generate depression and has been attributed to suicides of several
adolescent athletes across the country (Longman 2003). If the administration has
looked into the issue, it is not public knowledge.
Much has been made about the possible influence of Luvox on the behav-
ior of Eric Harris (Bergin 1999; Murphy 2001; O’Meara 2001). Luvox is a sero-
tonin-specific reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) in the Prozac family. Eric had first been
prescribed Zoloft, another SSRI, when he was diagnosed with obsessive compul-
sive disorder following his arrest for the theft of equipment from a truck the pre-
vious fall. Subsequently, Zoloft was replaced by Luvox. As noted by the medical
community, SSRIs can produce psychotic responses, especially mania and para-
noia. However, it is as senseless to suggest that Luvox caused the Columbine
shootings as it is to blame it on psychopathology. It may be that Luvox paradox-
ically intensified Harris’s manic state and sense of persecution. However, plan-
ning and preparing for the massacre began long before Eric Harris started tak-
ing Zoloft and Luvox. Dylan Klebold had no drugs in his system according to
the autopsy (Columbine Research Site 2003). The effects of Luvox on the
Columbine shootings are unknown, as the effect of steroids on the behavior of
members of the football and wrestling teams is unknown.
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MORAL LESSONS
Social theorist Robert Merton (1957) talked about manifest and latent functions
when examining institutions. He noted that institutions may be structured for
some overt purpose but takes on other functions that may be covert and unar-
ticulated but, when subjected to sociological analysis, can be unearthed. He also
noted that latent functions can often undermine or corrupt manifest functions.
There is little dispute that the manifest functions of education are to provide the
younger generation with the skills, attitudes, and understandings necessary for
positive social participation in a technological society and as a citizen in a dem-
ocratic society, although citizen education has atrophied over the last two
decades. It is undeniable that a major function of the institution of education is
moral; over a century ago, sociologist Emile Durkheim (1956) identified the
major function of education as providing attitudinal, behavioral, and moral con-
tinuity between older and younger generations.
In high schools across the United States, the latent function is to provide the
community an identity through sports participation, primarily football. In
Columbine, the efforts to have a dominating sports program and to have a nation-
ally ranked football team undermined its ability to provide students with an envi-
ronment that promoted democratic civic values, that is, an environment where
the will of the majority is tempered by the protection of the weak. In this chap-
ter, overwhelming evidence has been presented that indicated that a small minor-
ity was able to rule the halls of the school. The vast majority acquiesced and
allowed that minority to engage in violence toward a small minority of noncon-
forming and generally despised students because of their nonconformity. The
civic lesson that Columbine High School taught its students was that might
makes right, that some citizens are more worthy than others, and that those who
express dissent with the dominant perspective or who, for whatever reason, would
not or could not conform to the dominant mode, deserve predation, get what
they deserve, and have no claim to dignity.
Columbine is, as has been shown, an upper-middle-class, predominantly
white Christian community, with a handful of blacks and a small minority of Chi-
canos, many of whom can only be distinguished by their Hispanic surnames. Res-
idents of southern Jefferson County view themselves racially tolerant and free
from discrimination. Ethic and racial minorities were represented in the student
elites. However, as demonstrated above, the jocks were overtly racist (as were Kle-
bold and Harris), sexist, homophobic, and anti-Semitic. They were not afraid of
calling other students “nigger lovers”; female students “Nazi-lesbians,” “sluts,”
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or “skags” or publicly commenting on their bodies or putative sexual lives; intim-
idating other males by calling them “homos,” “fags,” or “queers” or telling them
to “suck cock”; or to harass Jewish students.
By allowing the predators free reign in the hallways and public spaces and
by bending the rules so that bad behavior did not interfere too much with sports
participation, the faculty and administration inadvertently created a climate
that was rife with discrimination, intimidation, and humiliation. The lack of
consistency in the enforcement of rules at Columbine led students, especially
those at the bottom, to feel that the school was a dangerous place and that they
could not expect justice when appealing to adult authorities. Those at the top
of the peer structure adamantly claimed that Columbine was a place where peo-
ple were respected, regardless of their differences, and that when rules were bro-
ken, justice was done. This researcher does not know whether those students
really believed this attractive picture of their school to be true or were attempt-
ing to fool an outsider. Students at the bottom of the peer structure became cyn-
ical about Columbine’s image as the ideal school. Eric Harris and Dylan Kle-
bold came to the conclusion that the best way to solve the problem was to blow
up the school and kill as many as they could.
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TO THIS POINT, the focus has been on school and commu-nity contexts of the shootings. The perpetrators of the shooting,Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, will be examined in depth in thischapter. Several issues will be explored: their family back-
grounds, relationships with peers, schooling, psychological issues, their life
together in Columbine, and their behavior prior to the assault on the school.
ERIC HARRIS, INSTIGATOR AND THEORIST
Eric Harris’s Background
Relatively little is known about Eric’s background, especially prior to his liv-
ing in Columbine. He was born in Wichita, Kansas, on April 9, 1981, to
Wayne and Kathy Harris (West 1999). His brother, Kevin, was three years
older than Eric. Their father, Wayne, spent the majority of his adult life as
a pilot of United States Air Force transport planes (Shepard 1999). Through-
out his career, he was stationed at eight different bases in Kansas, Ohio,
Michigan, and New York State. Before he was forced into retirement because
of cutbacks in the military budget, he was stationed at Plattsburgh Air Force
Base in upstate New York. In 1993, after Wayne served twenty years in the
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military, the family moved into southern Jefferson County where he obtained a
job with Flight Safety Services Corporation in nearby Englewood. Kathy was
employed part-time as a caterer.
The move to Columbine was a return home. Wayne had grown up in Engle-
wood, which is just a few miles north of Columbine, and had graduated from
Englewood High School. His father had been employed as a valet at the Brown
Palace Hotel in downtown Denver. Kathy was also a local girl; she was raised in
southeast Denver, where her father, a retired military officer, owned and oper-
ated a hardware store (Bartels and Crowder 1999).
Media inquiries into the background of the Harris family and Eric in partic-
ular uncovered no indications of pathology. The Harrises were characterized as
good neighbors, reserved but friendly, and their children seemed to be perfectly
normal. When her children were young, Kathy was a stay-at-home mom, tend-
ing to the needs of her family. The family was described by acquaintances as an
ideal, loving family. According to one media source, former military friends
described Eric as smart and cute (Bartels and Crowder 1999). One of Eric’s for-
mer friends, from Plattsburgh, said in USA Today (“Massacre Foreshadowed by
Gunmen’s Videos” 1999) in the wake of the shootings, “My mouth just dropped,”
former classmate Kyle Ross said. “He was a typical kid. He didn’t seem anything
like what is portrayed on TV” (1).
Eric the Adolescent
Eric and Dylan videotaped themselves on numerous occasions. Dylan seemed
to be the cameraman most of the time. Therefore, Eric was the subject in numer-
ous scenes. Visually, he seemed like a typical teenager. His hair was cut short.
He wore jeans and T-shirts, like most of his peers. Again, like many of his peers,
some of his T-shirts were bought at rock-and-roll concerts, such as the one he
wore on the morning the boys videotaped themselves in the hallways of
Columbine High School where they were accosted by other students, at least
one whose sweatshirt suggests he was a member of the football team. This par-
ticular T-shirt was black and advertised one of Harris’s and Klebold’s favorite
industrial rock bands, KMFDM. As is the custom, the back of the T-shirt listed
the venues for the band’s recent tour. In the videotapes, Eric gave every impres-
sion of being a normal teenager, talking about school, girls, and cars. His eyes
were bright; he had an engaging smile. His facial expressions belied a quick
intelligence. In his conversations, he engaged other students and interacted with
them in a positive manner. Even after being pushed aside in the hallway by
other students, he showed no particular anger. The incident seemed to be
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forgotten soon after it occurred. The only indication that Eric Harris had a dark
side was his KMFDM T-shirt.
Heavy metal music has its greatest popularity among suburban white males,
as does rap (now hip-hop) (Berry 1994; Gaines 1993; Kotarba 1994; Weinstein
1994). Eric Harris was a great fan of German industrial music. His favorite bands
were KMFDM and Rammstein. Industrial music is a subset of heavy metal and
tends to be harsh, loud, and violent. It also has a techno quality to it that gives
it movement and drive. The lyrics of the music express anger, violence, nihilism,
and an apocalyptical vision. The title of one of KMFDM albums is “World War
III.” Other titles from KMFDM include “Megalomaniac,” “Jihad,” “Spit Sperm,”
“Bullets, Bombs, and Bigotry,” and “Anarchy.” Rammstein titles are in German.
Eric had taken some German in school but apparently was somewhat self-
taught. His journals are interlaced with German phrases, and he was known for
reciting Rammstein’s German lyrics among people who knew him. Based upon
his web site in which Adolf Hitler was adulated, Eric was apparently a Nazio-
phile and planned the attack on Columbine to coincide with Hitler’s birthday
on April 20 in celebration of his “contributions to white culture” (Shepard 1999).
In the basement tapes, Eric Harris complained about moving to a new com-
munity every two or three years (Gibbs and Roche 1999). His school records
(Shepard 1999) indicate that by the seventh grade, he had attended five schools.
He was unhappy about attending a new school and starting at the bottom of the
social structure each time, having to make new friends and being an outsider.
Ironically, his arrival in Columbine meant the end of his career as an Air Force
brat, moving from base to base every two or three years, having to jettison old
friends and make new ones. In Columbine he had a new start in which his life
would assume stability.
However, he arrived at Ken Caryl Middle School in the middle of the sev-
enth grade. According to several informants, the peer group structure at Ken
Caryl had pretty much solidified, with students associated with the Columbine
Sports Association, which sponsored football, baseball, and soccer leagues, given
elite status. Eric played sports along with Brooks Brown and other students in
the YMCA League, a community-based sports league that had less status than
the Columbine Sports Association. The Columbine Sports Association func-
tioned as a conduit to Columbine High School sports teams. Members of the
high school coaching staff were involved in the Association and oversaw the
development of players in that league. For example, the Association sponsored
Pop Warner style football leagues for various age groups from seven to seventeen
years old. The Association provided training and experience for youngsters who
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aspired to play on Columbine High School sports teams. The high school
coaches knew and communicated with the Association coaches. By the time an
Association athlete got to high school, he had been thoroughly evaluated and
the high school coaching staff had a substantial idea of his capabilities.
Students participating in the less prestigious YMCA League, which deem-
phasized competition and focused on enjoying the game, according to students
and parents whose children were in that league, tended to be overlooked when
trying out for Columbine High School sports teams. Because, as noted in Chap-
ter 4, the core of the Columbine elite is sports stars, competition for elite posi-
tions in the adolescent peer structure begins quite early. By the seventh grade,
it is fairly well consolidated.
As a consequence, Eric gravitated toward the outcast students. His friends
would be other students at the low end of the peer status structure, what Brooks
Brown referred to as the “loser students,” such as Brooks, Nate Dykeman, Chris
Morris, and, of course, Dylan Klebold. 
Eric fit the masculine prototype: he was bright, athletic, and gave the appear-
ance of self-assurance. According to people who knew him, he was a good soc-
cer player and accounted for himself well on the baseball field. However, he had
two disadvantages: first, he was below average in height, measuring about 5'8''
in his senior year of high school. Second, he had a slight concavity of his chest,
which gave the appearance of a pushed-in sternum. In the hyper-competitive
world of adolescent peer groups, any difference or deviation from the norm
invites ridicule. In actuality, in adolescent subcultures, those of low status are
ridiculed and harassed by their upper status peers because they are of low status.
Higher status peers find and latch on to any personal quirk, physical difference,
or behavioral oddity. With Eric, it was his concave chest. This slight physical
deformity had no apparent health or physical consequences related to athleti-
cism. He was apparently agile enough and had enough body control to be invited
to try out for the Columbine High School soccer team by the coach in the tenth
grade. He declined the offer.
“I’m full of hate and I love it”: 
The Mind of Eric Harris
Soon after Eric Harris’s life assumed stability, he began to show signs of psycho-
logical problems. Eric was apparently a very bright and sensitive child. His Lit-
tle League coach in Plattsburgh, New York, remembered him as a timid player
who would not swing his bat for fear of striking out and letting his teammates
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down (Bartels and Crowder 1999). What little evidence exists suggests that Eric
Harris was highly sensitive about his status among his peers. He was keenly aware
of what others thought about him.
It did not take long for Eric to figure out that although his family life was
going to be stable, his peer status would be at the bottom of the heap. Because
of his physical stature and his status as a newcomer in a peer structure organ-
ized around football heroes and their hangers-on in middle school, he did not
stand much of a chance for wide social acceptance. He was new, he was shy, he
did not belong to a church youth organization, and he was not a football player.
He was on the outside of a peer structure that was well formed and had few doors
of entry. He found himself at the bottom, yet again, through no fault of his own.
In addition to his low peer status, Eric was experiencing psychological prob-
lems. After his arrest for breaking into a van in the fall prior to the attack on
Columbine, the court recommended that he receive psychological services. He
was diagnosed by local psychologist with obsessive-compulsive disorder for which
Luvox was prescribed (Bartels and Crowder 1999). However, that diagnosis was
disputed by FBI profiler Supervisory Special Agent Dwayne Fuselier, the FBI’s
lead Columbine investigator and a clinical psychologist, who diagnosed Harris
as a psychopath, which is a behavioral disorder. Dr. Frank Ochberg, a psychia-
trist who helped the FBI profile Eric Dylan, told me he that he thought that the
mental health professional who diagnosed Eric as obsessive-compulsive would
be embarrassed by that diagnosis. Whether Eric was a psychopath or not will be
discussed below; however, what interested parties, whether professional or lay,
have indicated was that Eric, by the time he arrived at Columbine High School,
was out of control. Given his writing, Eric was probably aware of his lack of psy-
chological stability.
Although Eric’s psychological problems remained largely undetected, clearly
his behavior was disturbing to Randy and Judy Brown, the parents of Brooks
Brown, who had a volatile and on-again, off-again relationship with Eric, which
tended to be based upon how angry Eric was with them. The Browns filed two
complaints against Eric with the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department, one in
1997 and the other the following year. In a personal conversation this researcher
had with Judy Brown (March 1, 2004), she said that she had forgotten that
she had filed a complaint in 1997 and was informed by the Department that they
had recently uncovered the earlier complaint. The Rocky Mountain News
reported the incident as follows:
In August 1997 and again in March 1998, Jefferson County sheriff’s offi-
cials received allegations of criminal activity by teenagers Eric Harris and
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Dylan Klebold, including charges that they had authored violent rants
and a death threat on the Internet and were building pipe bombs and
vandalizing property.
The 1997 report was apparently never followed up on, but the 1998
allegations sparked an investigation involving several deputies, one of
whom drafted an affidavit to support a warrant to search Harris’ home
more than a year before he and Klebold opened fire at Columbine High
School. But that warrant was never taken to a judge, and it was withheld
from the public for nearly two years after the April 20, 1999, attack on
the school (Vaughan 2004).
According to Brooks Brown, the precipitating incident for the complaint in
March 1998 occurred when he was approached by Dylan in the hallway of
Columbine High School. Dylan and told Brooks to look at Eric’s web site and
handed him a paper with Eric’s Web address (Brown and Merritt 2002). That
evening, Brooks logged on to the web site and found the following:
I will rig up explosives all over town and detonate each one of them after
I mow down a whole fucking area full of you snotty ass rich motherfuck-
ing high strung godlike attitude worthless pieces of shit whores [sic]. I
don’t care if I live or die in the shoot out, all I want to do is to kill and
injure as many of you pricks as I can, especially a few people. Like Brooks
Brown (Columbine Research Site 2003, 10, 417; an earlier part of the
quote can be found on 189).
In addition, Eric had posted Brooks’s phone number, a list of reasons why
he hated Brooks, and a promise of a reward to the person who killed him. Brooks
told his parents about the web site. They printed the pages, called the Sheriff’s
Department, and handed the pages over to a deputy. They also described to the
deputy prior problems they had with Eric, the fact that Eric had been making
pipe bombs, and his desire to kill people.
The discovery of the web site by Brooks Brown occurred a full year prior to
the shootings. Clearly, at this time, Eric was already seething with hatred and
homicidal thoughts. It was about this time that he started compiling his “S-hit
List,” which contained the names of fellow students who had slighted him in
some way. Police interviews with list members indicated that some indicated that
they barely knew Eric and could not explain why he had a grudge against them;
other males on the list indicated that they may have had a confrontation with
him. The female students on the list were almost exclusively girls that Eric had
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asked out on a date and who had refused him (Columbine Research Site 2003,
10,276–10,296). Eric had special enmity for girls who would string him along
before refusing.
Eric’s rage was all-consuming. His web site ended with the following warning:
I live in Denver and I would love to kill all its residents. Well all you peo-
ple out there can just kiss my ass and die. From now on, I don’t give a
fuck what almost any of you mutha fuckas have to say, unless I respect
you which is highly unlikely, but for those of you who happen to know
me and know that I respect you, may peace be with you and don’t be in
my line of fire. For the rest of you, you all better fucking hide in your
house because I’m comin’ for EVERYONE soon, and I WILL be armed
to the fuckin teeth and I WILL shoot and kill and I WILL fucking KILL
EVERYTHING! No I am not crazy, crazy is just a word, to me it has no
meaning, everyone is different, but most of you fuckheads out there in
society, going to your everyday fucking jobs and doing your everyday
routine shitty things, I say fuck you and die. You got a problem with my
thoughts, come tell me and I’ll kill you, because … god damn it, DEAD
PEOPLE DON’T ARGUE! (Brown and Merritt 2002, 86–87, empha-
sis in original). 
Eric’s written rants were accompanied by an eerie behavioral coolness. Other
students did not perceive Eric’s anger. Although judging by the comments made
by girls on his hit list to police officers, they sensed something unnerving about
him when they were in his presence. Upon completion of an interview with
one girl on his list, the officer wrote, “There was just something about him she
didn’t like, she didn’t know what it was, but he seemed a little evil” (Columbine
Research Site 2003, 10,280). Another girl stated that he was not her type, that
he was “nice, but weird” (Columbine Research Site, 2003, 10,277). The girls
were wary of Eric, but did not know exactly why. They intuited something dark
and deep. On his web site, Eric stated that he was kind of a goth and was “dark”;
despite his ranting and his overwhelming hatred, he was able to keep that dark
side hidden from other people with the exception of the Browns and Dylan Kle-
bold, although in the last semester of his senior year, more people became aware
of his negativity.
In the videotapes that Eric and Dylan made for classroom projects, Eric
appears decidedly normal. He is clear eyed, relaxed, seemingly open, and, well,
a typical teenage boy. In school, he was not a troublemaker. He was a bright
student who was quite articulate. He apparently did not cause trouble in the
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classrooms. Both publicly and in an interview with this researcher, Principal
DeAngelis claimed that he had no interactions with Eric and did not know him
(Scanlon 1999). In a school of 1800 students, Eric did not stand out. Dylan’s
videotape of his own harassment, described in Chapter 5, barely fazed Eric. The
boy in the videotape seems to have no relationship to the boy who spewed out
his hate on his web site.
That is not to mean that Eric did not allow his dark side free play. In his mid-
night missions, he vandalized homes of people he did not like and then wrote
about his exploits on his web site. He made pipe bombs and exploded them. He
illegally bought semiautomatic rifles; he also illegally sawed off the ends of shot-
guns. He and Dylan broke into a van and stole its contents. He played first-per-
son killer games, Doom, and Quake, for hours on end. He devised levels in
Doom in which the protagonist was overwhelmed by the enemy, leading other
Doom players to complain that he gave them no chance to defeat them (Pren-
dergast 1999). And, of course, he planned the destruction of his high school.
On the one hand, he covered up his dark side very well; on the other hand,
he was foolhardy and lucky that he was not discovered. He was quite stealthy
in hiding his activities. In the basement tapes, he provided a tour of his bed-
room, showing where his weaponry and his pipe bombs were hidden (Gibbs
and Roche 1999). He and Dylan were able to keep their plans concealed from
their closest associates. There is some justification for accusations of the Har-
ris’s turning a blind eye to Eric’s nefarious activities. Eric’s father, Wayne, picked
up the telephone, and on the other end was a gun shop owner who said that
the ammunition that was ordered was ready to be picked up. Mr. Harris just said
that he had not ordered any ammunition and hung up. No questions were asked
about who ordered the ammunition or whether the clerk had dialed the correct
number.
Eric documented his midnight exploits on his web site, which was a public
venue that anybody could have accessed. He also vented his anger, hate, homo-
phobia, racism, pet peeves, and plans for the destruction of Columbine High
School on his web site. He took a pipe bomb to work when he was employed by
Blackjack Pizza and showed it around (Johnson 1999). As early as 1997, he was
talking about collecting bombs and blowing up the school in the very cafeteria
in which he and Dylan dragged two twenty-pound propane tanks on April 19,
1999 (Vaughan, Washington, and Carnahan 1999):
“Every once in a while, Eric would talk about blowing up the school—
but we all talked about blowing up the school, or ‘going postal’ and shoot-
ing someone you’re mad at,” said Justin Preziodi, 20, who graduated from
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Columbine in 1997. “But you would never think someone would actu-
ally do it.”… Harris’ obsession with explosives was a frequent topic of his
conversations with fellow students.
In chapter 5, several students admitted to fantasizing about blowing up
Columbine High School. It was a fairly common fantasy, especially among out-
cast students for whom attendance at Columbine seemed to be an invitation to
harassment, humiliation, and abuse. Given that nobody had ever bombed their
high school before, such talk was dismissed as fantasy.
Eric Harris had sensibilities that are rarely seen in an eighteen-year-old. First,
he was extremely well-accomplished in the design of computer games, espe-
cially his favorite, Doom. Prendergast (1999) described his skill this way:
You master Doom and its even more violent successor, Doom 2. You
engage in “deathmatch” versions of the game involving two or more
players, vying on a single computer or over the Internet. It isn’t enough. 
You spend long hours in your room designing new levels to the game,
called wads, and posting them online for other fanatics to play. You alter
the noises that the weapons make, the screams of your victims [NB: like
having his victims cry out “Lord, why is this happening to me?”]. Even-
tually you will design fields of combat that resemble your neighbor-
hood—and, it’s rumored, your school. 
It’s still not enough. You hunger for recognition. You slap a plea on
the side of a building in one of the wads, urging players to send com-
ments to your e-mail address. “This one took a damn long time to do,”
you write in the text file attached to another wad, “so send me some
bloody credit, man!” 
By the middle of your sophomore year, you’ve completed your most
sophisticated wad yet, a tricky, brutal, two-level shootout that’s many
times the size of your previous efforts. It climaxes in an orgy of killing,
the screen flooded with hundreds of demons. The player has only two
options: engage in a tedious, mechanical ritual of slaughter, or end things
quickly by using a cheat command to go into “God mode,” in which the
player is invincible. 
Prendergast points out Eric Harris’s desperate need for recognition. He had
an inflated sense of himself as a person to be reckoned with but who was ignored
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by his audience and brutalized by his more physically endowed peers. He felt
unappreciated. What he could not achieve in life, he achieved in death. Alive,
he was just another miserable square peg in the world of round holes. Only
through death would he gain notoriety.
Second, he was able to plan and execute the most destructive act against an
educational institution in the history of United States. Although Dylan was his
trusty sidekick, Eric was the planner. Eric was the one who actually went into
the cafeteria and conducted an analysis of when it was most populated. The boys
planted two diversionary bombs to explode a few minutes before their assault on
the school. They kept their plans hidden from their families and closest friends
for over a year. They even booby-trapped their cars so that they would explode
when students ran into the parking lot. They bought weaponry, made bombs,
and stashed them in preparation for the assault. For eighteen-year-olds, this is
pretty sophisticated planning.
Third, Eric wrote voluminously. He paraphrased Shakespeare’s “Good
wombs have born bad sons,” from The Tempest, as an entry in his 1999 journal
for Mother’s Day (Shepard 1999). Most of his writings are rants, such as several
pages describing his pet peeves and hates. At other times, he wrote his opinions
about various aspects of his life, listed under such categories as “philosophy,”
“America,” and “society.” Other writing included notes to himself, to-do lists, and
descriptions of his so-called midnight missions in which he vandalized houses
in the area. Much of his writing was cited earlier.
Eric’s writings, suffused as they are with anger, hate, and desires to kill, are
laced with humor, social criticism, double (or hidden) meanings, and inten-
tional contradictions. The humor is a mix of typical adolescent humor and Eric’s
own sardonic sense of what is funny. An example of the former comes from his
web site on a page titled, “Jo Mamma,” which is a white kids version of African
American verbal insults known as, “the dozens” (Abrahams 1962). The dozens
is a verbal sparring game of insults oftentimes about one’s mother, which usu-
ally begins, “Yo momma. …” According to Brooks Brown (Brown and Merritt
2002), friends would sit around and tell Jo Mamma jokes. The intention was to
make them deliberately insipid. Eric compiled about seventy-five such jokes on
his web site (Shepard 1999). They are deliberately silly:
JO mamma has so many bag clips her neighbors ask to use some
occasionally!
JO mamma has so much salad every day that she buys salad at Sam’s
Club and saves her money! (from Harris’s defunct website). 
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Of greater interest is what Eric thinks is funny. It provides insight into
Eric’s mind. Some examples come from Eric’s “DO YOU KNOW WHAT I
HATE!!!?” rant: 
DO YOU KNOW WHAT I LOVE!!!?
—When some rich ass stuck up piece of shit white trash person gets
in a car wreck with their brand new car!
DO YOU KNOW WHAT I LOVE!!!?
—when some stupid ass kid blows his fucking handoff [sic] because
he couldn’t figure out that the lit fuse means that the firecracker is going
to go off soon! HAHAHA… “DUMBASS.” (Columbine Research Site
2003, JC-001-010424).
The first entry is a reference to Rocky Hoffschneider, whose parents appar-
ently bought him a Dodge Viper, which he totaled within days of receiving it.
The second reference is apparently to a news item. In both cases, Eric is engag-
ing in schadenfreude, gleefully enjoying the misfortunes of others. In the first case,
he is elated at the fact that one of his tormentors gets his comeuppance. In the
second case, Eric is gloating over the stupidity of some kid playing with firecrack-
ers, whose misfortune it is to lose a hand. Throughout his writings, Eric is dis-
dainful of people who are “stupid.” For example:
DO YOU KNOW WHAT I HATE!!!?” 
—STUPID PEOPLE!!! Why must so many people be so stupid!!?
DO YOU KNOW WHAT I LOVE!!!?” 
—Making fun of stupid people doing stupid things! Like one time
when I was watching this freshman to try to get on a computer that
needed a password. … He typed in the password and waited. The retard
didn’t press enter or anything. He just waited. Then he started cussing
at the computer saying it was screwed up. Then the freshman went and
got a teacher and the fucking teacher could not figure out why it wasn’t
going anywhere!!! Jesus!!! Personally, I think they should be shot.
(Columbine Research Site 2003, JC-001-010424).
Throughout this rant, in which he outlines pet peeves ranging from people
who drive slowly in the left lane, Star Wars fans, telephone solicitors for chari-
ties, people who don’t believe in personal hygiene, people who overuse or mis-
pronounce words, slow walkers, television commercials, country music, R-rated
movies on cable, liars, braggarts, young smokers, and people who cut in line. In
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a Dante-like quality, Eric metes out imaginary punishments. For stupid people,
in an earlier version of his web site, he suggested they should be “smacked across
the face a couple million times or so … give or take 1” (Columbine Research
Site 2003, JC-001-010411). For people who think professional wrestling is real,
he suggests bombing their house and breaking their arms. For racists, he suggests
that he will come in and break their legs with a plastic spoon, not caring how
long it takes. Slow drivers should be sent to every driving class every day for a
year. People who are mean to animals should be severely hurt.
One of the ideas that Eric Harris gets caught up in is natural selection, which
in his mind evolved into social Darwinism. During the assault on Columbine,
he wore a shirt that had “Natural Selection” emblazoned across the front. By nat-
ural selection, it is quite obvious that Eric understands it as the survival of the
fittest in a social Darwinian sense. In his web site rant, he stated:
YOU KNOW WHAT I LOVE!!!?
—Natural SELECTION!!!!!!!!! God damn it’s the best thing that
ever happened to the earth. Getting rid of all the stupid and weak organ-
isms … but it’s all natural!!! YES! I wish the government would just take
off every warning label so that all the dumbasses would severely hurt
themselves or DIE! And boom, no more dumbasses. Heh. (Columbine
Research Site 2003, JC-001-10411).
Eric’s belief in natural selection as a mechanism for removing weak and stu-
pid people from the face of the earth is ironic. Whether the irony is intentional
or not, given the fact that Eric is homicidal and suicidal, is unknown. However,
much of Eric’s writing is suffused with irony. Take for example his moniker,
“Reb,” short for rebel. On as AOL site, he had several profiles over time, all with
screen names that began with REB: REBDOOMER, Rebldomakr, and REB
DoMiNe. The mascot of Columbine High was the Rebels. In his writings, he
calls his peers “trendy punk little smart asses,” “self-centered, selfish, lazy, impa-
tient, rude, and … damn, I’ve run out of adjectives,” and slaves to trends
(Columbine Research Site 2003, JC-001-10411). Eric sees himself as a rebel
against the Rebels, who are not rebels at all, but unthinking conformists.
Eric’s sense of irony leads him to generate numerous cryptic references.
Obviously, some of these references escape this writer. However, in reading over
the available materials, I discovered the following:
In his profile under the screen name, REBDOOMER, for location, he
entered Littleton, CO USA. Nil sine numine (Shepard 1999). The Latin trans-
lates as “Nothing without Providence,” which is the Colorado State motto. Under
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hobbies, he entered, “Semper Fidelis” (“always faithful”), the motto of the United
States Marines. Eric wanted to join the Marines upon graduation from high
school, but was rejected for mental health reasons. For his personal quote, he
wrote, “Si vis pacem, para bellum,” or “if you want peace, prepare for war.” This
last quote seems to conform to Eric’s Hobbsian view of nature and human rela-
tionships as an anarchic struggle of all against all, and Eric’s view that the pred-
ators are the big winners in the struggle for survival. His desire to become a
Marine apparently would have been the actualization of his desire to become a
predator.
Of greatest interest to this investigator is apparently his last screen name,
“REB DoMiNe.” I do not know why the “m” and “n” in “Domine” are capital-
ized. However, “Domine” is Latin for “God,” and Eric combined “REB” with
God. The rebel God is, of course, Satan. In their writings, there is little evidence
of the boys being Satanists. However, in some of Eric’s drawings are images that
could be interpreted as Satanic. These images were posted on the Trenchcoat
Mafia web site. Eric viewed himself as a goth and considered himself “dark”
(Shepard 1999). One would expect that in a predominantly Christian commu-
nity that dissidence would cloak itself in Satanism. This was the case in
Columbine, but it seemed to be primarily a practice among disaffected female
students (Prendergast 1999).
In the profile for REB DoMiNe, Eric’s personal quote was, “It’s fun being a
schizophrenic” (Shepard 1999). This cryptic entry seems to signify two things:
first, Eric seems to view himself as a schizophrenic in the subjective sense R. D.
Laing (1999) described in The Divided Self, in that his “inner self” is hidden from
view and is divorced from his public persona. His writing seems to be venting
from his hidden dark side. His description of himself as a schizophrenic suggests
his awareness that he was living a double life; that he inhabited a persona that
hid his “true self.” He seemed to understand that his “true self” was dark, evil,
and abhorrent. Even though he was successful for the most part in keeping his
dark side hidden from adult authorities and from many of his peers, his lack of
success with girls seemed to stem from their sensing the violence seething within.
Second, it suggests that Eric viewed his social interactions as inauthentic and
part of a façade. Third, it suggests that Eric, at some level of understanding,
knew there was something desperately wrong inside. He had been diagnosed
with obsessive-compulsive disorder and was taking Luvox. He admitted to self-
medicating on cough medicine on his Trenchcoat Mafia web site. On the one
hand, he seemed to revel in his anger and hatred; on the other hand, he wanted
to destroy himself. However, if he was going to destroy himself, he was going to
do it in a way that would send the world a message. 
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Those who knew Eric with any level of intimacy were aware of his volatil-
ity. The Brown family, who knew him fairly well through his relationship with
Brooks, had experienced his violence. When they read the threats to Brooks’s life,
they did not think that it was merely verbal venting; they feared that he was
capable of homicide. Eric’s moods were mercurial. When Brooks encountered
Eric in the parking lot of Columbine High School on that fateful day of April
20, 1999, Eric could have just as well pulled a gun and shot Brooks rather than
warn him off.
The schizophrenic metaphor applies to the many contradictions in Eric’s life:
a cool persona covering roiling anger and hatred, on-campus wimp with a com-
puter identity as a tough guy, victim and homicidal maniac, and good kid ver-
sus incorrigible villain. Eric was overwhelmed with hatred. The expression of that
hatred was what gave him pleasure. In his journal he noted,
HATE! I’m full of hate and I love it. I hate people and they better fuck-
ing fear me if they know what’s good for them. Yes I hate and I guess I
want others to know it. … (Harris 1998, emphasis mine).
Eric, with his feelings of grandiosity, had come to perceive himself as an
avenging angel sworn not so much to right the wrongs of humanity but to ter-
rorize lesser humans and demonstrate his own superiority. He perceived himself
as devalued and unappreciated by others and hated them for that. 
Perhaps the most chilling evidence of how engulfed Eric was in his hatred
was revealed in a diary entry dated November 17, 1998, five months before the
assault on Columbine (Harris 1998):
[What I] want is [to] be surrounded by the flesh of a woman, someone
like [name blacked out] who I wanted to just fuck like hell, she made
me practically come when she wore those shorts to work—instant hard
on. I couldn’t stop staring at her and others like [names blacked out],
and others who I want to overpower and engulf myself in them. Mmmm.
I can taste the sweet flesh now—the salty sweet, the animalistic move-
ment. Iccchhh liebe fleisccchhhhh. … Who can I trick into my room
first? I can sweep someone off their feet, tell them what they want to hear,
be all nice and sweet, and then “fuck ‘em like an animal, feel them from
the inside” as Reznor [NB: an apparent reference to Trent Reznor, vocal-
ist for the rock group Nine Inch Nails] said. Oh—that’s something else,
that one. [Describes a video where] a guy is kidnapped and tortured like
hell—total hell. I want to do that, too. I want to tear a throat out with
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my own teeth like a pop can. I want to gut somebody with my hands, to
tear a head off and rip out the heart and lungs from the neck, to stab
someone in the gut, shove it up to the heart, and yank the fucking blade
out of their rib cage! I want to grab some weak freshman and just to tear
them apart like a fucking wolf. Show them who is God, strangle them,
squish their head, bite their temples into the skull, rip off their jaw. Rip
off their collar bones, break their arms in half and twist them around,
the lovely sounds of bones cracking and flesh ripping, ahh… so much
to do and so little chances [sic].
Eric begins with a sexual fantasy, naming girls to whom he was attracted. He
begins with the desire to touch, to feel the flesh of a woman. However, the sex-
ual fantasy changes into reverie of rape, torture, and savagery. In this journal
entry, the sexual merges into the homicidal. Even in the sexual fantasy, power
plays an important part. No sense of mutuality exists; the other is victimized. The
sexual act is construed as tricking and overpowering. As long as Eric is fantasiz-
ing about his ability to overpower someone else, he might as well do what he
really wants, and that is to maim, torture, and kill. Eric Harris had a monster
inside of him that wanted to be let out. That’s what happened on April 20, 1999.
One subtext of all of Eric’s writing is about power: the power to influence,
the power to punish, the power to determine life and death, the power to con-
trol the world. Eric’s adulation of Adolf Hitler seems to derive from Hitler’s abil-
ity to exterminate anyone who did not conform to his image of the world. Repeat-
edly, Eric fantasizes about killing anyone who causes him the slightest
inconvenience, people who are snobs, or just anyone: “[We] will hijack a hell
of a lot of bombs and crash a plane into NYC with us inside firing away as we
go down. Just something to cause more devastation” (Harris 1998). In that same
journal entry Eric states, “I want to leave a lasting impression on the world.”
Eric’s friends, such as Brooks Brown, stated that Eric had a very strong sense
of justice. That sense was violated on a daily basis, which increased his anger
and frustration. However, Eric’s writings betray a disdain for justice. He was too
obsessed with power to be concerned about justice. His rant that anybody who
disagreed with him should be killed contravenes the notion of any concept of
distributive justice. What Eric was concerned about was lack of justice for him-
self and not for others. In light of his subsequent behavior of randomly killing
convenient targets and his megalomaniacal notion that he was somehow supe-
rior by dint of an elevated state of consciousness and, therefore, could arbitrar-
ily make decisions about who lived and who died, it can hardly be claimed that
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he had a highly developed sense of justice. What he did have was a very strong
sense of his own victimization.
A second subtext is Eric’s need for recognition. Eric wanted to be a some-
body. Alas, in the life of material reality, he was a nobody. Although he was
bright and had a critical vision, those virtues were pretty far down the list of attrib-
utes admired by his peers, and it was peer recognition that Eric desperately
desired. He wanted to be a person to be reckoned with; the last thing he wanted
to be was a low status outcast who was not worthy of being taken seriously. He
was going to be taken seriously if, quite literally, it was the last thing he did. Eric
Harris, the unappreciated short kid at the bottom of the Columbine High School
peer structure reconstituted himself as a Superman. In his journal, he rhetori-
cally asked what made him and Dylan Klebold different from other people. He
answered his own question:
Because I have something only me and V [NB: his nickname for Kle-
bold, derived from Dylan’s screen name “VoDKa”] have, SELF-AWARE-
NESS, call it exoctenstiolism [existentialism] or what ever the fuck u
want. We know what we are to this world and what everyone else is we
learn more than what caused the Civil War and how to simplify quadrat-
ics in school we have been watching you people we know what you think
and how you act [sic] (Harris 1998).
In the basement tapes, Dylan repeated what Eric had earlier written when
he claimed that they were godlike because they had self-awareness. But from
where did this self-awareness come? It apparently derived from a consciousness
generated by their positions as despised members at the bottom of the social struc-
ture. Unlike other students who had a vested interest in the peer structure and
who accepted it uncritically, Eric and Dylan, who were oppressed by it, viewed
it critically. They viewed themselves as having a special consciousness that
rejected conventional interpretations of reality and substituted their own oppo-
sition ideology. They were observing, taking notes, and planning revenge.
Together, they were a force to be reckoned with.
DYLAN KLEBOLD, WILLING FOLLOWER
In many ways, Dylan Klebold is more difficult to understand than Eric Harris.
Eric vented his hatred through his writings. Because of the intensity of his hatred,
writing constituted a release for Eric; it was as if he was compelled to write.
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Dylan was outwardly shy and reserved. Although he kept a journal, he did not
write nearly as much as Eric. Therefore, it is more difficult to get a sense of
Dylan’s consciousness. Because Eric was the “theorist” and wrote treatises, one
does not know the scope of Dylan’s input into the process. What evidence that
does exist seems to indicate that Eric did the conceptualizing and Dylan accepted
it as his own.
Dylan, the Early Years
Dylan was born on September 11, 1981, in Englewood, Colorado, the second
son of Tom and Sue Klebold. His brother, Byron, was three years older than
Dylan. His entire life was spent as a resident of Southern Jefferson County. His
parents, however, were both from Ohio. They met when they were students at
Ohio State University, married, and moved to Southern Jefferson County where
they put down roots and started a family.
It was a mixed marriage; Tom came from a Protestant background and Sue
came from a wealthy, prestigious Jewish family. She was the granddaughter of
Leo Yassinoff, a construction magnate and philanthropist in Columbus (Shep-
ard 1999). His philanthropic works included a foundation that provided grants
to educational institutions and social organizations and a Jewish community cen-
ter in Columbus that bears his name. She was raised as a Jew; however, after mar-
rying a Protestant, she led a mostly secular existence, and the family celebrated
major Jewish and Christian holidays together (Culver 1999). However, an inter-
viewee suggested that Tom Klebold was not particularly happy about celebrat-
ing Jewish holidays, but Sue insisted.
Religion was a problem for the Klebolds. Apparently, Tom Klebold had prob-
lems with organized religion. Reverend Marxhausen said that the Klebolds had
attended services at St. Philip Lutheran Church for a few months five or six years
before the shooting, but they stopped attending. They apparently never dealt with
the issue of Judaism, other than celebrating Passover and Hanukah, two religious
holidays that could be celebrated at home. They did not belong to a temple, and
they apparently did not celebrate High Holy Days of Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur.
The Klebold family, according to confidential sources, was not a particularly
happy one. Dylan and his older brother fought continuously. Relationships within
the family were not particularly nurturing. This does not mean that the parents
were not caring; they were. Tom Klebold, who worked at home, said that he treas-
ured the afternoons when Dylan would come home from school early and spend
time with him. In the wake of the shootings, Kate Battan, the chief investigator
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of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department, stated, “I sat down and I’ve spent
a lot of time with the Klebolds, and they’re nice people. It’s not like they’re these
monsters that raised a monster” (Cullen 1999b).
However, Sue and Tom were not particularly demonstrative, nor were rela-
tionships with their children characterized by warmth or touching. Although rela-
tionships were filled with conflict, they were not physically violent. Tom and Sue
Klebold attempted to raise their children with a strong sense of morality and adhe-
sion to personal values. Both boys knew right from wrong. However, there was
not much joy in the house.
In a strange way, Dylan tended to be isolated from other kids. The Klebold’s
house was in a canyon, and there were not many neighbors in the vicinity. There-
fore, as a young child, when Dylan wanted to play with another peer, he was
dependent upon a parent to take him to a play date. He attended first and sec-
ond grades at Normandy Elementary School. In the third grade, Dylan passed
the CHIPS (Challenging High Intellectual Potential Students) entrance exam-
ination and was entered into the program for gifted and talented children. The
program was separated from regular students. This tended to limit the number
of peers from which Dylan could choose friends.
Based upon interviews with adults and peers who knew Dylan, he was
described consistently as insecure, shy, and immature. Although he had friends,
such as Brooks Brown, and he participated actively in sports leagues sponsored
by the recreation department in tee-ball, baseball, and soccer, he had trouble
making friends. When he moved from the relative security of elementary school
into middle school, there was a shakedown in the peer group as children from
several elementary schools were collected into a single middle school. A new
peer elite emerged. Dylan, because he was shy and immature, experienced
adjustment problems. As mentioned earlier, the prime source for the stratifica-
tion of the peer group in Ken Caryl Middle School was whether or not a child
participated in the Columbine Sports Association. Dylan did not. Given that he
was structurally underprivileged by virtue of his playing sports in the recreation
league and he was devoid of the requisite social skills for upper mobility in the
peer structure, Dylan found himself near the bottom of the newly evolving peer
hierarchy.
Dylan apparently met and became friends with Eric Harris at Ken Caryl Mid-
dle School in the seventh or eighth grade. Because Eric was new to the area and
was forced to enter a peer structure that had already crystallized, he had to pick
his friends from those among whom he had access. Although Eric and Dylan
were decent athletes, they did not have the quality of athletic prowess that would
gain them entry into the elite group. Because of Eric’s alien status and Dylan’s
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apparent lack of social skills, it was a friendship that was made at the bottom of
the peer structure of Ken Caryl Middle School.
Identity Problems
Dylan had identity problems. He came from a mixed marriage, in which the Jew-
ish part was only begrudgingly acknowledged. Although his mother did not deny
her Judaism and celebrated major Jewish holidays in the home, Dylan’s Jewish
background was not easily acknowledged. Evidence from the basement tapes
indicate that not only did Dylan’s best friend idolize Adolf Hitler specifically
because of his final solution to exterminate the Jews, but Dylan apparently hid
his Jewish background from his closest friend until he accidentally revealed it
while making the basement tapes in the weeks before the shooting. In one of the
basement tapes while the boys were declaiming religion, Dylan exclaimed that
his parents were going to a “fucking” seder, which took Eric by surprise. Eric then
asked Dylan if he was Jewish, to which Dylan shamefacedly responded, “Yes.”
Eric responded, “I’m sorry, man” (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999, 10,374).
It is likely that Dylan experienced a fair amount of identity confusion. Was
he a Jew, a Protestant, or neither? Clearly, he did not identify himself as a Jew
or associate with Jewish kids, who were rare in southern Jefferson County. Until
his revelation to Eric on the eve of the shootings, no one in Columbine High
School, with the possible exception of Brooks Brown, knew Dylan had a Jewish
background.
Was he ashamed of his background, or did he hide it because its revelation
would have provided more ammunition to his tormentors? In Columbine, racism
and anti-Semitism are muted to the point that the adults can deny their existence.
As noted earlier, adults in southern Jefferson County regard themselves as toler-
ant of religious, racial, and ethnic differences. However, it is easy to maintain
such a collective image in a community that is overwhelmingly white, Christian,
and upper-middle-class. In Columbine, racism and anti-Semitism exist as unspo-
ken assumptions that underlie the ethnocentrism of the community.
However, younger, less socialized members of the community have tended
to be more vocal and outspoken about their biases. For example, Wayne and
Kathy Harris were not only unaware of their son’s racism and anti-Semitism, but
when the racist and anti-Semitic content of the Trenchcoat Mafia web site was
revealed, Mr. Harris responded by saying that he did not know where his son got
that “Nazi stuff” (Culver 1999). 
During the rampage, Dylan unabashedly called Isaiah Sholes a “nigger” and
singled him out for death. Dylan, apparently imitating Eric, would shout “Heil
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Hitler” in bowling class when he rolled a strike (Culver 1999). A Jewish kid, even
one who is “half Jewish,” whose closest friend is an anti-Semitic Naziophile,
who shouts “Heil Hitler” when he bowls a strike, who modifies the word “seder”
with “fucking” and identifies himself in an Internet chat room as an admirer of
Adolf Hitler, seems to have internalized hatred of Jews. Dylan seems to have
adopted Eric’s reality system as his own.
In addition, Dylan may have been confused about his sexual identity. Dylan
presented himself as a bisexual in an online chat room (Columbine Research
Site 2003). Given the homophobic nature of American male culture (Kimmel
1996), even in the anonymity of Internet chat rooms, it would be extremely rare
for a heterosexual male to claim bisexuality if there was no question about his
sexual identity. There is no evidence that Dylan was sexually active; however,
this may have actually added to his confusion.
So who was Dylan Klebold? At Columbine High School, he was a cipher.
In the early reports following the shootings, he was identified as a member of
the Trenchcoat Mafia. Trenchcoat Mafia members knew him as a friend of a
member, not one of their own. He and Eric were primarily identified by other
students by their social position at the bottom of the student hierarchy. They were
viewed alternatively as dark, or Gothic, and as such, mildly threatening, or as
ridiculous posers who were, in the words of IG, “a joke.” Whereas, girls may have
found Eric “cute,” that term was not used to describe Dylan. 
A former teacher described him as unattractive to his peers. The bright shy
normal ninth grader, according to this teacher, changed into what the teacher
clearly saw as a repugnant character. He had become a slacker, unmotivated to
learn, trying to get by with as little work as possible. Not only was Dylan Klebold
unlikable to the teacher, the teacher perceived him as rejected by his peers. Dylan
had changed from being a nobody to one who was recognized for his negativity. 
Out of the detritus of his life, with the help of Eric Harris, Dylan began to
construct an identity as a badass outlaw. His anger and his hatred were used as
the basis of a constructed identity. In videotapes he made with his friends, he
played the role of enforcer, threatening, beating, and killing various and sundry
enemies, especially bullies and preppies. In a paper that he wrote in English class,
it is clear that he is both witness and protagonist:
What was most recognized about the man was the sound of his footsteps.
Behind the conversations [and] noises of the town, not a sound was to
be heard from him, except the dark, monotonous footsteps combined
with the jingling of his belt chains striking not only the two visible guns,
in their holsters, but the large Bowie knife, slung in anticipation of use. …
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This man walked, fueled by some untold purpose, what Christians would
call evil. … He stood about 6 feet and 4 inches, and was strongly built.
His face was entirely in shadow, yet even though I was unable to see his
expressions, I could feel his anger, cutting thru [sic] the air like a razor.
He seemed to know where he was walking, and he noticed my presence,
but paid no attention, as he kept walking toward a popular bar, The
Watering Hole. He stopped about 30 feet from the door, and waited. “For
whom?” I wondered, as I saw them step out. He must’ve known their
habits well, as they appeared less than a minute after he stopped walk-
ing. A group of college-preps, about nine of them, stopped in their
tracks. … The street light illuminating the bar [and] the sidewalk showed
me a clear view of their stare, full of paralysis [and] fear. They knew who
he was, [and] why he was there. (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
1999C-001-016016).
“The Man,” who had apparently been confronted earlier by the preppies and
had been challenged to a fight, coolly dispatched the nine preppies, using hand-
guns, a knife, and a metal truncheon. The slaying is explained in graphic detail
with the preppies alternatively manifesting fear, denial of culpability, and bravado
before getting their just deserts. Just before executing his last victim, who was
seriously wounded, “the man” set off two remote diversionary explosions, fore-
shadowing the boys’ attempt to do the same during the Columbine shootings.
The story ended,
The town was utterly still, except for the wail of police sirens. The man
picked up the bag and his clips, and proceeded to walk back the way he
came. I was still, as he came my way again. He stopped, and gave me a
look I will never forget. If I could face an emotion of God, it would have
looked like the man. I not only saw his face, but also felt emanating from
him power, complacence, closure, and godliness. The man smiled, and
in that instant, thru [sic] no endeavor of my own, I understood his
actions. (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999, JC-001-016017).
“The man” can be viewed as Dylan Klebold’s ego ideal: two inches taller
than he, muscular, smart, self-assured, resolute, in control, and coldly murder-
ous. “The man” was, quite literally, an avenging angel. For a child raised in a
predominantly secular household, the story has numerous religious references.
The man is both evil and godly. In the story, the man laughs at one of the prep-
pies’ attempt at bravado. Klebold described the laugh as one that “would have
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made Satan cringe in hell.” Klebold places himself in the story as the lone wit-
ness to the event. He is not horrified by the slaughter; rather, he is awed by the
power and self-composure of the man.
Dylan Klebold’s writings and videotapes seem to be obsessively concerned
with avenging wrongs. In the videotapes the boys made for class, they hired
themselves out to avenge bullies. In another story written for his creative writing
class, based upon this scenario of the Doom videogame, he portrayed himself as
the last Marine alive to defend the earth from an alien invasion. In this particu-
lar story, the protagonist is overwhelmed by the death and destruction and
becomes psychologically paralyzed.
In his senior year, Dylan wrote a twelve-page paper entitled “The Mind and
Motives of Charles Manson,” which was not so much about the mind and motives
of Manson as a description of the lethal activities of the Manson family drawn pri-
marily from the work of Vincent Bugliosi (Bugliosi and Gentry 1974). Manson,
who was idolized by the characters in Oliver Stone’s movie, “Natural Born Killers,”
of which Klebold and Harris were enamored, was characterized by Bugliosi as a
revenge killer. He was a serial killer who murdered people who crossed or slighted
him. The killings of Sharon Tate and her friends and the LaBiancas in August of
1969 were supposed to set off a racial war between whites and blacks that would
lead to social revolution; Harris and Klebold thought that their actions would start
a revolution in which oppressed kids would rise up against bullies.
In the paper, Dylan wrote about Manson:
Helter Skelter, revenge was part of his beliefs. Humans had corrupted
the Earth and ATWA [Air, Trees, Water, Animals], and were ignorant
about it. Manson had felt that society dumped him and he felt great rage
for society, and people, and later found an anthem for his rage. When
asked about his actions, many years after the murders, he had said that
he is part of everyone, that he mirrors people, because they shaped him.
The Beatles’ White Album included songs (“Helter-Skelter,” “Revolution
#9,” “Piggies,” and others) that Manson felt documented his rage toward
society. (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999, JC-001016026-27).
Dylan’s fascination with Charles Manson was probably stimulated not only
by the violence he perpetrated but also by his position as social outcast. The
actions of Klebold and Harris were similar to those of Manson and his family in
an earlier era. According to Bugliosi (1974), Charles Manson was literally raised
by the State of California, alternating between foster care, institutionalized care,
and the criminal justice system; he had a towering hatred for society. In a period
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of a social movement among young people, he managed to legitimate that hate
by incorporating movement interpretations of reality into a pseudo-theory he
called “Helter-Skelter.” He thought that by engaging in high profile murders of
celebrities, white society would blame blacks for the murders, instigating a war
between the races that would eventuate in a revolution. However, by the time
of the Tate-LaBianca murders, Manson had already killed several dozen victims.
Although the paper reads like a term paper based upon a single source, which
it is, it betrays an affinity Dylan Klebold had with Charles Manson. He empathized
with his outcast status, viewed his actions as an attack on an unjust society, and
apparently adopted his theory that high profile violence would start a revolution,
even though, in Manson’s case, it did not. Rather, it signaled the beginning of the
end of the middle-class youth movement (Foss and Larkin 1976).
The man, the Marine from Doom, Charles Manson, the persona adopted
in the basement tapes, and the fantasy role of avenger in the videotape made
with Eric, all emphasize the desire to exact revenge for injustices. Dylan Kle-
bold, in the world of his peers, was perceived by others as clumsy, oafish,
unkempt, immature, and nerdish. He was subject to ostracism and harassment.
He was less than a nobody. Many of his peers thought he was “an asshole.” The
young man who was negatively perceived by others probably did not like him-
self. Being “half” Jewish did not help, and the revelation of his Jewish ancestry
probably created more problems. Dylan Klebold was a jumble of psychological
contradictions: Jew/Gentile, nerd/avenging hero, heterosexual/homosexual. In
the flinty, competitive, gun-crazed, moralistically rigid environment of southern
Jefferson County, these contradictions were transcended through violence.
THE BOYS TOGETHER
In this section, I will attempt to answer the following questions: What attracted
the boys to each other? What were the internal dynamics of the relationship?
What did they do together? 
Nobody was quite sure about how or when Eric and Dylan met (Bartels and
Crowder 1999). The best guess is that they met and became friends sometime
during the seventh or eighth grade. That friendship, made at the bottom of the
peer structure of Ken Caryl Middle School, lasted until April 20, 1999.
In overwhelmingly white middle-class high schools, kids at the bottom of the
social structure form a cultural opposition to the dominant elite (Eckert 1989).
In part, outcast students are those who either cannot or will not conform to the
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norms of the dominant elite. They may not have the physical attributes, athletic
abilities, socioeconomic status, social skills, or interests required by the elites. On
the other hand, their cultural sensibilities, musical tastes, intellectual capabili-
ties, and world views also set them apart. However, as the peer structure solidi-
fies, elites and outcasts define themselves dialectically such that what is associ-
ated with the other is anathema within the peer subculture. If the elite is
homophobic, then the outcasts may engage in gender bending and flirt with
homosexuality. If the elite dresses in Abercrombie and Fitch, outcasts will dress
in black, adopt a Gothic image, and wear Doc Martens. If elites are highly Chris-
tianized, outcasts will dabble in Satanism and Wicca. While elites presume their
dominance to be part of the natural order of things, outcast students are cynical
about the nature of existing social arrangements. For some outcast students,
pariah status can be a source of great psychological pain; for others, it becomes
a badge of honor. For most, it is probably a combination. Humans are social ani-
mals and rejection is a blow to the self.
Eric and Dylan found themselves at the bottom of the peer structure for dif-
ferent reasons. Dylan did not fit in apparently because of insufficient social skills,
lack of athletic prowess, and his own confusion about his identity. Eric’s com-
plaints about always having to start over at the bottom of the peer structure in
each new community he lived in was visited upon him in Columbine even
though this was going to be his permanent residence and there would be no more
moving around as an Air Force brat. Had he arrived in southern Jefferson County
a year or two earlier, things may have been different for him. Although, in many
ways he was a “typical boy,” he had neither the physical prowess nor interest in
sports that would have elevated him in the peer structure. Unfortunately for
him, he was short and slightly built, making him a target for bullies. His feel-
ings of injustice were related to the fact that he never had a chance for accept-
ance given the structure of the peer group system.
In a school of 1,800 students, outcast students occupying a visible oppositional
culture were estimated to be fewer than twenty, including the Trenchcoat Mafia.
Although Dylan and Eric dressed in the oppositional mode and had friends who
were TCM members, they were not themselves members. They tended to split
themselves off from others, although they maintained relationships with other
students such as Robyn Anderson, Mark Manes, Chris Morris, Cory Friesen,
and Nick Baumgart. Chris Morris and Cory Friesen appeared in a picture of the
Trenchcoat Mafia in the 1998 Columbine High School annual yearbook. Of the
numerous students interviewed for this study, none who were in the middle of
the peer group structure knew Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. Some noted that
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they had seen them around campus. Because they dressed similarly and had
friends who were members of the TCM, many students mistakenly identified
them as TCM members (Cullen 1999d).
Dylan was apparently attracted to Eric because he was open and personable.
Eric was physically attractive, bright, and articulate. What was perhaps most
attractive about Eric to Dylan was his sense of irony, strong sense of himself, and
the fact that he could articulate a vision of reality that legitimated his own anger
at and hatred for his social degradation. In addition, they shared interests in com-
puter games. What apparently attracted Dylan to Eric was that Eric gave his life
a spark that had not been there before. In many ways, Dylan worshiped Eric.
Dylan began adopting Eric’s ideas as his own even though they would be anath-
ema to his parents’ views. With Eric, he could swagger and cultivate a “badass”
identity on the Internet under his moniker, “VoDKa.” The relationship with
Eric allowed him to fantasize himself as a person to be reckoned with.
For Eric, Dylan was a disciple. Dylan’s acceptance of Eric’s worldview tended
to validate it. Long hours of playing Doom together reinforced their notion of
themselves against the world. In the basement tapes, they claimed that they had
arrived at a point of higher consciousness than mere mortals (Gibbs and Roche
1999). This idea was also reinforced through the Doom videogame, in which
the lone Marine attempts to vanquish subhuman monsters in order to save the
human race. Most likely, they saw themselves as the personification of the Marine
in Doom and saw their predatory peers as the subhuman monsters that threat-
ened the Marine.
Eric was obsessed with his anger, hatred, and feelings that he had been
treated unjustly and that others did not appreciate his talents and qualities.
Although physically attractive, girls initially attracted to Eric were put on guard
by what they sensed as violent emotions beneath the surface. Dylan bought into
those feelings and validated them. Eric’s friendship with Dylan allowed him to
express those feelings and have them reciprocated. Revenge for real and imag-
ined slights propelled their relationship to the point of mass murder and mutual
suicide.
Numerous writers, especially in chat rooms on the Internet, have speculated
that the relationship between Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold was homoerotic.
Writers have speculated about the sexual orientation of the boys on several occa-
sions (Chase 2001; Cullen 2004). However, Eric’s writings reveal him as hetero-
sexual and homophobic. In his senior year, he maintained a relationship for a
few weeks with a girl several years his senior who lived miles away from him.
Logistics and age differences made the relationship difficult and eventually
impossible to maintain. One should recall, too, that his sexual fantasy that
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transformed into gore and violence began with his attraction to girls. In addition,
in one of his rants, he stated:
YOU KNOW WHAT I HATE!!!?
HOMOSEXUALS!! It is just plain WRONG. (Columbine Research
Site 2003, JC-001-010414)
Even though Dylan had a date to the senior prom and Eric did not, no evi-
dence exists indicating that Dylan had a romantic or sexual relationship with a
girl. His date to the prom was his friend Robyn Anderson, with whom he had a
platonic relationship. The evidence gathered seems to indicate that Dylan had
not yet become sexually active; because of his lack of social skills and emotional
immaturity, he was probably incapable of maintaining a sexual relationship. A
reporter named Mike Connors told investigators that he had encountered Dylan
Klebold in an Internet chat room. According to the police report, Klebold spoke
at length with Connors about his relationship with Eric Harris and that he, Kle-
bold, described himself as bisexual. It is possible that Dylan’s feelings toward Eric
may have been erotic. However, it is likely that any attempt to approach Eric
sexually by Dylan would have threatened their relationship on which Dylan was
highly dependent. Therefore, it is highly improbable that Eric and Dylan
engaged in any homosexual behavior, and that any erotic feelings that Dylan may
have felt toward Eric were kept to himself.
Several informants, including Frank Ochsberg, a psychiatrist at Michigan
State University who helped the FBI develop psychological profiles on Klebold
and Harris, suggested that without the other, neither boy could have carried out
the attack alone; that they tended to reinforce each other; and that the presence
of the other prevented them from backing out of their plans. Evidence from the
boy’s writings and the videotapes seems to indicate that once they committed
themselves to their plan and began to collect weaponry and draw up a strategy, if
there were thoughts about abandoning the plan, they were not expressed openly.
Clearly, each boy desperately needed the other. Eric gave Dylan’s life
momentum, purpose, and direction. Prior to his relationship with Eric, Dylan’s
life was drifting downward. He seemed not to know who he was or where he was
going. Eric changed all that. Although Eric’s life would be short, it would be sig-
nificant, and he would die a celebrity. For Eric, Dylan was a willing accomplice
and validated a worldview in which he was unjustly treated and victimized by
his moral inferiors. Together, they were a force to be reckoned with. Separately,
they were just a couple of nerds at the very bottom of the social structure of
Columbine High School.
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Together, Eric and Dylan constructed a reality parallel to conventional soci-
ety in which they were heroic, like the Marine in the Doom videogame. In their
alternative world, they were the arbiters of morality. They were like gods who
would avenge themselves on their moral inferiors who were their social superi-
ors and who defended that superiority by harassing and humiliating anybody,
especially those who opposed or rejected the social order at Columbine High.
Therefore, online they constructed their own identities as hard ass “natural born
killers.” The contradiction between their social identities in the lived-in world
of Columbine High School and those constructed on the Internet was resolved
through the attack on their high school on April 20, 1999, and their subsequent
suicides.
THE DEPRESSIVE AND THE PSYCHOPATH?
In the wake of the Columbine massacre, the FBI convened a conference of
mental health specialists and forensic psychologists in Leesburg, Virginia, for the
purpose of developing psychological profiles of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
(Cullen 2004). Two of the attendees of this conference, psychiatrist Frank
Ochberg and Special Agent Dwayne Fuselier, revealed the findings of that con-
ference to free-lance journalist Dave Cullen, who had been writing numerous
articles about the Columbine shootings. The apparent conclusions of the con-
ference were that Dylan Klebold was “a depressive” and Eric Harris was “a psy-
chopath.” According to Cullen, Dylan Klebold was easier to diagnose because
he was a garden-variety depressed teenager:
Fuselier and Ochberg say that if you want to understand “the killers,”
quit asking what drove them. Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were radi-
cally different individuals, with vastly different motives and opposite men-
tal conditions. Klebold is easier to comprehend, a more familiar type.
He was hotheaded, but depressive and suicidal. He blamed himself for
his problems.
Harris is the challenge. He was sweet-faced and well-spoken. Adults,
and even some other kids, described him as “nice.” But Harris was cold,
calculating, and homicidal. “Klebold was hurting inside while Harris
wanted to hurt people,” Fuselier says. Harris was not merely a troubled
kid, the psychiatrists say, he was a psychopath. (Cullen 2004). 
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Whether or not Dylan Klebold blamed himself for his problems is an open
question. It may be that the profilers had data unavailable to others. However,
the Klebolds were not interviewed by this researcher, although the lead investi-
gator of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department, Kate Battan, spent consid-
erable time with them, concluding that they were good, concerned parents. My
interviews with Dylan’s friends suggested that he did not blame himself for his
problems, but blamed others, especially football players and bullies. According
to Cullen, Ochberg, and Fusillier, Dylan internalized and Eric externalized
their personal problems. The evidence from this study suggests that both exter-
nalized their problems.
Was Dylan Klebold depressed? A great deal of evidence exists to indicate that
he was. Life at home was not particularly pleasant although his parents were cer-
tainly concerned and well-meaning. Life at Columbine High School was mis-
erable and humiliating. He was struggling with several identity issues: Was he a
Jew or a Naziophile? Was he gay or straight? Was he a nerd or a natural born
killer? In each case, the contradictions were irresolvable. His Jewishness was a
deep dark secret to be covered over by a public identity as a neo-Nazi. What ever
homosexual urges he had were suppressed because their expression would destroy
his relationship with Eric. He would avenge his nerd status on April 20, 1999.
A Jew, a homosexual, a nerd: These aspects of his identity in deeply Christian,
homophobic, red-blooded American southern Jefferson County had to be the
source of tremendous fear, anxiety, and self-loathing for Dylan Klebold.
Was Eric Harris a psychopath? The terms “psychopath” and “sociopath” are
not used by the psychological profession anymore. The term listed in the DSM-
IV manual is “antisocial personality disorder” (AllPsych online 2004). The symp-
toms of antisocial personality disorder include difficulty with and hostility toward
authority, illegal behavior, cruelty to animals, and pyromania. The psychological
components are a depressed ability to feel empathy and the lack of remorse for
wrongdoings. Psychopaths lie for sport; they obtain pleasure from deceiving oth-
ers. According to Cullen (2004), “Harris’[s] pattern of grandiosity, glibness, con-
tempt, lack of empathy, and superiority read like the bullet points on [psycholo-
gist Dr. Robert] Hare’s (1999) Psychopathy Checklist and convinced Fuselier
and the other leading psychiatrists close to the case that Harris was a psychopath.”
In a personal communication with Dr. Ochberg, I was told that the prime
evidence of Eric’s psychopathology was his ability to use the language of emotion
in a manipulative fashion. Ochberg’s case was presented in the Cullen (2004)
article:
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Harris married his deceitfulness with a total lack of remorse or empathy—
another distinctive quality of the psychopath. Fuselier was finally con-
vinced of his diagnosis when he read Harris’[s] response to being pun-
ished after being caught breaking into a van. Klebold and Harris had
avoided prosecution for the robbery by participating in a “diversion pro-
gram” that involved counseling and community service. Both killers
feigned regret to obtain an early release, but Harris had relished the
opportunity to perform. He wrote an ingratiating letter to his victim offer-
ing empathy, rather than just apologies. Fuselier remembers that it was
packed with statements like “Jeez, I understand now how you feel and
I understand what this did to you.” 
“But he wrote that strictly for effect,” Fuselier said. “That was complete
manipulation. At almost the exact same time, he wrote down his real feelings in
his journal”: 
Isn’t America supposed to be the land of the free? How come, if I’m free,
I can’t deprive a stupid fucking dumbshit from his possessions if he leaves
them sitting in the front seat of his fucking van out in plain sight and in
the middle of fucking nowhere on a Frifuckingday night. NATURAL
SELECTION. Fucker should be shot.
Both boys took pleasure in duping others and being able to hide their plot
from their parents and friends. The diversion class was a charade. Yet it is clear
from Eric’s response (Harris 1998), he understood the content of the program
in great detail.
In my view, the evidence for Eric’s psychopathology is, at best, mixed. Could
he be cold and calculating? Yes, he could be. However, he could also be vola-
tile and violent in his interaction with others, such as the incident in which he
threw a rock and cracked the windshield of Brooks Brown’s car. Paradoxically,
although Eric took pleasure in duping adult authorities, he was also highly
respectful of them, including his own father. In the windshield incident, Judy
Brown confronted him. According to her observations, he was fearful of the reac-
tions of his parents. He was remembered in Plattsburgh, New York, as shy and
respectful. He never constituted a behavior problem in class; Principal DeAn-
gelis did not know him because apparently there were never any problems with
Eric in school, although one of the students interviewed (EK) indicated that her
brother was bullied by Harris and Klebold, which was adjudicated by Mr. DeAn-
gelis. He apparently forgot about the incident. At work at Blackjack Pizza, when
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it was discovered the boys were exploding firecrackers and making ice bombs
behind the store and their boss told them to stop it, Eric did so. In one of his
final diary entries (Harris 1998), Eric stated, “[Just] because we went on a killing
spree doesn’t mean everyone else will and hardly ever do people bring bombs
or guns to school anyway, the admin. is doing a fine job as it is, I don’t know who
will be left after we kill but damnit don’t change any policies just because of us”
(Emphasis mine).
Yet this same administration that Eric is praising is the one that stands accused
by many observers, including this writer, of tolerating the conditions that led to
predatory behavior on the part of the jocks in the school that angered Eric.
Clearly, Eric did not display empathy on April 20, 1999. But in talking with peo-
ple who knew Eric, a quite different picture emerged: Eric had a pet dog that
he loved and cared for. He was described as a good friend who could give emo-
tional support to people he liked; he empathized with those like himself who were
victimized by the jocks. I doubt whether the profilers talked to any of his friends.
Was Eric a psychopath? Was Dylan a depressive? Obviously, both boys man-
ifested characteristics of these psychological categories. The problem with such
characterizations, especially used by a nonprofessional such as Cullen, is that it
tends to engulf the boy’s identities and reduce them to labels. Once the boys were
labeled, then it became easy to engage in crude psychological reductionism.
“Most Americans have reached one of two wrong conclusions about why they
did it. The first conclusion is that the pair of supposed ‘Trenchcoat Mafia out-
casts’ were taking revenge against the bullies who had made school miserable
for them. The second conclusion is that the massacre was inexplicable: We can
never understand what drove them to such horrific violence” (Cullen 2004).
Aside from the simplistic notions of causality, Cullen (2004), drawing on the
information from FBI profilers, concluded that the shootings were the conse-
quence of the psychological pathologies of Harris and Klebold. He decided that
the shootings were a result of Klebold’s depression and Harris’s psychopathology.
The problem with Cullen’s conclusion is that depression and psychopathology
are insufficient factors in determining any given behavior. Depression can evince
itself in any number of behaviors ranging from inability to get out of bed in the
morning and function to homicide. Psychopathology can be present in any num-
ber of people, from clever and manipulative politicians and CEOs to serial killers.
Environmental influences give direction to psychopathology. For Cullen to attrib-
ute the Columbine shootings to the psychological states of the killers is to deny
environmental influences in the generation of those psychological states and tac-
itly to absolve others of any culpability. It is the equivalent of Columbine High
School Principal Frank DeAngelis attributing the killings to the fact that the boys
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were “evil.” It is a case of labeling and throwing away the label. Nothing is
explained; however, it gives the labeler a false sense of certainty of a deus ex
machina, or more precisely, diabolus ex machina explanation.
In this chapter, I have reconstructed the mental states of Eric and Dylan
based upon their behavior, writings, and videotapes. I have also derived infor-
mation from friends and adults who knew them and from media reports. In addi-
tion, I also talked to an FBI profiler. I have also attempted to explore the nature
of their relationship and how it led them to try to blow up their school and kill
as many of their peers as they could.
Central to Freudian and social interaction psychological theories is the belief
that the human mind is generated and shaped from the interactions of individ-
uals with their environment, especially their human environment. This insight
was codified at the beginning of the nineteenth century with Freud’s (1952)
essay, “The Ego and the Id”; George Herbert Mead’s (1964) work on mind, self,
and society; and Charles Horton Cooley’s (1902) description of the “looking
glass self.” The self, or what we perceive ourselves to be, is an amalgam of atti-
tudes, orientations, and social categories that have been internalized through the
socialization process and is influenced by our reference groups (Berger and
Luckmann 1966; Sherif and Sherif 1964). As children grow, the family declines
in importance as a reference group relative to the peer group, which emerges
into primacy during adolescence (Harris 1999). Both theoretically and practically,
it makes sense that the family provides the basis for early childhood psycholog-
ical development, which is taken over by other agencies as the child grows,
including the school, the peer group, and the media. In many cases, the family
competes with other socialization agencies for the attention and adhesion of
their children. Norms and values of the school, peer group, and mass media may
conflict with those of the family, creating intergenerational conflict as the chil-
dren become independent from their parents.
Of familial influences on Eric and Dylan, little is known; however, prior to
adolescence, both boys and both families were described as normal. Although
friends and neighbors may have little insight into the internal workings of the
family, they do see the consequences in the attitudes and behaviors of the chil-
dren. What we do know for sure is that prior to adolescence, no alarm bells rang
for either boy or either family. As far as we can tell, for both boys, the spiral down-
ward into hatred and violence began in middle school. As I noted above, mid-
dle school is the point in time where the peer group assumes ascendancy in a
child’s life and can be a terrorizing force. In southern Jefferson County, middle
school children faced an unusual situation in which a single middle school
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fed into the local high school. In addition, the peer group structure in middle
school was influenced by community sports leagues, one of the very few organ-
izations that spanned the entire area. For preadolescents, sports leagues, church
clubs, and shopping malls are the main venues that bring them into contact with
children outside their own elementary school catchment areas. Sports leagues,
more than the other two venues, integrated children from all over southern Jef-
ferson County into organized interaction. Because of their size and popularity,
they provided the basis for the structure of the adolescent peer culture.
In urban contexts, adolescent peer groups or gangs, are organized around eth-
nicity (Jankowski 1991). Because of the makeup of urban peer groups, accept-
ance is premised on ethnic group membership, which constitutes the basis of
solidarity. In most suburban contexts, the peer group is not fractionated by eth-
nicity, and, furthermore, it assumes a unitary structure with athletes at the top
(Eckert 1989; Wooden and Blazak 2001). This unitary structure tends to create
an environment in which interpersonal competitiveness takes precedence over
intergroup conflict. Eric and Dylan found themselves at the very bottom of a
nasty pecking order.
Some aspects of identity are chosen, and others are thrust upon us. Identi-
ties have both personal and social components. The major social categories that
form identity— such as gender, race, social class, and age—are those over which
people have little control. Eric and Dylan were stigmitized as losers, which sub-
jected them to predatory treatment that they “deserved” because of their degraded
status. The predatory treatment they received was legitimated within the peer
culture because in American society, people at the bottom of the social struc-
ture are perceived as being there because of the choices they made, which reflect
their own degraded morality. The conflation of the moral with the social justi-
fies the predatory behavior directed toward outcast students. The fact that Eric
and Dylan, who were preyed upon by student athletes, also bullied those who
were weaker than they demonstrates the normative structure of the peer group
in terms of violence. Even though their degraded status in the peer group sys-
tem was a fact, they rejected it, and constructed alternative identities on the
Internet and in their videotapes.
A tremendous amount of thought, to the point of obsession, was spent by
Eric and Dylan in avenging themselves on their peers. Their desire for revenge
permeated practically everything they did from video games to English assign-
ments. They cultivated their anger, developing a plot to destroy their school
and kill as many of their peers as they could. Even though Eric drew up a hit
list, their primary target was the peer structure, the secondary target was the
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community at large, and the tertiary target was American society. In an interview
on National Public Radio on the fifth anniversary of the shootings, Brooks Brown
stated that Eric and Dylan were crazy, but it was Columbine that made them
that way (Brand 2004).
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THE ASSAULT ON Columbine High School was a uniqueevent in the history of American education. Prior to the attack,school shootings involved a lone and deranged student or for-mer student bringing a gun to school and shooting at teachers
and peers for real or imagined humiliations. Although the shooter may have
obsessed over the actions prior to the shootings, the actual act tended to be
either a rampage or a targeting of a specific individual or small group. The
exception to this is Jonesboro, where two boys ransacked their fathers’ gun
cabinet, took weapons to their middle school, set off a fire alarm, and as the
school was evacuated, began shooting at girls and female teachers in an
apparent retaliation by the older shooter, Mitchell Johnson, for being rejected
by a girl (Domestic Violence Project 1998). In none of these cases, did the
assailants plan to blow up their school. None engaged in long-term planning,
collected explosives and weaponry, employed diversionary tactics, reconnoi-
tered their school, tested their weaponry, or thought about killing hundreds
of students, devising ways that would maximize the destruction.
The Columbine attack was planned over a period of at least eight
months. Even though the actual attack ended up as a rampage with Harris
and Klebold shooting wildly and randomly killing peers, they conducted
what they planned as a “strategic military assault” (Gibbs and Roche 1999).
Although puny by the standards of Soldier of Fortune magazine, the boys were
7
FROM OKLAHOMA CITY TO
COLUMBINE
heavily armed for an assault on a school: Each had a sawed off shotgun; Klebold
had a TEC-9 semiautomatic handgun; Harris carried a Hi-Point 9 mm carbine
rifle. Between the two of them, they had four knives, described in Chapter 1.
They carried shotgun shells in utility belts, ammunition and CO2 bombs in their
cargo pants pockets. They also carried bombs in a duffel bag. They hauled two
twenty-gallon propane tank bombs into the school cafeteria that were timed to
explode at 11:17 A.M., when the lunch area was most crowded (Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office 1999). Why did Harris and Klebold want to create so much
destruction? Where did they get the idea to blow up their school? What social
and cultural forces influenced their ideas and behaviors? Why did they adopt
paramilitary tactics in their assault on Columbine? What were the roles of each
young man in the planning and the assault?
ERIC HARRIS AND NAZI SKINHEADS
On April 20, 1999, Eric Harris, the putative leader of the two boys, was dressed
in classical paramilitary style: he wore black cargo pants held up with suspenders,
combat boots, short-cropped hair, and his own personal twist, a T-shirt with the
words, “Natural Selection.” Such an outfit would have made him feel right at
home in a gang of Nazis skinheads (Finnigan 1998; Ridgeway 1995). Moore
(1993) described skinhead attire as characterized by the wearing of red tag Levi
pants and jackets, flight jackets, and braces (suspenders). They also wore Doc
Marten boots and T-shirts with the phrase, “No Remorse.”
Eric Harris was not a member of a skinhead gang, nor is there any evidence
that he had friends who were skinheads. He did, however, identify himself as a
“Goth” on his web site and adopted many aspects of skinhead culture. Although
both goth and skinhead youth subcultures are outcast groups, they are derived
from quite different constituencies and have quite different norms, values, and
behaviors. Goth is a vague and generic term that can refer to such ephemera as
dressing styles and musical tastes (Hodkinson 2002). Goth youth subcultures tend
to be found in middle-class high schools and contain students who may be artsy
or intellectual but are alienated from the dominant student culture inhabited by
jocks and their hangers-on. The mode of dress is black; clothes are often obtained
from secondhand stores and further individualized by cutting holes, sewing on
rock band insignia, or splashing with bleach or dye. Although there is truly no
such thing as goth music, a number of rock bands, such as The Sisters of Mercy,
Christian Death, Switchblade Symphony, Cruxshadows, and Marilyn Manson
seemed to be associated with goth culture. Because goths are so individualized
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and their subcultures are localized, there is little agreement on what constitutes
goth subcultures. 
Skinhead subculture is an entirely different phenomenon. Skinhead subcul-
ture might be called “in-your-face.” Skinheads are aggressive and hypermascu-
line where goths are ethereal and androgynous. Eric Harris did not use makeup
and eyeliner or eye shadow, nor did he always wear black to school, although
the trench coat he wore was apparently black. The politics of goth is that of cul-
tural disaffection without an overtly political view. Although skinheads are cul-
turally disaffected, their politics are openly right wing, nativist, and authoritar-
ian (Moore 1993; Ridgeway 1995).
Other than an anomalous link to a web site entitled “Why Skinheads Suck,”
Eric Harris’s website seems to be strongly influenced by Nazi skinhead ideol-
ogy. Because of their antirationalism, skinheads do not have what would be con-
sidered a coherent ideology. However, skinheads share certain core beliefs
(Moore 1993): anti-Semitism, racism, nativism, white supremacy, homophobia,
working-class identity, nihilism, and glorification of violence. Skinheads have
been closely aligned with the Ku Klux Klan and Tom Metzger’s White Aryan
Resistance (WAR) organization, a virulent racist and anti-Semitic neo-Nazi
organization that has ties to the Klan. With the exception of working-class iden-
tity, middle-class Eric Harris’s writings fit quite easily into the skinhead belief
system.
The term “Natural Selection,” which was written across the T-shirt that Har-
ris wore on the day of the massacre, refers to the white supremacist belief that
those of Nordic background are superior not only to persons of color (mud peo-
ple) but also to what racists referred to as “mixed breeds” such as Hispanics and
southern Italians. Although other people, such as jocks and cheerleaders, are vil-
ified in his web site, anti-Semitic and racist sentiments are laced throughout his
web pages. For example:
•  The holocaust never happened, but it would have been cool if it had. 
•  Negroes need to put down their forties [a reference to forty-ounce bot-
tles of malt liquor supposedly popular in African American urban
ghettos] and head back to Africa.
•  Four “Hiel [sic] Hitlers”
•  Hitler was an old school goth! He did not die in vain! Neither shall I!
•  Littleton, Colorado, isn’t a great place to grow up as a white boy. If I
had my druthers, I’d be anywhere else at all, even in some place with
lots of malt-liquor-drinking, rhyme-busting, ass-capping Negroes and
perhaps a few squinty-eyed, dog-eating Chinese people!
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•  [If] you’re not a jock, jew or jiggaboo, not a wop, spic or country hick,
not a jap, slant or my old gypsy aunt and want to get with the program,
send me an email[.]
So where does a middle-class white teenager obtain such ideas? Clearly,
Eric Harris adulated Adolf Hitler, a person who ranks high in the American pan-
theon of evildoers. His racism extends beyond mere denigration of blacks to
Asians, Hispanics, and southern Italians. He is virulently anti-Semitic, adhering
to the counterfactual claim that the Holocaust never occurred. He identifies
himself as a goth on his web site: “By nature, I’m fairly depressed most of the
time. It pretty much goes with the territory when you’re a middle-American sub-
urban goth with a penchant for computer gaming and bomb making.” He then
identifies affinities between himself and Adolf Hitler and “Goths,” as noted above. 
Skinheads have been responsible for numerous unprovoked attacks on gays.
Moore (1993) quotes a 1987 skinhead publication: “[S]kinheads worldwide are
warriors. We never run away, back down, or sellout. We despise the traitors, the
cowards, the apathetic and limp wristed queers. We will fight forever to defend
our people and our land. Our heads are shaved for battle” (84).
Moore suggests that skinheads tended to be less obsessed with the sexual
behavior of gays than with their political liberalism. He noted that skinheads seem
to be angry with gays for more political than sexual reasons. (Eric’s homopho-
bia was discussed in the previous chapter.)
Evidence of Eric’s anti-Semitism has been presented above. In comparison
to skinhead anti-Semitism, with the exception of the adulation of Adolf Hitler,
Eric Harris seems quite muted. Although he expresses anti-Semitic sentiments,
he is not obsessed with Jewish conspiracies, proclaiming the validity of The Pro-
tocols of the Elders of Zion, or reading from The Turner Diaries, both of which
are staples of right-wing anti-Semitism.
No doubt both Eric and Dylan had racist tendencies. Ironically, when Eric
tended to portray himself as not racist, he came up with a racist rant:
YOU KNOW WHAT I HATE!!!?– RACISM!!! Anyone who hate [sic] blacks,
asians, mexicans, or people from any other country or race just because
they arent [sic] from here or are a different color … whoopie freakin doo
man. And that goes for black people too. I’ve seen people on Ricki Lake
or Opra or whatever saying things like “white boy, whitey, you say dat
cuz you be white, yea. You white people all du same. She be white. So
she baaad, I bet he did dat stuff cuz he a white boy” allll that stuff just
pisses me off to no end. It is possible for BLACKS to be RACIST to [sic]
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ya KNOW … people who think that should be dragged out onto the
street. Have their arms ripped off. Then burnt shut at the stumps, and
have every person of the race that YOU hate come out and beat the crap
out of you. You people are the scum of society and arent [sic] worth a
damn piece of worm crap. You are all trash. And don’t let me catch you
making fun of someone just because they are a different color because
I will come in and break your f*ck*ng legs with a plastic spoon. i dont
[sic] care how long it takes! And that’s both legs mind you (Harris 1999;
emphasis in the original). 
While condemning the very racism that is in evidence in other parts of his web
site, Eric Harris focuses in on black racism rather than the racism of whites
against blacks of which he is obviously guilty.
Perhaps the most grisly evidence of the boys’ racism occurred in the library,
when they confronted Isaiah Sholes, one of the very few black students attend-
ing Columbine High School. When Dylan saw him, he said, “Hey look, there’s
that little nigger,” and took him from beneath the table where he was hiding.
Eric walked over and shot Isaiah point blank, killing him instantly. Dylan stated,
“Man, I didn’t know black brains could fly that far.” Isaiah Sholes was selected
for death by Klebold and Harris because he was black.
Perhaps the greatest affinity with skinhead culture exists in Eric Harris’s
nihilism and penchant for violence. In Eric’s writings, these two characteristics
were merged. Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, in the basement tapes, stated that
they had achieved a higher level of consciousness than mere mortals; they were
God-like and had taken upon themselves to determine who would live and who
would die (Gibbs and Roche 1999). On his web site, under the heading “phi-
losophy,” he wrote the following:
My belief is that if I say something, it goes. I am the law, if you don’t like
it, you die. If I don’t like you or I don’t like what you want me to do, you
die. If I do something incorrect, oh fucking well, you die. Dead people
cant[sic] do many things, like argue, whine, bitch, complain, narc, rat out,
criticize, or even fucking talk. So that’s the only way to solve arguments
with all you fuckheads out there, I just kill! God I can’t wait till I can kill
you people. I’ll just go to some downtown area in some big ass city and
blow up and shoot everything I can. Feel no remorse, no sense of shame.
Ich sage FICT DU! [N.B.: German for “I say fuck you.”] I will rig up
explosives all over a town and detonate each one of them after I mow
down a whole fucking area full of you snotty ass rich motherfucking
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high strung godlike attitude having worthless pieces of shit whores [sic].
I don’t care if I live or die in the shoot out, all I want to do is to kill
and injure as many of you pricks as I can. … (Columbine Research Site
2003, 10,417).
Eric Harris and skinheads maintained a wide-ranging hatred against those
who were not like themselves, and neither was apparently hesitant to act upon
that hatred. The literature on skinheads is replete with examples of precipitate
and vicious violence against others, such as beating, stomping, knifing, and shoot-
ing putative enemies, including former members who dropped out of the organ-
ization and thus became “turncoats,” members of minority groups, and leftists
(Finnigan 1998; Moore 1993; Ridgeway 1995).
Eric Harris appears to be the theorist of the shootings; he wrote extensively
on his web site about his hatred and his experiences in school. Dylan did not
express himself as openly as Eric, but apparently he was every bit as angry.
According to a mutual friend,
Dylan was just as upset [as Eric] about the way the school was. Easily
just as upset. He was possibly more angry than Eric was; he just had no
outlet for it. Eric let his anger out. Whether it was his website, whether
it was threatening people, … whatever it was. Whereas Eric constantly
let his anger out, Dylan didn’t really have that. So I actually think he was
angrier about the situation than Eric was because he had no outlet
(Recorded December 3, 2003).
Prior to the Columbine attack, Eric and Dylan acted upon their anger by
vandalizing homes of people whom they regarded as enemies or people who had
slighted them in some way. Eric chronicled their exploits on his web site under
the title “Mission Logs.” The acts of vandalism described in the web site were
validated by a Columbine resident whose house was vandalized in ways similar
to Eric Harris’s descriptions. As part of their personas as members of a paramil-
itary terrorist group, they adopted noms de guerre. Eric was known as “REB,” short
for “rebel.” Dylan’s alias was “VoDKa,” which was the name of his favorite drink
with his initials capitalized (Gibbs and Roche 1999).
Harris and Klebold formed an underground collective. It included the two
boys plus an unknown person, possibly their friend, Chris Morris. Harris
described the group:
Ok people, I’m gonna let you in on the big secret of our clan. We ain’t
no god damn stupid ass quake clan! [NB: a reference to an organization
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called, “Godz like us,” which is apparently a group of people who play
the video game, “Quake,” and maintain a web site.] We are more of a
gang. We plan and execute missions. Anyone who pisses us off, we do a
little deed to their house. Eggs, teepee [toilet paper] superglue, busy
boxes, large amounts of fireworks, you name it and we will probably or
already have done it. We have many enemies in our school, therefore
we make many missions. It is sort of a nighttime tradition for us
(Columbine Research Site 2003, JC-001-010421).
On his web site, he described Mission no. 6 in great detail. Below is an
edited version:
Awwww yeya. This mission was so fuckin fun man. … Beforehand we
watched as some lights in the target’s house went on … then off. Maybe
the bastard heard something. But when the strip [of firecrackers]
started, he turned his bedroom lights off. The strip lasted for about 30
seconds. … It was very fucking long. Almost all of it went off. Loud and
bright. Everything worked exactly how we wanted it to … the first tar-
get’s lights were on-again in the bedroom, but we think we got away
undetected. While we were walking to the next target, we shot some stuff.
Heh, VoDKa brought his sawed off BB gun and a few BB’s too. So we
loaded, pumped, and fired off a few shots at some houses and trees and
stuff. We probably didn’t do any damage to any houses, but we arent [sic]
sure. The gun was not loud at all, which was very good. At the next tar-
get, we set up the Saturn missile battery and the rockets. These both have
fuses about 2–3 feet long. I lit them as VoDKa and KiBBz were over hid-
ing in the shadows. 
In addition to these exploits, Harris and Klebold were suspected of other acts
of vandalism, such as putting a hose through a mail slot, turning on the water,
and flooding the house. They also squirted superglue into house locks, render-
ing them inoperable. They vandalized property, victimized other people, and
wrote about it gleefully.
Although Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold shared the towering rage that moti-
vates skinheads to violence, prior to the Columbine shootings, violence was
expressed in the form of making and setting off bombs, theft, vandalism, death
threats, and fantasies. Skinheads tend to express their violence directly in the form
of beatings, knifings, and shootings, emphasizing direct physical violence. Skin-
heads have a reputation for stomping their antagonists. Eric and Dylan expressed
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their violence in more indirect and devious ways, doing everything they could
to avoid being caught.
So how does a middle-class suburban teenager figure that he can carry out
a paramilitary attack on his high school, bomb it, burn it to the ground, and kill
as many of his fellow students as he possibly could? As Eric stated in his web site:
We of the Trenchcoat Mafia still march around, military-style in our
trenchcoats, [sic] especially in the school hallways, honing and develop-
ing our master plan. We will conquer the entire world once we get a few
things straight and make our bombs! … Our master plan is to kill at least
500 people at our high school, besiege the local neighborhood, seize the
airport, and then crash a plane full of jocks and cheerleaders into the
Pentagon. 
Although Eric Harris mixes purposeful plans with fantasy, he was deadly
serious about wanting to kill five hundred students. He carefully created a plan
with Dylan Klebold that could have killed hundreds. His flight of imagination
was prescient, prefiguring the attacks of 9/11. No high school student in Amer-
ican history had attempted to carry out such a deadly plot.
YOUTH AND HISTORY
The normative view is that youths live outside history. Their behavior is not per-
ceived as being influenced by national events. The factors that impress upon their
lives pretty much end at the boundaries of the local community, although city,
county, and state budgets may influence the educational, recreational, and social
services they receive. James Garbarino is probably the leading researcher in the
field of youth violence and victimization. With Ellen deLara, he wrote the defin-
itive book on the emotional costs of bullying (Garbarino and deLara 2002). Cen-
tral to his theme is that school bullying is institutional violence for which the
institution must, but seldom does, take responsibility. He applies a systems
approach to the analysis of school violence; according to Garbarino, “In a sys-
tem, all people in all parts of the system are interconnected” (11). Although he
mentions national trends in this analysis, he focuses on the institutional level.
Talcott Parsons (1951) has suggested that the same integrative forces operate at
the societal level of social organization as at the institutional level and that insti-
tutional processes are influenced by what occurs at the societal level of organi-
zation. Therefore, school violence is part of a larger issue of societal violence.
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It is mentally facile to view youth as being merely acted upon by history as
opposed to learning from history and acting on those lessons. For example, the
vanguard of most social movements tend to be the young (Gillis 1974), whether
peasants revolting against the depredations of the landlord, soldiers fighting for
land and a way of life, or workers striking against capital. The 1960s witnessed
a unique occurrence. Instead of young people identifying with the commune,
the ethnic group, the country, or a socioeconomic class, they struggled together
as youth against the “establishment.” Those old enough may remember the
youth movement aphorism, “Don’t trust anybody over 30” (Rubin 1970), and
the so-called generation gap. Between 1964 and 1969, an international youth
movement began in United States, spread to Europe, including Eastern Europe,
and Japan. “Youth,” no longer a convenient social category, was a cohesive social
collectivity that was struggling for its own interests, politically and culturally.
The 1960s witnessed a middle-class youth movement, variously called the “stu-
dent movement,” the “antiwar movement,” “the counterculture,” or the “hippie
movement” (Foss and Larkin 1976).
The movements of the 1960s began on February 1, 1960, when four African
American students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College, an
all-black school, sat in a segregated lunch counter at F. W. Woolworth in Greens-
boro, North Carolina (Newhouse 1966). From that sit-in emerged the Civil
Rights Movement, led by the more adult Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (SCLC) and the younger, more radical, Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee (SNCC, pronounced “Snick”). After the voter registration drive
in the summer of 1964, the black members of SNCC told the white members
that the problem of racism was located in the white community and white stu-
dents’ responsibility was to organize their own community against racism.
The middle-class youth movement began in 1964 in the San Francisco Bay
area. Two phenomena were happening simultaneously: teenagers were drop-
ping out of their suburban high schools to live with no visible means of support
in the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco. These young cultural dissidents
became known as “hippies” (Cavan 1972). Meanwhile, across the bay at the Uni-
versity of California, student activists, returning from their experiences of racism
and oppression while trying to register black voters in Mississippi, set up recruit-
ing tables along Telegraph Avenue. The university administration told them that
they could not engage in political activities on campus; when they refused to
move, they were arrested by campus police. Using the nonviolent techniques they
learned in the South, student activists convened a sit-in at the administration
building, effectively shutting the school down. This was called the “Berkeley Free
Speech Movement” (FSM); student discontents dramatically expanded from the
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exclusion of political activism on campus to en loco parentis regulations, lack of
access to professors, and the dehumanized way in which students were treated
(Mehnert 1976). The middle-class youth movement was at its most radical when
cultural and political wings merged in 1968, creating the freak radical, who
smoked dope, lived in a commune, took LSD and other psychedelic drugs,
engaged in promiscuous sex, and protested everything from local vagrancy reg-
ulations to the prosecution of the war in Vietnam (Foss 1972).
By early 1970, the middle-class youth movement was in visible decline.
Between the mythical Woodstock festival in mid-August 1969, and the disaster
at the Rolling Stones concert at Altamont in January of 1970, the movement
began to come apart at the seams. The counterculture was shaken by the vicious
murders of the pregnant Sharon Tate, Abigail Folger, and Voytek Frykowski at
the home of Roman Polanski, Sharon Tate’s husband, committed by members
of the Charles Manson family. Although the murders occurred a few days prior
to Woodstock, it was not until shortly after that people realized that the murders
occurred within the counterculture. By the spring of 1970, the major organiza-
tion of the political arm of the youth movement, Students for Democratic Soci-
ety (SDS), had split into two bizarre organizations: Progressive Labor, a Marxist-
Leninist sect that had plotted to take over SDS for several years (when it did, there
was nothing left); and the Weather Underground, popularly known as the
“Weathermen,” who named themselves after Bob Dylan’s “Subterranean Home-
sick Blues,” a song that had the lyrics, “You don’t have to be a weatherman to
know which way the wind blows.” The Weathermen was a terrorist underground
organization that engaged in acts of sabotage, robberies, and, ultimately, mur-
der (Sale 1974). Hard rock gave way to softer, folk rock. The Beatles disbanded,
singing to their disillusioned audiences, “Let It Be.” The function of the Beatles
since the early sixties was to express the current movement interpretation of real-
ity in its most artful forms. Their movie Yellow Submarine was literally an alle-
gory of the youth movement of the sixties, although unlike the sixties, it had a
happy ending.
Yet, as the middle-class youth movement was declining, the dissidence it
had addressed was spreading to women, gays, young workers, the military, and
to high schools. The sexism of the New Left of the middle-class youth movement
led to a schism in the 1970s with the rise of the Women’s Liberation Movement
(WLM) (Evans 1979; Freeman 1975; Morgan 1970). The WLM became increas-
ingly radical until about 1973, when the radical wing was superseded by corpo-
rate feminism, and the critique of sexism and patriarchy was overtaken by
demands for equal access to positions in the labor force. Radical feminism, with
its politicization of lesbianism, raised the issue of sexual orientation. In 1969, the
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Gay Liberation Movement began with the Stonewall riots in Greenwich Village
of New York City (Duberman 1993).
As important, but less chronicled, was the rising dissidence of working-class
youth. Young workers, to the horror of management and the disdain of older
workers, were demonstrating their alienation by excessive tardiness and absen-
teeism, willful production of shoddy merchandise, and participation in wildcat
strikes (Aronowitz 1973). Emblematic of working-class dissidence were the strikes
of the General Motors plants in Lordstown, Ohio, in 1972 (Weller 1973).
Younger workers did not have the work ethic of the older generation; they lis-
tened to rock music and smoked marijuana. Although they did not take pride in
the objects they produced, they did take pride in the way they could challenge
management and disrupt the productive process.
Of course, another sector of the working-class was the “grunts” who were
being sent to Vietnam, ostensibly to make the world safe for democracy. By 1973,
the world’s greatest fighting force had been paralyzed to the point of being inca-
pable of prosecuting the war. This situation forced President Nixon to engage
in a policy of Vietnamization, that is, getting the South Vietnamese to carry on
a war that American soldiers were unwilling and unable to conduct. Indiscipline
among the troops had risen to an all-time high (United States Army MPs in Viet-
nam, 1962–1975). Between 1969 and 1973, approximately 2000 commissioned
officers were either murdered or killed under suspicious circumstances by mem-
bers of the troops they were leading. In many cases, officers in fear for their lives
refused to order troops into the field. At other times, the troops themselves refused
direct orders to fight. This period witnessed a new phenomenon called “fragging.”
Disgruntled soldiers rolled live grenades into tents of targeted victims, usually
officers they hated. Between 1969 and 1972, more than 1,000 fragging inci-
dences were officially recorded. Between 1967 and 1973, AWOLs nearly dou-
bled from 46.9 per 1,000 to 77 per 1,000; in 1968, the rate was 138.5 per 1,000.
Desertions doubled as well; drug prosecutions skyrocketed.
In the early 1970s, in upper-middle-class high schools across the country,
many principals were confronting student activists who were demanding greater
student participation in the decision-making process of the schools. They wanted
more course options, relaxation of dress codes, and so forth. In addition, upper-
middle-class high school students were adopting the trappings of the counter-
culture: more kids were using marijuana and psychedelics; their motivation to
achieve was declining and alienation was increasing (Larkin 1979). High school
students were increasingly viewing education as absurd and meaningless. They
perceived themselves as on an assembly line that was leading them to be just like
their parents, which, to many, was anathema.
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The points to be made are thus: The dissidence of one group can stimulate
dissidence of other, strategically located groups, and young people, more than
older people, are vulnerable to such social processes. It is my belief that Eric Har-
ris, a bright, sensitive, psychologically unstable eighteen-year-old, was swimming
in the tide of history. His idea to destroy his own school and kill fellow students
was a logical, if irrational, outcome of the social history of the 1990s.
THE REVOLT OF THE ANGRY 
WHITE MALE, 1992–1996
The revolt of the angry white male began with the standoff between federal mar-
shals and right wing anti-Semite Randy Weaver and his family at Ruby Ridge,
Idaho. It culminated with the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Okla-
homa City in 1996. The movement involved a constituency that consisted pri-
marily of marginalized males from working-class and lower middle-class back-
grounds, and small farm families who had either been dispossessed or had been
threatened with dispossession of their farms. 
Although ostensibly about the defense of the Second Amendment to the
Constitution, the revolt of the angry white male embraced white supremacy, anti-
Semitism, fundamentalist Christianity, patriarchy, and hostility to the Federal
government. The government was perceived as attempting to take away rights to
gun ownership, promoting the interests of minorities and feminists, and secular-
izing public life (Dyer 1998; Niewart 1999; Stern 1997). The major events of
the movement, besides the shootout at Ruby Ridge, included the destruction of
the Branch Davidian compound, the rise of unorganized militias, the bombing
of the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City, the derailing of an Amtrak train in
the Arizona desert, and, finally, the holdout of the Montana Freemen, which
ended in June 1996.
The movement was organized in the form of a funnel. At the wide end of
the funnel were such conservative organizations as the Republican Party, the
National Rifle Association, and various evangelical Christian churches. As the
funnel narrowed, organizations existed that claimed they were legitimate and law-
abiding, but either had a clandestine element or functioned, at least in part, as
a conduit to underground terrorist organizations. One such organization was the
Gun Owners of America, a Second Amendment defense organization to the
right of the National Rifle Association (NRA). Perhaps most representative of such
organizations were the private militias, which maintained a front of a legitimate
organization of law-abiding members exercising their Second Amendment rights,
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but having a darker, hidden face of sponsoring illegal activities. Several militias,
such as the Arizona Militia and the Washington State Militia, were successfully
infiltrated, and members were prosecuted for a variety of terror-related activities,
such as stockpiling illegal weapons, possession of bombs, and conspiracy to com-
mit murder (Dyer 1998; Niewart 1999). Finally, at the narrow end of the funnel
existed right-wing hate groups such as the Church of Jesus Christ Christian,
Aryan Nations, the American Nazi Party, Posse Comitatus, the National Alliance
(a neo-Nazi group), the Order, the Freemen, and the Phineas Priests, all of
which engaged in illegal activities such as bank robberies, intimidation, fraud,
theft, and murder.
Dissidence was expressed in right-wing ideology: its major fomenters were
males who were economically and socially marginal. They advocated for an Amer-
ica that was white and Christian, who they thought had superior rights to immi-
grant populations, minorities, and Jews. They conceived of the American North-
west as territory that should be ceded to white Christians as a homeland, free from
federal government interference. They were involved in cultural wars against
urban hipness, multiculturalism, feminism, and homosexuality. They advocated
for a muscular Christianity based upon men as the undisputed authority in the
household, as promulgated by such organizations as the Promise Keepers.
Although there is no direct link between Harris and Klebold and the move-
ment of the angry white male, there is a cultural affinity between them. As the
angry white males were marginalized in the larger American society, Klebold and
Harris were marginalized in their own school and community. Their hostility and
anger at their humiliation and degradation by their peers was expressed in right-
wing ideology. In Eric Harris’s mind, student athletes were included with Jews,
African Americans, immigrants, and people with dark skin. Angry white males
hated the federal government and blamed it for their degradation and margin-
alization; Harris and Klebold hated their school for similar reasons. Finally, and
most important, the movement of the angry white male took the form of para-
military organizations.
ANGRY WHITE TEENAGERS
For adolescents, the most important governmental influence in their lives is the
schools they attend. The question that is central to this chapter is, How do two
adolescent boys not only come up with the idea for a paramilitary attack on their
high school but also maintain interest, plot a strategy, field-test their weaponry,
and carry out the attack with a precision not usually associated with teenagers?
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Although numerous school shootings led up to the Columbine massacre, nobody
had ever attempted to blow up a school. Up to that time, bombing one’s high
school was unthinkable.
Ideas do not come from nowhere. It is my opinion that Harris and Klebold
were inspired, whether they knew it or not, by the actions of Timothy McVeigh,
Terry Nichols, and their unindicted helpers (Dyer 1998). According to testimony
by a reporter who corresponded with Dylan Klebold in a chat room, when the
reporter identified himself as someone who had investigated the bombing in
Oklahoma City, Klebold evinced a great deal of interest, asking questions espe-
cially about how the media responded to the event and how the bombing affected
people (Columbine Research Site 2003). According to a friend of Klebold and
Harris, when the Murrah Building was bombed in 1996, they were shocked
because it was bombed by a white American; because of the media coverage,
they probably thought that it was by Middle Eastern terrorists. They discussed
the bombing in their philosophy class. Although they were repelled by the bomb-
ing, they thought that it was not completely unjustified. They were of the opin-
ion that the bombing should make Americans think about the nature of their
society, but they came to the conclusion that it did not.
Harris and Klebold constituted themselves as a self-defined paramilitary cell
of two. They plotted in secrecy, keeping their plans hidden from their families
and friends. The boys had a hidden life as members of their own two-man under-
ground terrorist organization. They attempted to destroy their school within a
month of their own graduations. Dylan attended the senior prom, and both boys
attended the party after the prom with full knowledge that the following Tues-
day they were going to bomb their school and kill their fellow students. Harris
and Klebold documented their activities, explained their reasons for the assault,
and bid farewell to their families in the basement tapes.
Earlier in this chapter, Eric Harris was compared to skinheads, which is a
youth subculture tied in with right wing neo-Nazi organizations. Whereas skin-
heads are attempting to resurrect white-skin privilege in the face of lives that have
no futures, Eric Harris was ostensibly living a life of white-skin privilege. How-
ever, that materially privileged life was a living hell because he was taunted,
harassed, and humiliated on a daily basis by peers of his own race. So why did
Eric Harris feel it necessary to hate Jews and people of color? He lived in a white
suburb in which Jews and minorities were not only rare but had nothing to do
with his degradation. To the best of anybody’s knowledge, neither the Klebold
nor the Harris family espoused intolerance or were racist. In Columbine the only
time one might have to confront issues of race or ethnicity would be on TV, as
evidenced by Harris’s characterizations of blacks from midday exploitation shows
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such as Jerry Springer and Sally Jessy Raphael, although he attributes them to
Oprah and Ricki Lake-type talk shows. In this investigator’s experience visiting
the school, eating in restaurants, visiting libraries, driving through neighbor-
hoods, and shopping, the presence of a black or a Chicano was extremely rare;
so much so that minorities stood out.
Dylan Klebold lived in Columbine virtually all his life. Eric Harris, an Air
Force brat, lived there for about five years. His previous residence was in Platts-
burg, New York, near the Canadian border and about as far as you can get from
an urban ghetto in that state. African Americans that he would meet as peers on
Air Force bases would certainly not be the “malt-liquor-drinking, rhyme-busting,
ass-capping Negroes” he wrote about on his web site. Yet, Isaiah Sholes was sin-
gled out, degraded, and killed because he was an African American.
The murder of Isaiah Sholes suggests that the boys’ racism was not merely
rhetorical. Apparently neither was their anti-Semitism. Dylan Klebold, while not
being a member of the Jewish community, would certainly have been put into
the death camps by Hitler on the basis of his Jewish ancestry. In the basement
tapes, Klebold said, “My parents are going to fucking Passover” (Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office 1999, 10,374), apparently joining in with Eric Harris’s
anti-Semitism.
So where do two suburban-raised boys develop racism and anti-Semitism,
even though one of them is technically Jewish? Of course, racism and anti-
Semitism are staples of right-wing extremist groups. In middle-class white com-
munities such as Columbine, racism and anti-Semitism are not expressed openly
or virulently, but rather they are embedded in the subtexts of discourse. How-
ever, Colorado is a conservative state and has more than its share of right-wing
activists and organizations that were part of the funnel into the movement of the
angry white males. The boys were enamored of paramilitarism and apparently
adopted the perspective of right-wing paramilitary groups. But how? We know
that they attended gun shows, that Eric read Guns & Ammo magazine, that they
downloaded the Anarchist’s Cookbook, once a staple of the left but apparently
now available from numerous web sites of right wing organizations, and that they
were aware of the impact of the Oklahoma City bombings on America.
In the early to mid-1990s, a great deal of media attention was focused on the
newly energized extreme right. To what extent Harris and Klebold read or saw
on TV about these organizations and their ideologies is unknown. However, an
alternative mode may have influenced them.
On his website, Harris lauded the video game Doom and claimed that he
played it whenever he could. Doom is a combat game in which the player is a
Marine on Mars whose buddies have been killed by strange life forms and whose
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mission is to rid the planet of these evil life forms by picking up weaponry and
killing them as he progresses through labyrinths inhabited by humanoid beings.
The art form is Gothic, reminiscent of comic book superheroes with an Aryan
cast; the evil monsters are portrayed as sub-humans, while the heroes wear com-
bat fatigues. Apparently Harris and Klebold took the subtext of Doom seriously,
viewing themselves as superior beings whose mission it was to destroy beings less
worthy than themselves.
Games such as Doom and Quake have no explicit politics. They are first-
person attack games, that is, the player looking at the screen sees what is in front
of him. A creature can jump out at any time and attack him. The viewer uses
his weaponry to kill off the attackers and achieve his goal, which is to defeat the
other side, whatever that is, and win the game. There is, however, an implicit
political message. Obviously, the world out there is dangerous; if one is to sur-
vive, he must accumulate firepower. The problems confronting the player are
monsters standing in the way of the achievement of the goals of the game. They
are to be dispensed with as quickly and efficiently as possible with the weaponry
one has collected. Because the characters of the game are visual images and take
the form of subhuman monsters, there is an implicit message that the player is
a superior being to those that he is killing.
Eric Harris was quite skilled at playing the video games. The games them-
selves can be reprogrammed by players. Harris apparently reconfigured Doom
so that when victims were killed, they cried out, “Lord, why is this happening to
me” (Hubbard 1999), an apparent allusion to evangelical Christians, toward
whom both Klebold and Harris evinced a great deal of animus. This practice sug-
gests that Eric used the game as a form of surrogate killing. He also used it to
desensitize himself to the pain of others. According to Brooks Brown, a close
friend of Dylan Klebold and an off-again, on-again friend of Eric, Eric repro-
grammed Doom to be even more violent than originally conceived (Brown and
Merritt 2002). He developed new levels to the game in which the protagonist
was overwhelmed by the enemy. Brown stated that Doom players criticized it
because there was no way the protagonist could deal with so many enemies.
Video games such as Doom and Quake glorify combat and paramilitary
action. Although one can take many personas in Doom, the main protagonist is
a United States Marine. Eric Harris wanted to enlist in the Marines but was
rejected because he was taking Luvox for a psychiatric disorder. However,
because the Marine is stranded on Mars, he is not subject to military discipline.
Therefore, he is kind of a Rambo-like character who has military training but
does not have to adhere to military discipline. It is fairly clear that in Harris’s case,
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the characters in the video games were stand-ins for people he wanted to kill in
real life.
Paramilitary culture is based upon revenge for past wrongs. Central to the
mythology of paramilitary culture is the loss of the war in Vietnam (Gibson
1994). The iconic figure is John Rambo, the character brought to life by Sylvester
Stallone. The Rambo movies were very popular in the mid-to-late 1980s; the orig-
inal, “First Blood,” was followed by two sequels. The character of Rambo was
modeled after Bo Gritz, a former colonel in the Green Berets who ran for the
presidency in 1992 on the Populist Party ticket, which promulgated a racist and
anti-Semitic campaign, and who was a leading light of the movement of the angry
white male in the mid-1990s (Stern 1997). 
The mythos of paramilitary culture is that the primordial male role is that
of warrior, which must be distinguished from that of a soldier. Warriors, unlike
soldiers, are not subject to control by military bureaucracy. They either operate
alone or in small teams or squads outside the command structure. They view
themselves as autonomous beings beyond the control of conventional society.
Klebold and Harris viewed themselves in precisely the same way. Ostensibly
they were normal high school students, although they associated themselves with
a small group of students who were nonconformists. Yet they led a secret life in
which they made and exploded bombs, collected weaponry, and planned an
attack on their school. They engaged in clandestine attacks on neighbor houses
and were caught by the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department stealing equip-
ment from a truck. They even thought of themselves as morally and intellectu-
ally superior to everyone else.
Second, paramilitaries are hyper-masculine (Gibson 1994). In high school,
for males to be publicly humiliated by other male students who have greater phys-
ical prowess is a way by which the dominant males strip away the masculinity of
those they humiliate. It is a matter of record that Harris and Klebold were pub-
licly taunted with epithets questioning that masculinity; they were called
“pussies,” “queers,” and “fags.” Their tormentors consistently questioned their
masculinity. The attack on Columbine was a way of reasserting their masculin-
ity, taking power into their own hands, and making decisions over who lives and
who dies. Certainly the long hours playing Doom and Quake allowed Harris and
Klebold fantasy outlets in which their masculine prowess was unchallenged.
Third, paramilitary culture has as its fundamental ethic, “death before dis-
honor” (Gibson 1994). Paramilitary culture subsumes a survivalist strain that
contains a paranoid notion of the righteous individual or team against a polluted
and compromised world. Central to the paramilitary ethic is the concept of
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dying in a blaze of glory. Fourth, paramilitary culture is xenophobic, racist, and
anti-Semitic; paramilitaries often view themselves as defending white culture
against the pollution of alien cultures (Ridgeway 1995). Paramilitaries have a spe-
cial affinity for semiautomatic and automatic weaponry, such as Tech-9s, Uzis,
M16s, and AK-47s and heavy-duty handguns such as Smith and Wesson .44 mag-
num, Colt .45, and .357 magnum (Gibson 1994). Harris and Klebold were armed
with a Springfield 9 mm carbine rifle, a Tech-9 semiautomatic pistol, two sawed-
off shotguns—one double-barreled and the other a single-barreled pump gun that
fired five rounds before having to be reloaded—several knives, CO2 cartridges,
and pipe bombs.
Harris and Klebold were particularly enamored of paramilitary culture, espe-
cially the notion of dying in a blaze of glory and taking as many persons with
them as possible. The Trenchcoat Mafia website is replete with allusions to para-
military culture. The security videotapes of the cafeteria of Columbine High
School clearly show Harris and Klebold. Harris was wearing combat boots and
pants with suspenders. Although not military fatigues, he was dressed in para-
military style. Klebold was dressed in black. Both were carrying weapons. The
assault on Columbine High School clearly aped a paramilitary mission. The boys
claimed that they had been planning the attack for over a year. They developed
a plan of execution and carried it out in a coordinated effort. They had the fore-
sight to plant their large bombs in the cafeteria prior to the armed attack. They
even successfully set off a bomb a few minutes before the attack in a park about
two miles away from the school to divert police attention. It was simply luck that
the bombs in the cafeteria did not explode, which would have increased the death
toll into the hundreds.
RAMBO GOES TO SCHOOL
Where do two boys get the idea and the wherewithal to carry out a paramilitary
assault on their high school? The evidence suggests that even those who pur-
chased guns for them or sold them weapons were unaware of their purposes.
Their closest friends did not know what they were plotting. Siblings and parents
were totally in the dark. They were secretive, and they were dedicated to carry-
ing out their deadly plot within days of their own graduation. Eric Harris, in a
video he made of himself just prior to the shootings, stated that it was hard to
believe that he would be dead in 2 1/2 weeks.
Harris and Klebold armed themselves to the teeth, dressed like paramili-
taries, plotted their action, and when the plot went awry, went on the deadly
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shooting spree, killing twelve peers and a teacher and then committed suicide.
From their writings, such as school papers that were preserved by the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Department, and from their statements recorded in the base-
ment tapes, it is clear that Eric Harris viewed himself as a righteous paramilitary
fighter. Dylan Klebold did not have as coherent a political ideology as did Eric.
Dylan was simply angry and wanted to exact revenge.
The evidence suggests that Eric Harris was the moving force behind the
shootings; however, Dylan Klebold was more than a willing accomplice. He was
with Eric every step of the way. He had a thirst for blood and revenge. However,
unlike Eric, his politics were inchoate and unformed. In addition to rock lyrics,
Eric quoted Shakespeare and Nietzsche in his writing. He actually theorized
about what he was doing, a sophisticated intellectual process for a teenager. As
far as I can tell, the sources for Eric’s justification of his actions come from his
own military background, television, video games, and informal and casual con-
tacts with the far right, primarily at gun shows.
When Eric made lists, it was not of his favorite television shows, movies, or
books, but of people he would like to kill. Therefore, ascertaining the sources of
his ideological position is very difficult. As noted above, he apparently spent his
time playing and programming video games, especially Doom and Quake. He
apparently did not read very much and was not acquainted with the literature of
the extreme right, such as The Turner Diaries or The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion. Despite that, he managed to cobble together an implicit ideology that
coincided with skinhead neo-Nazism and paramilitary sensibilities. Both he and
Klebold had come to the conclusion that they had achieved a higher level of
consciousness than average human beings and that made them supermen, which
accorded them the right to determine life and death.
Although the data are sketchy, they lead to the conclusion that Klebold and
Harris were in tune with the times and the cultural milieu of the West. Neither
boy was afraid of being overtly racist. Although it has been said that they hated
everybody equally (Gibbs and Roche 1999), that simply is not true. They did not
hate adults, but they hated their peers for the humiliations they heaped upon
them. They hated minorities; however, they were not overtly sexist. Eric Harris,
in his hate list, described people who would be on a lot of people’s pet peeve
list: people who walk slowly in malls, O.J. Simpson, people who cut classes,
liars, R-rated movies, people who try to predict the weather, country music, peo-
ple who believe that progress is real, cigarette smokers, and so forth.
Somehow, Klebold and Harris tapped into some of the central tenets of para-
military culture: Don’t get mad, get even; if you’re going to die, do it in a blaze
of glory; defend yourself with a gun—and the more guns you have the better off
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you will be; don’t let the enemy take you alive; a man is not a man without a
weapon. The basement tapes open with Eric Harris sitting in a chair with a bot-
tle of Jack Daniels and his sawed-off shotgun across his lap. The rifle is named
“Arlene” after a character in the Doom video game. During the assault, they
dressed the part: cargo pants filled with ammunition, T-shirts with messages
(“Wrath,” for Klebold; “Natural Selection,” for Harris), and combat boots. The
only deviation was the use of trench coats to hide their weaponry. The trench
coats were taken off during the assault.
The boys borrowed from contemporary American cultural trends: They were
angry at their harassment and rejection by their peers in the same way that mar-
ginalized white males were angry at what they perceived as their degradation by
a hostile government that promoted the interests of minorities and women. In
each case, masculinity was threatened: in the case of the angry white male, mas-
culinity was threatened by downward mobility or relative deprivation by the
putative increase in the social mobility of women and minorities. In the case of
Harris and Klebold, their masculinity was threatened by the alpha males at
Columbine High School who routinely and publicly humiliated them.
To be a male in America is to be able to deal with violence, especially against
one’s person. Dominant males, especially in high school, where sexual compe-
tition is extremely high, will seek to establish their status by humiliating their
lower status peers and render them socially impotent. For Harris and Klebold,
guns were not merely sexual symbols but instruments by which they reasserted
their masculinity by visiting violence on their peers. Eric Harris compiled a hit
list that consisted primarily of people who had harassed him and girls who had
refused to go out with him. The boys, after repeatedly being harassed, humili-
ated, and degraded by jocks who pushed them in the halls, threw objects at
them, and publicly questioned their sexuality, and by evangelicals who told them
that if they did not take Christ into their hearts, they would burn in hell for eter-
nity, asserted their masculinity, assumed their own moral superiority, and
attempted to destroy their school and kill as many of their peers as possible. Dur-
ing their rampage, they enjoyed themselves immensely. They were thrilled with
the power they exerted. They determined who lived and who died. In the last
forty-five minutes of their lives, they exercised control over others. They were the
ones who were meting out humiliation, making others pay with their lives, killing
at will. They sacrificed their lives to avenge themselves and send a message to
America that they and others like them had had enough.
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DYLAN KLEBOLD AND ERIC HARRIS engaged in theirrampage in order to gain notoriety. Gibbs and Roche (1999)noted:
Why, if their motive was rage at the athletes who taunted them,
didn’t they take their guns and bombs to the locker room? Because
retaliation against specific people was not the point. Because this may
have been about celebrity as much as cruelty. “They wanted to be
famous,” concludes FBI agent Mark Holstlaw. “And they are. They’re
infamous.” It used to be said that living well is the best revenge; for
these two, it was to kill and die in spectacular fashion (1).
Police investigators were in consensus with the FBI about the celebrity
motive. Kate Battan, the lead investigator for the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Department, fully concurred with the conclusion of the FBI. In the video-
tapes that Harris and Klebold made in the weeks leading up to the shoot-
ings, they revealed that they understood that the acts they were about to
commit would simultaneously avenge their humiliations and elevate them
to celebrity status. According to Gibbs and Roche (1999), two of the few
members of the media who viewed the videotapes:
8
DEAD CELEBRITIES
Because they were steeped in violence and drained of mercy, they could
accomplish everything at once: payback to those who hurt them, and
glory, the creation of a cult, for all those who have suffered and been cast
out. They wanted movies made of their story, which they had carefully
laced with “a lot of foreshadowing and dramatic irony,” as Harris put it.
There was that poem he wrote, imagining himself as a bullet. “Direc-
tors will be fighting over this story,” Klebold said–and the boys chewed
over which could be trusted with the script: Steven Spielberg or Quentin
Tarantino. “You have two individuals who wanted to immortalize them-
selves,” says Holstlaw. “They wanted to be martyrs and to document
everything they were doing (2).
This raises the question of why two teenage boys would choose to engage in
mass murder in order to become celebrities even though they knew ahead of time
that they would not be alive to enjoy it. What is it in American culture that would
lead two adolescents to believe that by creating an atrocity, they would become
cultural heroes to an underclass of young people and anathema to their social
superiors? It also raises the question, To what extent were they successful?
In Chapter 3, I described the political and cultural conservatism of South-
ern Jefferson County and delineated the role of the evangelical community in
defining the meaning of the Columbine shootings. Columbine became a
battleground in the American culture wars as the religious and cultural right
defined the massacre as the outcome of a liberal, crime-tolerating, secular, anti-
Christian society that fails to teach children right from wrong, prevents children
from praying in school, and refuses to display the Ten Commandments in pub-
lic schools (Epperhart 2002; Porter 1999; Scott and Rabey 2001; Zoba 2000). Nei-
ther the crime nor the public reaction to it can be understood without an expli-
cation of the recent cultural history of the country.
Therefore, much of the rest of this chapter will be devoted to outlining the
emergence of postmodern culture from the cultural revolution of the 1960s,
which set into motion a concerted reaction against those changes that split the
polity several ways. Some people on the left viewed the cultural revolution of
the 1960s as a new chapter in the developing freedom of humanity and fought
to extend newly gained rights and privileges;1 others, especially those in the cor-
porate sector, initially horrified by the changes, especially such radical changes
as gender equality, communal living, sexual openness, the use of consciousness-
expanding drugs, and acceptance of alternative cultures, realized that counter-
cultural artifacts and sensibilities could be packaged and sold to middle-class con-
sumers, be used in advertising copy as motivators, or constitute new forms of
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entertainment. Still others who were perhaps indifferent to the social moments
of the 1960s found their lives changed despite their indifference because the
world around them had changed (Faludi 1999). Finally, there were the resistors.
Even though there was no returning to the status quo ante, they have done every-
thing they can to return America to the halcyon days of the 1950s where men
were men, women stayed home taking care of domestic chores, homosexuals
were in the closet, teenage sex was deviant, the Cold War provided social disci-
pline and an excuse to persecute Communists, the capitalist economy would lift
all boats, and Americans could live in hypocrisy without others questioning them.
Southern Jefferson County is home to a significant fraction of the resistors.
As noted in Chapter 2, if it were not for the high-tech trappings of the area and,
of course, the newness of the community, Columbine is culturally pre-1964. It
has a lower divorce rate, more stay-at-home moms, and is politically very con-
servative, with the main community influences being local religious institutions.
The most visible indication it was the 1990s was the presence of goth students
in the high school. Such students were reviled and were regarded as a blot on
the purity and reputation of the school and community.
One consequence of the social movements of the 1960s was to reinvigorate
the hard right, especially over cultural issues. The political right, always having
more power than their numbers, fought the expansion of new cultural sensibil-
ities through political activism. Although they have not made many inroads into
the new cultural sensibilities, they have created an impressive political machine
that wields an incredible amount of power. The emergence of the new right has
changed the face of American politics. Ironically, the cultural changes initiated
by the 1960s and the struggle against them created a climate where two boys from
Colorado who were mercilessly bullied by members of the football and wrestling
teams came to the conclusion that, in one fell swoop, they could wreak revenge
on the bullies and all those who tacitly accepted that bullying, spectacularly
blow up their school, and enter the pantheon of celebrityhood.
POSTMODERN CULTURE AND 
THE CULT OF CELEBRITY
The movements of the 1960s, in one way or another, all undermined the emo-
tional constraints of bourgeois culture. The Great Depression era was a distant
memory of the older generation. The baby boom generation lived in a time of
an expanding economy and rising material wealth for the vast majority. The sub-
jectivism of the 1960s (“If it feels good, do it.”) that used feeling upon which to
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base decisions tended to subvert rational calculation that was the hallmark of
bourgeois culture.
In the early part of the twentieth century, marketing visionaries understood
that bourgeois culture with its emphasis on thrift, sobriety, rationality, impulse
repression, the intrinsic value of work, and frugality constituted a brake on con-
sumption and had negative consequences for expanding the economy. The
demand for higher wages and shorter hours, while vehemently opposed by indus-
trial corporations, was viewed by capitalist visionaries as a potential boon because
it would free workers to spend more money as consumers and provide more time
to buy the commodities they fabricated. Ewen (1976) noted that, “Shorter hours
and higher wages were seen as a first step in a broader offensive against notions
of thrift and an attempt to habituate a national population to the exigencies of
mass production” (29).
In other words, if the capitalist economy was to expand, workers had to have
sufficient income and time to purchase the products they made on the job. After
all, capitalism suffers from periodic crises of overproduction, the most dramatic
of which was the “The Great Depression” following the stock market crash of
1929, which lasted for more than a decade. The post-World War II period wit-
nessed a dramatic increase in consumer culture. The “American way of life” was
exemplified by an expanding economy, increasing leisure time, and upward
mobility. Commentators of the time, David Riesman (1961) and C. Wright Mills
(1951), both noted the emergence of “idols of leisure” over “idols of work.” Base-
ball players and movie stars replaced industrial magnates and politicians as the
subjects of magazine biographies. Even when the latter were featured, the focus
was on their tastes in consumption.
The cultural contradiction of capitalism between the values of production
and consumption was brought to its head in the 1960s and was resolved,
inevitably, in favor of consumption (Bell 1976). With the constraints of bourgeois
culture buried, the marketing industry danced on its grave. Sexual hedonism of
the 1960s and early 1970s was yoked to volatile consumption. Although pretty
women and mesomorphic men had always been used to sell commodities, sex
itself was now being used to sell products, including products such as cigarettes
and alcohol, which actually impair sexuality. Sexual imagery was so rampant in
advertising that Wilson Bryan Key (1973; 1976) advanced the notion that sexual
imagery was being implanted in advertisements subliminally.
The cultural revolution of the 1960s, divested of its social conflict, was divided
into its constituent parts—sex, hipness, human potential, mysticism, Nature and
the organic produce thereof, drugs, music—and turned into competitive strug-
gles or new product fads. Meanwhile, the traditional competitive struggle for
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occupations raged more fiercely because of the declining availability of good jobs
that compensated well. The price of labor declined throughout the labor force
and the means of obtaining good jobs through higher education became increas-
ingly expensive.
The reimposition of the competitive struggle in the post-1960s era led to
intensified interpersonal competition. Within the land of plenty, success has
been redefined such that material wealth is necessary but not sufficient. The sub-
jectivism that defined movement mentality in opposition to bureaucratic ration-
alism was transformed into a commodity that was sold to upper-middle-class con-
sumers in the human potential psychology movement, the spiritual supermarket,
and therapy cults such as Werner Erhard’s est, Dianetics (Scientology), and any
number of localized organizations, such as Jim Kweskin’s Family in Boston, the
Sullivanians on the Upper West Side of New York City, Victor Barranco’s Insti-
tute of Human Abilities in California, and Jim Jones’s People’s Temple in the
San Francisco Bay Area (Felton 1972).
In the counterculture of the 1960s, beauty extended from Twiggy on one
extreme to Mama Cass on the other. Today, somatic norm images have been
redrawn to exclude most of the population for the purposes of selling diets, gym
memberships and equipment, and new clothing lines. The trend has also been
extended from an emphasis exclusively on women to include both genders.
Sophisticated urban hipness is the mode of the day. Increasingly, brand-name
images have emerged as talismans of appropriate buying habits. Today, it is
absolutely necessary for adolescents to be dressed in clothes that have appropri-
ate name brands: North Face, Nike (Just do it!), Reebok, Adidas, Polo, and Aber-
crombie and Fitch (these are subject to rapid change). Only in postmodern soci-
ety would young people kill to steal a piece of clothing for its brand name.
The realienation of the liberated sensibilities of the 1960s gave rise to post-
modern culture, which emphasizes multiculturalism, feminism, tolerance of
cultural differences, subjectivist notions of reality, and contingent identity. Post-
modern culture is urbane, hip, permissive, and sophisticated. Not surprisingly,
postmodern culture has generated a backlash among large segments of the
American population who are defined in postmodern culture as rural, unhip, and
unsophisticated, or worse, as losers. From the American hinterlands has emerged
a militant Christian fundamentalism, reassertion of patriarchal norms, cultural
monism, and advocacy of puritanical sexual behaviors (Dyer 1998; Stern 1997).
Advocates of these positions view postmodern culture as the playground of
the devil.
Yet, as they decry postmodern culture, they are highly influenced by it. The
Christian right, an amalgam of fundamentalist, evangelical, and traditionally
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conservative churches such as Mormons and Baptists, has built a parallel society
replete with its own publishers, television networks, televangelists, megachurches,
consumer products, and rock stars (Talbot 2000). The rise of a Christian coun-
terculture is itself a postmodern phenomenon and is part of the multiculturalism
of American society. Many deep Christians, evangelicals, and fundamentalists
have taken the subjectivism of the 1960 counterculture one step further to irra-
tionalism. They believe that they have the Truth, the whole Truth, and nothing
but the Truth, which is contained in a literal reading of the Bible, even though
there is no such thing as a literal interpretation of anything, because we all choose
what to emphasize and what to ignore. They believe that all knowledge is revealed
by God in the Bible, especially in the New Testament. They are anti-science and
have no use for facts when they conflict with ideology. Faith trumps knowledge.
The subjectivism of the 1960s, although subversive of rational calculation,
was not necessarily antirational. In many ways, it took a rationality to a new level
as suggested by William Irwin Thompson (1971). Value free rationalism was
called into question over the issue of ends. Functional rationalism, the use of
rational means, could be devoted completely to irrational ends. These irrational
endeavors included the Nazi use of technology and bureaucratic organization
to exterminate millions of people with great efficiency and the American mili-
tary’s use of agent orange to wipe out an entire ecosystem in the Mekong Delta
so that the Vietcong had no place to hide. Subjectivism was used by dissidents
to raise questions about ends and value choices. The antirationalism of the Chris-
tian right is not subversive of conventional reality, but uncompromisingly stands
in opposition to it; abortion is murder, a priori.
Postmodern culture is also characterized by the penetration of capitalist
social relations into the production of cultural artifacts. Although such industries
as motion pictures, publishing, and tourism predated postmodernism, not until
the early 1970s was the majority of American workers employed in the creation,
recording, and transmission of information. Moreover, as Gamson (1994) has
noted, cultural reproduction has been penetrated by capitalist social relations.
What was once left to institutions outside the marketplace, such as communi-
ties, subcultures, and educational and religious institutions, has been taken over
by corporate-dominated media organizations directed at making a profit.2
One of the hallmarks of contemporary postmodern culture is the rise of an
intensely competitive struggle within the cultural realm that can be distinguished
from economic and political competition. Sitting at the top of this competitive
struggle is the celebrity. Celebrity status is a modern phenomenon to be distin-
guished from fame in the following ways (Gamson 1994; Giles 2000; Marshall
1998): It is more ephemeral and fleeting, with some personages rising from
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nobodies to celebrities and falling to has-been status in a matter of months; it
has little to do with character or with extraordinary feats, skills, or talents; and it
is merely the phenomenon of being known (Boorstein 1962).
One of the major cultural emphases of postmodernism is the cult of celebrity.
Modern society obviously had its sports figures, movie stars, and radio and TV
celebrities, but they were not as important as celebrity in postmodern culture.
Celebrities are the royalty of the postmodern era. They are the ones people fawn
over, read about, and want to touch for magical reasons (Marshall 1998). They
are not allowed private lives because the eyes of the media are always upon them.
They are the staple of talk shows, TV insider-reports, and gossip columns. As a
marketing device, their names are associated with numerous products, either
through endorsements or the establishment of their own product lines, such as
Jacklyn Smith’s K-Mart clothing line, Michael Jordan’s Air-Jordan Nike shoe
line, and Britney Spears’s Elizabeth Arden cosmetics line. Super-celebrities must
be protected from the public; their houses must have sophisticated security sys-
tems, and they must appear in public with bodyguards (Gamson 1994). They
are afforded special privileges in society, from exemptions from obeying laws to
access to unearned wealth.
Faludi (1999), referring to postmodernism as “ornamental culture,” described
it as “constructed around celebrity and image, glamour and entertainment, mar-
keting and consumerism, it is a ceremonial gateway to nowhere. Its essence is
not just the selling act but the act of selling the self…”(35). In contemporary post-
modern culture, the new class system can be categorized as celebrities, has-
beens, and nobodies. The culture of the modern high school reflects that same
sort of stratification in the microcosm. The jocks, the soches, and the school
celebrities are the privileged minority. Within the culture of the school and the
peer group, everybody else is a nobody. Those who have been jettisoned from
the in-group are the adolescent equivalent of has-beens.
YOUTH IN A COLD NEW WORLD
For young people, the 1980s were dismal. In my study of suburban youth in the
mid-1970s, I characterized them as struggling to get by in a world that ostensi-
bly made little sense to them; they had to convince themselves that going to
school and getting a degree would give meaning to their lives. Most students
thought that the worst thing that could happen to them would be to live lives
like their parents. Yet all indicators suggested that this was exactly what was going
to happen to them (Larkin 1979). If one looks at the cultural products of
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adolescent subcultures in the 1980s and 1990s, one would have to conclude that
the generation of the 1970s was relatively well-off. If adolescents of the 1970s were
confused and uncertain about their futures, those of the 1980s and 1990s were
frightened and dispirited (Hersch 1998). This was especially true for students who
were outcasts (Wooden and Blazak 2001).
In 1976, a group of kids from Forest Hills, Queens—Joey, Johnny, Dee Dee,
and Tommy Ramone—formed a rock band. The Ramones hung around and
played at CBGBs (Country Bluegrass Blues), a rock-and-roll club in a rundown
section on the lower east side of New York City. It was there that they invented
punk rock. Other notable punk bands that came out of this club were Richard
Hell and the Voidoids and Blondie (Larkin 1988). Although rock- and-roll always
had a critical edge, punk quite literally sharpened that edge, glorifying violence
and self-destructive behaviors including suicide, sex without love (especially
S&M), and alienation. In addition, they flirted with extreme politics of the left
(anarchy) and the right (Nazism).
The major premise of punk rock was a response to the boredom, competi-
tiveness, and the alienation of contemporary suburban living (Larkin 1988).
Rock-and-roll was supposed to be for everyone. To be an authentic punk band,
the members had to endorse the punk ethos of “do it yourself,” or DIY. The ethic
of DIY was that all you needed to do was buy or steal a guitar and learn three
chords and you could be a punk rock musician. Many punk rock bands were
self-consciously technically bad, emphasizing the accessibility of punk rock to
anybody who wanted to play.
Punk rock also reduced the disparity between the band and the audience. It
was not unusual for audience members to spit on the band or throw bottles at
them, which in turn would be thrown back. The audience could also fight with
band members and destroy their instruments. Punk rockers invented stage div-
ing, crowd surfing, pogo dancing, and slam dancing, which were the forerun-
ners to the less violent mosh pit. Stage divers would jump off the stage, trusting
that the dancers would catch them before they hit the ground. Crowd surfing
occurred when members of the band or fans floated through the mosh pit as they
were passed around over the heads of dancers. Pogo dancing was literally jump-
ing up and down as if one was on a pogo stick. Slam dancing was similar to pogo
dancing, except that dancers pushed each other, slammed others into the ground
or up against walls, or otherwise engaged in violence to the beat of the band.
Strangely, rather than spreading to the hinterlands of America, punk rock
took root in Britain, where in addition to the critique of everyday life found in
American punk rock, it adopted an overt political tone, attacking Margret
Thatcher’s neoliberal project of shrinking the welfare state. In 1978, the premier
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British punk rock band, The Sex Pistols, toured the United States. Although the
band split apart, seeds of its effects on punk rock bands and punk culture sprouted
up all over the United States. It was renamed “hardcore,” a double entendre refer-
ring to graphic pornography and extreme disaffection from American culture, as
in “hardcore criminal.”
While the majority of Americans either celebrated or acquiesced to the
neoliberal project of the Reagan Administration, punk rockers rebelled against
it in perhaps the only way they could. Punk culture held up a mirror to Ameri-
can society and celebrated its ugliness. If their upper-middle-class peers were
going to wear prep clothes, they wore T-shirts and jeans that were cut and ripped,
often held together with safety pins, or black leather sadomasochism (S&M)
outfits studded with spikes. Doc Marten boots and spiked Mohawk haircuts were
sported by both males and females. Already designated as losers by their peers,
they celebrated their failure by flaunting it as loudly and as brashly as they could.
They were “in your face.” They publicly engaged in self-destructive behavior.
They smoked cigarettes and took drugs that destroyed consciousness; they sniffed
glue (“Sniffin’ Glue” was a popular song of the Ramones). They ditched school,
purposely failed classes, engaged in senseless violence (a punk rock concert
tended to take the form of a riot), and engaged in senseless and anonymous sex
(message to the jocks—we can get laid too). To the extent that they had a polit-
ical consciousness, they tended toward anarchy.
Punk rockers carved out social spaces where kids who were losers and did
not fit in with the dominant and conservative jock/rah-rah crowds could find like-
minded peers and surcease from the harassment they experienced because they
were different (Gaines 1994). Since the 1980s, punk culture has continued to
exist, changing several times, and, in the 1990s, becoming incorporated under
the generic term “Goth.”
If punk rock appealed to upper-middle-class kids and had a leftist political
identity, skinhead subcultures appealed to working-class white kids, especially
those who were downwardly mobile and had a right-wing political identity. Skin-
head culture was detailed in the previous chapter in terms of the normative
structure and its association with neo-Nazi and racist organizations (Ridgeway
1995). As punk celebrated their failure with self-destructive behavior, skinheads
projected their violence outwards toward ethnic minorities whom they perceived
as threatening their white-skin privileges.
The “indicative minorities” (Foss 1972) of youth subcultures of the 1980s and
1990s had despair as their central theme. In a culture where interpersonal com-
petition had been intensified, they quit. Punks were losers, and they knew it.
Their form of resistance was to celebrate a culture of failure in opposition to the
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sexual, hip, and status struggles. As an indicative minority, their products, cul-
tural styles, and clothing were picked up by hip urban merchandisers and sold
to the middle class, ironically projecting them as cultural innovators. Malcolm
McLaren, the manager of The Sex Pistols, ran clothing stores that sold punk out-
fits and was one of the developers of the grunge look that was later popularized
by Seattle garage bands, such as Nirvana. Skinheads also celebrated a culture of
failure. However, their form of resistance was random and hate-filled violence.
Their style, however, was not nearly as inventive as punk. Nor were there styles
commercially viable. They tended to wear military fatigue pants, braces (sus-
penders), and T-shirts and to shave their heads. The one thing they had in com-
mon with the punks was the wearing of Doc Marten or combat boots.
The cultural studies of youth in the 1980s and 1990s revealed a profound
malaise. William Finnegan (1998) in his aptly named book, Cold New World,
chronicled the struggles of black and Hispanic, poor and working-class adolescents
in cold, heartless, uncaring environments, where parents were relatively power-
less to help them, even though some tried. It was a period of declining opportu-
nity and increasing poverty, especially for children. Family incomes stagnated
while the cost of higher education increased dramatically, pricing economically
marginal students out of the educational marketplace (Males 1996). Patricia Her-
sch (1998) intensively studied the lives of six upper-middle-class adolescents. She
found them isolated and alone, living in a world unknown to their parents, learn-
ing to play a game in which false appearances substituted for a known reality. They
all attended the same suburban high school which, given the cultural trends, was
hardened in anticipation of violence that had not yet occurred. She wrote: 
This year the administrators in the school are trying to toughen up all
around. Expulsion policy is more exacting, rules are implemented more
rigorously. School security is tighter, enforced by a full-time police offi-
cer in the school (304).
Students complained about the arbitrariness of the enforcement of behav-
ior codes that meted out punishment to the innocent and guilty alike for fear of
a student getting away with something (Hersch 1998). In a reversal of the Amer-
ican system of jurisprudence, students were assumed to be guilty until proven
otherwise. Students perceived the sanctioning system of the school as unjust and
absurd. They had great difficulty making sense of their lives, but they heroically
tried to make some sense despite it all. The sense of arbitrariness—of sanctions
being applied equally to perpetrator and victim—and the lack of distributive
justice that Hersh reported were voiced by numerous Columbine students. All
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of Hersch’s subjects, at one time or another, were depressed. One of her bright-
est, most dedicated subjects who appeared to work the hardest on himself to be
a good and competent human being committed suicide shortly after she con-
cluded her study.
In 1987, four high school students in suburban Bergenfield, New Jersey, suf-
focated themselves to death in a garaged car as part of a suicide pact (Gaines
1993). The students were described by locals as “losers,” “burnouts,” “druggies,”
and “dropouts.” Gaines wrote:
Throughout the 1980s, teenage suicide clusters appeared across the
country—six or seven deaths, sometimes more, in a short period of time
in a single community. In the Boomtown of Plano, Texas. The fading
factory town of Leominster, Massachusetts. At Bryan High School in a
white, working-class suburb of Omaha, Nebraska. A series of domino sui-
cides among Arapahoe Indian youths at the Wind River Reservation in
Wyoming. Six youth suicides in the county of Westchester, New York,
in 1984; five in 1985 and seven in 1986 (8).
As a consequence of the Bergenfield suicide pact, Gaines (1993) conducted
a participant observation study of a group of outcast students, known as
“burnouts” or “dirt bags,” in northern New Jersey. Their lives were aimless, bor-
ing, and depressing. They were shunned by their higher status peers; they were
shipped off from their neighborhood school to the local vocational-technical
high school. Among the powerless, they had even less power. Gaines described
powerlessness of 1980s youth:
Over the last 20 years kids kept losing ground as an autonomous power
block. By the 1980s, they had virtually no voice. And without an effec-
tive national policy for youth, kids fell through the cracks in droves. It
took awhile for adults to figure out that each new youth atrocity added
up to a somewhat larger picture of societal neglect. … 
America’s young people did their best to survive in a climate that was
openly punitive toward the vulnerable. Yet they were consistently viewed
as a generation of barbarians and losers, stupid, apathetic (239).
The disaffected students at Columbine High School were similarly viewed.
They were perceived as trash, as potential threats of violence, as lacking in school
spirit, and were blamed for their own outcast status. Even though many of them
were bright and high achievers, they were perceived as a management problem
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for the school. Those who were victimized by the athletes were perceived by
many other students and parents as deserving of the treatment they received. 
Government statistics on homicide and suicide bore out the subjective and
anecdotal observations of Gaines (1993), Finnegan (1998), and Hersch (1998).
American adolescents, including white teenagers, were living in an increasingly
violent world. Figure 8.1 contains the homicide and suicide rates for whites
between the ages of fifteen and nineteen from 1970 to 2000 (Child DataBank
2005).
Between 1970 and 1980, homicide rate for white males between the ages of
fifteen and nineteen doubled from 5.2 to 10.9 per 100,000 in 1980, rising to 12.5
in 1990, and peaking at 14.7 in 1995, and then declining to 8.7 in 2000. Sui-
cide rates for white males jumped from 9.4 to 15.0 per 100,000 between 1970
and 1980, increasing to 19.3 in 1990, and then dropping to 13.9 in 2000. Rates
for female adolescents were dramatically lower than males, but essentially fol-
lowed the same trend, with homicides nearly doubling between 1970 and 1980
from 2.1 to 3.9 per 100, 000, declining slightly to 3.6 in 1990, and then declin-
ing to 2.1 in 2000. Female suicide rates showed a similar trend from 2.9 per
100,000 in 1970, increasing to 3.3 in 1980 and 4.0 in 1990, and dropping back
down to the same rate of 2.9 that existed in 1970.
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FIGURE 8.1: Homicide and suicide rates for whites, age 15–19, 1970–2000
The spectacular rise in suicide and homicide rates among white males
between 1970 and 1980 was stimulated, in part, by the end of the middle-class
youth movement, resulting in a collective malaise among young people that has
been explained in detail elsewhere (Foss and Larkin 1976; Larkin 1979). Briefly,
many young movement participants burned their bridges to conventional soci-
ety. When the movement came to an end, they were caught between lives that
they had rejected and a vision that had been rendered impossible, resulting in
a life construction crisis. Many joined post-movement groups that exercised dis-
cipline over their lives and provided bridges back to conventional society (Foss
and Larkin 1976, 1986; Tipton 1982). Others lapsed into hedonism, excessive
drug use, and otherwise dissolute lives. As noted above, a small minority joined
terrorist organizations. Many who could not make the transition killed them-
selves. In 1973, two close friends of mine who were social movement activists
committed suicide within six months of each other.
One would expect that such violence would subside as the time from the end
of the movement increased and young people reconciled themselves to the
reestablishment of the quotidian; however, suicides and homicides increased
throughout the 1980s as the level of desperation among young people, especially
those who were outcasts, also increased. Yet something else was going on. If the
lives of marginal and outcast students were being degraded, as were the lives of
all vulnerable Americans, the celebratory, triumphalist, and aggressive behaviors
of the American upper class were being transmitted to adolescent leading crowds.
After all, if capital could shove it to labor, and if the American superpower could
beat up on weak Third World regimes in Grenada, Nicaragua, and Panama, why
could student elites not do whatever they wanted without fear of retribution?
Because the increased aggressiveness of elites was hegemonic, it was invisi-
ble and grossly understudied. Gaines (1993), whose study focused on outcast stu-
dents, noted, almost in passing, “The social order of Bergenfield High School
was pretty normal except for one thing: the place was unusually polarized
between jocks and the burnouts. There was not one conversation among the out-
cast that did not include de rigueur dissin’ the jocks. … So the vendetta between
the jocks and the burnout was very serious in Bergenfield” (91).
Gaines (1993) also noted that because the Bergenfield High School football
team was highly successful, they had provided the community considerable vis-
ibility and prestige. She described the jocks as “high-and-mighty,” “the golden
boys, the cream of the crop in a high school not known for producing many great
scholars” (91).
At about the same time that Gaines was studying burnouts in Bergenfield, a
news story broke about several members of the Glen Ridge High School football
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team raping a mentally retarded girl. The town of Glen Ridge, about twenty-five
miles southeast of Bergenfield, is smaller and more upper-middle-class. Although
news reports focused on the facts of the case and the police investigation, which
was shocking enough, another story was being played out about the cover-up of
the crime (Lefkowitz 1997).
The rape took place in the basement of two members of the football team
who were neighbors and grew up with the victim. They were fully aware of her
cognitive disabilities. Nevertheless, they lured her to their basement, where in
the presence of thirteen members of the football, wrestling, basketball, and base-
ball teams, they had her perform oral sex on some of them, and they stuck a
broom and a fungo bat up her vagina. The victim participated in the events
because she idolized the athletes and thought that by doing what they wanted
she would be included in their group (Lefkowitz 1997).
After hearing about the rape, Lefkowitz, a journalism professor at Columbia
University, began investigating the crime. The investigation turned into a com-
munity study of Glen Ridge. What he found was a sports-crazed community that
idolized its football team: “For the Saturday faithful, Glen Ridge was football.
Without it, Glen Ridge was just another suburban town. Kids who didn’t play
football—and worse still, showed no enthusiasm for those who did—were treated
as ‘nobodies.’ Adults who didn’t find football and the hoopla surrounding it excit-
ing were judged lacking in civic spirit. They would never be accepted as real
Ridgers” (Lefkowitz 1997, 72).
In keeping with that normative environment, the jocks were privileged.
Lefkowitz reported that parents alleged that the local police enforced underage
alcohol regulations differentially, arresting nonathletes while being lenient in
their treatment of athletes. Not surprisingly, those kids who were not interested
in sports were stigmatized as losers and nobodies. Similarly to the Trenchcoat
Mafia at Columbine High School, the outcasts banded together to form their
own subculture, identifying themselves as, not surprisingly, “The Outcasts.”
What Lefkowitz found in Glen Ridge was a normative pattern of nearly com-
plete indulgence of the student athletes. Although a minority of parents and
teachers were upset about the tolerance of immoral and illegal behaviors among
the jocks, the rest of the community looked away. In Columbine, the jocks ruled
the halls. Unlike Columbine, the aggression at Glen Ridge was specifically
directed toward girls rather than anybody who got in their way. Numerous inci-
dents were told of jocks pushing girls up against lockers and grinding their bod-
ies against them, simulating sexual activity. Teachers were intimidated and afraid
to sanction jocks because of their status.
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Glen Ridge High School was essentially run by coaches. The principal was
a former assistant football coach, the vice principal was a basketball coach, and
the athletic director was a legendary former football coach. The coaches ran the
school, and the jocks controlled the hallways. The school was effectively a “jock-
ocracy.” Although Glen Ridge High School was an upper-middle-class commu-
nity and many of its graduates attended selective colleges and universities, the
school looked more like a sports program with an academic track than an aca-
demic institution with sports programs. This is apparently a rather common phe-
nomenon in the United States where coaches and former coaches dominate the
school administration and teachers of academic disciplines are chosen not on
the basis of academic and pedagogical skills, but on their abilities to coach sports
teams.
In Glen Ridge and in Columbine, the school climate reflected the values
of the community. The community wanted, in addition to a decent academic
program, winning sports teams, especially winning football teams. Because these
communities obtain their identity through the exploits of their high school foot-
ball teams, football players received special dispensation. This meant that their
high status provided them with access to girls and sex, adulation by peers and
adults alike, lenient treatment for their misdemeanors, and a freedom to behave
in a manner about which others of their age could hardly dream.
This particular group of Glen Ridge seniors, although their performance on
the gridiron was less than spectacular with Glen Ridge High School achieving
only three wins in eighteen games during their junior and senior years, tended
to be more outrageous in their behaviors than their predecessors (Lefkowitz
1997). They seemed to be meaner, more aggressive, and more felonious than
preceding classes. Under-aged jocks were caught buying alcohol, engaging in
vandalism, instigating fights, and shooting BB guns at people in the township.
At the winter prom, several jocks rifled through girls’ purses and boys’ wallets in
jackets hanging over chairs as their victims danced. They stole several hundred
dollars in cash. In nearly all of these escapades, when it was discovered that
members of the football team were involved, restitution was made without
punishment.
One of the most notorious and celebrated acts of the jocks, prior to the rape,
was the complete trashing of a house in nearby East Orange. Just prior to the
Valentine’s Day weekend, a student who was trying to impress the in-crowd
announced in the cafeteria that her parents would be away for the weekend and
that she was going to have a party. Members of the Glen Ridge football team
came to the party and began trashing the place, destroying everything they could,
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including all the furniture in the house, spray-painting graffiti on the walls, killing
the fish in the fish tank, torching the pet cat, and ransacking dressers. Eleven
juveniles from Glen Ridge were held by the police, including four former or
present members of the football team, one of whom was later involved in the
rape case. Lefkowitz (1997) indicated that they were questioned briefly and
released to their parents without being charged with a crime. The high school
administration acted as if nothing had happened.
One of the legacies of the 1960s middle-class youth movement was the cre-
ation of permanent dissident adolescent subcultures in predominantly white,
suburban, middle-class high schools. Although they never challenged the jocks’
domination of the school, they provided an important and valued space for out-
cast students. Although outcast subcultures were always at or near the bottom of
the school status structure (Eckert 1989; Larkin 1979; Wooden and Blazak 2001),
they provided a basis of cohesion for students who were rejected by the vast
majority of their peers. They occupied their own space in the school, usually near
a place where they could smoke, because one major source of differentiation was
that outcast students smoked cigarettes whereas the vast majority of the other
students did not. They listened to their own music (punk, heavy metal, indus-
trial, ska, rap, hardcore), which separated them from the others. They also
adopted their own clothing styles, especially dressing in black, which was an
indicator of goth.
Even banding together in subcultures for protection and mutual support was
insufficient for many outcast students. First, as indicated by the research of
Gaines (1993) and Finnegan (1998), the peer group was incapable of providing
for all the socioemotional needs of its participants. Adolescent peer groups are
rife with rivalries, fights, and relationships that are labile and impermanent. Sec-
ond, outcast student subcultures tend to be not only alienated from their peers
but also from parent and adult authorities, including teachers and police. Aside
from the occasional understanding parent or teacher, outcasts are pretty much
left to their own devices, which are relatively few. 
For adolescents more than for any other age group, the future looms as a
source of anxiety. For outcast students, prospects seem particularly grim, to the
point that thoughts of the future are to be avoided at all costs, and perhaps even
suicide is considered (Gaines 1993). These are the kids in the community who
evince a visceral dislike. They are the ones that “don’t have school spirit,” “give
the community a black eye,” on whom the police are supposed to keep an eye,
even though they may be victims of predation by their higher status peers who
play on the sports teams, wear clothing, including lettermen’s jackets that have
the school colors, and are vested with the reputation of the local community.
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Meanwhile, bullying begins to emerge as a social problem in the early 1990s.
The shootings at Columbine, because of the motivations of the shooters, brought
bullying to center stage. Anecdotal, participant observational, and statistical data
all indicate that in the post-1980s world, young people of all races and ethnici-
ties were increasingly likely to experience violence. It is a colder, harder world
that they faced compared to earlier generations. As noted in the previous chap-
ter, working-class kids are no longer guaranteed a union job with a major corpo-
ration. For upper-middle-class kids, the taxpayer revolt resulted in the defund-
ing of public higher education, which means that competition for selective
universities intensifies and costs increase. The possibility of failure increases,
raising anxiety levels.
Concomitant with the rise of public awareness about bullying, Americans
began witnessing a new crime occurring not in overcrowded underfunded urban
high schools but in rural and suburban middle and high schools: rampage shoot-
ings. According to Newman (2004), between 1974 and March 2001, twenty-five
rampage shootings occurred. However, nearly eight years passed between the first
shooting and the second. Between 1982 and 1988, five rampage shootings were
documented, followed by a four year hiatus. Between 1992 and 1996, there were
six rampage shootings, all in rural areas. Between 1997 and 2001, Newman doc-
umented thirteen rampage shootings, including the mass murders in Paducah,
Kentucky, Jonesboro, Arkansas, Springfield, Oregon, and, of course, Columbine.
All were committed by males. With the exception of one Asian and two blacks,
the other twenty-four shooters were white. In nearly every case, the shooter had
low peer status or was described as a loner. In every case where evidence existed,
the shooter had been either teased or bullied. In every case where evidence
existed, the shooter’s masculinity had been challenged, and he felt marginalized
in the peer group. In most cases, as in Columbine, the motive of the shooter was
retaliation. One exception was Michael Carrneal in Paducah, Kentucky, who
shot five fellow students in a prayer group in an attempt to impress members of
the goth subculture in his high school.
The two decades leading up to the Columbine shootings were not particu-
larly good ones for adolescents. Families had been under increasing stress, pri-
vatization mania and tax revolts by the propertied classes undermined national
commitment to public education and required public universities to institute and
increase tuition. As violence increased among teenagers, tough-on-crime legis-
lators instituted increasingly draconian laws for juvenile offenders. The adoles-
cent’s world continued to grow harder, colder, and fraught with increasing
probabilities of failure. Meanwhile, a minority of privileged students, especially
those who played football, became adolescent culture’s version of celebrities
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who seemed to be exempt from the misery that many of their peers experienced,
especially the outcast students, who, because they thought and acted differently
than the majority of students, became targets for violence down the social system.
All too often, the violence and the bullying were excused and ignored by adults.
High school sports heroes were exempted from punishment or received reduced
or altered punishments that do not affect their eligibility to play. We witnessed
in Columbine and in Glen Ridge that coaches effectively ran the school, way-
ward athletes committed crimes unpunished. In some cases, coaches abetted
such behaviors, such as in the case of a coach bailing out a state championship
wrestler and taking him to a meet directly from jail after he had been arrested
for driving while intoxicated and smashing up his car, or the administration of
Glen Ridge High School attempting to protect and excuse the behaviors of
rapists because they were on the football team (Lefkowitz 1997).
Differential treatment of students for rule infractions creates cynicism below
and arrogance above. It sends a message, in George Orwell’s terms, that “some
are more equal than others.” Participant observational research indicates that the
kids know what is going on, even if the adults deny it. A goth being harassed by
a member of the football team as a coach stands by and snickers learns a mes-
sage about justice very quickly. He also learns a lesson about powerlessness,
humiliation, and adult corruption. He learns that it is much better to be a some-
body than a nobody. The rules operate differently for somebodies.
Wealth is shifted up the social structure as the proportion of income for the
top 1 percent of the population increases dramatically and the greater majority
of Americans experience stagnating or declining incomes in real terms. While
this redistribution of wealth takes place, the corporate media increasingly focus
on the lives of celebrities. The phenomenon of the Reagan presidency repre-
sented the merging of celebrity with political power. Ronald Reagan became
president of the United States because he was a celebrity. The opposite occurred
with Bill Clinton, former Governor of a third world state who became a celebrity
because he achieved the presidency. Americans are increasingly fed tidbits on
the lives of celebrities as hard news reports diminish. The distinction between fact
and fiction blurs, and a new genre called “infotainment” supplants journalism.
To an impressionable adolescent, the message of postmodern American culture
is that if you are not a somebody, then you must be a nobody, which is worse
than being a has-been. At least if you are a has-been, you can be recycled on a
“whatever became of …” article or show. Gaines (1993) put it this way:
Kids who go for the prize now understand there are only two choices—
rise to the top or crash to the bottom. Many openly admit they would
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rather end it all now than end up losers. … The big easy or the bottom-
less pit, but never the everyday drone. As long as there are local heroes
and stories, you can still believe you have a chance to emerge from the
mass as something larger than life … kids try to play at being one in a
million, some way of shining, even if it’s just for a while (151).
WHO IS GOING TO MAKE MY MOVIE? 
THE KILLERS AND CELEBRITY STATUS
One can be a celebrity because of talent, beauty, athleticism, or personal achieve-
ments. Sports figures, movie stars, models, and assorted luminaries in various
fields fit into this category. One can also become a celebrity by being in the right
place at the right time (Gamson 1994). All one has to do is be in the eye of the
camera at a critical moment. However, there is a third way to become a
celebrity—and that is to do something so outrageous that one becomes notori-
ous. For nobodies, this is the one sure route to celebrity; this is the road that Har-
ris and Klebold took.
If their intent was to become celebrities, they were hugely successful. They
commandeered the attention of all Americans, including the president of the
United States, every high school principal in the land, researchers such as this
writer, pundits, the clergy, and every kid in America capable of watching the news.
Harris and Klebold speculated that their act would generate a revolution.
Harris said in one of the videotapes, “We’re going to kick-start a revolution”
among the dispossessed and despised students of the world. Although they did
not engender a revolution, their acts resonated among those students who had
been bullied and humiliated by their peers. In the weeks following the
Columbine High School shootings, schools across the country experienced thou-
sands of bomb scares, scores of attempted bombings, and several attempted copy-
cat killings (Emergency Net 1999), partially achieving Harris and Klebold’s apoc-
alyptical vision of a nationwide revolt. The most serious incident occurred the
day after Columbine in rural Alberta, Canada, where a high school student
killed a peer and wounded another. Since then, numerous actual school shoot-
ings have occurred and potential attempts have been thwarted (Butterfield 2001).
Several planned or actual attacks were inspired by Columbine: In 2001, Joseph
DeGuzman, who was obsessed with the Columbine shootings, accumulated an
arsenal of guns, bombs, Molotov cocktails, and 2000 rounds of ammunition. Two
boys in Fort Collins, Colorado, a mere sixty miles from Columbine High School,
planned a reenactment of the Columbine shootings. In a small town in Kansas,
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three boys collected white supremacy paraphernalia, guns, ammunition, and a
book on how to make bombs, in what the press described as a “Columbine-like”
planned assault that was foiled by a student tipping off authorities (Cable News
Network 2001). An attempt uncovered in New Bedford, Massachusetts, was con-
spicuously modeled after Columbine. Three freshmen at the local high school
planned an assault that they hoped would have a higher death toll than
Columbine (Butterfield and McFadden 2001). In the summer of 2003, three out-
cast boys in southern New Jersey were arrested with a large arsenal that they
planned to use in a mobile assault on their community (Campbell 2003). In
March 2005, on the Red Lake Indian Reservation, Jeffrey Wiese killed his grand-
parents, five fellow students, a teacher and a security guard, in a rampage mod-
eled after Columbine. With the protagonist claiming he was a goth and wear-
ing a black duster, he asked one of his victims if he believed in God before
killing him (Wilgoren, Pates, and Reuthling 2005).
The Columbine shootings were and continue to be media-driven. Harris
and Klebold, especially Harris, had especially strong media savvy and awareness.
The boys videotaped themselves prior to the shootings; Harris set up the “Trench-
coat Mafia” web page on AOL. The boys were quite facile in the use of video
games. When they made their videotapes prior to the massacre, Eric Harris sat
in a chair swigging a bottle of Jack Daniels and holding in his lap a sawed-off
shotgun named “Arlene,” after a favorite character in the Doom video game
(Gibbs and Roche 1999).
Klebold was caught up in the pleasure of creating pain in those who had
made his life so agonizing. He was also enamored by the social consequences of
their actions. He seemed to be enthralled by the notoriety that they would receive.
This appeared to be his major concern when talking with a journalist in a chat
room about the Oklahoma City bombings. In the basement tapes, Klebold noted
that people would take notice at the time and date of the videotapes they were
making. He also considered what movie director could best be trusted with the
script of their story; Quentin Tarantino topped their list (Gibbs and Roche 1999).
They also wanted the story to have a lot of “dramatic irony.” Instead, they got
Gus Van Zandt’s film, “Elephant,” loosely based on the Columbine shootings,
which was dramatically flat. However, the play, Columbinus, by P. J. Paparelli,
which focused on precipitating events that led up to the shootings, toured the
country and played off-Broadway in New York to rave reviews.
In November 2000, a year and a half after the Columbine shootings, my wife,
Debra Larkin, conducted an investigation of Columbine-oriented chat rooms.
She found memorial web sites dedicated to the victims, especially Rachel Scott
and Cassie Bernall. In addition, countless web sites had sprung up as open
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forums for expressing opinions about issues related to the shootings: They
included debates over gun control policies, bullying, guilt of the parents, proper
actions of the police and school administration, the psychology of the shooters,
and drug use. One of the most common themes on the web sites was whether
or not Klebold and Harris should be forgiven for their deeds. Many students
admitted that they felt sympathy and even empathy toward the boys. Several
sites have been maintained as information clearinghouses on the shootings them-
selves. I have used these in my own research and have contacted, on occasion,
the webmaster to provide information or correct misinformation.
Over five years after the shooting, there still exists the “Eric Harris Worship
Site” (“Trench” 2005) on which the above-mentioned issues are still being
debated. Dylan Klebold has a site devoted to his personage (www.DylanKlebold.
com). The personages of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold maintain an under-
ground existence. For many young people who find themselves in positions sim-
ilar to those of Harris and Klebold at Columbine High School, the boys strike a
resonating chord. Some people in chat rooms regard them as heroes; most regard
them as villains. In rare cases, they are exemplars. Since April 19, 1999, numer-
ous rampage shootings have occurred in middle and high schools and colleges
across North America; for every shooting that has been carried out, several have
been discovered and thwarted before their execution. In most cases, the
Columbine shootings were used as a template, an inspiration, or a record to be
surpassed.
Although Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold did not jump-start a revolution, they
provided outcast students with the possibility of an alternative to passive accept-
ance of abuse from their higher-status peers. Perhaps by now, most of America
has forgotten their names. However, their memory lives on in the consciousness
of what Brooks Brown aptly referred to as “loser students.”
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IN THIS STUDY, I have examined school and community factors thatprompted Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold to bomb their school andshoot their peers. Apparently, the most significant factor that generatedthe boys’ aggression was the hostility directed at them by the jocks, espe-
cially the members of the football and wrestling teams. A second factor was
the arrogance of the evangelical students who established themselves as a
moral elite in the high school and who saw themselves as superiors who had
the right to proselytize other students on campus. This practice especially
affected the outcast students. Because many of the abusers and bullies were
members of the evangelical community, many non-evangelical students,
including Klebold and Harris, saw the behavior of the evangelical students
as hypocritical and self-serving. The overlapping combination of athlete
abusers and self-appointed evangelical moral elitists alienated many
Columbine High School students. Clearly, Klebold and Harris possessed a
powerful combination of anger and resentment which drove them to their
heinous act.
I have explored the larger cultural context in which the Columbine
shootings occurred and suggest that Harris and Klebold were influenced by
the rise of paramilitary culture in the early-to-mid-1990s that culminated in
the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City in 1996. American
culture had become increasingly intolerant of deviation from the cultural
9
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norm. This intolerance was reflected throughout society in increased aggression
by the American upper class against all lower classes, with special aggressiveness
toward the poor and disfranchised. We witnessed a U.S. foreign policy that waged
optional wars against weak, third world countries. The media played on these
themes and celebrated the strong and the powerful, which both implicitly and
explicitly reinforced existing power relationships. Resistance to the domination
of corporate America and its unholy alliance with the Christian right was weak
and ineffectual.
One of the few groups that resisted the increasing corporatization of Amer-
ica was in the adolescent youth culture. Musical genres such as punk, heavy
metal, rap, hip-hop, and hard-core offered a critique of everyday life. Youths saw
a consumer culture in which people are defined in terms of their social status
and their ability to consume. By the 1990s, the white subcultures of resistance
were generically characterized as goth. Young goths viewed the power exercised
over their lives not as corporate capitalism but rather in terms of the predation
they experienced at the hands of their higher status peers, the predator athletes,
or jocks. Admired by the community for their physical aggression, the jocks were
supported and protected by administrators and teachers, many of whom were
coaches or former coaches.
In most cases, adolescent outcasts were powerless to resist harassment, phys-
ical violence, and stigmatization dealt out by their elite peers. The weaker stu-
dents were labeled “losers” and “deviants.” In turn, Gothic adolescent subcul-
tures took an ironic position toward their situation; they praised that which was
ostensibly antisocial. They listened to music that celebrated violence, misogyny,
meaninglessness, anger, revenge, drugs, and being a loser. They took drugs to
obliterate consciousness and engaged in interpersonal violence as an alternative
to boredom. However, as the 1990s progressed, the most desperate, or as in the
case of Columbine, the most desirous of fame, increasingly resorted to retalia-
tory violence. Many students brought weapons to school. Sometimes the weapons
were tools of intimidation. Sometimes the outcast students shot at their tormen-
tors. Ironically, in most of these cases, they simply attacked the most convenient
targets. The Columbine shootings marked a cultural watershed in school
violence.
Through a discussion of the issues related to the Columbine shootings in par-
ticular and rampage shootings in general, I want to offer an explanation of ado-
lescent violence. From the outset, the evangelical community has attempted to
define the Columbine shootings as a consequence of the secularization of soci-
ety and the removal of religion from the schools. Most of the books written about
Columbine have originated in the evangelical community. This book is the first
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attempt to analyze the Columbine shootings from a social science perspective.
America is supposedly a democratic, pluralistic society in which freedom of
expression is written into its legal structure. In that spirit, I will spend some time
addressing issues raised by the evangelical community.
An essential element is the role of football and other sports in American com-
munities and the methods by which sport programs can pervert the educational
goals of local high schools. With the tacit acceptance of many adults and the
active participation of a few, sports fever can generate a toxic environment for
many adolescents.
We must evaluate the social stratification and goals of Columbine High
School. What mistakes were made? What was done right? To what extent have
the changes initiated by the school administration changed the environment of
Columbine High since the shootings? Why is it important to study the causes
of the shootings at Columbine? To what extent is the internal structure of
Columbine applicable to the rest of American high schools?
Finally, I wish to address the relationship between the community and the
well-being of its adolescents. Is the community responsible for the physical health
and socio-emotional development of its youth? It has become clear to me that
the middle school years are critical in the formation of adolescent subcultures.
The question to be addressed is, How can middle schools and their communi-
ties facilitate the development of healthy adolescents?
We must examine what theories, research, and experiences have shown to
be successful in the reduction of violence in high schools. First, we need to
develop a theory that explains the existence of everyday violence in high schools.
Second, we have to examine existing programs designed to reduce violence in
terms of their empirical and theoretical efficacy. Third, we need to listen to high
school students about their experiences and about what they think should be
done about interpersonal violence among their peers.
GOOD AND EVIL AT COLUMBINE 
HIGH SCHOOL
The Christian right has taken upon itself the task of identifying the causes of the
Columbine shootings in particular and school violence in general (Epperhart
2002; Huckabee 1998; Porter 1999; Scott and Rabey 2001; Watson 2002). They
have cast the Columbine shootings in terms of good versus evil, with Dylan Kle-
bold and Eric Harris as the agents of the devil. In view of this, it is necessary to
address the following issues with spokespersons for the evangelical community:
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1. Did Eric and Dylan target evangelicals in their rampage?
2. Why did evangelical commentators downplay or ignore bullying as a
factor in the shootings?
3. Why did the evangelical commentators blame secular institutions
and liberalism for the shootings? 
4. Why did the evangelical community not engage in introspection
about their culpability in the shootings?
5. Why did the evangelical community exploit the shootings for prose-
lytizing and recruitment?
6. Why did evangelical commentators use blatantly counterfactual and
spurious arguments to make their case?
Zoba (2000) maintained that Harris and Klebold targeted evangelical Chris-
tians in their rampage. Her evidence for this was the hostility toward evangeli-
cals displayed by the boys in the basement tapes (see pages 91–92 for the text).
She also claimed that evangelical students Rachel Scott, Cassie Bernall, and a
third unnamed student were shot execution style. According to the police report,
Harris and Klebold were standing approximately fifteen feet from Rachel Scott
when they shot and killed her and wounded Richard Castaldo. Therefore, she
could not have been shot execution style. Additionally, the description of the
shooting of Cassie Bernall was confirmed by several witnesses: Eric Harris stuck
his shotgun under the table in the library and said, “Peek-a-boo,” and shot Cassie
Bernall in the face. There is no evidence that Klebold or Harris knew Cassie
Bernall or identified her as a Christian evangelical. As shown in Chapter 3, nei-
ther shooter talked to Cassie Bernall; Josh Lapp, the boy who originally stated
that the shooters asked Cassie Bernall whether she believed in God, was across
the room from her, near Valeen Schnurr, who was asked if she believed in God.
Emily Winant, who was under the desk next to Cassie, testified that the boys did
not speak to her, even though Emily was pressured by evangelicals to confirm
the story that Cassie had died defending her beliefs. Cassie happened to be in
the wrong place at the wrong time. Rachel Scott was unknown to Harris and Kle-
bold. I cannot comment on the third unidentified person.
According to Zoba (2000), three of the twelve students killed by Klebold and
Harris were evangelicals. Although the school keeps no statistics on the religious
backgrounds of its students, I asked several students and staff members, includ-
ing Principal DeAngelis (the latter would not comment) on the proportion of
students at Columbine who were evangelicals. Estimates were between 35 per-
cent and 45 percent. If Zoba’s figures are correct, evangelical students were actu-
ally underrepresented among the dead. The only person who was singled out
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and executed was Isaiah Sholes, who was killed because he was African Ameri-
can. There is absolutely no evidence that Klebold and Harris sought out evan-
gelical students to kill. They attacked targets of opportunity. Their original plan
to set off bombs in the cafeteria would have been the ultimate act of random
violence, except that they had placed the bombs where the student athletes
usually sat.
When Bill Epperhart (2002) rhetorically asked, “Why did Columbine hap-
pen?” he answered his own question: “[P]eople have tried to come up with all
kinds of reasons that it happened. But this is not a race issue, not a clique issue,
not a jock issue. This is a spiritual issue, a heart issue” (91). Bruce Porter (1999),
who claimed that he wanted to understand why this happened in his commu-
nity did not even mention bullying. Zoba (2000) mentioned bullying in passing
but did not explore it as a serious possibility.
Within a month of the shootings, several of the news media had reported on
issues of “jock elitism,” and bullying in the halls of Columbine (Adams and Rus-
sakoff 1999; Flynn 1999; Greene 1999; Von Drehle 1999). I think there are two
reasons why the evangelical community overlooked the role that bullying played
in the shootings. From the outset, the evangelical community scripted the shoot-
ings as a struggle between good and evil, with the evangelical community assum-
ing the role of goodness and Klebold and Harris, along with secularism and
political liberalism, in the role of evil. In this Manichean view, the evangelical
community was cast as the innocent victim, which stood for God against the pow-
erful forces of darkness. Once that frame became the defining image of the
Columbine shootings, all data that did not conform to that image was regarded
as irrelevant.
Second, the shootings rocked the community to its foundations. People were
asking, “How could it happen here?” Although many people were asking the
question out of pain and anguish, it was a valid question. It was also a question
that made members of the evangelical community uncomfortable. Why did the
worst shootings in the history of American education occur in their neighbor-
hood? The response of the evangelical community was to point fingers elsewhere
and engage in what can be described as reaction formation and projection. Since
the evangelical community was a priori defined as good, the cause had to be an
external agent, such as Satan, as manifested by the federal government or believ-
ers in secular humanism.
This, of course, leads to the next question as to why evangelicals blamed sec-
ular institutions for the shooting. Ironically, secular institutions, including the
school, the federal government, and the media, played critical roles in the
shootings but not in the ways suggested by spokespersons for the evangelical
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community. The school should shoulder some of the blame because of its lais-
sez-faire attitude toward bullying and its failure to rein in the aggression of its
athletes in the hallways and in its environs. It is not because it refused to display
the Ten Commandments or required all students to recite a state prescribed
prayer. The federal government played a role because it exemplified bullying
with a foreign policy of aggression against weak and dependent nations and a
domestic policy that rewarded wealth and blamed poverty on its victims. In the
eight years leading up to April 1999, a hereditary upper class vilified the Clin-
ton Administration and did everything it could to make it ineffectual and to drive
Clinton out of the White House. The media played a role through its celebra-
tion of winners, its sensationalism of violent news stories, and the vilification of
the powerless.
The evangelical community, and to a lesser extent school officials, denied
the obvious. The major causes of the shootings could be located in their own
community. Bill Epperhart (2002), quoted above, explicitly denied any role the
jocks had in creating the conditions that gave rise to the massacre. Similarly, Prin-
cipal DeAngelis denied that bullying by members of the wrestling and football
teams was occurring in the halls of Columbine High School. He claimed that
neither Klebold nor Harris came to him to complain about their treatment by
the athletes (Garbarino and deLara 2002). Yet, as I have demonstrated in Chap-
ter 5, any student complaining about their treatment by the jocks could not
depend upon protection by the administration and would open themselves up
to retribution. It was common knowledge around Columbine High School that
“jocks ruled”—it was even written on the bathroom walls—and victims appeared
powerless to do anything about it.
Protestantism, which posits that a believer has a personal relationship with
an all-knowing, all-seeing God, has been traditionally a religion of deep personal
introspection. I do not know what kind of introspection occurred among indi-
viduals, but collectively the evangelical community immediately distanced them-
selves from any culpability, as detailed in Chapter 3. Simplistically, Klebold and
Harris were the agents of Satan. The only person to suggest that forces in the
community were responsible for the rampage shootings was student Brooks
Brown, who said that if Harris and Klebold were monsters, they were made that
way by the school (Austin and Mendez 2004).
Nobody in the evangelical community suggested a prior cause for Harris
and Klebold’s evil acts. As we have seen, they even denied the possibility. This
is a sad commentary. Several of the students I interviewed noted that several ath-
letes who participated in the harassment of Klebold and Harris and other stu-
dents were “deep Christians” or evangelicals. A number of students complained
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about the hypocrisy of evangelical students who, on the one hand claimed their
spiritual superiority because they had been born again, while on the other hand,
they seemed to party frequently, get drunk, take drugs, and engage in premari-
tal sex along with the rest of their peers. 1 This apparent hypocrisy was also
applied to violence, since some members of the evangelical community were
absolved of any blame for creating the environment that led to the shootings in
the first place. Take for example this explanation by Reverend Bill Oudemolen:
When I was standing on the corner of Pierce and Bowles near
Columbine High School [right after the shooting], I had the sense that
there was only one way I could explain it. I believed I did smell the pres-
ence of evil—not that it alleviates the blame that I would place on Har-
ris and Klebold. I believe they made choices and were responsible. But
who is the author of the evil? My theological category for this is that Satan
is the author of evil—a personal being, fallen angel Lucifer, a being of
light who falls in the act of rebellion and devises all these plans (Zoba
2000, p. 167, emphasis in original).
Many pastors of the evangelical community, including Bruce Porter of Trin-
ity Christian Center, Bill Oudemolen of Foothills Bible Church, and Jerry Nel-
son of Southern Gables Church used the shootings as an opportunity for evan-
gelizing and recruitment, especially among young people (Cullen 1999a; Porter
1999). There is no doubt that the religious community in southern Jefferson
County provided the students suffering the trauma of the shootings places where
they could gather together and obtain spiritual sustenance in a supportive envi-
ronment. But these were not the only places. A parent told me that in the weeks
after the shootings large numbers of kids, maybe twenty or thirty in a group, would
go from one kid’s house to another and hang together. Parents would provide a
safe, supportive environment and food for the kids to eat. 
Behind the pain and anguish of the young people and their need to gather
together in the wake of a tragedy, they desired a supportive community. There
was a quest to have answers to difficult questions such as, Why do bad things hap-
pen to good people? Simultaneously, some leaders of the evangelical commu-
nity exploited the situation for their own benefit. Chief among these was Bruce
Porter, who blazed his Torchgrab Ministry at Rachel Scott’s funeral (Porter 1999). 
At Rachel’s funeral I was honored to issue a challenge to quite possibly
the largest audience in the history of the planet to “pick up the torch”
that Rachel and other believing kids at Columbine had carried in their
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school. I received so many responses from those across the world who
had taken that challenge to heart that my mind reeled. … Spontaneously,
scores of rallies began to spring up across the nation. I spoke at several
of them. … One of these, held in San Jose and organized by Pastor Dick
Burnal and dozens of churches in the San Francisco Bay area, had an
attendance of more than 16,000 people. … A portion of Rachel’s funeral,
with my challenge to take up the torch Rachel carried, was presented.
Thousands of youths leapt to their feet, held up their arms, and cheered.
The powers of darkness were no doubt shaken that night!
The messages shared during the Columbine Torchgrab Youth Rally
in Littleton will go down in history as pivotal to the next wave of God’s
moving in our world … (84–85).
From Bruce Porter’s perspective, he is doing God’s work and hallowing the
memory of Rachel Scott. He is heartened by the response of his audiences who
seem to be dedicating their lives to her example. He claims that Rachel was car-
rying a torch symbolizing a spiritual revolution of compassion, mercy, and love;
young people should pick up her torch and carry on her work. His book ends
with the exhortation to stand up and declare:
I will live for Jesus Christ and not for myself! I will lift my voice in this
generation and declare the truth and righteous standards of the Kingdom
of God! I will carry, with bold proclamation, the martyr’s torch! (114;
emphasis in original).
From the outside, despite Porter’s professed intentions, his actions seemed
crass and self-aggrandizing. Hyperbolic statements such as “the largest audi-
ence in the history of the planet” and “[t]he messages shared during the
Columbine Torchgrab Youth Rally in Littleton will go down in history as piv-
otal to the next wave of God’s moving in our world” reveal an astounding sense
of grandiosity. That Bruce Porter could put himself at the head of a “movement”
that expresses the will of God might strike an outsider as extremely arrogant. How
is Bruce Porter’s Torchgrab Ministry more valid an expression of God than Rev-
erend Marxhausen’s ministering to the needs of the Klebold family, for which
he was reviled by many members of the evangelical community? Porter’s sense
of entitlement as one who speaks and does the will of God without question
reflects the hubris of many in the evangelical community that alienates not
onlynonbelievers and members of other religious traditions but other Chris-
tians as well.
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Underlying the evangelicals’ thrust into the spotlight as both a wounded
community and a self-perceived source of spiritual redemption were the quests
for fame and notoriety and a flood of donations. Although Cullen (1999a) sug-
gested that the reaction of the evangelical community was, in part, a response to
their own demonization by nonevangelicals and their exclusion from mainstream
media, once the media focused on them, their response was telling.
Many of the local clergy were appalled at the behavior of some of the evan-
gelical pastors in their attempt to grab the limelight, use public events for per-
sonal and political agendas, and exploit the death of children, all in the name
of God (Cullen 1999a). In addition, the evangelical community was not afraid
to use coercion to push their definition of the situation. Emily Wynant’s family
was inundated with calls urging her to confirm that Cassie Bernall was asked
whether she believed in God before she was shot. The harassment was so extreme
the family had to disconnect their telephone. When it became clear that the evi-
dence did not support the claim that Cassie died defending her faith, the Rocky
Mountain News sat on the story for two weeks, fearing to print it because of the
backlash of the evangelical community. That lapse constituted a serious viola-
tion of journalistic ethics (Cullen 1999b).
Dave McPherson, the youth director of the West Bowles Community
Church, said that the youth group had attempted outreach to the isolated and
nonconformist students at Columbine. According to those nonconformist stu-
dents, the outreach consisted of telling them that if they didn’t change their
ways, they would burn in hell. Reverend Marxhausen reported that in the wake
of the shootings, evangelical students were using the shootings as a pretext for
recruitment. Evangelical students at Columbine were telling other students that
if they just accepted Christ as their savior, their sufferings would be alleviated.
Marxhausen was outraged at such behavior because of its insensitivity to the
feelings of others; furthermore, such a simplistic solution to the complex prob-
lem of coping actually interfered with the grieving process.
The evangelical community in the wake the Columbine shootings revealed
itself as having compassion for their own members but not for those whose beliefs
were different. After the shootings, all religious groups, whether mainline Protes-
tant, Roman Catholic, or evangelical, opened their houses of worship to griev-
ing members of the community. Parents, religious and secular, selflessly opened
their homes to grieving students who huddled together in large groups. However,
it was only the evangelicals who opportunistically took advantage of the situa-
tion to further their own ideological and material interests. It was only the evan-
gelical community that attempted to take over and dominate the nationally tel-
evised memorial service. It was only the evangelical community that asserted its
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version of events in contradiction to the facts and attempted to coerce those who
did not adhere to the party line. It was only evangelical ministers who claimed
that their fallen children had a direct line to heaven while those who were not
evangelicals were waiting in purgatory.
FOOTBALL AND TOXIC HIGH 
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS
For most students at Columbine High School, the hallways were commodious.
For the athletes, they constituted a territory over which they rule to this day. For
a small minority of students, they were sources of hidden terror. A student could
be standing at his locker and get shoved into it. He could walk around the cor-
ner and come face-to-face with a nemesis who continually bullied him, whose
eyes glowed with the knowledge of privileged opportunity. Minding his own
business, a student suddenly might be grabbed by a couple of football players
and stuffed into a trash can. While videotaping Eric Harris and another friend
as they were walking down the hall, Dylan Klebold was hit by a fellow student
wearing a Columbine football sweatshirt. All of these events occurred in the halls
of Columbine High School. Judging by the content of talk shows in the wake of
the Columbine shootings, such experiences were commonplace throughout the
nation.
When I was interviewing in Columbine, a parent told me, “[T]he school is
run by the coaches.” I knew that Principal DeAngelis was a former baseball
coach whose teams won two state championships. He was also an assistant foot-
ball coach. Coaches were also deans, and, of course, many of the faculty mem-
bers coached part-time. However, I had a hard time comprehending what she
meant. Curriculum is determined by the state; departments have chairpersons;
principals have a multitude of duties requiring their attention other than athlet-
ics, as Principal DeAngelis was anxious to point out to me. Additionally,
Columbine had a strong academic reputation. Many of its teachers were inspi-
rational and provided an alternative point of view for students. One of the great
virtues of Columbine High School was that it offered most students a favorite
teacher with whom they could talk.
What this parent meant was that the overwhelming tenor of the high school
was sports related. The core of the most influential faculty members and admin-
istrators was formed of coaches and former coaches. DeAngelis was the formal
leader of that collectivity. Although the school was certainly proud of its academic
program and the accomplishments of its graduates, sports appeared to be first on
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the agenda. This emphasis was apparent in a number of ways: the tributes to
DeAngelis in his office for his coaching accomplishments, the trophy cases at
the east entrance of the school, the athletic Hall of Fame in the gymnasium cor-
ridor, the wall of sports pictures in one of the dean’s offices. When I walked into
the administration office on my first visit, two newly won state championship tro-
phies, one for soccer and one for football, were sitting around apparently because
the staff had to rearrange trophy cases in order to include them. But most of all,
the athletes, especially the male athletes, controlled the hallways and had priv-
ileges beyond those of the average student.
Although there are no statistics, this pattern of sports domination of high
schools is apparently the norm in America. Some high schools, such as Glen
Ridge in northern New Jersey in the mid-1990s (Lefkowitz 1997) and Permian
High School in Odessa, Texas (Bissinger 1990), seem to be run more like sports
teams with academic programs as an afterthought. This was especially the case
of Permian, where students were learning from textbooks that were fifteen years
out-of-date and the football team spent $70,000 for a chartered jet airplane for
visiting games. In the early 1980s, the school board spent $5.6 million for a state-
of-the-art football stadium that held slightly under 20,000 fans in a city with a
population of slightly under 90,000. The football coach, who also served as ath-
letic director, taught no classes and earned half again as much as a teacher at
the top of the pay scale.
In the previous chapter, I pointed out that over the past twenty-five years, post-
modern culture has increasingly focused on the cult of celebrity. Baudrillard
(1983) has characterized contemporary postmodern culture as celebrating the
hyper-real. For advertisers to sell a product to a sufficiently manipulated audi-
ence, first they need to get the reader’s or viewer’s attention. They do this by sen-
sationalizing or “hyping” the product, associating it with the trappings of what
it is not: sexuality, existential meaning, and social status. Sometimes, advertisers
merely place their product in an alien context so that it is out of place in a
field/ground configuration.
Celebrity is used not only to sell products but to reinforce notions of supe-
riority and inferiority in contemporary society. Celebrities are larger-than-life
and, as noted in the previous chapter, are used as commercialized role models
in popular culture. Different rules apply to their behaviors in much in the same
way that the aristocracy operated according to different rules than the peasantry
during feudal times. The culture of celebrity filters down to high schools. It is
played out in the relationships of high school sports stars and students of sub-
stantially lower status. High school sports stars, popularly known as “jocks,” are
both adulated and despised. They are lauded for their achievements on the field
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and the approbation they bring their schools and communities. As Bissinger
(1990) witnessed, Permian football players were continually given favors by mem-
bers of the business community, accorded leniency by local police, and exempted
from school work while being given passing grades by teachers.
In Columbine, as in Glen Ridge and Permian High Schools, football play-
ers, especially the stars, had easy access to sexual favors from any number of will-
ing female peers. For some, this form of social wealth was insufficient. Bissinger
(1990) noted that a sophomore girl was desperate to have sex with members of
the football team. Team members, regarding her as a wannabe, photographed the
encounter and showed pictures around school. The football players at Glen Ridge
purposely had anonymous sexual liaisons with girls they hardly knew, preferring
“circle jerks,” where they would gather around and masturbate to see who would
ejaculate first. Their sexual experiences culminated in the rape of a girl who was
mentally retarded. They even tried to restage the rape, this time videotaping it.
In Columbine and in Glen Ridge, members of the football team jealously
guarded their status as alpha males through intimidation of those of lesser sta-
tus. They used physical abuse and sexual humiliation by publicly referring to
them as “fags,” “homos,” and “queers.” This probably occurred at Permian High
School as well, but was not reported on by Bissinger, who was a sports writer and
was more interested in the exploits of the football team on the field.
For high school athletes, such adulation is corrupting. It sends them a mes-
sage that they are better than other people, that they can treat others any way
they want without fear of retribution, and that there will always be somebody
available to save them from their own worst impulses. To be a high school sports
star is a heady experience from which some never recover. For example, several
of the stars on the Permian High School football team were recruited by Divi-
sion IA universities for their football teams. Some of them did not last very long
as college players. It was not because of lack of talent but because college foot-
ball did not provide the community status that high school did (Bissinger 1990).
Yes, there was easy access to sex with good-looking girls, as there was in high
school. Yes, they received gifts and under-the-table payments from adoring
alumni. However, unlike high school, instead of being kings of the campus, they
were segregated, living together, practicing together, and playing together.
Although they were celebrated on Saturdays, the real action on campus was
elsewhere: in classes, in fraternities and sororities, in the dorms. Athletes, espe-
cially football players, were perceived somewhat like other nonacademic
university employees. Football players were assumed to be stupid unless proven
otherwise. In many ways, they had less status and less fun than the average
undergraduate.
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Several students from Permian High School who went onto college claimed
that they were never happier than when they played high school football
(Bissinger 1990). The letdown was so great for some, they quit playing college
ball. This happened to a former Columbine High School football team mem-
ber as well. In the middle of his senior season as starting safety for the Colorado
State University Rams, Landon Jones abruptly quit the team, apparently burned
out on football (Phifer 2003). Jones was a star player at Colorado State; he was
selected twice to the Academic all-Mountain West Conference team. His future
seemed bright, yet he quit football.
Football has become incorporated into a hyper-masculinized subculture that
emphasizes physical aggression, domination, sexism, and the celebration of vic-
tory. One of the most revered coaches in the history of the game, Vince Lom-
bardi, once said, “Winning isn’t everything; it’s the only thing.” Football is one of
the most violent sports that can be played. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
being an American male requires that one must be able to deal with violence.
This is why one of the major aphorisms of football, repeated by Ronald Reagan
who played college football, is “Football builds character.” More than in any other
sport, defeat in football is associated with being physically dominated and humil-
iated. In other sports, such as basketball, soccer, and especially baseball, winning
teams need not be physically dominant, although that may be the case. However,
in football, the role of physical dominance in winning is much more important.
Football’s close association with militarism has been mentioned by numer-
ous commentators, including George Carlin (2000–2006) in his comedy rou-
tine where he compares baseball and football :
In football the object is for the quarterback, also known as the field gen-
eral, to be on target with his aerial assault, riddling the defense by hit-
ting his receivers with deadly accuracy in spite of the blitz, even if he
has to use the shotgun. With short bullet passes and long bombs, he
marches his troops into enemy territory, balancing this aerial assault with
a sustained ground attack that punches holes in the forward wall of the
enemy’s defensive line.
In baseball the object is to go home! And to be safe! 
In postmodern America, football has replaced baseball as the national pastime.
Its celebration of aggression, territoriality, disciplined violence, and physical dom-
ination has been used as a metaphor for America’s relationship with the rest of
the world. Therefore, football is fraught with symbolic meanings relating to mas-
culinity, militarism, discipline, obedience, patriotism, and glory. If ever there was
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a secular religious holiday, it would be Super Sunday when the NFC and the AFC
play for the Lombardi trophy. While Thanksgiving is celebrated in elementary
schools as a re-creation of the amity between the Pilgrims and Native Americans
in appreciation of the harvest, by the time an American male reaches high school,
the afternoon is taken up watching the Detroit Lions lose another football game. 
In American postmodern culture, football has become war by alternative
means. On Friday nights in the fall, communities are pitted against each other
in a symbolic struggle of domination and subordination with the players on each
team wearing the colors of their high school, struggling for victory on the fields
of dreams. High school football players are soldiers on the battlefield where the
identity of a school and the community are at stake.
The symbolic significance of football in American life strikes its most reso-
nant chord in the high school football team. Quite literally, high school football
teams fight over bragging rights. In most places across the United States, com-
munities project their identity on the exploits of their football teams. In south-
ern Jefferson County, the only institution that provides a communal basis of sol-
idarity is the local high school. It achieves its identity primarily through the
efforts of its football team. Therefore, resources are allocated to the football team
far beyond those allocated for any other nonacademic activity. In some cases,
such as Permian High School in Odessa, Texas, the imbalance of allocations is
egregious.
In Columbine High School, the culture of hypermasculinity reigned
supreme: the administration was dominated by coaches and former coaches; the
football team controlled the hallways. This way of being was perceived as legit-
imate by the vast majority of the student body and the parent population.
Columbine was a sports power, and the community took pride in its strong sports
program. Ironically, Columbine High School had many other attributes of which
parents and community members could be proud: a championship debating
team, an award-winning marching band, a superior theater department, sports-
manship trophies, and a student body of which 85 percent went on to higher
education. But the physical proof of these accomplishments is not nearly as evi-
dent throughout the building as is the evidence of football and other sports.
The heavy emphasis on football has corrupted many high schools. Too many
high schools in America are dedicated to the pursuit of football glory instead of
providing their students an education that will help them to become informed
citizens of a democratic society and provide them with the basics for labor force
participation. Too many high schools, such as Columbine High School, are run
by former football coaches who obtain their positions through the old boy net-
work. Too many faculty members in high schools are recruited and hired on their
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abilities to coach team sports and only secondarily on their ability to teach stu-
dents academic subjects. Too many communities tolerate substandard academic
programs as long as the football team has a winning season. In too many high
schools, the football team, or a group within the football team, constitutes itself
as little more than a community sanctioned gang.
Football is a game played by twenty-two young men on a field 120 yards long.
It consists of running, passing, blocking, and tackling. Somewhere along the way,
it became identified with masculinity, militarism, community identity, and nation-
hood. The national cult surrounding football has spun wildly out of control. It
has undermined the purposes of many high schools, corrupted adults, and per-
verted children. At Columbine High School, sadly, it appears to have been instru-
mental in the death of fourteen students and one teacher. It is pure irony that in
the year following the shootings, the Columbine High School Rebel football team
won the Colorado State 5A (large schools) championship, and Principal Frank
DeAngelis used the victory as a demonstration of how Columbine was recover-
ing from the wounds inflicted by Klebold and Harris. Meanwhile, many students
were saying that bullying was back at Columbine (Berkow 2003; Meadows 2003).
If we wish to reduce violence in high schools, we have to deemphasize the
power of sports and change the culture of hypermasculinity. Football players
cannot be lords of the hallways, bullying their peers with impunity, sometimes
encouraged by coaches with adolescent mentalities. However, asking American
high schools to deemphasize their football programs is like calling for a social-
ist revolution: it is not going to happen. As a matter of fact, high school football
is receiving increased importance nationwide. Television sports channels rou-
tinely cover high school football on a local and national basis. High school foot-
ball teams are nationally ranked despite the fact that there is no rational basis
for doing so. Even worse, several sports companies feature high school all-Amer-
ican teams. In the July 25, 2005, issue of Sports Illustrated, Reebok presented its
preseason all-American high school football team. High schools had not even
begun fall practice, and Reebok predicted stellar performances from these ado-
lescents. I wonder if the executives at Reebok ever considered what influence
such expectations might have on a seventeen-year-old.
COLUMBINE RETROSPECTIVE
One of the more disheartening aspects of this study was that several years after
the shootings, Columbine High School had, in many ways, returned to the sta-
tus quo ante. In May 2003, I sat down with seven Columbine seniors (six boys
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and one girl) in a restaurant near the high school. They were finishing lunch,
and I identified myself as a sociologist and asked if I could talk with them. It was
clear from the outset that they understood that I was an outsider inquiring about
the inner workings of the high school. I was assured by these students that every-
body respected everybody else, that the administration was doing a wonderful job,
and that bullying had disappeared. The following came from my field notes:
One student said that Columbine HS has a zero tolerance policy for bul-
lying on campus. The students repeated the phrase, “I’m offended; you’re
suspended.” They lauded their teachers. One student said that they were
all understanding. The consensus was that that was a bit of an exagger-
ation, but that it wasn’t that far off the mark (Recorded May 9, 2003).
It was difficult to tell whether the students believed what they were telling
me or whether they were appeasing yet another academic/reporter/snoop com-
ing into their community with the intent of sullying the reputation of Columbine
High School. My field notes indicated that the students were aware that they were
painting an impossibly positive picture of the school. However, I could not deter-
mine their sincerity.
A couple of days later, I interviewed two parents, one who was an employee
of the high school. Both parents told me that bullying had returned to the high
school. Several students testified that in the weeks following the shootings, bar-
riers had come down between student groups. There was a genuine feeling of
solidarity among Columbine students, and people were sensitive to and caring
of each other. However, the summer intervened, and when they returned to
school in the fall, the lessons of the previous year had been forgotten. The foot-
ball and wrestling team members resumed their domination of the halls, and the
caste system reconsolidated itself with those at the top unafraid of defending
their superior status through physical or symbolic violence, such as that delin-
eated in Chapter 4. Several students claimed that their younger brothers and sis-
ters who were presently attending Columbine High School told them that they
either had been witness to or the victim of bullying. Six months later, after the
Columbine High Rebel football team won the 2003 state championship,
Newsweek published a retrospective article (Meadows 2003). Newsweek reporters
were told by students that bullying had returned to the school.
Columbine High School had reverted back to a system where two contra-
dictory realities existed: the reality from above, supported by Principal DeAnge-
lis, the rest of the administration, and the athletes, affirmed that students
respected each other, that homophobia was at a minimum, and that, with the
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exception of a few bad apples who had graduated years earlier, bullying did not
exist at Columbine. The reality from below ran counter to this claim and sug-
gested that privileged students and the administration were in denial; students
were routinely harassed and humiliated by the same students who claimed that
bullying did not exist. The athletes whom I met in the restaurant, when asked
about calling other students “fags,” “homos,” “queers,” or “cock suckers,” claimed
that, yes, they used those terms, but only in fun among friends and, of course,
they were just kidding.
Before discussing the shortcomings of the Jefferson County School District
and Columbine High School in their efforts to prevent rampage shootings, I
would like to discuss some of the positive steps that they did take. First, they did
not lock down the high school. On my first visit to the school in the spring of
2003, an armed police officer greeted me at the door. This was because the
school had received a bomb threat that day; it was finals week. On my other visit
to the school in the spring of 2004, I saw no armed uniformed officers. It was
school policy not to have armed officers on campus. Security had been enhanced
in several other ways: increased security cameras monitoring the hallways, closer
liaison with the sheriff’s office, three on-campus unarmed security officers, and
the sharing of information about students who were in trouble with the law.
With the exception of a memorial tablet at the entrance of the new library, there
was no evidence that horrible shootings had taken place in that school. Although
my observations of students in the school were extremely limited, I did see stu-
dents going about their business in a relaxed and informal manner.
In the wake of the Columbine shootings, students, especially girls (Mead-
ows 2003), upon hearing plans of their peers to attack their school or shoot a fel-
low student or teacher, were much more likely to break the peer code of silence
and inform an adult authority, as in the case of the DeAnza College (Califor-
nia) and New Bedford, Massachusetts, incidents. This new willingness to tell on
peers has been referred to as “the Columbine effect” (Newman 2004). In the
hall by the gymnasium, Principal DeAngelis maintains a tip box. Any student
who is aware of a potentially dangerous activity is encouraged to inform the
administration about it anonymously. DeAngelis checks the tip box every morn-
ing. He testified about its importance:
Some of the leads that I get from [the tip box] are just phenomenal. We
probably over the past four years have had other students concerned
about their friends followed up on it. They have legitimate concerns;
their friends were thinking of hurting themselves (Recorded May 12,
2003).
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DeAngelis expressed great pride in his counseling program. Two components
were described: the Links program and the peer counselors. The Links program
was a long-standing program at Columbine High that existed prior to the shoot-
ings. High school juniors and seniors were trained over the summer as big broth-
ers or big sisters, each responsible for six or seven incoming freshmen from Ken
Caryl Middle School. Their job was to help with the transition between middle
school and high school. Each incoming freshman would have an upper class stu-
dent who would provide them with advice and help as they acclimated them-
selves to high school. One of the major functions of the program was to protect
the incoming freshmen from hazing by older students. The program was very
popular, and the students and parents with whom I talked regarded it highly.
Somewhat less successful than the Links program was the peer counseling
program. Peer counselors were attached to the guidance department. They were
supposedly trained in conflict resolution. However, their major function was to
provide advice to students about normal problems of being an adolescent or
problems in school. If students seemed to be having serious problems, peer coun-
selors would refer them to an adult counselor. Both DeAngelis and a parent who
was familiar with the program indicated that the students who were recruited
were excellent. However, their roles were highly circumscribed, and they could
not deal with issues related to teachers. Although they may have been trained in
conflict resolution techniques, they were apparently used rarely. In my interviews
with students, they were vaguely aware that the peer counselors had mediation
skills. However, I did not encounter a single student whose conflicts with other
students had been mediated by a peer counselor or anybody else, for that mat-
ter, with the exception of the disaster described by CL in Chapter 5. Interper-
sonal conflicts were dealt with primarily by counselors or deans; most students
with whom I talked were not particularly satisfied by the outcome of the prob-
lem-solving efforts of school officials.
Principal DeAngelis viewed himself as supportive of all extracurricular efforts
in the school. He was understandably sensitive about media reports regarding
the emphasis on sports at Columbine. He stated to me:
People say boy, you support football. I say football, time out! You know
about football because you’re covering the game. But you didn’t see me
at the art show. Where were you? I mean, you’re criticizing me for sup-
porting football, but how come you’re not there when I invite you to our
art show, or when I invite you to come and see a play? I never see a
reporter there, and yet you’re criticizing me and you don’t see me
because you’re not there.
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And that’s what drives me crazy. The other night, and I’m one of the
few principals at the art show, we have all these pieces of art around, I
went on the band trip a few years ago, and I said, “As reporters, you’re
criticizing me for the exact thing you’re doing. At least I’m there, but you
won’t even come and cover some of the things. Show up at a play; show
up at a band concert. Why aren’t you there, reporting on that? (Recorded
April 28, 2004).
DeAngelis is correct when he avers that there was no way that he could have
anticipated the assault on Columbine High School. He pointed out that he had
absolutely no information about Dylan Klebold’s and Eric Harris’s arrest and
remand to a diversion program, although his ignorance has been disputed by oth-
ers. Until after the shootings, he was unaware of the existence of Eric’s Trench-
coat Mafia web site that contained threats directed at the school. He was not privy
to the threats that Eric made on the life of Brooks Brown. Even given the secu-
rity changes, it would be difficult to anticipate a school assault. Over the past
twenty years, there have been approximately thirty rampage shootings in Amer-
ican middle and high schools, an average of about 1 1/2 per year. They are
extremely rare occurrences. Yet for every rampage shooting, there are literally
thousands of verbalized threats and millions of discussions among students in
which they fantasize about trashing their schools, as in the case of Melissa Sow-
der, a disaffected Columbine High School student quoted in Chapter 5 (Cloud
1999).
DeAngelis stated that he was in touch with FBI profilers. The problems asso-
ciated with profiling of school assaults are manifold: first, it individualizes what
is essentially an issue of social relationships. Of the twenty-seven rampage shoot-
ers documented by Newman (1999), nineteen were socially marginalized among
their peers compared to fifteen who evinced severe psychological disorders and
fourteen who were abused or neglected or had other home-related problems.
These findings were corroborated by Meloy, Hempel, Mohandie, Shiva, and
Gray (2004). Second, and worse, is that profiling ignores the etiology of rampage
shootings. Inferring from Newman’s list and from media reports, minimally fif-
teen and perhaps as many as twenty of the rampage shootings were retaliatory.
That is, the shooters perceived themselves as punishing peers or teachers who
had done them wrong. Third is the problem of labeling. The major problem with
profiling is the false positive. Certainly the Columbine shootings were retalia-
tory violence. For every rampage shooter, however, there are tens of thousands,
perhaps hundreds of thousands, of students who fit the profile. It further victim-
izes students who, for whatever reason, dislike or are alienated from the school
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and are otherwise socially marginalized. As noted by Gaines (2001), outcast stu-
dents have enough problems without being labeled as potential rampage shoot-
ers. Once a student fits the profile, the perceptions of adult authorities are influ-
enced by the expectations that the student will engage in violence. It becomes
a self-fulfilling prophecy, because authorities suspect the student of harboring
violent tendencies. Therefore, the behavior of such a student is increasingly sur-
veyed in expectation of uncovering violence.
The greatest problem with profiling is that it ignores entirely the context that
generates the retaliation. DeAngelis and the profilers are looking through the
wrong end of the telescope. However, the profiler perspective fits in with the dom-
inant view of the problems at Columbine High School; they primarily reside in
the persons of a small minority of disaffected students who bear watching. The
dominant elites are absolved of any responsibility. Issues related to ostracism,
defense of social privilege, homophobia, harassment, humiliation, and violence
directed at lesser status peers are defined out of existence. Many people assume
that because outcast students dress and behave differently than the majority of
students, do not support the sports teams, have different tastes in music, and are
otherwise different from the vast majority, they deserve what they get.
As a consequence of the shootings, Columbine now has a threat assessment
team. The threat assessment team evaluates the seriousness of threats made to
students or the school and crafts a response based upon the perceived serious-
ness of the threat (O’Toole 2000). Although the threat assessment team is sup-
posed to evaluate the climate of the school, the evidence from this study sug-
gests that adult authorities tend to be unaware of tensions between groups of
students until threats are made or violence breaks out. A threat assessment team
is a valuable tool for maintaining safety in the school. However, threat assessment
is negatively focused and is brought to bear after a threat is made. The major
emphasis of a school safety program should be the reduction of threat so that the
threat assessment team does not have to meet in the first place. Positive
approaches to school safety will be addressed in the next section.
As long as Principal DeAngelis and his supporters, who are manifold, believe
that the Columbine shootings were the work of a couple of deranged outcasts
(see, e.g., Cullen 2004) and had nothing to do with the internal climate of the
high school, the vulnerability of the school to rampage shootings is as high after
April 20, 1999, as it was before. In addition to security changes, the school insti-
tuted one other innovation of which DeAngelis was particularly proud, called
“The American Students’ Funding Program,” in which students selected thirteen
character traits: the Golden Rule [sic], compassion, confidence, courage, deter-
mination, generosity, integrity, justice, leadership, loyalty, respect, responsibility,
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and teamwork. Volunteer students are divided into four groups: one that does
community outreach, one that tries to improve student life, one that raises funds,
and one that selects students who best exemplify each virtue and who are each
given a $1,000 scholarship. There is absolutely no evidence to indicate that this
program helps to reduce school violence.
Delbert Elliott, Professor of Sociology at the University of Colorado, Direc-
tor of the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence, and perhaps Amer-
ica’s leading expert on school violence, pointed out that one of the most impor-
tant contributing factors to school violence is the perception among the students
that rules are enforced differentially:
One of the big issues we know exists [in] schools is [that] kids perceive
the policies are not enforced uniformly—some kids get away with every-
thing; some kids can’t get away with anything. That undermines a sense
of safety in the school. [K]ids start bringing [weapons] to school … when
they don’t think the school is going to protect them. [T]hey have to pro-
tect themselves (Recorded May 13, 2003).
One of the main complaints of students at Columbine High School was that
athletes were subject to a different set of standards than other students. The
school was rife with rumors about coaches protecting athletes engaged in even
felonious behavior. Students told stories about how they were harassed, embar-
rassed, or humiliated by athletes in the presence of coaches who either ignored
or supported such behaviors. One student admitted that after being beaten up
by a jock, he began taking a weapon to school, corroborating the observations
made by Professor Elliott.
Ironically, Columbine High School sits within easy commuting distance of
the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence. The Center operates as a
clearinghouse for research on violence and reduction of violence in schools. In
addition, the Center sponsors and conducts research on school safety. The Cen-
ter is a national resource of information about school violence and about programs
that can ameliorate it. Yet, no administrator from the Jefferson County School
District has set foot in the Center. When I interviewed the superintendent of the
school district, as soon as I asked her a question about violence prevention, she
told me that the interview was terminated and escorted me from the premises.
Professor Elliott had this to say about Columbine’s antiviolence initiatives:
To my knowledge, Columbine is not implementing any proven
programs. … At this point in time all I know is that … they have not
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implemented any programs which have high credibility with respect to
effectiveness (Recorded May 13, 2003).
PEACE EDUCATION
American high schools are both more and less violent than the public perceives.
It is true that schools are safer than the streets and home (Brooks, Schiraldi, and
Ziedenberg 1999). A child is less liable to be injured or killed in the school than
practically any other place. Yet, schools, especially middle and high schools, are
venues in which there is a great deal of hidden physical and psychological vio-
lence (Garbarino and deLara 2002; Greene 1999; Pankratz 2000). Although
nearly all violence is low level with only a minuscule portion of it being observed
or brought to the attention of authorities, it can be psychologically deleterious
to the victims, dehumanizing to the perpetrators, corrosive for the social climate
of the school, and can lead to an escalation of hostilities, usually fistfights. DeAn-
gelis, the principal of Columbine High School told me, “I’ve been here twenty-
five years, and I’ll bet you that I can count on the fingers of two hands the num-
ber of fights we’ve had in school” (Recorded April 28, 2004). I have no reason
to doubt his testimony. However, Columbine High School, like other high
schools, has had substantial amounts of low-level violence. Klebold and Harris
were never involved in a fight in their high school. Yet every male Columbine
High School student I interviewed could recall at least one incident where he
was physically intimidated by another student or had a physical confrontation
with another student on campus, including the trading of punches. Every female
student could relate at least one incident where she was humiliated, verbally
abused, or witnessed physical violence on campus. I do not think that Columbine
is any more or less violent than the average American high school. As I stated
earlier, such violence is normative. It is so common that students do not even
recognize it as violence until it is pointed out. Rampage killings are the extreme
tip of the adolescent violence pyramid.
So how can violence be reduced in schools? First, the thesis of this study is
that the prime source of conflict at Columbine High School, as it is among
nearly all high schools in America, is the distribution of power within the school.
The testimony of the students indicated that the vast majority of the violence
was perpetrated downward from higher status to lower status students. Even out-
cast students like Klebold and Harris found students of lower status than them-
selves to bully. Second, the distribution of power and its exercise to protect and
reinforce already existing social barriers generate two diametrically opposing
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perspectives: the assumption on the part of high status students of their inherent
superiority over the rest of the student body, and the perception by the rest of
the student body of a lack of justice. Third, the faculty and the administration
of the school, because of a lack of a systematic plan and an inherent bias in favor
of high status students, reinforce the arbitrariness of power relationships among
the students, leading victimized students to feel that they have no alternative other
than to endure their punishment. For them, school is a place where absurdity
reigns, predators are rewarded, and victims are punished. Even if they play by
the rules, there is no guarantee that they will be better off than if they do not.
Several Columbine students told me stories about going to the authorities to com-
plain about being victimized in which the best outcome was that nothing hap-
pened. Students related stories about how their complaints were mishandled,
resulting in greater ostracism and targeting by bullies. Students also indicated
that retaliatory violence was treated the same as or harsher than the original vio-
lent act that lead to retaliation. This problem is not unique to Columbine High
School; Garbarino and deLara (2002) found similar stories when talking to stu-
dents about bullying. School authorities tended to be indifferent or incompetent
when dealing with interpersonal violence among students. All students knew that
by making their complaints to authorities, they were taking a huge risk and that
the outcome was anything but assured.
The most serious problem in attempting to reduce violence in the school
like Columbine is misdiagnosis. To this day, Principal DeAngelis has no viable
explanation of the rampage shootings in his high school. He essentially accepted
the Manichean explanation of the evangelical community that Klebold and Har-
ris were instruments of Satan, committing evil against the good people of
Columbine High School. As late as spring 2004, he insisted that bullying had
nothing to do with the rampage shooting at Columbine, but rather, blamed the
incident on the characteristics of the shooters. Most rampage shootings, includ-
ing the ones at Columbine, have been retaliatory (Magee and DeBernardo
1999). As long as DeAngelis denies that the attack in his school was retaliatory,
he will be unable to develop a viable antiviolence program. Because rampage
shootings are such a rare occurrence, it is likely that he will never see a recur-
rence at Columbine. However, it is also true that once a norm is broken, it is
likely to be broken again.2 This means that there is a higher probability of a sim-
ilar, copycat style shooting occurring in the halls of Columbine than elsewhere.
Therefore, it is in the interests of residents of southern Jefferson County, Col-
orado, that antiviolence programs should be seriously considered.
If educators and the Jefferson County school system understand and accept
that the shootings at Columbine were retaliatory, then they can design antivio-
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lence programs to reduce the probability of another recurrence. However, edu-
cational inertia, lack of public support, and cognitive indolence militate against
the institution of positive solutions. The good people of southern Jefferson
County, for the most part, have refused to understand that although Klebold and
Harris were victimizers, they were themselves victims of long-term and intense
bullying. It is easy to see the dynamic that underlies this perspective. It is much
easier to blame others than to assume any sort of collective responsibility. Mem-
bers of the football and wrestling teams who control the halls of Columbine share
responsibility; parents and community members who revile and loathe noncon-
forming students share responsibility; religious leaders who preach the superior-
ity of their own creed rather than the common suffering of humanity share
responsibility; coaches and administrators who ignored, tolerated, or actively
encouraged bullying by the athletes share responsibility.
For an antiviolence program to work, it must be systemic, and it must change
the internal social climate of the school. By systemic, I mean that it must extend
below the high school to elementary and middle grades. Changing the climate
of the school means altering the way in which administrators, teachers, and
students interact in a school setting. The research is clear that top-down, zero-
tolerance programs do not work and can produce counterproductive results
(National Association of Attorneys General 2000; Skiba and Peterson 1999).
Researchers have demonstrated that bullying almost exclusively occurs when
there are no adult witnesses (Garbarino and deLara 2002; Skiba and Peterson
1999). At Columbine, this was certainly true. Students were physically assaulted
in the halls, in locker rooms, and during unsupervised play in the gym. Verbal
harassment could occur anywhere. Therefore, any worthwhile antiviolence pro-
gram must change the way in which students interact and change the climate
of the school. This means that the school needs a critical mass of students
involved in peacekeeping activities.
I also think that an effective antiviolence program must reach beyond the
schools to the local community. A large portion of Columbine students belong
to a variety of youth groups, many of which are associated with local churches.
Because of the strength of religious institutions in southern Jefferson County, they
have an important role to play in the reduction of youth violence. It is no leap
from the worship of Jesus Christ as the savior of humanity, the Prince of Peace,
to the institution of nonviolent conflict resolution programs or character educa-
tion programs that emphasize tolerance, empathy, and compassion. As a matter
of fact, the Society of Friends, or Quakers, has been involved in peace educa-
tion and conflict resolution for many years. They have established institutes,
programs, and workshops on peaceful conflict resolution. In addition, they have
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produced numerous books, pamphlets, curricula, and resource guides. Conflict
resolution programs need not be limited to a church youth groups; they can also
be employed by secular or quasi-religious youth organizations such as scouting
organizations and YM/WCAs. For example, the Boy Scouts of America should
have a conflict resolution merit badge that would be required for the rank of
Eagle Scout. Scouting organizations heavily emphasize citizenship and charac-
ter development. It is surprising then that one can get a merit badge in riflery
but not in conflict resolution.
A number of antiviolence programs have been implemented and evaluated.
For my purposes, they can be classified into three major categories: (a) those for
at-risk students, such as bullies, aggressive children, and children with emotional
difficulties (Gregg 1998); (b) curricular initiatives, such as restructuring learn-
ing in the classroom (Aronson 2000), character education, violence awareness
and avoidance, and the teaching of negotiation skills (Samples and Aber 1998);
and (c) those that are directed at the resolution of interpersonal and intergroup
conflicts (Wilson-Brewer, Cohen, O’Donnell, and Goodman 1991). The first cat-
egory involves programs that may incorporate social skills training, guidance, psy-
chotherapy, and family involvement. Although certainly important in the reduc-
tion of violence by targeting perpetrators, they are beyond the scope of this study
because they are individualized.
The Jefferson County School District has treated the Columbine shootings
as an aberration, which they were. However, the problem is that the violence that
perpetrated the shootings is so common that it has become routine. Law enforce-
ment solutions described to me by Principal DeAngelis are only a small part of
the antiviolence picture. The response of Jefferson County has been reactive with
few in the way of proactive programs, at least at the high school level. Numer-
ous antiviolence programs exist that have been evaluated and have shown posi-
tive results in the reduction of interpersonal violence, teaching children nonvi-
olent problem solutions, reduction of bullying, and changing school climates so
that they encourage harmonious interpersonal relations (Aber, Jones, Brown,
Chaudry, and Samples 1998; Cockrane and Saroyan 1997; DeJong 1993; Olweus,
Limber, and Mahalic 1999; Samples and Aber 1998; Wilson-Brewer, Cohen,
O’Donnell, and Goodman 1991). In addition, there are curricular interventions
that reduce interpersonal competition and emphasize cooperation, such as the
jigsaw method of organizing classroom learning (Aronson and Patnoe 1997).
Several comprehensive violence reduction programs have been developed
and show promise. Programs developed by the Child Development Project, the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the U.S. Department
of Justice, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, and The Peace Foundation, have been
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directed at building caring communities, cooperative education, respect for oth-
ers, understanding of the law, teaching social skills and prosocial behavior, and
anger management (Gregg 1998). Project Schools Teaching Options for Peace
(STOP)/Safe Harbor is a multifaceted program that uses peer mediation, teacher
training, parent education, and an antiviolence curriculum that has been shown
to reduce feelings of helplessness related to violence and promote peaceful ways
of resolving conflicts (National Institute of Justice 1995).
Perhaps one of the most successful antiviolence programs is the Bully Pre-
vention Program, created by Olweus and Associates (Olweus 1993; Olweus et al.
1999) in response to a growing awareness of widespread bullying in Norway. The
program was implemented countrywide and focused on reducing opportunities
for bullying behavior and social rewards for engaging in bullying by creating a
normative environment in the school that discourages bullying. The program
begins by establishing a committee that plans to change school conditions and
monitors those changes. Bullies and their parents are targeted for intervention.
Firm limits are established for unacceptable behavior, and adults act as author-
ity figures and positive role models. Students are actively involved in the program
through a curriculum that uses role-playing, modeling, and classroom discussion
to teach children how to cope with bullying. They become the first line of defense
in generating an environment that does not tolerate bullying. Herein lies the key
to the reduction of violence. Students must be actively involved in the solutions
to violence; they must learn to practice nonviolent conflict resolution actively.
Most antiviolence programs, including those enumerated above, focus on
bullying in the elementary and middle schools. This is as it should be because
students should be taught how to deal with violence at a young age, and antivi-
olence programs should be taught from kindergarten through twelfth grade.
However, beginning in middle school, a qualitative change occurs in the nature
of bullying and interpersonal violence as the peer group assumes ascendancy as
a reference group among young adolescents (Harris 1999). Bullying and harass-
ment become less the aberrant behavior of an individual child and more insti-
tutionalized and collectivized as a method by which peers subcultures commu-
nicate dominance and establish hierarchies.
Columbine High School is an example of the meshing of bullying and peer
group hierarchies. Everyone in Columbine High School was very much aware
that a particular student was a bully and could turn on anybody at any time. Even
though he was sanctioned by the administration for some of his misdeeds, he was
protected by coaches. Because of his physical virtuosity and athletic prowess, he
was a member of the leading crowd. He and his coterie of friends terrorized
the rest of the student body with relative impunity. His egregious behavior was
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tolerated by his high-status peers as long as he was targeting “loser students” and
not focusing on his status-equals. Additionally, his bullying of lower-status stu-
dents helped to reinforce the peer social structure and emphasize the domi-
nance of the student elite through physical intimidation. Within the social struc-
ture of Columbine High School, the tepid attempts of the administration to
control his behavior could not match the social rewards he received from his
peers for his bullying. He graduated from Columbine in 1998. In the subsequent
year, bullying did not abate because it was part of the structured social relations
within the school. Outcast students such as Klebold and Harris adhered to the
pattern by harassing students of even lesser status than they, such as students with
disabilities.
Although researchers in bullying have acknowledged some of the qualitative
differences in adolescence, their solutions have not really taken these differences
into consideration (Aronson 2000; Garbarino and deLara 2002; Samples and
Aber 1998). The special quality of adolescent bullying must be addressed in any
antiviolence program or else it is doomed to failure or only marginal success.
Any program to be successful must (a) change the climate of the school, (b) alter
the relationships among peer subcultures, and (c) cede adult power to the stu-
dents so that they can positively enforce antiviolence norms.
This latter aspect, I believe, is one of the most serious stumbling blocks to
the implementation of a successful antiviolence program among adolescents. It
is a necessary component of conflict mediation among peers. In Colorado in gen-
eral and in Columbine in particular, discussions with educational administra-
tors and law enforcement personnel revealed a lack of awareness and openness
to conflict mediation programs using peer mediators. My interview with the
superintendent of the Jefferson County Schools was abruptly terminated by her
when I asked a question about what the district was doing to reduce violence in
the schools. Principal DeAngelis, whom I thought would be interested in suc-
cessful antiviolence programs, was unresponsive when my wife, a seasoned con-
flict mediator in the New York City Schools, who had established the conflict
resolution program in a high school that was approximately the same size as
Columbine, told him of the successes of the program in her own school.
The program has two components: conflict negotiation and conflict resolu-
tion. The conflict negotiation portion is an antiviolence curriculum that is
designed to teach students negotiation skills so that they can avoid interpersonal
conflicts. It makes use of proper speech and the logic used by a trained individ-
ual to turn potential conflict into peacemaking. It uses compromise and move-
ment to a win/win situation. 
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The second component is conflict mediation, which involves learning the
steps of nonviolent conflict resolution, interviewing, brainstorming, role-play,
and modeling (DeJong 1993). The skills that are emphasized are active listen-
ing, assertiveness, expression of feelings, empathy, negotiation, and the airing of
positions. These skills are taught in many antiviolence programs. They are usu-
ally instituted in the second year of the program, primarily because teachers (or
administrators) have to be trained in the program. In 1993, in New York City,
each high school had one teacher trained in conflict mediation, who would
establish and run the program, and one teacher trained in conflict negotiation
to teach students violence prevention. The conflict mediation coordinator was
responsible for recruiting and training student (peer) mediators, establishing a
room or site where mediations could be conducted confidentially, supervising
and documenting mediations, and evaluating mediators. All students in the
school must know that there is a place where they can talk out their differences
in strict confidence.
Although conflict negotiation is important in an antiviolence program, the
conflict mediation component offers the best possibility to confront already
emerging conflict and change the climate of the school. With a critical mass of
peer mediators who take their jobs seriously—and nearly all of them do—the
school has a presence of students who are committed to antiviolence in the halls
at all times. If they see fights brewing, they can intervene and offer mediation.
Given the alternative of suspension, many students will opt for mediation. If stu-
dents have disputes or feel that they are being victimized, they can go to the medi-
ation coordinator and ask that the problem be mediated. In most New York City
high schools, when students were suspended for fighting, they were required to
have their dispute mediated upon entry back into the school.
Conflict mediation programs have been evaluated with promising results
(Cassels 1993; DeJong 1993; Gregg 1998; Hawkins, Farrington, and Catalano
1998). The main problems with conflict resolution programs have been half-
hearted support by administration and lack of willingness on the part of teach-
ers to fully implement them (Bickmore 1999). One of the major problems of
implementing conflict resolution programs is that it requires school officials to
adhere to democratic values, empower students to be active participants in the
solution, and provide them the resources for peaceful resolution of interpersonal
conflicts. It means trusting students and ceding to them a certain amount of
autonomy and control. In this writer’s observations of over forty years in educa-
tion, most educators are hesitant to cede power to students, even for issues that
are beyond the classroom.
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Even with teachers patrolling the halls, the locker rooms, and the playfields,
if the culture of school is conducive to violence, violence will occur. Therefore,
if the school wishes to reduce the level of interpersonal violence among its stu-
dents, it must empower the students to solve their own problems. Obviously, stu-
dents cannot be used to police other students. They do not have legitimate
authority. However, with an effective conflict mediation program, student medi-
ators can help their peers to resolve potentially violent conflicts in a peaceful
manner.
I will discuss the program developed by the International Center for Coop-
eration and Conflict Resolution at Teachers College Columbia University
because I have seen it in operation firsthand at a New York City high school. In
this particular instance, my wife, Debra Larkin, was trained as a conflict medi-
ator and ran a successful program for over ten years at Murry Bergtraum High
School, in lower Manhattan, New York City. Over that period, the student pop-
ulation was 99 percent minority, with varying mixtures of Asian, black (Carib-
bean, African, and African American) and Hispanic (Puerto Rican, Dominican,
and Central and South American) students. As the coordinator, Ms. Larkin pro-
moted the program, recruited and trained students, and supervised and docu-
mented all mediations. In an eight-period day, mediations were conducted dur-
ing six of those periods. The last two periods were used to train mediators and
teach them English writing and literature in which the major theme was con-
flict and its resolution. The school allocated a room for conflict mediation, which
was Ms. Larkin’s classroom. Students knew that if they had a conflict they could
go to the mediation room and schedule mediation.
The conflict mediation program was supported by the principal in the school
and the high school superintendent, especially in the early days of its operation.
The program was instituted in 1992 at the high school level in reaction to a gun-
fight that broke out in Thomas Jefferson High School and resulted in the death
of a student and the wounding of a bystander and a teacher who tried to inter-
vene (McFadden 1991). Mayor David Dinkins instituted a Safe Schools, Safe
Streets initiative that funded conflict resolution programs in all New York City
high schools (McKinley 1992). The central Board of Education established an
Office of Conflict Resolution that coordinated the program in the five boroughs
of the city. The board passed a resolution that required that all students who had
been suspended for fighting had to go through conflict mediation before they
could reenter their school. Each borough had a coordinator for conflict resolu-
tion programs who oversaw the operation of the programs in each high school,
arranged conferences and training, and linked the program with other advocates
of nonviolent conflict resolution, such as the United Nations and the Southern
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Christian Leadership Conference. The New York City program was linked to
national and international efforts at peaceful conflict resolution.
As the program grew over the years, the Murry Bergtraum High School
maintained a critical mass of 100–150 peer mediators in a school of 2800 stu-
dents. Mediations focused on pairs of students who had a dispute and could
include as many as twenty or twenty-five or more students who were involved in
the conflict. If all persons involved in the conflict were not included in the medi-
ation, it could not be adequately resolved. In the vast majority of cases, upwards
of 95 percent, the conflicts were resolved peacefully. In a small number of cases,
disputants needed more than one mediation to resolve their conflict. Approxi-
mately two or three mediations per year failed to achieve a satisfactory conclu-
sion. In this particular school, approximately 150–175 mediations were con-
ducted each year. Although school district policy mandated that the program was
not to deal with gang violence, it was clear that in some cases, local gangs used
the mediation process to resolve differences and misunderstandings among oppos-
ing gangs.
Students for the program were recruited through promotions in the school
by making presentations at school assemblies, distributing flyers, making
announcements over the public address system, and gathering staff recommen-
dations. Prospective mediators were interviewed by Ms. Larkin and peer medi-
ators to assess their qualifications, fitness, and motivation. After the initial semes-
ter, student mediators began recommending their friends. In addition, Ms. Larkin
discovered that some of the best potential mediators were students whose con-
flicts had been brought to the mediation room. Some of the most troublesome
students in the school, upon being mediated, expressed desires to become medi-
ators themselves. Not surprisingly, some of those students discovered hidden tal-
ents as mediators and became advocates for mediation and peaceful resolution
of conflicts.
The vast majority of peer mediators took the program very seriously. Several
students told Ms. Larkin that without the peer mediation program they would
have been dead. They learned how to negotiate solutions to problems and how
to deescalate and defuse confrontations. In addition, participation in the conflict
mediation program gave mediators status among their peers. They were helpful,
positive, and resourceful, and they helped people avoid violence and personal
injury.
Peer mediators staged mock mediations in assemblies so that the other stu-
dents understood the process. A group of students established a rap group and
created raps that extolled nonviolent conflict resolution. In addition, the medi-
ators visited elementary and other high schools to conduct mock mediations or
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teach conflict mediation/negotiation skills. They met with other students to advo-
cate for the program. Each year, anywhere from twenty-five to forty mediators
would take a trip to the state capital to advocate for gun control legislation under
the sponsorship of the New Yorkers against Gun Violence. Many of those stu-
dents had seen the destructiveness of gun violence firsthand and worked to rid
their environment of guns.
The program generated a critical mass of peace advocates in the student pop-
ulation. This critical mass of students altered the climate of the school, making
it less violent. Students in the school felt safer because of the presence of the
conflict mediation program. Confrontations were less likely to escalate to vio-
lence because of the necessity of one or more of those in conflict to protect their
image or their egos. The mediation process allowed students to deescalate the
conflict in a nonthreatening way. When mediators saw fights brewing, they
brought the disputants to the conflict resolution room or informed the media-
tion teacher of the pending conflict so that she could intervene and offer medi-
ation before the fight erupted.
Increasingly, programs are being offered at higher education institutions in
conflict resolution. Stokes (2002) documented approximately fifty undergradu-
ate and thirty graduate programs in the United States and Canada that offer
degrees or certification in conflict mediation. Therefore, conflict resolution is not
only a voluntary activity but also offers students a vocational option that they may
not have considered. Several students from the Murry Burgtraum program have
pursued careers in conflict resolution as either undergraduates or graduate stu-
dents. Many law schools now offer conflict resolution programs, and many cor-
porations employ conflict mediators as an alternative to litigation (Riskin 1993).
Although the above example is from an inner-city school that has few white
students, the research has indicated that conflict mediation can be used success-
fully in rural, suburban, and urban schools for literally all students from pre-
kindergarten to graduate school, staff members, for adults in the workplace, and
for family conflicts. However, adaptations must be made for suburban high
schools (Cassels 1993; DeJong 1993; Gregg 1998; Hawkins et al. 1998; Samples
and Aber 1998). All of the extant research on suburban high schools indicate
that the dominant adolescent peer group is organized around athletics and is
almost universally identified as jocks and their female counterparts (Bissinger
1990; Coleman 1961; Eckert 1989; Gordon 1957; Larkin 1979; Wooden and
Blazak 2001). As with any subculture, a great variety of orientations, attitudes,
and behaviors exist within it. If the peer mediation program is to work in such
schools, it must have significant representation among peer mediators from male
and female members of the leading crowd, especially members of the football
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team. Without such representation, the program will lack legitimacy. Any stu-
dent who wishes to be a quarterback of the football team or captain of any inter-
scholastic sports team should be required to have a minimum of one semester’s
experience in conflict resolution training. Not only will this provide them with
important leadership skills, it would link nonviolent conflict resolution with
sports participation.
As important, the peer mediators must be representative of the school pop-
ulation. With any school, the person in charge of mediation must be sensitive
to and aware of all of the various affinity groups, racial and ethnic categories, and
subcultures within the school and make sure that each one is represented among
the peer mediators. It is especially important that students will be included who
are members of subcultures that are antischool. This means that in suburban high
schools, peer mediators should include goths, stoners, skateboarders, bikers, and
skinheads, if they can be recruited.
PEACE
This book was written because of a destructive act that killed fifteen Americans.
It is postmortem because we are looking backward to examine why it occurred.
In this chapter, we also look forward to see what can be done to prevent such
attacks from happening in the future. 
There is a substantial research base that provides important clues about how
to reduce violence (Elliott, Hamburg, and Williams 1998; Mihalic, Fagan, Irwin,
Ballard, and Elliott 2002), but sadly there is little political will to implement pos-
itive peace education policies in high schools. If this inquiry into the shootings
at Columbine High School can be generalized, and I think it can, a large por-
tion of incivility, harassment, and physical intimidation that occurs in the halls
of the local high school is perpetrated by athletic elites in the defense of their
own social privilege. The vast majority of rampage shootings, including those
at Columbine, are retaliatory violence by the victims of such physical and
psychological violence. If educators wish to stop the cycle of violence in Amer-
ican high schools, they have to begin at the top of the student status structure
and provide students with the political, human, and physical resources to par-
ticipate actively in the solution to the problem of violence.
Because a substantial proportion of high school violence is perpetrated by stu-
dent elites associated with sports, the problem has been kept invisible. One of
the major purposes of this study is to make the violence that is perpetrated by stu-
dent elites visible. The first step in solving a problem is an accurate diagnosis.
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For too long, the issue of rampage shootings in middle and high schools across
this country has focused on individual pathologies to the detriment of contex-
tual factors. In many cases, including Columbine, rampage shooters have dem-
onstrated signs of personal pathology. It is entirely true that Dylan Klebold was
depressed and Eric Harris had a serious personality disorder, most likely bipolar
disorder. Yet it was not the disorders that caused the rampage shootings. Rather,
it was the interplay between psychological factors and the social context that gave
shape to their behavior.
Sadly, America prides itself on its violence. It has a whole mythology of gun-
fighters that is especially predominant in the South and West where, not surpris-
ingly, most middle and high school rampage shootings occur. America adheres
to the cult of masculinity in which personal vulnerability is masked by violence.
Within that cult, men are encouraged to avenge insults with physical and psy-
chological violence in order to maintain their self-respect and image. Perhaps
even more viciously, males are encouraged to demonstrate their dominance over
others through violence and intimidation. This is clearly the modus operandi of
the athletic elites. They defend their dominance and hegemony over the peer
structure by erecting invisible walls between themselves and lesser males through
intimidation, harassment, and violence. Once those boundaries are established,
woes betide those who violate them. Wannabes, hangers on, and those who reject
the status system in its entirety, usually at the bottom of the peer structure, are
targeted because they either transgress the boundaries or call them into question.
Although not as physically violent, a parallel process occurs among adoles-
cent women. The violence, although rarely physical, is every bit as vicious and
psychologically debilitating to the victims. Instead of physical combat, barriers
are maintained through gossip and shunning. For males, the criteria for elite
membership are personal achievement, especially in sports, personal attractive-
ness, and social skills. For females, the criteria are family social status, physical
attractiveness, and the status of males who will date them. It is still a sexist world,
and female status is still attached to the status of the males they attract.
Adolescence is probably the time of life during which humans are involved
in more competitive struggles than at any other time. In addition to the struggle
for peer status, there are the associated struggles around sexuality and one’s
future. The lives of high school students are being sorted out. Who gets the
awards, accolades, and recognition? Who gets the hot girl or guy? Who gets into
the elite universities, and who ends up at the local community college? Who has
a future, and who does not? All of these struggles pit teenagers against one
another. One can be a winner in one arena and a loser in others. One can be a
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football star, a loser with women, and a poor student. One of the enduring
themes of American culture is the revenge of the nerd, the central themes of such
diverse offerings as the movies “Heathers,” “The Revenge of the Nerds,” “Broad-
cast News,” “Election,” and the Bruce Springsteen song, “Glory Days.”
Historically, American culture has vacillated between dreams of domination
and visions of utopias. The nineteenth-century vision of manifest destiny, real-
ized, if necessary, through genocide, has expanded to fantasies of world domi-
nation. Americans have attempted to build intentional utopian communities
from the nineteenth-century Mormons and Oneida communities to the commu-
nal movement of the late 1960s through the early 1970s. There is a strain in
American culture that yearns for connectedness and living in harmony with our-
selves, our community, our neighbors, and our environment. We cannot possi-
bly achieve such harmony without acknowledgment and appreciation of human
diversity. It is, therefore, necessary for us, as Americans, to develop human tech-
nologies that help us to live in harmony with others and resolve disputes and con-
flicts peacefully. There is no way we can do this without being able to put our-
selves in the place of others. Without empathy, there can be no peace, only
shortsighted self-interest. Schools are social institutions that, as their major func-
tion, teach people from different backgrounds to get along together. It is time
that schools took this function seriously.
Some of us suffer for the sins of others. Sometimes innocents are slaughtered
and the guilty die peacefully in their sleep blissfully unaware of the pain and
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Although they have been memorialized, to this day, there has been no con-
certed effort to build a viable antiviolence program at Columbine High School
worthy of their memory. As the famous antiwar song, “Where Have All the Flow-
ers Gone,” asks, “When will they ever learn?”
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METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX
The research reported herein was conducted without financial support from any institu-
tion. It was conducted as an act of love. In the spring of 2000, my wife, in anticipation of
her own retirement as a New York City English teacher and conflict mediator, asked me
what I would like to do in the near future. I responded by saying, “I want to study the
Columbine shootings.” Because I had no academic position, I realized that I had only my
own resources at hand. However, those resources were considerable: an abiding interest
in adolescent social development, my skills as a research sociologist, and an understand-
ing and supportive wife and family.
However, I could conduct a study without academic credentials. I approached David
Brotherton at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of New York
and asked him if the sociology department would sponsor me with an unpaid research
position that would allow me legitimacy as a university-based academic researcher. The
department granted me the position and provided me with department letterhead sta-
tionery. The department has been very supportive of my research efforts, with various mem-
bers reading over drafts of my work, inviting me to colloquia, and asking me to make pre-
sentations in faculty members’ classes. Department members in addition to David
Brotherton who have been supportive of my work are Michael Flynn, Maria Volpe, and
Barry Spunt. 
I began reading media accounts of the Columbine shootings and ordering books that
had been written about them in preparation for developing a research grant proposal.
Because of the recency of the shootings, explorations of the relevant databases, including
ERIC, Psychinfo, and SocSciSearch revealed no original research on the shootings. I was
surprised to find that by the end of 2001, the only books published on the Columbine
shootings were from the evangelical community, interpreting the shootings in distinctly
Manichean terms of the struggle between good and evil, with Harris and Klebold cast in
the role of Satan and the evangelical community as the defenders of virtue. In addition,
there were numerous hagiographies of two of the victims, Rachel Scott and Cassie Bernall.
Perhaps even more disturbing was the subsequent publication of numerous books and maga-
zine articles that had used media reports about the Columbine shootings as a jumping off point
for their own authors’ agendas. Two such examples blamed the Columbine shootings on lax
and indulgent parenting within the middle class with absolutely no knowledge of how Dylan
Klebold and Eric Harris were raised (Coleman 2002; Shaw 2003).
In 2000, after collaborating with my colleagues at John Jay, I submitted a research pro-
posal to the Spencer Foundation, which was not funded. About that time, the economic bub-
ble of the 1990s collapsed, and foundations found themselves having to cut back grant monies
severely. At that point, I figured I was wasting my time attempting to obtain research funds and
began to execute a research plan based on a shoestring budget. From a variety of sources, I
began compiling a list of possible interviewees in anticipation of a data collection trip to south-
ern Jefferson County in the fall of 2000. Prospective interviewees were primarily Columbine
High School students but also included reporters, investigators from the attorney general’s
office, scholars and colleagues in the Denver area, and police investigators. In addition, I
included educators, including Frank DeAngelis, principal of Columbine High School, and
Jane Harman, the Superintendent of Jefferson County School District.
The responses from those most closely involved with the shootings were resoundingly
negative. Prior to calling the high school, I wrote the principal a letter introducing myself and
the nature of my study; I informed him that I would be calling within a few days. When I called
the high school, I was referred to the public information officer who scolded me and told me
that the school community was still in the process of healing and that my investigation would
interfere with that process. He inferred that my investigation was part of a ghoulish fascination
with the shootings, and he informed me that the high school was constantly being visited by
tour buses filled with picture-snapping curiosity seekers.
My attempts to interview the students also met a dead end. Columbine residents who were
closely associated with the shootings had learned from their negative experiences to screen their
calls. Nearly all telephone inquiries ended with my leaving messages on answering machines,
messages that were never returned. In some cases, parents would answer the phone and would
refuse access to their children. A common response was, “We’ve had enough of that Columbine
crap,” and they would hang up.
Nevertheless, my wife Debbie, and I traveled to Denver in November 2000 for our first
data collection trip. We interviewed several reporters for the Rocky Mountain News, an inves-
tigator at the state Attorney General’s Office, a representative of the Center for the Study and
Prevention of Violence in Boulder, and drove around the Columbine High School catchment
area in southern Jefferson County. We also scheduled an interview with Kate Battan, the lead
investigator for the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department. She canceled, citing overwhelm-
ing job responsibilities. Although Battan seemed sympathetic to the investigation and almost
always returned my calls, I was never able to interview her for the study.
From the Attorney General’s office and at the Center for the Study and Prevention of Vio-
lence, we received valuable information on the investigations relating to high school violence.
We were given the recent report on bullying from the assistant attorney general and were pro-
vided several monographs on school violence produced by the Center for the Study of Vio-
lence and Violence Prevention.
The data collected from the trip provided two benefits: first, we were able to talk to peo-
ple who had a close-up view of the shootings and their aftermath; second, we were provided
with contacts inside the Columbine community from cooperative reporters. One of the major
sources of information about the Columbine shootings was the Brown family. Their son,
Brooks, was a close friend of Dylan Klebold and had an on-again-off-again relationship with
Eric Harris. The Brown family was victimized by the Columbine shootings on several levels.
First, because Brooks was linked to Harris and Klebold, he was suspected of having partici-
pated in the shootings or having foreknowledge of them. Second, because Brooks was close to
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both shooters and victims, he was in the unenviable position of mourning for both his friends
who were killers and his friends who were their victims. Because of his position as an outcast
student, he had a visceral understanding of why Klebold and Harris perpetrated their horren-
dous act. This put him at odds with the vast majority of Columbine residents who viewed the
shootings as causeless or as pure evil, further isolating him. Third, the Brown family had repeat-
edly attempted to alert the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department of the danger of Eric Har-
ris’s actions prior to the shootings. When the Brown family went to the media to complain about
the in action of the Sheriff’s Department, the sheriff engaged in a personal vendetta against
the Brown family. He tried to frame Brooks Brown as a coconspirator in the shootings. The
sheriff also engaged in personal attacks against the Brown family, calling them liars. It was only
later that the ignored complaints were discovered in the department’s files.
Because of the closeness of Brooks to Eric and Dylan and because of the viciousness of the
attacks on their family, the Browns became deeply involved in the shooting investigations. They
served as witnesses and as information sources. Brooks (Brown and Merritt 2002) wrote No Easy
Answers with Rob Merritt, a book about his experiences, which was published in 2002. I
attempted to contact him through his publisher. I was given his email address but never received
a response to my inquiries. I was provided the Brown’s phone number by a reporter. I called the
number and left a message explaining to the Browns the purpose of my investigation. I received
a call back from Judy Brown, who gave me a great deal of inside information and names to con-
tact for possible interviews. She also gave me Brooks’s cell phone number. Any time a signifi-
cant event occurred relative to the shootings, such as the release of the Sheriff’s Department’s
report, I would receive a call from Judy that would last minimally an hour during which she
would update me on what was happening and provide me with leads to follow up.
In the meantime, I had to devise a strategy to get access to Columbine students. I used
several strategies. By that time, the 11,000-page report on the shootings had been released by
the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department. I began to scour the report for names of students
who had been interviewed by the police. I was able to identify several members of the Trench-
coat Mafia whom I subsequently interviewed. In addition, a colleague at John Jay indicated
that he had a student who was a former Columbine High School student who was in atten-
dance on the day of the shootings. She agreed to an interview and became a resource for other
interviewees. I began searching the Internet for names of and contact information for former
Columbine High School students. By far the best source was alumni.com, which lists high
school graduates from high schools across United States. I tapped into the Columbine High
School alumni list and was able to recruit six or seven students who had listed their names on
the web site and who were in attendance on April 20, 1999. I interviewed them by telephone
and asked if they could recommend any other students for interviews. I was unable to recruit
any other students from this pool. Interviews were about an hour long and covered their expe-
riences as Columbine High School students: what their typical days were like; whether they
had experienced or observed any harassment; if so, a description of it. I asked them about the
social structure of the high school and where they fit into it. What was their knowledge of the
Trenchcoat Mafia, Eric Harris, and Dylan Klebold? What were their experiences on the day
of the shootings? None of the students from this source knew Klebold or Harris personally, but
all could identify the Trenchcoat Mafia. All were in the school the morning of the shootings,
and none was injured. They all knew at least one of the victims.
On my second visit to southern Jefferson County in May, 2003, I visited the Brown’s
house, interviewed Judy Brown and a friend of hers who was a district employee. The Browns
had an entire room filled with records and documentation of investigations of the shootings.
I also met Brooks for the first time, who introduced me to some of his friends, whom I was
able to interview. In one case, a female friend of his arranged an interview with her and three
of her friends who had returned to the area from college. All four had been in school on the
day of the shootings.
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During this data collection trip, I interviewed Principal Frank DeAngelis for the first time.
I also visited the West Bowles Community Church, where Cassie Bernall and her family were
parishioners. I attended services and interviewed the youth minister and six members of the
youth congregation, most of whom attended Columbine High School. It was during this trip
that I began collaring students on the run for interviews. I was also able to interview football
team members. I attempted to interview the new superintendent of schools for Jefferson County,
Dr. Cindy Stevenson, and was thrown out of her office when I made inquiries about antivio-
lence programs instituted by the school district. During this trip, I made a second visit to the
Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence to interview Del Elliott, the center’s direc-
tor, a world-renowned expert on high school violence and violence prevention.
During this time, I had been writing the book. In addition to the interviews, I used cen-
sus and economic data to develop a demographic profile of the area served by Columbine High
School. Interviews were transcribed, read over, and were reorganized by topics. I read news-
paper and journal articles and read about rampage shootings as they occurred. All books on
the topic were purchased and read. I conducted periodic searches of academic databases to
see if other studies have been conducted. I also contacted other scholars working in related
areas. I viewed television shows and movies related to Columbine, adolescent violence, and
bullying. Friends and colleagues alerted me to materials that they had seen. I received envelopes
with clippings about Columbine and related issues from my friend and colleague, Peter Fre-
und. My wife, Debbie, would also inform me when she came across any information that she
thought would be relevant to the study. Meanwhile, I began writing the book, chapter by chap-
ter, although not in the order they would eventually appear in the book. My first and most crit-
ical reader, Debbie Larkin, would read over the manuscript, focusing on style, syntax, and gram-
mar, but also keeping an eye to the cogency of the argument. She would discuss with me issues
relating to my argument and supporting materials and the direction in which the study was
going. After making corrections, I would send the chapter off to my sociologist colleagues, Peter
Freund, Ray Calluori, Stanley Aronowitz, and Glenn Mushert. Peter would always provide me
detailed feedback, usually in a restaurant with Asian cuisine. Ray would call me on the tele-
phone and discuss conceptual issues and point me in directions related to adolescent subcul-
tures, the music scene, and criminological perspectives. Emails from Stanley would say some-
thing like “Keep going.” I sent Glenn Mushert copies of papers written from the study and he
would provide detailed and trenchant critiques. He and Peter Freund were always raising
issues about the relationship between the data and my analyses and corrected my tendencies
toward arguing beyond the data.
In April 2004, Debbie and I again visited Columbine. This last trip to the Denver area
was for the purpose of plugging holes in the data. Interviews were conducted with Principal
DeAngelis, the Reverend Don Marxhausen, Brooks Brown, a former Columbine High School
teacher and coach, and several other students. The interviews focused on issues related to
harassment by elite students. After returning from the third trip, I concluded that I had suffi-
cient data to complete the study. By that time, I had interviewed approximately thirty students
from all strata of the student body, religious leaders, community members, scholars, investiga-
tors, educators, and reporters. I sat down and completed writing the book.
As I wrote and revised according to the feedback of my professional colleagues, I began
sending chapters to interested friends and family members. Because I viewed the book of inter-
est to what professionals referred to as the “lay community,” I gave my friends Harvey Markowitz
and Richard Breier copies of the documents to read. Their responses provided several hours
of spirited dialogue. In addition, my son, Tom Larkin, and my brother-in-law, Gerald Douglass
read the completed manuscript and provided comments. The chapter on Eric and Dylan was
read and critiqued by my friends and clinical psychologist, Elliot Selighan. Early drafts of the
manuscript were read by Vioki Sudhalter. The completed manuscript was also sent to Ray Cal-
luori, David Brotherton, and Glenn Mushert. Ray provided suggestions for several important
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improvements, and Glenn went over the manuscript and provided a much-needed close read-
ing. David Brotherton provided me with valuable insights derived from a newly emerging cul-
tural criminology paradigm among British sociologists. I also sent copies to the Brown family.
Randy, Judy, and Brooks all separately read the manuscript, primarily checking it for factual
errors, but also commenting on the overall direction of the argument. Prepublication copies
were also sent to the Center on the Study and Prevention of Violence and to Frank DeAnge-
lis, Principal of Columbine High School. No responses were returned from them.
Although this has been a cooperative venture and I have used the help of the numerous
individuals named above, I made the final decisions about what to include and exclude;
therefore the responsibility for errors and biases are my own. I would like to thank all those
persons who contributed to the writing of this book including the reporters who were gener-
ous with their time, Randy and Judy Brown for their help in the research and editing, Brooks
Brown, who introduced me to numerous friends who were willing to talk about Columbine,
Mr. DeAngelis, who granted the time for two interviews, knowing that he would be the sub-
ject of criticism, and the staff at the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence. I would
also like to thank Stanley Aronowitz, who is like an intellectual godfather to me, providing
encouragement, guiding me to a publisher, and supporting me behind the scenes. I would par-
ticularly like to thank the faculty of the Sociology Department at John Jay College of Crimi-
nal Justice who were so supportive and provided me an intellectual home. I especially would
like to thank David Brotherton for his support in this endeavor.
Finally, I wish to express my enduring gratitude to and love for my wife Debbie, without
whom this project would have been impossible. It was through her that I met David Brother-
ton, developed an interest in techniques of violence reduction, and observed firsthand how a
top-flight conflict mediation program could permanently change the lives of adolescents. She
has been a steadfast and supportive partner through this entire process. She helped collect the
data and conducted interviews with a skill and sensitivity beyond my capacities. She reviewed
every word of this book. Material had to pass muster with her before I would send it out to any-
body else. Family time and financial resources were invested in this project. I greatly appreci-
ate her acceptance of these sacrifices.
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1 The data for the descriptions of the attack had been derived from several sources:
the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department report (Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 1999),
Zoba (2000), and newspaper reportage.
CHAPTER 8
1 The social movements of the 1960s created a cultural revolution that affected all
of Western society. Modernism, with its emphasis on the values of production, rational-
ity, scientism, cultural monism, sexual repression, and traditional gender roles was attacked
by African Americans, white middle-class youth, feminists, and gays in tandem (Foss and
Larkin 1976). After the civil rights phase of the black movement of the 1960s, blacks
engaged in a period of nationalism, asserting Afrocentric culture as an alternative to assim-
ilation into white society. White middle-class youth attacked the work ethic, the capital-
istic notion that the ultimate goal in life was the accumulation of material goods, the intrin-
sic value of the status struggle, sexual repression, and the barrier between the personal and
political. Feminists challenged traditional gender roles, the patriarchal power structure,
and enlarged upon the concept of personal politics originally espoused by white middle-
class youth. The women’s movement also opened new areas for sexual expression, espe-
cially in their defense of lesbianism. Gays also countered traditional gender roles, enlarg-
ing the critique of sexual orientation opened up by the women’s movement. Within the
social movements of the 1960s, cultural revolutionaries saw their efforts at attacking bour-
geois modernist culture as acts of liberation whereby those persons excluded from the dom-
inant culture were able to claim space within society on their own terms. By the mid-1970s,
the United States was experiencing a dramatic cultural crisis as increasing portions of the
old culture were stripped away and the institutions supporting them were losing legitimacy.
President Jimmy Carter felt it incumbent upon himself to declaim the “cultural malaise”
(Kennedy 1979; Willis 1999).
2 Postmodern culture is impossible without the intrusion of the electronic media into
everyday life. Capitalism, however, has an insatiable ability to appropriate liberated aspects of
culture and realienate them by turning them into commodities that are sold for profit in the
marketplace. Foss (1972) reported:
[I]t is absolutely amazing how quickly the vocabulary and other superficial features
of even the most dissident youth cultures becomes absorbed into the hucksterism of
mass culture. “Plymouth is tripping out this year”; “Chevrolet is happening”; Dodge
offers a “groovy ride”; while Ford offers a sort of mystical illumination: “You’re feel-
ing uptight/Then you see the Light/Those better ideas from Ford/See the Light/See
the Light/See the Light.” (115)
The fundamental purpose of commercial media is to deliver a suitably conditioned audience
to an advertiser (Barnouw 1975, 1978). In the final analysis, the only meaningful criterion on
which media advertising is evaluated is its ability to generate increased sales. It is insufficient
that more people will be exposed to advertising; they must go out and buy the product. There-
fore, not only must the advertisement, “create more desire“ (Henry 1963), but the program-
ming itself must soften the audience so that it will be susceptible to the advertising pitch. This
is done through a variety of means, including product placement; associations with status, sex,
and other desires; and technically by juxtaposing shots of longer duration with advertisements
containing rapid cuts or changes or alterations in sound volume.
For electronic media outlets, the prime currency is the size of the audience, along with
audience demographics (Gitlin 1983). Therefore, outlets compete for audience size and “qual-
ity,” with prime audiences being those with the most disposable income. Therefore, in the com-
petition for audiences in ratings, media outlets hype their products. Given the fevered pitch
of a myriad of advertisers attempting to harness the attention of populations of potential buy-
ers, postmodern culture becomes increasingly commercialized and directed at generating false
consciousness.
The term “false consciousness” is derived from Marx’s theory of commodity fetishism, in
which the commodity form takes on a symbolic value above and beyond that of its “use value.”
Marx (1967) posited that in capitalist society, commodities, in addition to the value generated
by their utility, were also given exchange values in the marketplace by virtue of how much
money they could demand. Marx regarded money as the ultimate commodity form, the com-
modity by which all other commodities could be measured. Because human labor is also a
commodity that is bought and sold in the marketplace, one aspect of false consciousness is the
treatment of a living human subject as nothing more than a source of labor. Thus, we are given
the notion of factory “hands” in reference to the labor force.
With the extension of capitalist social relations into the manufacture of culture, where
increasing numbers of cultural artifacts and services are sold in the marketplace by profit-seek-
ers, the notion of false consciousness takes on new meaning. As Americans spend increasing
amounts of their time in the marketplace buying, selling, persuading, and being persuaded to
buy products, the commodity form assumes a facticity of its own, giving it a taken-for-granted
status. Yet, because of the need to sell, commodities are enhanced with transcendent values,
such as power, status, sexuality, love, peace of mind, acceptance, community, and so forth, ad
infinitum.
If the nineteenth century was the century of the industrial revolution, the twentieth cen-
tury witnessed a revolution in communications media. As so many commentators have noted
(e.g., Peter Drucker, Daniel Bell, Arthur Toffler), the age of industry has given way to the age
of information. Each new medium developed in the twentieth century, with the possible
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exception of television—radio, sound recording, moving pictures, computers, and the Inter-
net—was developed for noncommercial purposes but was quickly appropriated by commer-
cial interests. The dramatic expansion of the mass media over the twentieth century has allowed
commercial interests unprecedented control over cultural reproduction. For any given prod-
uct, there are literally thousands of venues that can be used to advertise it.
The expanse of the mass media and their harnessing by commercial interests have lead
to what Baudrillard has referred to as “hyperreality” (1983). He was referring to a media-con-
structed reality of simulacra that substitute for unmediated experience. In its consequences, it
competes with and shapes lived experience. Because the hyperreal is a constructed reality that
emphasizes the unusual, the spectacular, and the consummatory, it always generates expecta-
tions that it cannot fulfill. Although the advertising for, say, the Lexus automobile may prom-
ise status, power, and sexual fulfillment, the actual purchase of the car does not automatically
grant any of those. That is why irony is a classically postmodern attitude. The postmodern indi-
vidual understands that the hyperreal emphasizes the hype over the real and is in on the joke.
Therefore, the ironic posture assumes that one understands that hyperreality has the same rela-
tionship to reality as “weapons of mass destruction” has to the invasion of Iraq. Postmodern
culture, with its emphasis on the hyperreal, the intentional generation of false consciousness,
and the worship of the commodity form, combines them all in the persona of the celebrity,
which is simultaneously everything and nothing. It is nothing because it is a cipher into which
desires, mythologies, and public relations are used to craft an identity. It is everything because
it embodies the society-wide desire for fame and recognition.
3 A check of the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature indicated that between 1984 and
1989, fifty-five articles were published on bullying, between 1990 and 1994, 119 articles,
between 1995 and 1999, 372 articles, and between 2000 and 2005, 499 articles. A similar pat-
tern is revealed in the ERIC files, which lists journals and research reports in education, where
just three articles were published prior to 1986, seventeen between 1986 and 1990, forty-six
between 1991 and 1995, 254 between 1995 and 2000, and 229 after 2000. One would expect
that awareness of a social problem would appear first in the popular literature, followed by the
professional literature.
CHAPTER 9
1 It is important to point out that the students whom I interviewed tended not to moral-
ize about partying, taking drugs, having sex, or drinking alcohol. What upset them was that
evangelical students would take moral positions against such behaviors while engaging in them
themselves.
2 The “emergent norm” theory was first introduced by Ralph Turner and Lewis M. Kil-
lian (1957) as an explanation of social contagion. That is, when people see other people engag-
ing in deviant activities that do not result in negative sanctions, they are more likely to engage
in such behavior. The theory also underpins James Q. Wilson’s (1982) “broken window” the-
ory of crime contagion in a community. He noted that when somebody throws a rock through
the window of an abandoned building and it remains broken, it is merely a matter of time until
all the windows in the building are broken. This presents a visible indicator of social decay and
the loss of the community’s ability to enforce norms of decorous behavior.
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